Foreshadow
Chapter 1 :: Kidnapped
Third Alayah Correspondent
376 Burnt Palm Way
Salamein, Davian, 45012
Adaru 14, 2023
Third Alayahn Correspondent:
As I hope to make perfectly clear in this letter, my organization
does not appreciate threats or ultimatums of any kind, particularly from
those we are helping. I will remind you that Diaspora is granting your
militia a favor, and that we can remove our favor at any time.
In your last correspondence, you demanded that my organization
release to you the identity of the target immediately, a full month before
the operation is to take place. While I am inclined to deny such a rude
request, I do recognize that you will need time to prepare for the assault.
So I have attached the identity and present location of the target, for
your perusal.
Understand this: under no circumstance are you to move against the
target before the appointed time. Diaspora will know if you attempt to
abduct her outside of our agreedupon terms, and will cease to provide its
intelligence immediately.
In utmost sincerity and candor,
 Diasporan Correspondent

As she lay in bed fading into consciousness, Callie Altier became certain of one thing – the
sunlight was coming into the room from the wrong side of the bed.
“aaergn,” she groaned, and rolled to the left, away from the light. Eventually though, curiosity
defeated fatigue, and she opened her eyes. Shock bolted her upright.
In an instant, she realized why the light was different; she was not in her room. In alarm she
pored over the details of last night, searching for any rational explanation of her presence here. She
shook her head, confused. After Cyrus had left, Callandra washed the dishes, wrote in her journal for
half an hour, and then slipped underneath the pale blue sheet that covered her bed. This morning, in
contrast, she awoke with a start under multiple sheets topped with a paisley quilt.
She felt a tremor of hysteria pass through her, but quickly stifled it. “Come on Callie  there's a
reason for this, just figure it out.” Moving her fear to the back of her mind, she examined the room in
an attempt to orient herself. She felt mildly suffocated by the room's tight quarters, which were packed
tighter still by the large wooden armoire near the head of the bed. Constructed of thick walnut or oak,
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the contents of the wardrobe were shielded by two full length, ornately carved doors, whose design
seemed to almost mimic the paisley of her bedspread. It also seemed to match the pattern of stenciled
sienna crowning the top of the yellow and orangespeckled room. Whoever designed this room must
have been painstakingly meticulous in arranging its details.
Wrinkling her nose, Callandra couldn't help but contrast the room with her own, plainer tastes.
The cluttered feel was oppressive, although she did note that the room didn't really appear cluttered –
simply more complex. She almost felt a prick of jealousy, knowing that her simplistic room was typical
of her simplistic lifestyle. In contrast to that, the creator of this room, she imagined, must have been
someone who had tasted the many courses of life, and poured all of that color and design into her room.
After examining the wardrobe, Callie's gaze moved to the curio which stood against the wall
opposite the bed. The curio was the single piece of furniture which especially stood out in the room; it
was constructed almost entirely of glass, and was filled from top shelf to bottom with picture frames.
At first, she assumed that its contrasting look was a decorating mistake, but then it struck her that this
showcase of pictures became the centerpiece of the room. Perhaps it was intentional.
From there, her sight shifted to the final piece of furniture in the room, a small table at the foot
of the bed. It had carvings similar to that of the armoire; Callandra guessed that at one point they were
part of a set. Nothing too extraordinary, the table simply held a pad of paper, a telephone, and a silver
necklace.
As she was about to move on from the table, the necklace caught her eye again, causing the
hysteria to assail her conscious mind once more. Crawling away from the terror, and over the bed,
Callandra snatched the necklace off the stand, realizing that in fact, she recognized it! It was her
necklace – the one she wore daily, the one she had placed on her bed stand last night.
Then the panic set in. Clearly, she had fallen asleep in her room back home. Clearly, she was
no longer there. That meant that while she was sleeping, or worse drugged, someone had taken her out
of her apartment and transported her body to this place, wherever she was. Moreover, they'd carried
along her birthstone necklace, and she couldn't begin to wonder why.
She quickly checked over her body; nothing felt bruised. She glanced up at the door, half
expecting her captor to walk into the room, and remedy the lack of bruises. Eventually though, after a
few long moments of adrenaline, she managed to slow her breathing and her mind to a pace that could
think things through.
Her first inclination was to leave. She wanted nothing more than to flee this deceptively
pleasant room, and find the nearest police station. Fear glued her to the bed, however – fear of the other
side of that door. For all she knew, she could be walking into a room full of rapists who were just
waiting to have their way with her.
As if on cue, she heard a creak pass through the floor. Callie frantically scanned the room for a
weapon, and as she did so, she noticed the telephone. It seemed strange that her captors would leave
her such an obvious link to the outside world, but after receiving that glorious dial tone, she stopped
caring and started to dial the police.
Then it hit her – she couldn't remember the phone number for the police. Panic returned, which
didn't help her memory block, so she put the phone back in the cradle, and focused on breathing. A
moment passed before she picked up the phone again, and dialed Cy's number instead.
“Hello?” came the voice on the other end.
“Oh Cyrus, thank Elean,” she breathed into the phone. “This is Callandra, I  I think I'm in
trouble.”
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“I'm sorry, who is this?” he replied.
Callie was taken aback for a second. “It's me Cy, Callandra. You know, your girlfriend?” She
paused, waiting for a reply. “Cyrus, I'm not joking around; I think I've been kidnapped.”
Silence came through the receiver for a second. “Well whoever you are, I don't know any
'Callandra', and I think I'd remember if we were dating. So please, don't prank call me again.”
“What?! This isn't a prank call!” she hissed into the phone, but by then he had hung up.
Pushing her bewilderment to the side for the time being, she called again, but no one answered. She
slammed the receiver onto the cradle, realizing too late that such a loud sound could probably be heard
through the door.
She held her breath. After another creak, and another minute, she worked up the courage to try
again. This time, she decided to call Fran; Fran would take her seriously.
“Hey Callie, how are you holding up?” Fran asked when she picked up the phone.
Callandra was bewildered once more. “How did you know it was me?” she asked.
“We have caller id,” she explained.
“Oh,” she replied, not completely satisfied with the answer. “Listen, Fran. I think I'm in
trouble.”
“Oh no, what happened?”
“Well, I think I've been kidnapped.”
“What?!” came the reply, so loudly that she had to press the phone against her shoulder to
muffle the noise.
“Yeah, I woke up today in this strange, yellowish/orange room,” she stammered out. “I have no
idea where I am, and Fran, I'm really scared.”
“Oh dear, I...” Fran started, then interrupted herself, “Wait – is the room, like, speckled yellow
and orange?”
“Yeah, how'd you...”
“And is there a glass cabinet in the room?” Fran prodded.
“Yes! It has pictures all over it,” Callandra whispered in surprise.
“Callie, do you know who they're pictures of?” Fran solicited.
“They're...” she trailed off as she peered closely at a picture of a girl in a graduation cap and
gown. She breathed in surprise. “They're pictures of me.”
“Fran, what is this place,” she asked, now more confused than ever.
“Stay where you are Callie – don't go anywhere; I'll be right over,” she promised, and hung up.
Callandra sat back against the baseboard for a moment, glanced around the unfamiliar room once more,
and then reached for her single, unwavering link to familiarity – her necklace. As she pulled it close to
her chest, Callandra felt the strangest sense of deja vu.
At the same time, Alana Adjer toyed with her own necklace; she couldn't help but smile as
history presumed to repeat itself one more time. “Go easy on him, Kat,” she warned, touching her
friend's arm as though to restrain her. Kat shook off the grasp.
“He has it coming,” she replied, staring straight at the boy. Katrina Bishop had once again
caught the eye of an overconfident track star, who became somehow emboldened by her frigid glare.
Alana sighed, backed up a few paces to the wire fence behind her, and leaned against it to watch the
show.
Katrina called it “Frat Burning” – a sport which measured the time it took to “burn” a fraternity
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stiff. Any time a frat boy (or any other boy, for that matter) found it necessary to acquaint himself with
the strawberry blond, she would turn on the clock and turn off the boy. Five point three seconds was
her personal best – a record that was earning her some level of fame as of late.
“Your funeral,” Alana heard one of track star's teammates call out as the boy cast off to
approach them. His slight swagger and slow stepping became a genuine nuisance as he strode across
the dusty track.
“Okay, I take it back,” Alana whispered as he finally neared the girls. “Lash out with everything
you've got, or we're gonna be late for Modern Civ.” Katrina gave her a look of disgust.
“Hi there,” the boy smiled. He seemed nice enough, although Alana knew that would change in
another half second. Kat opened her mouth to speak, but before even a breath could escape, the alltoo
confident track star pinched her lips shut, and continued, “Now, I know you're about to let loose a string
of profanities, but before you do, I want you to know one thing.”
“What's that?” Katrina asked, once she twisted her face free of his hand.
The boy looked at his watch, looked back into Katrina's eyes, and replied, “You are way past the
five point three second mark.” Kat punched him “So,” he recoiled, “since you have at this point
nothing to lose, I would like to ask you to dinner tonight.”
Alana couldn't see her friend's eyes, so she couldn't be certain of how foul her mood would be.
But she saw Kat's back grow tense as a bowstring, and rise with the coming of a deep, foreboding
breath.
Thus, it took her by complete and genuine surprise when her friend exhaled to a whisper, and
replied, “okay.”
“What are you thinking?!” Alana exclaimed when they were out of earshot and rushing toward
the history building. “You hate dinner dates!”
“Oh, my dear Alana,” she shook her head. “When will you ever learn? I hate all forms of
dating. It's a pitiful ritual that would become completely obsolete if both parties had the guts to say up
front how they feel.”
“Which leaves me wondering all the more, 'What were you thinking?'”
“Well,” Katrina began, looping her arm in Alana's, “What's the point in hating everything if you
never take time to enjoy the loathing?”
Callandra calmed down a measure after her conversation with Fran. She realized that the creaks
in the floor were too distant and too vague to be people roaming around outside; they were probably
produced by the wind, or by adjacent neighbors, like in her own apartment. She felt she had the
courage, even, to face the door to the unknown – to open it, and leave this place once and for all. And
she did open the door briefly, just a crack, to make sure that she was alone.
Yet she stayed in the room, despite her opportunity to leave. Fran had, after all, requested that
she stay where she was, but mostly it was curiosity that kept her there, to uncover its secrets and unveil
its apparent connection to her.
The pictures in the curio were fascinating. After living through the initial shock of seeing her
likeness in this stranger's room, Callie approached the curious display case, and began examining the
photographs one by one. The top row was apparently dedicated to her, the graduation picture being the
latest in what appeared to be a visual documentation of her achievements.
Before graduation, she had apparently won an award in some sort of a poetry contest; it was
strange that she couldn't remember receiving it. Before that picture stood a lakeside panorama with
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Callie, Fran, and Fran's husband John, each holding a fishing rod and a fish. Actually, only Fran and
her husband had real fish; Callandra's line merely held a small lure. Nevertheless, her ability to hook a
lure seemed to still impress the owner of this room. She wasn't sure whether or not she should be proud
of that.
The earliest picture was actually familiar, though nonetheless confusing; it was the same picture
that was taped in the back of her journal. The photograph portrayed a younger Callie – about age eight,
she guessed; she was sitting at a diner booth next to an elderly lady who had popped up in a few later
photos as well. The picture caught her eye, because it was the only picture in which she was not
smiling. In fact, she managed to spot a small trickle running down her younger apparition's cheek.
As she endeavored to recognize the older woman, she noticed the next shelf down; the pictures
on the second shelf seemed to chronicle the life of this woman. Callandra began to suspect that this
woman was the thread that tied this patchwork of photographs together – she might even be the owner
of this room. And she seemed to have some sort of a relationship with Callandra, though she'd clearly
been too young to now remember what it was. Intrigued, she decided to search the room more carefully
for any clues to the identity of this mysterious, grayhaired woman.
The underside of the bed was none too interesting aside from its shoe collection. It held a few
slippers, a pair of white, Velcro sneakers, some sturdy platform shoes, a pair of moccasins, and some
comfortable looking sandals. Callandra immediately liked this woman  even though she may have had
something to do with her abduction, she couldn't fault a woman with good shoe sense. (Of course,
those sneakers were a glaring exception – what was she thinking?!).
Next she stood up, and opened the two thick panels that shielded the armoire's contents from
any prying eyes. She felt a little guilty, rifling through the woman's clothing without invitation, but
etiquette was the last thing she needed to worry about at this point.
The upper drawers were none too revealing; the only knowledge offered by the woman's clothing
was the fact that she liked brown. Callie smiled, because even her captor's apparel seemed to match her
room. When she rifled through the lower drawers, however, she chanced upon a giftwrapped present
marked “Callandra.”
Before she could decide whether to open it, she heard another creak in the floor, and then
another shortly after it. Forsaking all former displays of courage, she flew back onto the bed, feigned
unconsciousness, and struggled helplessly to quiet her overactive heart. Another creak came, and she
heard the faint jangle of keys somewhere outside. Yet another creak came, but not through the floor
this time; she heard the clear squeak of ungreased hinges as some outer door opened, and someone
stepped through.
Footsteps came next, slow but unmistakable. Initially, the only evidence that her captors even
existed were the circumstantial creaks in the floor; now she could tell, without a doubt, that a real
person had entered the room outside her door. If fear had consumed her before, she was absolutely
petrified now.
The footsteps drew closer. She remembered that Fran had promised to come and rescue her, but
would she really get there before her captors returned? Callandra had no way of knowing whether the
footsteps outside belonged to her brave friend Fran, or to the ones who drugged her and dragged her to
this forsaken room. It crossed her mind that perhaps the footsteps belonged to the room's owner – to
the gray haired woman she had known only in photograph.
The footsteps came to a stop outside the door. She needed a weapon, and nothing came to mind.
Her necklace was too small; the telephone would take too long to unplug; the armoire had little more
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than clothing. Then she remembered her present. It was heavy, and decently large. Sliding back to the
floor, she grabbed the gift, and twirled to face the door. She heard a hand grasp the doorknob, and saw
the metal bulb begin to turn.
In that moment, Callie realized that she didn't have the heart to beat someone – even a ruthless
assailant – with her present. After all, she might break the gift, or rip the paper, and then what fun
would it be to open? So she searched frantically for another weapon, and remembered the shoes under
the bed. As the knob finished turning, she reached for the sandals. Then, as the door began to open,
she put them back, deciding that she might want to wear them later. Finally, as the aggressor
whispered, “Callie!”, she grabbed those ugly Velcro sneakers, jumped up, and beat Fran senseless with
an implacable assault of rubbersoled slapping.
As they rushed toward the history building, Katrina stopped short and jerked Alana to a halt.
“What is it?” Alana asked, confused.
“Didn't you hear that?” Kat focused on the ground, as though straining to hear more.
“Hear what?” Alana demanded, wondering briefly if Kat was looking for an excuse to ditch
Modern Civ. After a moment, her question was answered by a reverberating scream, and the echo of
someone slapping or beating an assailant. Catching a quick glance from Katrina, Alana followed her in
an accelerated sprint toward the sound of distress.
Alana had to struggle to keep up with Kat, an effort that reminded her how out of shape she'd
become. She wasn't particularly overweight – well, maybe she did have a little bit of flab these days.
Nevertheless, she wasn't nearly as efficient as Katrina, who seemed to be always two steps ahead of her,
both physically and in life.
The noise came from behind the science building, outside of a small exit used only by faculty
and staff. The sight that greeted them was comical, to say the least; one of the campus' security guards
was being beaten by a tiny mouse of a woman. “Dr. Hollandaise,” Katrina laughed, “You just became
ten times cooler in my book.”
The woman stopped attacking for a moment, and then backed up a step. “Do I know you?” she
called out.
“I ” Katrina began with a confused glance at Alana, who shrugged. “Dr. Hollandaise, I'm in
your class – Bio 100?”
“Biology?” she returned, a quizzical look on her face. She examined her hands, then looked
back to the building she had apparently exited from. She moved away from the building as though
afraid of it.
Amnesia, Alana thought, remembering a story from the school newspaper. Almost a week ago,
another science teacher – Dr. Simmons, if she remembered correctly – had lost his entire memory too,
forcing him to take a leave of absence for the rest of the semester. Now Kat's teacher, Dr. Hollandaise,
seemed to be missing her own set of memories.
The sprint had left Alana sticky with sweat, which chilled and chapped her skin when a gust of
wind blew through her. She shivered, in part because of the instant cold, but mostly because of the fear
and exposure she now felt. Initially the assumption had been that Dr. Simmons' amnesia was an
isolated incident. Now with his colleague suffering from a similar memory loss, Alana feared that the
two cases were related – that the amnesia was somehow spreading.
“Kat, maybe we should get out of here,” she suggested, tugging her friend's arm to turn her away
from the scene. “We're ten minutes late for Modern Civ.”
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Katrina shook her head, and shook off Alana's grasp. “I want to know what happened to Dr.
Hollandaise. Hey you!” she shouted to the security guard, who was kneeling and massaging the back
of his head. He looked up. “Why was she attacking you?”
The guard stood, mumbled something into his walkietalkie, and glanced cautiously at the
teacher. “She kicked a dent in that car over there,” he motioned to a nearby parking lot, “so I tried to
restrain her. Then she went berserk.”
“Let's see how well you handle things when you wind up in some weird building with no idea
how you got there,” the professor shot back.
A couple passersby turned into a few spectators, and soon a crowd began to form. “Look
girls,” the security guard told them, “I've got this handled; my backup will be here any minute.” The
crazed professor sighed in defeat, and sat down against the building's brick wall.
Alana tugged at Kat's arm, turning her around so that they could continue on to Modern Civ.
before they became exceedingly late. Professor Ed might be a companionable friend outside of class,
but he wouldn't let even Alana off the hook if she was sufficiently tardy. Of course, she noted as a
familiar figure brushed by them, since he himself was apparently tardy, he might be willing to grant
them amnesty this one time.
“Professor Ed?” Alana called out to the figure that now stood at the faculty entrance to the
science building. She wanted to warn him about the building, that it may not be safe to enter; however,
he didn't hear her, or perhaps he was simply ignoring her, because he unlocked and opened the metal
door, and rushed inside without so much as casting her a glance. For some reason, that stung a little.
“Professor Ed!” she shouted after his form disappeared into the amnesiainfested Celadon Hall.
As the door began to swing shut, Alana sprinted across the grass and grasped the doorknob just after it
locked her out. A clang shot through the air as her aggravated fist made contact with the door's metal
frame.
“Where was he rushing off to?” Katrina wondered, appearing next to Alana almost noiselessly.
Alana shook her head. “Maybe he canceled class,” she offered.
“Here,” Dr. Hollandaise spoke up from her seat on the ground. In her raised hand, she held a set
of keys. “I'm never coming back to this freaky place again,” she vowed, “take them.” Alana hesitated,
not wanting to touch the professor, in case her amnesia was contagious.
“Uhh...” the security guard began to protest.
“Thanks!” Katrina interrupted him, snatched the keys out of the teacher's hand, and unlocked
the door before the guard could decide to stop them. They arrived inside just in time to see Professor
Edward stepping into an elevator nearly forty cubits down the hallway. As would be expected given
Alana's luck, they arrived at the elevator just in time to see the doors finish closing, and hear the slight
hum of the rising car. They took the stairs, however, and caught up with him on the fifth floor.
“Professor Ed!” Alana called out from behind him. He continued walking, but looked over his
shoulder and complained.
“What do you need? I'm late for my class.”
Alana jogged slightly to catch up with him. “Your class?” she questioned him, “It's in the
history building, not here.”
Edward stopped and turned to her, peering into her face briefly before a light of recognition
covered his face. “Alana? I'm sorry; I...didn't recognize you.” He looked around at the hallway lined
with science labs. “Why are we in Celadon Hall?”
Kat and Alana exchanged quizzical glances. “You tell us,” Kat demanded, arms crossed.
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Edward checked his watch, flinched at the time, and walked back the way he came. “We're late
for class,” was all he said, and the two girls followed him back into the elevator. As they descended to
the ground floor, descending also to a level of normalcy, Alana couldn't help but worry at the thought
of one word  Amnesia...
“Fran, I am so, so sorry,” Callandra apologized, picking a flake of crusted mud from her friend's
bright red curls.
“Are you kidding me?” she grinned through her mess of hair, “I get a worse beating from my
kids each day, ouch!”
“Oh, sorry,” Callie apologized again, this time for accidentally plucking out a strand of hair
along with the mud. The two women sat in silence for a while as she curried and straightened the mess
she'd made of Fran's hair.
“So,” Fran began, after a couple of minutes, “You honestly don't remember this room?”
Callie laughed. “Why should I? I've obviously never been here before.”
“Oh dear,” Fran shook her head, resulting in another dislodged follicle. “You live here.”
Callandra stopped preening her hair, and looked her straight in the eye. “What do you mean I
live here? I know my own room – blue sheets, periwinkle walls. You and I both know that I'm not
creative enough to compose a masterpiece like this place,” she retorted.
“Hey, I rather like your room! It's much cleaner than the pigsty I call home,” Fran winked.
“Anyway, I didn't mean that you live in this room; I simply meant that you live here, in this apartment.”
“What?” Callandra replied, standing from the bed. “What are you saying?”
“This was your grandmother's room, before she passed away...yesterday. Your room is right
across the hall.”
Callandra's heart started to race. “No, that's impossible,” she shook her head. Turning to the
door, she flung it open, and exited to the small hallway outside. To her left, she saw a kitchen and a
small sitting room that strangely resembled her own. In front of her stood a closed door which also
resembled her own.
“It can't be,” she muttered, grasping the doorknob before her. Casting that door open, she ran
into the light purple room, found her pale blue sheets, and glass shoe rack. She quickly took inventory
of all the shoes, noting that every one stood exactly as she'd left it last night, except perhaps for the
azure sandals; they were a little askew. Nevertheless, she could not deny that this was, in fact, her
room.
She spun to face the hall, and found that Fran now stood in her grandmother's doorway. “I have
never,” she exclaimed, taking an unsure step forward and pointing toward the room, “seen that room
before. What is going on, Fran?!” she asked, frantically. Her extended arm began to shake, and Fran
stepped across the hallway to calm her.
“Listen to me,” she answered, taking Callie by the arm and directing her to her bed. They sat
down. “Listen. Sometimes, you forget things,” she explained. Callandra looked up.
“I forget things?” she stammered, “What  what do you mean?”
Fran shrugged. “You forget things. The doctors say that it appears to be a form of anterograde
amnesia, which is supposed to hinder you from forming new memories. But they're a bit mystified by
your case, since you remember a lot of things that you're supposed to forget.”
Callandra cupped her head in her hands, and took a breath. “This isn't happening,” she
muttered, and breathed again. Closing her eyes, she asked, “What kinds of things do I remember?”
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“You apparently do very well with meeting new people;” Fran chuckled, “you remember their
names even better than I do.”
“Then why can't I remember my own grandmother?!” she looked up angrily. “She was that
woman in the photos, right?”
Fran nodded.
“Fran, I barely remember a thing about her. I don't know her name, what she was like; I couldn't
even remember her room, and I live right across from it.”
“You're usually all right with places, although you're definitely not the one to go to for
directions. Perhaps you'll remember her room again later,” she offered, waiting for a response.
Receiving none, she continued, “Events are the tricky ones; to my knowledge, you've never had a day
when you remembered what happened the day before.”
Callandra frowned, because she questioned the truthfulness of such an assertion. She did, in
fact, remember what happened yesterday, as well as the day before, and the day before that. “That isn't
true,” she replied slowly, questioning for the first time whether her alleged friend was being honest. “I
remember yesterday with perfect clarity,” she countered.
Fran chuckled briefly. “Okay, what do you think happened yesterday.”
“Yesterday,” she sat up insolently, “I came over to your house for the Feast of Pregam. Then, on
my way home I ran into Cyrus,” she continued with furrowed brow, “quite literally, and saved his life
from an autobus.”
Fran raised her eyebrows. “Who's Cyrus?”
“He's my boyfriend, Fran – you know that.”
“No, I don't know that. If you do have a boyfriend named Cyrus, we've never been introduced.
And, for the record, the Feast of Pregam is tonight, not last night, although I'm flattered that you
remembered my invitation.”
“No, Pregam was last night; I remember it clearly,” she protested
Fran thought for a moment. “Look out your window,” she suggested. “If Pregam has already
passed, then the Hedrim gallows should be burnt to char already.”
Callandra nodded slowly, approving of the test, then stood on her bed. After opening the
window, as well as the protective bars outside of it, she stuck her head out, and regretfully observed the
array of unlit straw men lining the wall. “I just don't understand,” she complained after she plopped
herself back down on the bed beside Fran. “If Pregam hasn't happened yet, then why do I remember it
so vividly?”
Fran placed her arm around Callie in a halfhug. “Well, sometimes you remember things –
things that never really happened.”
“You mean, I make them up?”
“It seems that way,” Fran stroked her shoulder gently. “I think that your memories are
reflections of your desires – things you want to happen. You were probably thinking about Pregam
after I invited you, and then your subconscious filled in the details, and made a memory. And this guy
Cyrus,” she paused, “Well, with your grandmother gone, I'm sure that you're feeling lonely. Maybe
your memory is giving you a hint about your innermost desires for companionship, for a relationship.”
Callandra laughed spitefully. “I doubt that anyone in my condition should have a relationship,”
she looked down. “I can't even remember my own grandmother, for pity's sake.”
Fran smiled, squeezed her in one final halfhug, and dropped her arm. “Well Callie, you never
know what the future might hold.”
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Callie breathed, let a tear fall, and sat in silence for a moment. “What about Alana?” she asked.
“Alana?”
“Yes, Alana. Is she a real person, or just a memory?”
“She's no one I've ever heard of – probably just your imagination.”

Chapter 2 :: Pregam
The Stenton History Building stood at the far end of campus, and was home to Alana's favorite
class, The History of Modern Civilization. She particularly enjoyed listening to Professor Edward
speak; she enjoyed it so much, in fact, that Katrina frequently accused her of infatuation.
In a way, the class did appeal to the romantic in her, although she insisted that Professor Ed was
only a friend – and a professor, of course. It was his love of the past, and his longing to understand the
present world that drew Alana's unwavering attention. His passion for history reminded her of Jereb,
the boy she'd grown up with, and the young man who'd won her heart many times over. Unfortunately,
because he had graduated to a part of the world without telephones, Alana didn't get to speak with him
often, let alone be with him. So, in lieu of his presence, she had to settle for the subtle reminders that
she found in the voice of Professor Ed.
Katrina was even more passionate about Modern Civ. “I hate this class,” she complained,
looking down at the redstained quiz she'd been handed when she entered the lecture hall.
Alana rolled her eyes. “What is it this time?”
“Professor Ed is trying to destroy my GPA, 'lana; I know it.”
Alana looked over and noticed the bounty of red marks on Katrina's geography exam. “Kat, you
don't need a teacher's help when it comes to destroying your grades – you're already an expert.”
Katrina made a face, but quickly stopped and faced forward as the lights dimmed and Professor
Edward entered the classroom from a small side door labeled “Faculty Only”.
“Sorry I'm late. I got...caught up,” he began, shuffling some papers on his desk. “Today we're
entering a new section on Centrian politics. You should have read chapters nine through eleven in
preparation, but, since I'm a realist, I'll assume that you were all out partying this weekend instead.”
One of the guys in the back row called out, “Oh, you know you were partyin' too doc.”
Professor Ed gave a brief grunt, before Alana noticed a thoughtful expression come over his
face. “Actually, I can't remember much of what I did this weekend,” he commented, almost to himself.
“Must have been some party,” the kid in the back row chuckled.
Professor Ed grinned. “Must have.”
Alana grew immediately concerned, however. Given that now two faculty members had
contracted some sort of amnesia, Edward himself could be at risk, especially if he was experiencing
some of his own mild memory problems. She decided to approach him after class.
“Centrian politics,” he moved on, “is a very complex topic. It could be argued that ninety
percent of the conflicts in the modern world originate from this small, but critical land mass that sits at
the heart of our world.”
“For those of you who failed the geography quiz,” he glanced surreptitiously at Katrina, who
scowled right back at him, “Centra lies to the east of our continent, which is called what again,
Katrina?”
Kat rolled her eyes at the overly basic question, and answered, “Evian.” Scattered snickers
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sparked around the back of the room.
“Very good,” he nodded condescendingly, a smile nudging at his lips, and radiating from his
eyes. “Maybe my teaching skills aren't completely ineffective.” Alana noticed Kat slinking further into
her seat, and she felt a brief pity for her, regretting the way professor Ed had singled her out in class.
Of course, she'd brought it upon herself by vehemently criticizing Edward's teaching methods on the
way over.
Apparently Edward regretted the low blow as well, because he quickly switched his focus to the
student in the back row. “And Marcus, what geographical feature separates the Centrian continent from
Evian?”
“That water barrier thing,” the kid in the back replied.
Edward smiled. “There are a lot of water barriers in the world, Marc. What is this one called?”
Alana raised her hand. “Yes, Alana”
“The Sunderian Water Barrier,” she answered.
Edward nodded, “Very good.”
Kat nudged her, and whispered, “You are such a teacher's pet.”
“No, I'm just trying to get a passing grade in this class,” Alana shot back.
Kat snorted. “No, you're just trying to get a date,” she winced as Alana jabbed her in the ribs.
They both focused on the front of the room again as Edward tapped a key on his computer, and a giant
map of Centra projected onto the lecture hall's projector screen.
“Centra is presently divided into the five countries you see here,” he pointed to the map with a
laser pointer, moving the red speck of light in a circle around the Centrian continent. “This northern
country,” he moved the pointer to circle a body of land at the top of the screen, “is called 'Akrin'. The
land west of the Allumein lake is the country of 'Shinar'; the eastern portion of Centra is a
conglomeration of states known as the 'Centrian Union', and the country in the southern deserts is
called 'Murad'.”
Professor Ed paused a beat. “Now, what makes life interesting on Centra is a tiny piece of land
that sits in the middle of all those countries. Hold on, let me zoom in so you can see it better.” Edward
moved the computer's mouse to the center of the map and clicked, causing the map to enlarge and focus
on the center of Centra. “This tiny country is called Davian; it sits at the heart of Centra, and at the
heart of almost every conflict on the continent. If you want to understand Centrian politics, you need to
understand the nation of Davian, which is why our next class will make an indepth study of its history,
and its people, the Jeidites.”
Alana studied the map on the projector screen, and reflected on her own history in Davian. She
searched the map for her home town, the city of Salamein, and found it just north of the Davini border
with Murad. She felt a measure of homesickness, and she yearned to return there, especially on today
of all days. Pregam was never the same when she was separated from her family.
“Excuse me, professor,” the guy from the back – Marcus – interrupted. “I don't mean to be
rude, but why should we care?” Alana heard a few snickers from the back, and one sigh. “After all, the
Sunderian Barrier isolates us from any Centrian threat – why shouldn't we just mind our own business,
and let them kill eachother off?” He paused, perhaps waiting for Edward's reaction. “I know it sounds
crude,” he continued, “but our country's made more enemies than friends by sticking its nose in their
business.”
Alana noticed Edward's slight shift in composure as he stifled a hasty response. Alana too felt
some indignation toward the comment, and turned to see who made it. “Hey Kat,” she breathed, “It's
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your new boyfriend!”
Katrina turned to see the familiar likeness of the impudent track star who had just asked her to
dinner. He gave them a slight wave when he noticed that they'd turned, and then looked up to receive
Professor Ed's response. “The kid's got guts, I'll give him that,” she whispered back. “I wonder if he
even knows that Edward hails from Davian.”
Professor Ed composed himself. “That sort of logic may have worked a hundred years ago, back
when the occasional handgun was the pinnacle of explosive weaponry. However, modern technology
has advanced significantly, giving us all sorts of creative ways to destroy ourselves. If, for instance, a
small pipe bomb from say a Muradian militia exploded near a hydrospheric wall and punctured it, the
results would be catastrophic for us all.”
Alana raised her hand. “Yes, Alana,” Edward nodded.
“Doesn't the Munitions Restriction Accord of 1983 solve all of that though? Combustionbased
weaponry has been outlawed in every Centrian nation, not to mention those throughout the rest of the
world.”
“That's an excellent point, Alana, and it exemplifies quite nicely why we do need to care about
the politics of Centra. A law is worthless without enforcement, and enforcement,” he turned to the
track star in the back, “demands that someone 'sticks their nose' into Centrian business. So, to answer
your question, we should care about Centrian politics because what happens on that continent
dramatically affects what happens on this one.”
“Our world has gotten very small,” he concluded, turning back to the map.
“Okay, so when we meet again on Wednesday, we'll dive right into chapter nine with the nation
of Davian,” Professor Ed shouted, amidst the clamor of shuffling papers and shuffling feet, as students
moved to exit the lecture hall. “Since the Davini feast of Pregam is tonight, your homework will be to
write a two page essay on the political history of the feast, both in ancient times and in modern.”
Edward laughed to himself, wondering if even half the class had heard the assignment before escaping
to the hallway. He could never quite tell if students were rushing to escape his class because of the
subject matter, or because of the teacher.
Of course there was always one student he could count on to stay late after class. “Hey Alana,
what's up?” he began packing his own papers into an accordion folder. Edward noticed that her friend
Katrina had also stayed behind. “You here to intervene on behalf of Katrina's geography grade?”
She raised her eyebrows. “I would rather be a Davini ambassador to Murad than serve as an
intermediary between you two hostile forces.”
Katrina snorted. “I'm just here as a chaperon,” she retorted, then ducked as Alana threw a pen at
her. “If you two stay here until 9:00 talking history again, I'm gonna have to do some intervention of
my own.”
Edward laughed through pursed lips, and replied to Alana, “So what do you need?”
“Well,” she answered as Katrina walked to the lecturer's seat and reclined, “I wanted to ask you
about something you said in class.”
He glanced over at Katrina and grinned, “Ten bucks says it has something to do with Davian.”
“I'll take that bet,” she replied
“Actually,” Alana replied, “I wanted to talk to you about something unrelated to history.”
“Which would be a first,” Katrina noted. “Pay up,” she held out her hand to Edward, who
grudgingly handed over a folded bill from his wallet.
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“You said that you couldn't remember much of what happened this weekend,” Alana stated; he
perceived it to be a question.
“Alana, it's nothing. I'd had a very long week, and honestly, I slept through most of the
weekend.” He could see that she still wore a concerned look on her face, so he made an attempt to
lighten the mood, “I suppose Katrina and I have more in common than I thought,” he nodded to Kat,
who rolled her eyes.
“Well, maybe you should see a doctor anyway,” Alana pressed the issue. “Last week, Professor
Simmons wound up in the hospital with amnesia, and now Dr. Hollandaise has also apparently lost her
memory.” She paused. “And you were acting so strangely before class; maybe you're catching
whatever they have.”
Edward had to laugh, “Amnesia isn't an infectious disease, 'lana. And it's incredibly rare.”
“Rare enough that we lost two professors within a week of eachother,” Katrina muttered.
“Just tell me you'll go see a doctor,” she pleaded, “If you forget all our Modern Civ. material,
then we'll end up with a substitute for the rest of the semester, and Kat will need to find a new least
favorite teacher.” Katrina shuddered at the thought.
“Fine, I'll go,” he lied. “Now is that everything? I need to leave.”
“Yeah, get out of here,” she replied, flipping her hand, and turning to leave herself. Edward
shook his head, took up his accordion folder, and exited through the lecture hall's side door. Winding
his way through Stenton's maze of inner hallways, he found his office, closed the door, and collapsed
into his swivel chair.
“Ugh,” he groaned, massaging his temple. Spending time with Alana could be trying, but today
of all days was unbearable. Almost against his will, Edward's eyes rose to pore over the photograph of
his family once more, and his hands reached out to grasp the frame. It was the last keepsake he had to
remember them by, found only after hours of digging in the rubble that used to be their home.
Needless to say, Pregam didn't rank near the top in his list of favorite holidays. On a day that
should have been filled with gluttonous food consumption, he'd found himself instead rummaging
through the debris of his shattered life, only to find this photograph clutched by mom's macabre corpse.
Removing the picture from its frame, Edward stroked the bloodstained blotch that marred his
sister's face. She was perhaps his most painful memory of the day; he had promised Dad that he'd look
after her, and only minutes later she was lost. It's amazing how a matter of minutes can change your
life so permanently that it takes years to recover from it, he repeated, recalling a former conversation
with Dawn Angetti. Encountering his parents' death had been traumatic, to be sure, but it was final,
granted him closure. Losing his sister, on the other hand, was a burden that still encumbered him to
this day. She may have been killed in the attack on Salamein, he reasoned, but for all he knew she
could still be out there, searching for him.
Returning the picture to its frame, and then the frame to its rightful place on the wall, his eyes
inevitably paused over the masters degree occupying the space next to his family. The irony didn't
escape him; here was a piece of paper certifying that he was, in fact, a competent historian. He had
proven that he was quite able to track down obscure facts about obscure people who were long ago
made more obscure by the slow decay of time. Yet for all his bluster, he couldn't find anything about
the single most important person in his life. He had failed his sister as a historian, and as a brother, and
every time he laid eyes on Alana that burden weighed a little heavier.
They are so alike, he yearned. They were similar enough in appearance, although Alana was
perhaps a little chunkier. But they both shared a certain quality of character, an innocence that rarely
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survived in the modern world. He almost wished that Alana was his sister, so that he'd have the
consolation of knowing that her innocence had indeed stood strong in the wake of the brutal attacks on
Pregam, sixteen years ago today.
Meanwhile Callandra Altier found herself more preoccupied with the contemporary Pregam
than with those in the past, and she had a critical decision to make before she could take part in it. She
glanced at the wall clock above her bed, noting that she had less than an hour before she was supposed
to arrive at Fran's house for dinner. Decisions made in haste are never perfect, she reminded herself as
she forced her mind to focus on the task at hand. In her left hand she held a simplistic sandal consisting
of a dark base with a single, azure strap to straddle the foot. In her right hand, she held an elegantly
woven sandal, with a light brown, raised base and an array of multicolored woven leather straps.
Strictly speaking, the azure sandals would blend better with her royal blue sun dress; they were
the safe choice. She was drawn, however, to the compelling complexity of the shoe she'd rescued from
her grandmother's room; she tried it on again to make sure it still fit. In a way, wearing the shoe made
Callandra feel as though a small part of her grandmother was with her now, and would be with her
partaking in Pregam. She slipped her other foot into the matching shoe, walked to the full length mirror
on the backside of her door, and noted the effect it had on her appearance.
She felt bolder, or at least more offbeat, as though she were making the fashions instead of
following them. Of course in reality, she was simply following in the footsteps of her offbeat
grandmother, who was the truly bold one of the two. A knot formed in Callie's throat, followed by a
void in her chest. I will never remember her, she desponded, leaning briefly against the wall for
support. She didn't know which was worse – loving someone and then losing her to death, or loving
someone and losing her to forgetfulness; Callie would suffer both. Rolling her eyes, she forced herself
to open the door.
She exited into the apartment's small sitting room, grabbed her keys, her gifts, and her purse,
and headed out of the apartment. At the stairwell, she encountered another choice; there were two ways
to get to Fran's house, and usually going down the stairs was the quicker. Today, however, was a
holiday, and the streets would be harder to navigate than a shoe store on a Saturday evening. So,
Callandra chose to climb up the stairs instead.
Once she exited onto the roof – if even it could be called a roof – she was greeted by a number
of smiles and halfwaves, all of which were from men. Suddenly selfconscious, and halfregretting her
choice of attire, Callie moved quickly to an area of the roof which was less occupied, and rested for a
moment against the brick wall constructed to keep people from falling off.
Actually, she corrected herself, It was probably constructed to keep people from getting
skewered by spears and arrows. She gazed over the wall, surveying a large plain that recently
threatened her city with ten thousand Muradi troops. It was only a month ago that the armies of Murad
had gathered around and fought within the city, yet amazingly it showed little sign of the struggle. To
be certain, most of the army had been kept outside of the city by Callandra's apartment building, which
doubled as the city wall; nevertheless, she found it amazing that the wall and other buildings had been
so expediently repaired, and she considered it a credit to her people.
Another credit to the Jeidites was their economic use of space. Building residentials into the
city wall was in her mind a stroke of genius; not only did it thicken the wall, but it also compressed one
third of the city's housing into a comparatively small space. Best of all, Callie had to travel no farther
than a few flights of stairs to have a breathtaking view of the city and its outlying expanses.
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She felt a slight breeze fly in from the north, carrying with it the smells and commotions of the
city. The southern lip of the wall overlooked the plains south of the city, and the forests and hills and
the distant terrain beyond. Callandra now stood at that precipice, breathing in the view, and imagining
the world outside of her city – a world she barely knew.
Yet the northern breeze beckoned her homeward, drawing her to the sounds of a city in
celebration. “Salamein,” she murmured, relishing every syllable of her city's name. As she strode
across the roof to the northern lip of the wall, buildings of all shapes and purposes loomed on her
horizon. In between the buildings to the northeast wove a boisterous parade, no doubt reenacting the
story of Pregam to a crowd of hissing onlookers. The sweet scent of Oznei Hedrim pastries also
traveled with the breeze, reminding her of Fran's messy kitchen.
Callie frowned, and checked her cell phone. She had a few more minutes to burn before the
clock would require her to start moving. Of course, if the men on the roof kept staring at her, she might
be compelled to leave earlier. She gathered her things, and moved to another more isolated section of
the wall. After a moment, she heard footsteps approaching from behind and to her left.
“You're too beautiful for your own good,” she heard him speak, which made her jump.
“Excuse me?” she looked over to find a man in his midforties with tan skin and closecropped
hair.
The man looked away from her, and nodded toward the group of young men who had been
examining her before. “Those boys,” he said. “They've been watching you since you arrived.” He
paused, and looked back at her. “I assume that's why you moved over here – to get away from them.”
Callandra didn't know what to say.
“My wife had the same problem,” he explained. She relaxed marginally at the sound of the
word 'wife'.
“You're married?” she asked.
An indecipherable expression flashed across the man's face, then disappeared. “I was married,”
he replied after a moment. “My wife was...taken from me, five years ago today.”
Callandra felt a mild sense of deja vu, as though she had already had this conversation once
before. “How did she die,” she asked, halfexpecting him to say she died in an explosion.
“She died in an explosion,” he peered out over the expanse of the city, his countenance clouding
into an unreadable mask.
“In the illegal bombings of Bereit,” she muttered quietly.
The man looked up, surprised. “That's right,” he confirmed, a question in his voice and his
eyes. Receiving no answer, he surmised, “You know your history.”
Callandra smiled sadly at a private joke. “Not really.” After a moment's time, she looked at
him, and he returned the glance. “I'm sorry your wife died,” she empathized, “I know what it's like to
lose someone you love.”
“Thanks,” he smiled back and paused. “She left me with a delightful daughter, though – much
younger than you, although she will definitely share in your difficulties when she is older.” The man
rolled his eyes to the young men who were still, she noted, glancing her way.
Callandra chuckled, feeling an immediate wave of endearment toward this stranger. She stuck
out her hand. “My name is Callandra,” he took her hand, “Callandra Altier.”
“Gabriel Nazir,” the man returned, giving her a firm yet bearable handshake, and then releasing
her once again.
“I need to go,” she smiled regretfully, “but it was very nice to meet you, Gabriel.”
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“It was a pleasure, Callandra.”
She turned to leave, but then decided to add one more comment. “Have a wonderful Pregam,”
she smiled, and then set off down the eastern stretch of the wall. Gabriel waited until she was out of
earshot before he spat to the side and cursed. Of all the Jeidite holidays, Pregam was the one he
detested most.
Yet he knew he would grow to love it, for it would soon be celebrated in his land as a day of
rejoicing – the day that the Jeidites and their virulent country of Davian would be wiped from the face
of Centra. Just one month stood between him and retribution  one final month of preparation before
Second Pregam would dig these Jeidites a second grave.
After a moment, footsteps approached him from behind and to his left. “You are making friends
with the locals?” the voice questioned.
“We need to blend with the locals to avoid detection, Haazim,” Gabriel replied testily. “Third
Alayah must remain hidden if we are to capture and keep the target.”
“Speaking of which,” the voice stepped forward, “Have we any word on the identity of the
target?” Nazir looked over to Haazim and smiled. There were few men in the world, in his own militia
even, whom he knew he could trust with such sensitive information. Many Muradians truly did desire
vengeance, a chance to repay these Jeidites for the pain and death they had brought to Centra. He
trusted Haazim above all others, however, because together they suffered the loss of Haazim's sister,
Gabriel's wife, Rachelle.
“We do not have her identity,” he replied softly, regretfully. After a moment he let out a sigh.
“And I'm not certain that we ever will. I have been watching the house for hours, yet never does the
messenger come.”
A mournful silence passed between the two men. Without the target's identity, the Muradian
president would not agree to the invasion; without the target's capture, an attack on Davian would be far
too risky.
Without the invasion, five hard years of planning would lie fallow, and the blood of Gabriel's
wife would spill to the ground unavenged.
Haazim spoke through the silence. “I understand the need for secrecy, brother,” he said.
“However, I understand far better our need to see this invasion through. Tell me how you plan to
uncover the target, and perhaps I will be better able to assist you.”
Gabriel looked over to Haazim, and what he saw in his brotherinlaw's eyes held his gaze. The
sounds of rejoicing had filled his ears as the people of Salamein delighted in their good fortune. The
stench of Jeidite delicacies overpowered his nostrils when the northern wind blew its taunting breeze.
Yet it was the sight of his wife's brother's pain, and the weight of Haazim's hand upon his shoulder that
softened his heart, and hardened his resolve. “I will not fail Rachelle,” he determined, “We will not let
her blood fall unavenged.”
“Tell me how you plan to find the target,” Haazim repeated.
“I have been using a Davini antigovernment group known as Diaspora,” he began. “And they
are about as taxing as this Feast of Pregam.”
Cyrus King also found Pregam to be taxing, although he did not yet know of Diaspora. He
rather disliked the whole rush of the holiday; the bars were overcrowded, and all of the idiots in town
somehow managed to cross his path in one day. Take for instance that morning, when he was rudely
awakened by a woman claiming to be kidnapped, and insisting that she was his girlfriend. Now Cyrus
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knew for a fact that he was single; the long sojourns of the military life kept him quite safe from the
tendrils of a relationship. So unless he had developed a sudden case of amnesia, he knew that his
waking memories of the holiday were tainted by idiocy.
And she was not the last of the moron parade, nor was her episode the most annoying
performance. On his way to Douglas' Bar and Grill, he unwisely made eye contact with a mime who
would not then let him pass without reenacting the hanging of Hedrim in all of its gory details. Cyrus
fretted for the imaginations of children when such an indiscriminate clown could wander the streets
unchecked.
Worst of all, once he had finally arrived at Douglas' – his last haven of sanity in a city now given
to chaos  he found that it had already been invaded by the instruments of chaos, namely brawlers and
beer guzzlers. A table crashed to his right as one such instrument sang out a cry of pain. This was the
third fight in two hours, all of which were inspired by women, and fueled by alcohol.
Cyrus lifted his glass of spiced rum to his lips, and took a sip of the amber liquid. “You see
Doug,” he tipped his glass to the bartender, nodding toward the brawl that had fortunately spilled
outside. “This is exactly why you'll never see me in the arms of a woman. They're more trouble than
they're worth.”
The bartender grunted. “They certainly break a lot of my tables,” he replied, moving to wipe
the counter farther down.
Cyrus shook his head, and examined the drink in his hands. Most men drank to feel happy, he
supposed, and the resulting stupidity was simply a byproduct. Cyrus, on the other hand, drank to feel
stupid, and the resulting happiness was just a byproduct of his stupidity. Serving in the Davian Guard
had opened his eyes to the precarious situation of the Davian state. She was an unwelcome inhabiter of
a land surrounded by enemies, many of whom would bleed deeply to see her eradicated. Thus only a
fool, once burdened by the weight of the facts, could feel any hope for this people; Cyrus drank so he
could become that fool, and find a glimmer of hope in a war that was already lost.
Cyrus heard a thud behind him, followed by the shrill wail of a car alarm. Turning around, he
observed that the bar fight had ended with one man strewn prostrate across the hood of a blue Tirbodh
outside. The other man huffed, and walked away. “He didn't even pay his check,” Douglas complained
with resignation.
As Cyrus sat watching the man on the car, a family of four passed by him. The father stopped to
make sure the man was breathing, while the mother shielded her two sons from the scene. Apparently
satisfied that the man was alive and relatively unharmed, the father nodded to his wife and they left.
The scene moved Cyrus deeply, and he searched himself to find out why. He noted that the
family did seem a lot like his old family, back before his parents had been killed sixteen years ago.
Sixteen years ago today, he remembered, though he'd been intentionally trying not to recall the
memory.
He and his brother had been about the age of those two boys when Murad invaded on Pregam
that year. They escaped, miraculously enough, but his mother and father were left to die in the city. As
they were flown out of Salamein, Cyrus saw the mass of warriors besieging Salamein, and in that
moment he knew that he'd never see his parents again.
And he was changed that day. Before Pregam, he had thought that nothing could take him from
his mom and dad. Dad was his hero – strong enough to defeat any bad guys, and kind enough to help
out a stranger on the street, not unlike the father from the family outside.
Yet his father wasn't strong enough to defeat an army, and the crushing reality that then yoked
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itself to Cyrus weighed heavily upon him to this day – this day of Pregam. If he was honest with
himself, he'd admit that he didn't hate Pregam because of the crowds, the rush, or the mimes, annoying
though they were. He hated Pregam because of the families – parents and children sharing a bond that
Cyrus would never know again.
He sighed, hating the weakness that permeated his thought life. I really need to move on, he
told himself. Tapping his fingers twice on the counter, he flipped open his cell phone and dialed, and
the call was answered after two rings. “General Castelmein,” he greeted.
“Lieutenant King?” came the reply, carrying with it the sound of a smile. Cyrus too smiled,
acknowledging the game of formality played between the two men. “I hear that the Guard has given
you some free time.”
“Yeah,” he groaned, “I'm on leave for the next month; I don't know what I'll do with myself.”
Cyrus paused to consider the dilemma. “I need a hobby.”
“Well, if you stop by the house, I'm sure I could find something for you to do,” the general
graciously offered. “I don't think my bathroom's been cleaned in over a month.”
“Get a maid old man; I imagine you can afford one.”
“Yeah, I guess I'm still used to you kids taking care of the chores,” came the excuse.
The conversation lulled for a moment. “Well, I was wondering if maybe I could come over
tonight,” Cyrus asked, “Be there when you light the Hedrim doll.”
“Oh, I'm sorry Cyrus; I can't,” Castelmein apologized. “I'm on duty tonight at the SIU –
monitoring chatter and such in case there's an attack.”
“Yeah,” he replied, “You know how everyone likes to attack us on holidays.” He felt a slight
dejection, as though the excuse had been a rejection. Of course, the feeling was irrational, so he stifled
it. The general wasn't father or anything, although granted he was the closest approximation in Cyrus'
life.
“Stop by the house the day after tomorrow,” Castelmein suggested, “Wednesday morning.
Things should calm down by then, and we'll have a chance to catch up.”
“Thanks sir,” he said, “I look forward to it.”
“Sir?” the general complained. “Now that you're all grown up, we need to find a better name for
me than 'sir'.”
“What about 'The Great General Castelmein',” Cyrus jibed.
“I was always partial to 'Your Excellence',” Castelmein returned, not missing a beat.
The conversation grew silent again, and Cyrus felt an uncharacteristic ache for sincerity, for
openness. “Honestly,” he responded, “Ever since my parents died – since you took us in as your own –
General, for so long I've wanted to call you 'dad'.”
Almost as soon as the words came out he regretted them, and he scrambled to find words that
might mitigate his open, defenseless, pathetic plea for a father. “I'm sorry, that was inappropriate.”
“No, Cyrus, don't worry about it. I...”
“So I'll see you in two days?”
“Yeah,”
“'Kay, bye.” Cyrus closed the phone, pulled it to his forehead, and lightly bashed his head with
it a few times. “What are you thinking, Cyrus?” he asked himself in a whisper. Suddenly, he felt a
vibration through his skull and he groaned, thinking that the general was calling him back.
When he saw the caller's phone number, however, he discovered that it was a number that
neither he nor his cell phone recognized. “General Castelmein?” he asked after flipping open the cell.
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“Not quite, kiddo, care to try again?” The voice was familiar, but Cyrus couldn't place it.
“Who is this,” he asked, cautious.
“You don't recognize the voice of your old man? It's your dad, kiddo – that is, your real dad.”
“My father is dead,” he replied in aggravation; he'd had enough prank calls for one day.
“Well if that were true then we wouldn't be having this conversation,” the man replied. “Turn
around, son,” he spoke, his voice carrying through both the cell phone and the air behind Cyrus.
Cyrus choked back his breath. He had no choice, really, since his lungs refused to budge until
he turned around to face the man. Slowly, coolly he turned, exhaled in a controlled manner, and
examined the man who claimed to be his father. “Dad?” he asked his father's aged, clean shaven clone.
“Son,” the clone replied, holding his arms out as wide as his smile. Cyrus couldn't count the
thoughts that flashed through his mind, or name the emotions that took over his own outstretched arm.
So, as he strode toward his father's embrace, he wasn't fully aware of the clean, efficient uppercut that
then connected with his father's jaw. As the man sprawled backwards through the bar's front doors,
Cyrus' thoughts and emotions began to focus into words. As he followed the man outside, grabbed his
collar, and shoved him against the bar's brick facade, a single question pierced his conscious mind, and
then coiled to spring out of his mouth.
“Where have you been all this time?!” he demanded, keeping him pinned against the wall.
“I've been around,” his dad grunted, kneeing him in the gut. As Cyrus stumbled backward, his
father then kicked him back into the blue Tirbodh, and the car alarm started up again. “Think you can
take your old man?” he taunted through the clamor, “Show me what you got.”
Cyrus launched himself off the car, ducked his father's fist, and in his crouch swept his leg
behind his father's knees, forcing him to the ground. As his dad fell backward onto the sidewalk, Cy
straddled his stomach and grabbed his neck. “Yeah,” he gloated, “I think I can take him.”
His dad half chuckled, half choked, and hacked out a few words. “You were always a fighter,
kiddo.” Cyrus grunted and stood to his feet. His father rubbed his neck and sat up. “Your brother was
always the peacemaker, and you were always the fighter. But that's why I came to you and not him.
Cyrus, I need your help.”
“Hey Doug,” Cyrus asked once they were inside, “could I have a bag of ice?”
“Sure,” the bartender replied taking out his ice scoop. “Thanks for not breaking any tables.”
Cyrus snorted, took the bag, and headed back to the booth where his father sat. “Thanks,” the
man replied, reaching for the ice. Cyrus threw it in his face.
“Talk,” he demanded, choosing to stand beside the booth instead of sitting.
“Oh, come on, kiddo; don't be like that.”
Cyrus leaned down in front of his father's face, and spoke through his teeth. “I have spent the
greater part of my lifetime whining to myself like a moron because I thought you were dead. You owe
me far more than an explanation, Abram, but we'll start with that.”
The man flinched. “You're not gonna call me 'dad'?” he asked.
“A 'dad' doesn't abandon his kids for sixteen years,” Cyrus accused. “Where have you been all
this time?”
Abram shook his head and sighed. “That is a long, and complicated story, Cy.”
“Then start talking old man, or else I'm outta here.” His father raised his eyebrows, apparently
questioning Cy's ability to purge the man out of his life now that he had reentered it. Cyrus started to
walk away.
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“No son, stay,” Abram ordered with the inflection of a plea. “I'll tell you everything if you just
give me a chance.”
“Very well,” Cyrus returned to the booth and sat, waiting.
Abram took a moment to collect his thoughts. “As you're obviously aware,” he began, “Sixteen
years ago, our family was torn apart by the Eleven Days War.”
“Yet somehow you and mom magically survived,” Cyrus finished, incredulous.
His father coughed. “Your mother is dead,” he confirmed. The topic seemed to be a painful
one for his father, which slightly softened his attitude toward the man.
“But you aren't?” Cyrus prodded.
His father smiled. “You were always the astute one, weren't you?” he replied, which made
Cyrus laugh before he could catch himself. “No, I didn't die; your mother and I were separated when
Murad attacked. I had asked her to flee with the other refugees leaving the city, while I stayed behind
to help hold the enemy off.” He shook his head. “By all rights, Cyrus,” his father paused, choking on
the words. He closed his eyes, steadied his breathing, and finished. “By all rights, I should have died,
and she should have lived.”
A long silence transpired between them. “Why didn't you find us?” Cyrus asked after a while.
His father breathed for a moment. “I did,” he began, cautiously. “Son, I have been keeping
track of you and your brother since the day Castelmein took you in; after all I had to make sure he was
treating you well.” Then his father frowned, and commented in a low voice. “As it turns out, he's a
much better guardian of his kids than he is of our country.”
Cyrus narrowed his eyes. “What is that suppose to mean?” He had grown rather fond of his
foster father, and any attack on his character felt like an attack on Cyrus himself.
“It's nothing – doesn't matter,” his father replied, apparently realizing his mistake. Still, Cyrus
detected a measure of tension between Abram and his father – or Castelmein, rather – and made a
mental note to look into it.
After a moment, Cyrus returned to the question that nagged him throughout their entire
discourse. “So why didn't you come to us – why did you wait until now to reveal yourself, to...try to be
our dad again?”
His father looked down. “I was protecting you,” he replied, and paused for a breath. “When
Murad invaded Salamein, very few of us survived the assault. Many of those who did grew embittered
– toward Murad, yes, but more toward our government, which stood by callously while the slaughter
ensued.”
“We started a group, an organization committed to preventing any such slaughter from
happening again.” Cyrus ran through a mental checklist of every Davini paramilitary group he could
think of, none of which seemed to match his father's description. Almost as if answering his thoughts,
his father responded, “You wouldn't have heard of us; Diaspora pays well to remain under the
government's radar, so to speak.”
“Diaspora?” Cyrus repeated; he would have to run it by General Castelmein when he went home
on Wednesday.
Cyrus' father shifted nervously in his seat.
“So why are you coming to me now?” Cyrus asked.
“You're older now, and obviously capable of defending yourself,” he chuckled, motioning to
Cyrus as though it were an understatement. Then he grew serious. “And it's happening again. Behind
the scenes, Murad is moving to invade Davian once more, and again this city will be the first to fall.
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Salamein will burn, Cyrus, unless you and I take a stand against them. Son, I want you to join
Diaspora.
“Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhh!” came the scream from inside the house, followed by giggles.
As the door opened, an exasperated yet glowing Fran met Callandra with a grin. “Kids,” she
sighed, rolling her eyes to the heavens. Turning back into the foyer, she shouted, “Brendan, stop
chasing your sister, and help me set the table!” Immediately the screaming stopped, and Callie could
hear the faint rustling of silverware coming from the kitchen. Fran shuffled to the kitchen as fast as she
could without upsetting the baby, although when she leaned for a moment against the archway, Callie
imagined that the child had kicked her. She cringed, remembering that morning.
“Callandra!” a booming voice came from the nearby stairs. A burly man gravitated down them,
and into the living room where she stood.
She smiled, and stepped toward him. “Jonathan Daniels. How are y...” she began, wheeling her
arms as she tripped over a toy lawn mower. Thankfully, John was only a couple cubits away, so he
caught her before she could fall. As she smoothed out her dress, he eyed her footwear disapprovingly.
“You're going to need some better traction than that if you hope to make it out of this house
alive,” he grinned, jerking his thumb back up the stairs. “I think Fran has an extra pair of hiking boots
you could borrow.”
“Thanks, I'll be fine,” she smiled back. “Speaking of footwear, is Fran all right? I hope I didn't
disturb the baby when I, uh, attacked her this morning.”
“I think she's fine, though you know how she puts on a brave face.” John wrapped his arm
around Callie's shoulder, and they slowly navigated their way to the kitchen. He grinned, “As long as
she doesn't go into premature labor today, I'll be happy. It would be just our luck that the baby would
come on Pregam, of all days.”
She chuckled. Wrapping her arm around John's waist, she leaned into the halfembrace,
smelling the sweat that seemed to permanently permeate his shirt. In so many ways he felt like a father
to her, though granted he was only about ten years her elder. The smell reminded her of home – of this
home, and of this family she held so dear.
“Aunt Callie! Aunt Callie!” a little munchkin rushed through the kitchen's entryway, smacking
right into her legs.
“Hey, you!” Fran called from the kitchen, drying her hands on a towel. “That's my man!” she
seductively sauntered over to John, and stole him from Callie's embrace. As she picked up her 'niece'
and checked her head for bruises, Callandra noted that it was a rare sort of woman who could be both
pregnant and seductive.
Fran stood on her toes, and John leaned in to meet her lips, moving a strand of wavy hair behind
her ear. “You see your mom, there, Suzy?” Callie spoke softly to the tiny girl in her arms. “That'll be
you in a few years!” Assuming you don't develop some bizarre memory condition that precludes a
relationship, she amended to herself.
Fran blushed slightly, and receded from the kiss. “The meal is ready; right now we're only
waiting on the table settings.”
“The table's finished, mom,” a voice called out from the kitchen. “I just don't want to come out
there and watch you and dad gushing over eachother again.”
John laughed. “All right then, let's eat!”
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Dinner was a boisterous affair that night, and neither Fran nor John tried to rein the kids in.
Suzy didn't want to eat her lamb chops, although she responded well to the cinnamonraisin stuffing.
Fran let the matter drop altogether, claiming that Pregam was a holiday to enjoy, not belabor with rules.
Dessert, of course, was a platter full of Oznei Hedrim; Callie had smelled them baking as she
entered the house. This year, Fran had chosen an apple filling for the pastry, which was strange since
Callandra's madeup memory of Pregam had used the same filling. For that matter, she also
remembered eating lamb during the meal, and Suzy's refusal to do so herself. Callandra frowned, and
took another bite of the threecornered pastry. Her memories had a surprising ring of authenticity to
them, and that confused her.
As the meal ended, John brought out a book. Suzy grew quiet; hearing the story of Pregam was
her favorite part of the holiday.
Brendan was less excited. “I've heard the story so many times before, dad. Do I really have to
listen to it again?”
“It's a good story!” Callie interjected, surprised that Brendan didn't enjoy the reading as much as
she and Suzy.
“Yes son, you do,” John replied. “It's only once a year  we have to keep reminding ourselves of
what happened this day, so that we never forget or grow complacent. If the events of Pregam had not
been so fortuitous, you wouldn't be here today, and our people would have been destroyed long ago.
You owe it to our forefathers to sit still, and hear the story once more.”
Brendan rolled his eyes at the reproof, but he let the argument go, and slouched in his seat.
“The word 'Pregam',” John began reading the book, “means 'weighted dice'. When Hedrim,” he
paused, and Callie heard a soft hiss come out of Suzy's mouth, “first decided to destroy the Jeidites, he
rolled a set of weighted dice, so that the slaughter would occur soon. However, the miracle of the story
is that the events of Pregam were weighted to our benefit by Elean, the god of our fathers. So it is not
the dice of Hedrim” Callie and Fran joined in on the hiss this time, “that we celebrate, but rather the
weighted dice of Elean.”
“Now it came to pass during the reign of the Midian emperor Ahasuerus, that a daughter was
born unto the king by one of his concubines, a Jeidite. He named her Alana, and she was raised in the
palace of the king. Because she was born of a concubine, however, she was considered of common
blood, and the king did not see or remember her for fifteen years.”
“As she grew older, she began to serve the elders who sat in the king's gate. There she met
Cassandra daughter of Mordecai of Davian, a fellow servant who became to the girl like an elder sister.
And Cassandra was also a Jeidite, and was very lovely to look upon.”
John turned the page. “Now when Cassandra was twentyfour and yet unmarried, the king
desired a wife, and decreed that a search should be made among the unwed women of the capitol.
Among those selected to appear before the king was Cassandra, who won his favor. He made her
queen, placed a royal crown upon her head, and she lived with him in the palace.”
“After these things, King Ahasuerus promoted Hedrim,” John paused for more hissing, “son of
Hammedatha of Murad, and set his seat above all the princes and officers of the kingdom. And
Hedrim” hiss “saw Alana serving in the gate, and saw that she was beautiful to look upon, and desired
to make her his wife.”
“Alana refused his interest, however, stating that her people the Jeidites were not allowed to
intermarry with other nations. (Although in those days, many Jeidites disregarded the Jeidite laws and
customs, and did so anyway) Nevertheless, Hedrim,” hiss, “grew all the more infatuated with her, and
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would not let her be.”
John turned the page. “Finally, as Hedrim,” everyone but Brendan hissed, “grew more forceful,
Alana hit him, and shouted that she would never love or marry him, humiliating him in the king's gate.
He became so angry that he swore by the king's throne that he would destroy Alana along with all the
other Jeidites in the kingdom.”
“So Hedrim,” hiss, “slandered the Jeidites to the king, and convinced him to order the slaughter
of every Jeidite man, woman and child. The king asked for dice, to determine the month and the day
that the decreed would occur, so Hedrim,” hiss, “gave him dice that were weighted for the next day.
However, the dice landed on the fourteenth of Adaru, almost a full year away.”
“Thus a decree went out into all the provinces declaring that on the fourteenth of Adaru, every
man, woman and child of Jeidite descent was to be killed by the sword. When the decree was read in
each province, the Jeidites wept and tore their clothes, but the rest of the kingdom was perplexed.”
After a moment, Callandra whispered her own perplexity. “How did we survive?”
John looked up from the book. “We, meaning our people?”
“No,” she clarified, “You, Fran, Edward and the rest of us. How did we survive the attack?”
“Callie,” Fran began tentatively. “This story is thousands of years old – we're not in it.”
“What?” Callandra shook her head. “No, this happened a month ago. I mean, the details are
different; my name is Callandra, not Cassandra. But we were trying to protect Alana, and trying to stop
the attack.”
Everyone stared. Finally, Fran spoke up again. “Callie, remember how I told you that your
memory plays tricks on you?” Callie shook her head in disagreement. “There was no invasion last
month; your mind is imagining things.”
“No, Fran,” she replied, growing frustrated. “I didn't imagine these memories; they're real. I
don't know why nobody remembers things the way I do, but this invasion happened, last month, on
Second Pregam.”
Brendan twirled his fingers in a circle beside his head, effectively calling her crazy, until John
jabbed him in the leg and gave him a warning glance. “Callie,” he corrected her, “Second Pregam
comes next month. Right now we're celebrating First Pregam.”
That statement caused Callandra to backpedal, and she too began to question her own sanity.
She was sure that her memories came from more than her imagination, but there was no denying that
Second Pregam came after First Pregam, not before. She shook her head in confusion.
“Listen,” Fran placed her hand on Callie's knee. “We can talk about this later,” she consoled
her. “Right now, let's just finish the story.” After a moment, Callandra nodded, and John returned to
the book.
“When the decree was read at the palace gates, Alana wept bitterly, tore her clothes, and covered
herself with sackcloth and ashes. Cassandra sent royal garments to Alana, but she would not take the
clothing. When Cassandra was informed of this, she sent word to Alana, to ask her what distressed her
so. Alana gave the messenger a copy of the decree, and described all that had transpired between her
and Hedrim.” Suzy hissed again. “Finally, she implored Cassandra to go before the king and make
supplication to him, that he might undo the decree of Hedrim,” hiss, “and thereby spare their people.”
“Then Cassandra spoke to her messenger, commanding him to relay a message to Alana: 'All the
king's servants and the people of the king's provinces know that any man or woman who goes into the
inner court of the king, who has not been called, he has but one law – put all to death, except the one to
whom the king holds out the golden scepter, that he may live. Yet I myself have not been called to go in
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to the king for thirty days.'”
“When Alana was told Cassandra's words, she answered her, saying, 'Do not think in your heart
that you will escape in the king's palace any more than the other Jeidites. For if you remain silent at
this time, relief and deliverance will arise for us from another place, but you and your father's house
will perish. Yet who knows but that you have come to the kingdom for such a time as this?'”
“So Cassandra replied to Alana, 'Go, gather all the Jeidites in the city, and fast for me three
days; my maids and I will do likewise. And so I will go to the king, though it be against the law, and if
I perish, I perish.' So Alana went her way, and did all that Cassandra commanded her.”
“Now it happened on the third day that Cassandra put on her royal robes, and went into the inner
courts of King Ahasuerus. When he saw her, she found favor in his sight, and the king held out the
golden scepter, and Cassandra drew near to him and touched it. And the king asked of her, 'What is
your petition, Queen Cassandra; what is your request? Whatever it is, it shall be given to you, even up
to half the kingdom.'”
“So she answered him, saying, 'If it pleases the king, and if I have found favor in his sight, let
the king and Hedrim,'” Fran and Suzy hissed, “'come with me this day to a banquet that I have prepared
for the king.'”
“Immediately the king sent for Hedrim,” Fran, Suzy and Callandra all hissed, “and they dined
with Cassandra at her banquet. When the king had eaten his fill, he asked her once more, 'What is your
petition, Queen Cassandra; what is your request? Whatever it is, it shall be given to you, even up to half
the kingdom.'”
“Cassandra faltered, sensing that the time was not yet right to make her request. So instead, she
replied, 'If it pleases the king, and if I have found favor in his sight, let the king and Hedrim,'” hiss,
“'come to the banquet which I shall prepare for the king tomorrow, and then I will answer the king.'”
“So Hedrim,” even Brendan hissed this time, “went out from the palace, full of gladness, but
when he saw Alana serving at the gate, he was filled with indignation once more. Nevertheless, he
restrained himself and went home, and called for his friends. There he told them of his riches, and his
prominence before the king. Moreover, he said, 'Besides, Queen Cassandra has invited no one but me
to accompany the king to the banquet she has prepared, yet it all means nothing to me so long as I see
Alana the Jeidite at the gate each day – the one woman who cares nothing for my riches or power.'
Then one of his friends suggested that he build a gallows, fifty cubits high, and in the morning suggest
to the king that Alana be hanged upon it. The idea pleased Hedrim,” hiss, “so he had the gallows built.”
“That night,” John turned another page, “the king could not sleep. So he commanded one of his
servants to bring the chronicles of the king's reign, and they were read before the king. And it was
found written that King Ahasuerus had been given a daughter over fifteen years before, and he
remembered Alana, and began to inquire about her. When he asked about her whereabouts, his
servants told him that she now served in the king's gates, and he was filled with compassion, and he
sought to honor her in some way.”
“Then the king asked, 'Who is in the court?' Now Hedrim,” hiss, “had just entered the outer
court of the palace to suggest that the king hang Alana on the gallows he had prepared. So the king's
servants answered the king, and told him that Hedrim,” hiss, “had entered the court.”
“'Let him come in,' the king said, so he entered the inner court. Then the king asked him, 'What
shall be done for the one whom the king delights to honor?' And he thought in his heart, 'Whom would
the king wish to honor more than me?'”
“So he answered the king, 'For the one whom the king delights to honor, let him be clothed with
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a royal robe that the king has worn, and give him a horse on which the king has ridden, and let him be
led around the city by one of the king's most noble princes, who shall proclaim to all that this is what
shall be done for the one whom the king delights to honor.'”
“Then the king said to Hedrim,” hiss, “'Hurry, take the robe and the horse as you have
suggested, and do so for Alana, the Jeidite who serves within the king's gate! Leave nothing undone
that you have spoken.' So when morning came, he took the robe and the horse, arrayed Alana and led
her on horseback through the city square, proclaiming, 'Thus shall it be done for the one whom the king
delights to honor!' Afterward, Alana returned to the king's gate, but Hedrim,” everyone hissed,
“returned to his house, mourning with his head covered.”
“When he told his friends everything that had happened to him, they marveled, and said, 'If this
woman Alana is truly the daughter of the king, you will not prevail against her, but she will surely be
the end of you.' While they were still speaking, the king's servants came, and hastened to bring
Hedrim,” hiss, “to the banquet which Cassandra had prepared.”
John turned the page. “So the king and Hedrim,” hiss, “went to dine with Queen Cassandra.
And the king asked once more, 'What is your petition; what is your request? Whatever it is, it shall be
given to you, even up to half the kingdom.'”
“And Cassandra answered him, and said, 'If I have found favor in your sight, my king, and if it
pleases you, let my life be given me at my petition, and my people at my request. For we have been
sold, my people and I, to be annihilated from your kingdom. Had we been sold as slaves, I would have
held my tongue, although the enemy could never compensate for the king's loss.'”
“So the king answered her, and said, 'Who is this enemy, and where is he, who would dare to do
such a thing?' And Cassandra replied, 'The adversary and enemy is this wicked Hedrim,'” the hissing
was accompanied by a fit of stomping as well, and the walls of the house reverberated the sound. “So
he was terrified of the king and queen.”
“Then one of the king's servants spoke up, and informed the king of the gallows Hedrim had
erected for Alana. Then the king was wroth with anger, and shouted, 'You would murder the daughter
of the king?!' Hedrim,” hiss, “begged for his life, and told the king that he had not known she was his
daughter. Nevertheless, the king commanded that he should be impaled on his own gallows, and then
burned with fire so no trace of him would remain.”
“After these things, Cassandra and Alana begged the king to reverse the edict of Hedrim,” hiss,
“and allow their people to live. However, the damage was done, for by the laws of Midian, no edict of
the king could be reversed, even by the king himself. So the king instead wrote a new edict, allowing
the Jeidites to assemble on the appointed day, and granting them weapons to defend themselves against
anyone who might do them harm.”
“So, on the fourteenth of Adaru, the Jeidites assembled in every town and city in the land, and
defended themselves against their oppressors. And they were granted victory against those who tried to
plunder them. However a month later, on the fourteenth of Nisanu, the Jeidites were attacked once
more in some of the larger cities of the land. Even then, however, they were granted victory, and fear of
the Jeidites fell over the other peoples of the empire.”
“Then Alana sent word to all the Jeidites in all of the kingdom, and encouraged and exhorted
them to remember their victory by celebrating on the fourteenth of Adaru every year. This celebration
became known as the Feast of Pregam, for the weighted dice that were rolled against Hedrim,” the
listeners gave out one final hiss. “However, those living within walled cities also remember the victory
granted them a month later, and so to this day they celebrate Pregam a second time, on the fourteenth of
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Nisanu.”
John closed the book, and looked around the table at his wife, their children, and Callandra. He
spoke a quiet prayer of thanksgiving, stood from the table, and approached a nearby window. “It's
almost time,” he said softly, as the rest of the family joined him. Together they watched the sun set, and
Callandra was warmed by those around her, in spite of the fading light and the cool breeze that passed
through the now opened window. As the sun dipped below the horizon, John took a lighter, sparked a
flame, then extinguished it a moment later.
“Son,” he said, a thoughtful expression crossing his face. Brendan looked up. “Why don't you
do it this year,” he suggested, handing Brendan the lighter. The boy nodded after a moment, and took
the lighter from his father's hand. Sparking a flame, he stretched his arm out the window, and
connected it with the miniature straw man impaled on a metal pole. The man burned in effigy, a yearly
reminder of the Jeidites' victory over Hedrim. Slowly, one by one, Callandra could see similar figures
lighting up the neighborhood around them. As she leaned against the sill, she closed her eyes, and let
the sweet scent of smoke fill her mind.
Her thoughts meandered to Alana, and she wondered if the girl was really only a memory.
Callandra found it difficult to believe that she'd invented the entire search for Alana; she simply wasn't
that creative. Yet all the evidence shouted to the contrary, and she began to accept the fact that Alana
was merely a memory, no more real than her imagined boyfriend Cyrus. As Hedrim's flames began to
subside, she turned her thoughts to the very real people in that room, to Fran and John, Suzy and
Brendan. And she thought of the countless other Jeidites across the world, joining with them as they
celebrated their common heritage, and their deliverance on Pregam.
Hundreds of stadia away and beyond the Sunderian Water Barrier, a very real Alana Adjer lit her
own effigy of Hedrim. On nights like this she felt alone, and isolated from her people. She could
remember Pregam nights when hundreds of gallows would light the streets around her house; now she
was straining her eyes to find just one other gallows lit on the Whiteclover University campus. Unable
to find any, she sat on her desk, and watched her own Hedrim doll blaze and then smolder.
Yet as she sat there, she felt connected again – to her home and to her people, in spite of her
distance from Davian. Little did she know how connected she truly was – how the lives and stories of
four unremarkable Jeidites would weave with her own in the final days before this final invasion. She
had no idea how her actions, along with those of Callandra, Cyrus, Edward and Katrina, would be
rolled like dice in a gamble for their people's lives. Little did she know the level of sacrifice she would
be forced to make to destroy the one man who would assail them all. Propping her feet up on the chair,
Alana gazed into the fading sunlight unaware, and watched the man burn.
Gabriel Nazir gazed into the fading sunlight, unable to pull himself away from his post on the
wall of Salamein. Though the light was fading, he couldn't allow himself to remove his gaze from the
house on Burnt Palm Way. His memory of Rachelle compelled him to honor her with hope – hope that
the Diasporan rebels would provide him with the target's identity. The brightest of the stars was already
visible, and moving away from the place where the sun had set; he knew that he would soon need to
give up his vigil, and uncover the target's identity using another means. Still, he held out hope that
Diaspora could be properly bullied into revealing her name, the only piece of information that made
them a valuable asset.
Just as Nazir was deciding to leave, a young man jogged into view, placed a large manila
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envelope in the house's mail box, and jogged off. Finally, he thought with elation, stowing his
binoculars in his backpack. He had been waiting for Diaspora's reply for over fourteen hours, which to
him seemed rather drawn out, since both correspondents lived in the same city.
It took some time to descend the wall's stairwell and navigate the streets of Salamein to arrive at
the house on Burnt Palm Way. It was nearly dark by the time he arrived, so he sidled up to a window
on the side of the house, and used its light to read the envelope's contents.
He dialed a number on his cell phone. “I have it, Haazim,” he spoke into the phone.
“The target's identity?”
“Yes. As you predicted, Diaspora relinquished it once their promised amnesty was threatened.”
“That is excellent news, brother,” the voice on the line let out a breath. “Where is she?”
“She is studying in the Evian Federation, at a school called Whiteclover University.”
“That won't be a problem for our militia?”
“No, I have already secured notarized passports,” Nazir affirmed, “we should be able to enter
and exit the country without incident.”
“Good. We must move on the target immediately.”
Gabriel paused. “Hold on, let me read you something,” he shuffled the papers until he
uncovered the cover letter. “The correspondent gave us his own threat. It reads, 'Understand this: under
no circumstance are you to move against the target before the appointed time. Diaspora will know if
you attempt to abduct her outside of our agreedupon terms, and will cease to provide its intelligence
immediately.'”
He heard Haazim laugh over the line. “All the more reason to take her now. If we play by their
rules, it'll bite us in the heel. We have everything we need from those rebels; let us take the target now.”
Gabriel nodded. “Agreed,” he replied, examining the target's photograph more closely. He
backed up to the window's light to get a better view, and ran into a metal pole capped with a bundle of
burnt straw that was still warm. When he realized that he was at the gallows' window, he felt a kindling
of rage toward the inhabitants, and decided to burn an effigy of his own.
“Might I know her name?”
“Does it matter?” Nazir asked, returning all of the packet's papers to the envelope, save the
photograph and the target's personal information which he folded and pocketed. Then he removed a
lighter from his backpack, lit the envelope, and tossed it through the open window. With any luck, he
would read about a homeless Jeidite family in tomorrow's newspaper.
“Not especially,” Haazim replied over the line. “I would simply like to know the name of the
Jeidite who will die in payment for my sister's death.”
As he walked away from the scene, Gabriel answered Haazim. “Her alias is 'Alana Adjer', and
she currently lives in room 134 of Lehigh Hall at Whiteclover University.” He paused a beat, then
added, “Of course, she won't be there long.”

Chapter 3 :: Gunshot
Curled up on the girls' tiny couch, Alana digested a small library book on the history of Pregam.
The cool weather had compelled her to change into her heavy sleepwear, but the flannel pants and
sleeved blouse wouldn't keep her feet warm. She tried tucking them into the folds of the couch, but
eventually she folded, and put the book down so she could retrieve her blanket.
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As she sat up, the door opened, and Katrina stepped through, returning from her date with a
track star. “Kat! How did the track date...go?” she asked, standing and stretching and yawning.
Katrina's expression took Alana by surprise. It was a rare exposition to behold on her face, her
eyebrows furrowed and the corners of her mouth turned the slightest bit downward. In shock, Alana
realized that Katrina was being thoughtful. “Honestly,” she replied, “I feel like I've been forced to
confront some of my most basic assumptions about men.”
Blanket forgotten, Alana plopped back down on the denim love seat, and wordlessly implored
Katrina to do the same. She had often wondered if there was a man in the world who could withstand
Katrina's fiery exterior, and now she perceived that this presuming track star had done just that. He
had, at least, made her thoughtful, which was an accomplishment in and of itself. She touched Kat's
knee after she joined her cross legged on the couch. “What kinds of assumptions?”
“Well for instance,” Kat began excitedly, “I had always assumed that smothering a man's hair in
ketchup would make him look worse.” Alana blinked. “As it turns out, it was an improvement.”
“Oh Kat – you didn't!” Alana smacked her forehead with the palm of her hand.
Katrina cocked her head and smiled dazzlingly. “Desperate guys call for desperate measures.”
Alana laughed once and shook her head, standing from the couch again to collect her blanket.
When she returned, she shared the scarlet comforter with her roommate, and picked up her book. After
a second, she tossed it on the ground, and demanded, “What is your problem, anyway? Why do you
hate men so much?”
Katrina shrugged. “I don't hate men,” she replied succinctly. “I like your dad,” she suggested.
“Makes one of us,” Alana grimaced, remembering the phone call she suffered through earlier
that night. “But you're so mean to any guy who shows the slightest interest in you.”
“They're not interested in me, Alana; don't be naive. They only want me because I'm gorgeous.”
“And humble,” Alana added with a chuckle. “Kat,” she replied, “not all men are like that. Take
Jereb, for instance. He's seen how I look in the morning, and yet he still loves me.”
“Jereb is an exception,” Katrina conceded, “Although I doubt he'd appreciate your infatuation
with Professor Ed.”
“For the last time, he's just a friend!” Alana shoved Kat playfully. For a moment, the two girls
just sat together enjoying the sense of kinship. After a couple seconds, the thoughtful look graced
Katrina's face once more; this time, it seemed more genuine.
“Did I ever tell you that I used to be fat?” she asked in a quiet voice, looking up at Alana. Alana
couldn't name the emotion that flashed across Kat's face as the words were spoken, but it ran deep –
deeper than any emotion Kat had allowed her to see before that day.
“No,” she replied, not knowing what else to say.
Katrina nodded. “I was a chubby little puffball when I was a kid. I didn't really realize it back
then; my father loved me regardless of my weight. But when he died – well, after the Eleven Days War
there were a lot of orphans, and I definitely wasn't the first choice when a family was looking to adopt.”
“Because you were fat?” Alana asked, incredulous.
“That's what the matron at my orphanage told me, and I think she was right.” Kat replied.
Alana shook her head, “No, people aren't so blind that they'd judge someone based solely on
their weight.”
“Of course we are,” Kat countered with a shrug. “Before I went through my anorexic phase, no
boy would look twice at me. Now that I've thinned out I can't get rid of them. Most men only care
about us women when we are beautiful, and I want a man who will love me even if I'm fat, or old and
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wrinkled.”
“So you make yourself as wretched as possible to filter out any false affections,” Alana nodded,
impressed at her realism and resilience. “How's that working out for you?”
Katrina barked out a bitter laugh. “Too well,” she replied. “I'm not certain that true love
actually exists.”
Alana nodded, and leaned against the back of the couch. After a moment, she exhaled quietly.
“I would feel so lonely,” she mused. “Don't you ever just want to feel loved, if only for your beauty?”
“More often than I care to admit,” she granted thinly, wryly. She breathed. “I don't think I've
felt truly cared for since my dad passed away.” Alana groaned and twisted her face. Katrina looked up.
“What is it?” she asked.
“Sorry; you reminded me again  my dad called while you were out.”
Kat's posture straightened a noticeable degree. “What did he tell you?” she demanded.
Alana shook her head, “Not a whole lot before I hung up on him. Mostly that he still wants to
be a part of my life, and that he doesn't want our differences to hinder our relationship.”
“Well, he is your father, after all,” Katrina's posture relaxed, “and he's paying for your
schooling.”
“Yeah, he's paying tuition to a school that neither Jereb or I wanted to go to!” she shot back,
aggravated that Kat was playing Devil's advocate now. In a small corner of her mind, however, she was
grateful that Katrina was the sort of friend who would give a balanced perspective, even if it chafed.
“All I wanted was to go to school in Davian, close to home and to family. He virtually kicked me out of
the house – out of the country – and insisted that I go to a Federation school!”
“He's probably just worried about you,” Kat replied. “Davian isn't exactly the safest place these
days.”
“Oh come on, Kat; this is me we're talking about. I have the most boring life in the history of
our people – they could draft me as the only warrior in the Davian Guard, and no one would attack us
because a battle would make my life too interesting. Seriously, I am the last person in the world he
needs to worry about.”
Thoroughly distracted by her rant, Alana didn't notice she subtle shake of Kat's head that
suggested disagreement. Quite to the contrary, Kat knew that Alana was the one person in the world
who shouldn't take her security for granted.
At the doorway to the Daniels' home, Fran gave Callandra a hug goodbye. “Are you all right?”
she asked. “Do you want to get together tomorrow, to discuss what happened tonight?”
Fran was clearly referring to the incident when Callie became a little too involved in the Pregam
story, believing that it was a story about her and some imagined “Alana” girl, and she felt embarrassed,
briefly. “No, I'm fine,” she hastily decided. “Besides, tomorrow I won't remember any of this,” she
smiled, and Fran grinned back.
“Okay then, but we still need to meet tomorrow to work out the funeral preparations,” Fran
replied, adding a sympathetic smile at the end.
“Funeral?”
“For your grandmother,” she specified, then noticed Callie's confused look. “It's the day after
tomorrow. I'll make sure you don't forget; don't worry.”
Callie smiled her thanks, and turned toward the street. She was a little confused, because she
remembered already attending a funeral ceremony two days before yesterday, but knowing the
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unreliability of her memory, she dismissed the confusion.
The temperature had dropped, and the skies were drizzling slightly, and Callie wished she would
have thought to bring a jacket. She shivered as her body adjusted to the climate, and walked briskly
down the Daniels' short driveway, hoping to make it back to her apartment in under twenty minutes.
John had offered to drive, but Callie refused; she didn't like needing other people's help.
As she walked through the neighborhood, she couldn't shake the feeling that she had been there
before. Duh, Callie – of course you've been here before, she thought, remembering stupidly that she
frequently met Fran at Fran's house. Still, her trip that night felt somehow different, as though her
footsteps were already laid in front of her, and she was simply filling them with every step. Slowly she
came to a stop, and the tiny hairs on her neck and arms stood tall with expectation. For a very long
moment that felt like an eternity, she waited, peering into the darkness across the street.
Then she saw it. An orange cat with a white tip on its tail emerged from behind a bush, darted
across the street, and jumped up on a mailbox about ten cubits in front of her. As soon as he landed,
Callie launched herself forward, past the terrified cat, and bolted down the sidewalk. As she ran, she
kicked off her grandmother's sandals, wishing desperately that she had time enough to reach down and
pick them up. But every second counted, and the stakes were deadly, so she knew she would have to
leave them behind.
She ran past two cross streets, and turned left on the third. She was now leaving the residential
area, and began to pass scattered store fronts and one small strip mall. Last night, while she was
running the same route, a dog barked twice as she passed the convenience store that was coming up on
her right. Ten cubits, five cubits, she thought; then a distant dog barked twice as she sped past the
corner of the store. Wideeyed, she realized that her memories of last night were happening now, and
that meant that unless she could reach him in time, a gunshot would claim Cyrus' life.
The drizzle turned to rain, and it felt like globs of clay as it beat against her skin. Her dress
became drenched, and the soggy flaps of fabric became a deadly hindrance; even one misstep might
cause Callandra to fall, and cost a few precious seconds that would cost Cyrus his life. The cold
northern wind picked up again, accentuating the already arctic rain that tormented Callandra's trek. It
was as though all the elements of nature had formed an alliance to eliminate Cyrus, and Callie's
resilience and determination were the only things standing in their way.
Up ahead, a crowd began to form, and Callie had to start shoving her way through a sea of
bodies. She knew that the most embarrassing part of her journey lay beyond the mass of people, but
she didn't falter, knowing that she'd have no second chance if she gave in to second thoughts, even for a
moment.
As she broke through the host of onlookers, Callie stepped onto a cross street, and into one of
the parades that were still acting out the story of Pregam, even at this late hour. If her memory sersved
her, which so far it had, she would have arrived during the scene when Hedrim had to lead Alana
around on the king's horse. After a moment of panic, Callie indeed found the horse, and she rushed up
to it.
“I need your horse,” she recited, not waiting to hear the surprised equestrian's response. She
pulled the girl's foot out of the stirrup, gently shoved her off of the mount, grabbed the reins from the
man playing Hedrim, and mounted the horse herself. A cry erupted from the crowd, with mostly a
disapproving tone, although some of the younger spectators seemed to enjoy the change in the story.
“Make way!” she shouted to the crowd across the street. She then galloped forward, trusting her
memory that the crowd was smart enough to comply.
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As she pierced the crowd and darted up the street, she heard the one sound that she dreaded
most of all – the reverberating explosion of a single, distant gunshot. Knowing she was down to mere
seconds now, Callie hunched over her mount, and powered forward.
About a stadion west of her, Cyrus stood outside of Douglas' Bar and Grill, waiting for a chance
to cross the street. His chance came, and he strode across the near lane, and halfway across the far,
when he heard a distant gunshot coming from the direction his father had left. Instinctively he
crouched, and turned toward the source of the sound. Behind him, he heard the blaring horn of an
angry motorist trying to drown out the patter of rain, or was it the patter of horse hooves?
Horse hooves? Horses weren't normally allowed to ride in the city. The danger of the gun was
distant and passed, so Cyrus allowed himself to stand and turn to this new sound, to see if in fact a
horse was approaching him. “Cyrus!” he heard someone shout; someone was calling his name? He
tried to place where the voice was coming from, but a bright light on his right hindered his view.
Soon, the horse and its rider came into view, and he saw and heard that she was shouting his
name again. “Cyrus!” she yelled, “Get out of the road!”
The road? he wondered. Glancing at his feet, he realized that he was still standing in the middle
of the far lane. The light to his right grew steadily brighter, and the blaring horn mingled with the hiss
of squealing air brakes. Oh, he thought, as he realized that a massive autobus was bearing down on
him. Get out of the road. Makes sense. Why is she riding a horse?
As the horse began to approach the place where Cyrus stood frozen, Callandra stood in her
stirrups, removed her right foot, and launched herself in front of the oncoming bus. She landed in the
street, ran two steps forward, and crashed into Cyrus, knocking them both to the ground in the next
lane. The bus flew by, missing them by a handbreadth.
Then Cyrus' training kicked in. Fortunately, there weren't any cars in the opposing lane when
they'd landed there, but the approaching headlights and horn suggested that that would change
momentarily. He used their momentum to propel them into a roll, and they managed to reach the other
sidewalk before the car could reach them. With the lip of the curb biting into his back, he rolled
himself onto the sidewalk, lifting the girl onto himself in the process.
The breeze of air that brushed by them seemed to steal their breath away, and a few tense
moments passed as they processed what they'd narrowly missed. After the few seconds though, the
girl's body relaxed into Cyrus' embrace. She exhaled, placing her cheek against his shoulder. “That
was close,” she breathed, and closed her eyes.
Suddenly uncomfortable with the girl's comfortability, Cyrus lifted her off of his chest, and they
both sat up. “Ugh!” she complained, wringing hins of water out of her hair, “I’m soaked.” Glancing at
the sky, he noticed that the rain had stopped. The girl turned to face him, touched his arm, and smiled
excitedly. “But it worked, Cy,” she exulted, “It’s true. My memories – they’re all true!”
“What are you–” Cyrus began to ask, before another unanswered question trumped the first one.
“Wait, how do you know my name; do we know eachother?”
The girl rolled her eyes, and an exasperated expression usurped her former excitement. “Not
again,” she groaned. “It's me Cy, Callandra. You know, your girlfriend?”
Cyrus jumped up from his seat on the curb. “You!” he accused, backing up a step. “You were
the girl on the phone this morning! Now you’re stalking me?!” He retreated another step when the girl
also stood, and then he advanced again as he pondered the ridiculousness of fearing such a slender
woman.
“Yeah, well this stalker just saved your life!” the girl shouted back, hurt in her eyes; he retreated
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again. Something about the girl terrified him, and he wasn’t sure why. He had led his unit through
hostile Muradian territory on two occasions now, and survived suicide bombings on the Southern
Guard base outside of Salamein, yet now, facing this comically fragile stalker on a busy, welllighted
street seemed to drain him of his courage.
The girl – Callandra as she called herself – closed her eyes and took a breath, and her shoulders
relaxed. When she opened her eyes they were softened, and she stepped toward him, closing the gap
between them to a very intimate handbreadth. “I’m sorry,” she spoke, taking his hands in her own.
Cyrus tensed. “I didn’t mean to shout.”
In that one gesture, he understood why Callandra terrified him so. She was so immediately
open with him that he’d been caught off guard. Already he was experiencing an intimacy that he had
managed to avoid for years. Every touch she gave threatened to bring to life a heart that had long ago
stopped beating, a resurrection that would pump poison, not blood throughout his body. He couldn’t let
this stranger exhume the sensations – the connection – that he had buried long ago. He tried to remove
himself from her hands.
But she wouldn’t let go, and he wasn’t willing to force the issue; she was apparently delusional,
and his pity preempted any action that would hurt the girl. She kept her gentle grip on his hands. “Last
night you also had trouble remembering me,” she smiled sympathetically. “I guess you have amnesia
too.”
“Last night?” Cyrus wondered. How did he know this girl?! After receiving his leave of
absence from the Davian Guard, he'd gone to Douglas’ to celebrate, and then went home. Maybe he’d
had too much to drink, and in his insobriety couldn’t remember her.
“Yeah,” she laughed, releasing one hand and standing by his right side. “You must have a death
wish or something – that’s the second bus I’ve saved you from in two days!”
Delusional, Cyrus decided, and he began to weigh the benefits of actually jumping in front of
another bus versus spending another minute with this headache of a woman. He quickly glanced
around to see if any speeding buses might provide him with a quick and painless escape.
Callandra’s voice darkened a shade. “Last night your arm was bleeding,” she muttered; he felt
the slight friction of her fingers against his skin as she brushed the underside of his forearm with her
free hand. As she neared the elbow, the friction was replaced with a sliding sensation, then a sharp jab
of pain.
“…and you’re bleeding tonight as well. We need to get you a bandage.”
Cyrus made a cursory examination of his scraped elbow, and remembered that he’d landed on it
when Callandra had tackled him before. Compared to the burns he'd suffered when the suicide bomber
hit, a small scrape of the arm seemed hardly worth worrying about. “I’m fine,” he replied.
“No you are not fine,” Callandra insisted. “My apartment is only a block from here.
“Your apartment?” Cyrus started.
“Come on,” she insisted, dragging him down the sidewalk. Eventually he stopped resisting, and
followed his harmless stalker to her apartment.
At his father's apartment, meanwhile, Abram King prepared to evacuate the scene. He rushed to
his dresser, grabbed two fistfuls of clothing, and hastily stuffed them into a suitcase. As he glutted his
luggage with more clothing from another dresser drawer, he glanced through his bedroom doorway at
the bloodstained arm of a body which was otherwise out of view.
He had assumed they would send someone after him; after all, he had served as Diaspora's
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liaison to Third Alayah, and now that he had given them Alana's alias and location, they no longer
needed him or Diaspora's intel. In their minds, he was now a liability, one which should be eliminated
immediately. So, Abram had prepared himself for the inevitable eventuality that an attempt would be
made on his life.
But now he had to run. No doubt the whole neighborhood had heard the single gunshot he'd
used to defend himself not five minutes before. And while the killing was indeed in self defense, he
had used an internationally outlawed weapon, which would elevate the incident above the jurisdiction
of the local police. Diaspora didn't need that sort of attention, so it would simply be simpler to run, at
least until the invasion began. Once Murad attacked, all the attention of the world would be focused on
Diaspora, which was good; however until then, he had to lay low, and keep the organization out of the
spotlight.
Grabbing a hammer from the kitchen, he returned to the bedroom, and faced the western wall.
After a few good swings, he managed to punch a hole in the drywall about halfway up, and he
proceeded to tear at the wall and wallpaper until it was large enough to reach his arm into. After
pulling out a black plastic bag, he opened the bag, and dumped its contents into the suitcase. A fake
passport fell out, along with multiple bundles of cash, both in shekel and dollar currencies. Finally, he
added the gold plated revolver he'd used not long before, and slammed shut the bulging suitcase,
zippering it, and shooting out the door.
As he zigzagged through the alleys of Salamein, Abram flipped open his cell phone, and dialed
Katrina.
For Katrina, the call was a welcome distraction, at least initially. She'd borrowed Alana's book
on Pregam so that she'd be prepared to write a paper on it tomorrow, but she hadn't anticipated how
incredibly boring the subject matter would be. Seriously girl, she thought, I have no idea what you see
in studying history. Grunting wryly, she acknowledged that it wasn't history Alana needed to worry
about, but rather the future. If Diaspora wasn't able to kidnap her first, then her future would be very
bleak indeed.
She turned her head to look at Alana's sleeping form, and in doing so, shifted the girl's body
enough to make her stir. “mmtm,” she groaned, pulling Kat's arm tighter, and repositioning her head on
her shoulder. Katrina smiled at her innocence, her trusting nature. A year ago the character flaw might
have annoyed her, but now she found it rather endearing, albeit naive. She knew it would be hard to
betray Alana's friendship, and desperately hoped that she wouldn't have to.
Then the call came. “I am well aware of my reputation...” her cell phone sang, “Makin' people
cry is my soul's elevation...”
“Wha?” Alana woke suddenly with the noise of the blaring ring tone. “What's going grn...” she
groaned when she understood what was going on.
“Sorry!” Kat whispered her apology, standing up from the denim couch.
As she strode to the dorm room door, Alana shouted after her, “mm...I want my pillow back!”
and collapsed again on the couch.
“Hello?” she asked.
“Katrina,” the caller said. “This is Abram King.”
Immediately Kat grew alert. “Hold on, let me get to a secure location.” She hastened down the
hallway to one of the dormitory's stair wells, descended to the basement, and navigated her way to the
piano room – a small cubicle of a room set aside for aspiring pianists to practice. She knew that no one
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would be using it, because the piano was so out of tune that it was painful to listen to.
“All right, what's up?”
“I just wanted to warn you, Third Alayah knows about Alana.”
Katrina furrowed her brow. “Knows about her existence, or knows her location and alias?”
“The latter.”
Kat winced. “How?”
“I told them,” came the casual reply.
“What?” she reacted. “Why?!”
“They wanted it badly enough to try to force my hand,” Abram replied. “I could have easily
held out longer, but doing so might have provoked them to ferret her identity out of someone else. At
least this way, we can know approximately when they will come after her.”
Katrina worked to control her temper, though she saw this development as a failure on Abram's
part. She reminded herself that this day was inevitable; she had simply hoped that it would come a
little later, a little more according to plan. “When will they come for her?”
“As soon as they can get there,” he answered. “Probably tomorrow, or the day after. Listen
Katrina,” he advised, “Your mandate stays the same – guard her in any way possible, so long as your
cover remains intact. If you can protect her from the grasp of Third Alayah, then good; we will kidnap
her instead, and in doing so she'll survive. But if she falls into Third Alayahn hands, then let her go.
Either way, our purposes are served.”
“But she dies,” Katrina finished the thought.
“A tragedy, yes,” Abram allowed. “However the greater tragedy lies in the failure of our
mission, as you well know. We need this invasion to succeed, Katrina, and for that we need Alana out
of the picture.” He paused and took a breath. “However, the entire operation  no the entirety of
Diaspora could be compromised if even one of our operatives falls into enemy hands. You do not have
permission to compromise yourself, even if it will save the girl. Do you understand, Katrina?” Kat
hesitated.
“Do you understand?!”
“Yes I understand!” she bit back. “I will complete my mission,” she spoke acidly, voicing her
commitment through her anger. “I just wish you would've completed yours.” And with that, she hung
up.
“There,” Callandra smiled, and lightly patted Cyrus' bandage. “Better?”
He rolled his eyes, and replied, “It's fine.” He seemed less edgy now, which was a good thing.
Seeing him relax into her grandmother's recliner assured her that he wasn't angry anymore, and not
especially itching to leave. She decided it was all right to broach the question.
“So,” she started, standing from beside the recliner, dusting off the skirt she'd changed into, and
pulling up a chair from the kitchen table. “You still don't remember me?” She hoped, however
irrationally, that somehow a memory of her might break through his amnesia.
“I'm sorry, no,” he replied, laying his scraped arm on the armrest. When he noticed his soggy
sleeve soaking into a dry part of the seat's cushion, he immediately apologized. “Sorry I'm so wet.”
Callie shrugged, disappointed. Mindlessly rubbing her own small scrape of the forearm, she
replied, “Sorry I don't have any mens' clothing for you to change into.” After a moment of shared
silence, she began to muse over the days events. “What are the odds,” she began, “that two people with
amnesia would find eachother by chance?”
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Cyrus let out an exasperated laugh and shook his head. “For the last time, I don't have
amnesia.” Then he paused, and furrowed his brow. “Wait – do you have amnesia?”
“Sort of,” she replied; Cyrus nodded as though the diagnosis made sense.
“So, what happened, exactly?” he asked, “One day you just woke up and you couldn't remember
anything about your life before?”
Callie shook her head no. “I wish. According to Fran, I wake up every day not knowing about
my life before.”
“Mmm, it must be difficult, living with amnesia,” Cyrus leaned back and smiled, perhaps
sympathetically.
Callie grinned. “You would know,” she teased; Cyrus shook his head and laughed. “It isn't so
bad, though,” she qualified. “At least I have my future memories.”
“Future memories?”
She nodded. “That's how I knew you'd be attacked by a bus tonight,” she told him. “In my
mind, it had already happened the night before. I know it sounds impossible,” she paused, almost
unwilling to voice her suspicions aloud, “but Cy, I think I can remember the future.”
The room grew silent for a moment, until Cyrus broke out laughing. Callie sighed; she had
remembered his reaction from last night, but it still hurt to go through it again, and his lack of
tenderness seemed harsh. Shaking her head, she took a piece of paper from the coffee table, scribbled a
few words on it, and handed it to Cyrus.
“Seriously Callie, you are an amazingly pleasant, amazingly insane little stalker. What's this,”
he asked, taking the paper from her hands. He unfolded it and read it aloud, “'Seriously Callie, you are
an amazingly pleasant, amazingly insane little stalker. What's this?'”
The paper floated to the ground as Cyrus stared. “How...did you know I would say that?” he
asked, even though she had already told him. She glanced to the side and grimaced slightly, then
looked down to the floor, and finally stared him straight in the eyes. “No,” he stood from his seat. “No,
that's impossible. People can't just remember the future.”
Callie shrugged. “Why not?”
“I don't know,” he said, still standing. “I guess it just never happens in real life.” She frowned
at that; John had once told them about the ancient Jeidite prophets, who themselves had maintained a
stellar predictive track record. She let the matter drop.
Cyrus took a moment before he sat down and spoke again. “Okay, I'm going to pretend that
what you just told me is actually true. If that's the case, then how does it work?” he asked. “If your
memories of yesterday reflect what happened today, then when do your memories of two days ago
happen? Tomorrow?”
“That would make sense,” Callie nodded. “My memories of the invasion happened a month ago
in my mind, but they take place on Second Pregam, which is a month in the future. I suppose that the
further back in time I remember them, the further in the future they actually happen.” Callie was
grateful for this opportunity to figure things out; she had discovered her gift while running to save Cy's
life, and until now hadn't taken the time to try to fully understand it.
“Wait a minute,” Cyrus interrupted her thoughts, “back up. What invasion are you talking
about?”
“Uhh, let's see,” she struggled to recall all the details. “Like I said, it was about a month ago on
Second Pregam; Murad invaded Davian, starting with an attack on this city.”
Cyrus' eyes widened momentarily, then narrowed accusingly. “Earlier today, my...a man at
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Douglas' mentioned a similar invasion. How did you hear about it?” he demanded.
“I didn't hear about it,” she sighed with slight exasperation. “I saw it.”
She stood from her chair, grabbed his hands, and pulled him up out of the recliner. “Come on,”
she insisted, “I'll show you.” She led him toward the back of the apartment, to her room, which sat
directly on the outside face of the southern city wall. She climbed her bed, beckoned Cyrus to do the
same, then opened her bedroom window and the protective bars outside of it.
“I was in my room,” she began, “when I heard the noise of synchronized footsteps growing
louder outside. Come on, look,” she invited. “See, they came right through that mountain pass,” she
told him, pointing to a dip between two tall mountains in the south.
Cyrus nodded. “Makes sense; Saladun's the most convenient route to bring troops through.”
“Anyway, I tried to call someone, but the phone lines were down, and I was locked in my room,
so I'm not sure how it all turned out.”
“Why were you locked in your room?” Cyrus asked, distracted.
“I was kidnapped at the time,” she replied with a dismissive shrug.
“You know,” Cyrus grinned with incredulity, “you get kidnapped an awful lot.”
“I guess it comes with the territory when you're a beautiful, charming young lady like myself,”
she smiled back innocently.
Cyrus stepped off her bed, then sat back down on it. Callie followed suit, staring forward at
first, but then, ever so nervously, she turned to face him. When he turned his face to face hers, she felt
her heart flutter; their noses had almost touched, and the magnetism between them could have easily
turned into a kiss, if he'd have let it.
“You know, Callandra” he spoke; she breathed in the syllables as his mouth formed her name.
“You may not be as charming as you think.”
“Is that so?” she coyed, laughing internally at his unwarranted confidence in his restraint.
“That's so,” he affirmed. “You call yourself my girlfriend, and apparently think that we'll end
up in some sort of relationship, but I have spent the greater part of my life dodging relationships, and I
won't give up that record now.
Callie put some distance between their noses, and shook her head. “I don't think we'll end up in
a relationship, Cy; I know we will – I remember it.” She smiled at his pointless determination; it was
cute, almost.
“Well,” Cyrus stood, and offered her his hand. “Your memories can change.” She took his
hand, and he pulled her up off the bed and toward himself, stopping her by placing his hand on her
waist. Callie laughed, because they were now positioned as though they were about to dance; she
placed her free hand on his shoulder.
“And if your memories can't change,” he finished, “then we have bigger problems than your
infatuations; this invasion could kill us all.” With that, he released her left hand and waist, turned, and
strode out the bedroom door. Callie's arms fell to her side and she felt suddenly empty, as though a part
of her had been cut out. She wrapped her arms around her torso and followed him out into the living
room.
“Does this mean you believe me?” she asked, “about remembering the future, I mean.”
Cyrus frowned. “I think I do believe you, surprisingly enough,” he admitted as he wrapped
himself in his drenched and soiled jacket. “Ask me if I think anyone else will, however, and I'll say that
I'm skeptical.”
“Well who cares what everyone else thinks?” she argued. “You and I will stop this invasion
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ourselves if we have to.”
Cyrus barked out a laugh as he adjusted his collar. “How?” he questioned her. “I'll fight them
in the gates, while you throw stones from the wall?”
“I don't know,” she said, “we'll figure it out. Why else would I be allowed to remember the
future if not to change it?” Callie gawked as he turned to leave, then continued with a bit more
frustration, “Why else would you be allowed to hear people's thoughts, if not to change their minds?”
Cyrus' turned back to her, eyebrows arched with surprise and incredulity, but Callie continued
before he could get a word out. “I can't make you help me, Cyrus,” she stated finally, standing firm
with resolve, “but with or without you, I am going to stop that invasion.”
“Good luck,” was all he said, as he left with another piece of her gut.
After he left, she took her frustration out on the dishes. The kitchenette included a small
dishwasher, but the feel of soapy water running through her fingers, and the chance to beat the grunge
off of a soup encrusted bowl was too good to resist. As she hacked away at the dishes, she happened to
glance over to the kitchen table and notice the giftwrapped present that had been sitting there since that
morning. Her grandmother was gone, had been taken from the world before she could give Callandra
the gift; in some ways, that present was the last form of communication she would ever receive from
her, besides of course the reading of her will. With a surprising urgency, Callandra dried her hands,
and sat down at the table.
There is no card, she remembered dejectedly. She had hoped to have some scrap of handwriting
– something to remind her of the woman in the forgetful days to come. Finding nothing but her own
handwritten name, Callie carefully tore at the wrapping paper's seam, and slowly unveiled the journal.
She blinked. “Of course!” she remembered, flipping through the pages to the note that her
grandmother had written on the inside back cover. With great emotion, she read through it again,
impatient to reach her favorite part, the fourth paragraph:
My dear, dear Callandra, Joyful Pregam.

I hope that your celebration today has been as

truly joyful as the invariable joy that you have been to me, these final sixteen years of my life.
You should know that I am very proud of you, proud of the young woman you have become.
You are beautiful, courageous, and surprisingly intuitive – so much so that at times I would
swear you were one of the prophets of old! ;-)

If you have one defining characteristic,

however, it's your independence, your unyielding desire to overcome challenges on your own.
As you know, my time in this world is coming to an end.

Whether it's the cancer that

takes me, or a fall down the apartment stairs, a day will soon come when I am no longer a part
of your life.

You will be living on your own, making your own choices, and I believe with my

whole heart that you have the resilience and determination to succeed in whatever you put your
mind to.
However I do fear for you, Callandra, for who you will become when I am gone.

Your

independence is and will continue to be a great asset, but I fear that it will also be your
greatest liability.

You have never known when to ask for help, never recognize when success

might require assistance from a source outside of yourself.

Sometimes having the humility to ask

for help can preserve you through challenges that would otherwise impede.
Throughout my struggle against death, you have been as a solid rock to me, a shield as
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strong as the city wall we live in.

I pray that one day you will find the courage to open

yourself up to another, to let someone else be that rock for you.
will one day face death, and will be powerless to save yourself.
a helping hand, a shield to overcome the challenge of death.

Because like me, you too

And like me, you too will need

And I have overcome death,

Callie; I fervently hope that one day you will too.
I give you this journal to help you with your memory, so you can create some goals,
remember your successes, and learn from your failures.

I suppose I am also hoping that you'll

write about me, so that once I'm gone you might remember me, or at least read about me in
the pages to come.
I love you with all my heart, my dear, dear Callandra.

Sincerely yours,

~ grandma.

A tear marked the spot where grandma had signed, and Callie quickly wiped it away so that her
words wouldn't smudge. She sniveled, wiped her face with a napkin, and reached for the photograph
she had confiscated from grandma's room. The picture portrayed a younger Callie, about age eight,
who was sitting with grandma at a diner booth. She was crying, for some unknowable reason, and the
sadness of that occasion flowed into Callandra's present reserve of tears. Small, morose droplets
marked the final page of the journal as Callie placed the picture upon it, and joined the two with tape.
As the tears dried, they formed little hills and valleys on the page, over which she wrote six words:
Grandma, I will never forget you.
As she prepared for bed, she pondered over that fourth paragraph again, specifically the
sentence about trusting others: I pray that one day you will find the courage to open yourself up to
another, to let someone else be that rock for you. She thought about Cyrus, and how quickly she had
opened up to him. It had been easy, of course, because she knew he would eventually grow to love her.
She therefore knew that she could potentially trust him, could open herself up to him; however she
questioned now whether or not she should trust him. Their relationship was far from perfect, and some
of her memories left her questioning his character, and his care for her.
However a yawn interrupted her musings, and she decided to leave them for the morning.
Instead, she wrote in her journal her concerns, along with the day's events and discoveries, and then
slipped underneath the pale blue sheet that covered her bed.

Chapter 4 :: Birthstone
The morning brought sunshine onto the Whiteclover University campus, and it filtered down
into Alana's disposition. The sky was bluegreen, the birds were singing, and she was so far ahead in
her schoolwork that she felt she could take an entire week off if she so desired. Katrina on the other
hand, seemed quite preoccupied with something or other, though she flatly denied any worries when
Alana asked her about it earlier.
Strangely, she seemed especially concerned about Alana's wardrobe. That morning, while
Alana was dressing, she took out the earrings that she'd given Alana for Pregam, and practically shoved
them through her ear lobes. For a girl who claimed to care nothing for appearances, she sure seemed
concerned about Alana's.
Yet in spite of Kat's quirks, the warm light and cool winter breeze combined together to create
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the perfect day. Humming a melody she'd just finished playing, Alana walked from her ten o'clock
piano class to the Episteme Student Union Building for an early lunch.
Once inside the SUB, she passed by a television tuned to the local news channel. As she neared
it, she heard the reporter mention a suspected outbreak of an amnesiainducing pathogen at the
Whiteclover University science building. The anchorman reported speculations that the building may
be closed down for a time until such suspicions could be verified.
The news story brought her concerns about Edward back to the forefront of her mind. She
wished it were Wednesday already so that she could see him in class, and pester him once more about
going to the doctor. She sincerely doubted that he had listened to her yesterday when they spoke after
class; Edward was too much of a guy to go see a doctor without a detached limb or something. She
decided to seek him out during his office hours later on in the day.
Once inside the cafeteria, she grabbed a cheeseburger and a fruit cup, but then replaced the
burger with a salad, and grabbed a diet soda. Slightly sucking in her stomach, she moved to the
checkout line, where she bumped into a familiar track star.
“Marcus?” she recognized.
“Oh, hey,” he replied, turning from the conversation he'd been having with the guy in front of
him.
“Sorry, I didn't mean to interrupt.”
“Oh, no problem. You're Kat's friend, right?”
“One of the few,” she quipped; Marcus laughed.
“Hey, you sitting anywhere?” he asked, moving up to the checkout. He smiled almost
flirtatiously at the pretty cashier.
“Oh, I was planning to take my food over to Jasmine's,” Alana replied, referring to a coffee shop
near the other end of the SUB. She preferred its calmer atmosphere to the rather boisterous nature of
the cafeteria, appreciating also that the social requirement to sit with friends was somewhat lessened
there; she was just as happy with a good book.
“Well hey, if you want, you can sit with us,” he offered, nodding in the direction of a table with
four of his track bro's. Alana cringed slightly; she didn't like being invited into a group out of pity.
Then she realized that he probably just wanted the insider's opinion on his date with Katrina, although
she couldn't imagine that Kat could have sent him a clearer message.
“Okay,” she agreed.
“Great,” he replied, waiting for Alana to pay the cashier. “One condition though, Kat's friend.”
“What's that?” she stifled a smile, enjoying the anonymity of her new nickname.
“You need to stay away from the ketchup,” he told her, running his fingers through his hair, and
scratching the back of his head.
Alana laughed. “Yeah, that is totally a Kat thing – not my style.”
Sitting at Marcus' table was interesting; at times she felt like an outsider, and at other times she
seemed to be the center of attention. Marcus kept taking the ketchup away from her, but his friends
would pass it back to her under the table, along with the salt and pepper shakers and a few relish
packets. Alana wasn't sure what she was expected to do with the condiments once she received them,
so she opted to subtly threaten him by peppering her salad with the pepper, salt, relish, and of course,
lots of ketchup. Until she had tasted the concoction, she regretted not buying the cheeseburger; after all
it would have gone much better with the condiments at hand. However, once she forced herself to try
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the salad in all of its glory, she discovered that in fact, she liked it.
When the conversation meandered away from her, weaving instead through a plethora of inside
jokes and jibes to which she was not privy, Alana's gaze would meander to the world outside of the
SUB. The cafeteria was situated at the front of the building, with naught but a long glass wall
separating its customers from the people outside. As the lunch hour waxed, she examined the flow of
students passing by the SUB, occasionally meeting glances with familiar faces. At one point, she
caught the eye of a fellow student from the history department, who to Alana's delight, entered the
SUB's cafeteria, and stopped by their table to say “hello.” After the encounter, she felt a little more
confident, or even smug; she didn't want Marcus or his trackmates to think she didn't have any friends.
“So you said before that Katrina doesn't have a lot of friends,” Marcus recalled as the girl left.
“Well,” Alana qualified, swallowing a piece of salted lettuce. “she doesn't especially want a lot
of friends.”
Marcus grinned. “That's obvious,” he noted. “Still, it seems as though she'd have a long line of
followers, at least.”
That comment caught her by surprise. “What makes you say that?” she asked.
Marcus shrugged. “Everyone really respects her; all the girls I've talked to seem to really look
up to her.”
“Really?”
“Really,” he replied. “To me it seems like she's somehow older, like she's seen the worst of life,
and has risen above it. What?” he asked when he noticed Alana's amused look.
“Nothing,” she shook her head, stifling another smile. “I just never pegged you as the intuitive
type.”
“Oh yeah,” he nodded, taking the ketchup away again. “I can be deep.” his friend Gary took
the ketchup from Marcus and returned it to Alana under the table. As she grabbed the bottle, a man
outside of the window caught her attention. His skin was markedly tanner than that of the average
student, so much so that he could pass himself off as a native Centrian, perhaps from Murad or Shinar,
or even maybe Davian. Alana suddenly felt a slight kinship; She didn't see many Centrians on campus,
and it was nice to spot someone from her home continent.
Alana returned her attention to Marcus. “So is that why you like her? Because she's a well
respected and...durable woman?” she asked.
“Oh no,” Marcus shook his head. “I just like her 'cause she's hot.” Alana's third attempt to stifle
a laugh was utterly unsuccessful; she'd been caught taking a sip of her diet soda, and the pressure in her
mouth sent the sizzling drink burning up her nasal passage. When the pain grew too great to bear, she
instinctively opened her mouth, and spewed the fluid all over the track star.
The table was in an uproar, and even Marcus couldn't keep a straight face. As he wiped his eyes,
he took Alana's drink away from her, but then his friends returned it to her under the table.
“Apparently Kat being hot is funny,” he grinned.
“Oh no,” Alana replied, wiping her mouth with a napkin. Suddenly, an idea crossed her mind,
and she decided to run with it. “It's just that you two are so...so perfect for eachother,” she concealed
her grin with another sip of soda.
“You think so?” he asked, scratching his scalp. “Last night we seemed like polar opposites.”
Alana shook her head. “Kat only acts that way when she gets nervous.”
“I make her nervous?” he asked in pleasureridden surprise.
“Oh absolutely,” she replied, barely able to keep a straight face. “I'd be nervous too if a hot star
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athlete was interested in me.” Marcus frowned a smile and glanced over at Gary. “You want my advice
Marc?” she asked, receiving his attention again.
“Yeah, sure,” he nodded, ready to gobble up any nuggets of insight that she might drop.
“The more Kat likes a boy, the more outlandishly she tries to repel him. Thus this ketchup thing
is a good sign,” she suggested, noting somewhere in her mind that she sounded like her psychology
teacher. “So my advice to you is this: keep asking her out, no matter what she says or does to try to
turn you away – always remember that underneath it all, she's crazy about you. Buy her flowers, stand
up in class and seduce her with your singing, get creative. And whatever you do, make sure it's public;
she's a sucker for public displays of affection.”
“Wow, this is great, great stuff,” he nodded, taking out a pen and paper to jot her comments
down. “Thanks Kat's friend, you have given me some deep insight into a very complicated woman.”
“Oh, she's complicated,” she replied, still fighting a smile. Kat was going to kill her, but this
was well worth the sacrifice.
“Well hey,” Marcus put away the writing implements. “Some day soon, maybe you'll have a hot
star athlete of your own to be nervous about.”
“Well, that guy over there doesn't look like an athlete,” the boy named Gary interjected, “but
'lana, he is definitely checking you out.”
“Thanks guys, but I already have a boyfriend,” she told them without looking to see who it was.
Eventually though, curiosity defeated restraint, and she glanced in the direction Gary had motioned. In
surprise, she briefly caught the Centrian staring at her, before he looked down at a paper in his hands.
He spoke something to the man next to him, and only then did Alana realize that the boy had
been joined by another Centrian. His companion was perhaps fifteen or twenty years his elder, maybe
fortysomething, with wisps of thick black hair that barely crested his dark eyes. He too looked at the
paper, then glanced in her direction, and replied to the boy.
Suddenly, something didn't feel right. The two men didn't look like students, or even
prospective students. Moreover, it seemed that they were watching her, monitoring her even, and she
felt a little creeped out by that.
Excusing herself from the table, she dumped her trash in the proper bin, returned her tray, and
exited the cafeteria. Glancing over her shoulder, she spotted the younger of the pair entering the SUB,
and following after her. Facing forward again, she hurried down the hall, deeper into the maze that
made up the Student Union Building. As she passed a display featuring the town of Whiteclover's
crime statistics, she noted that there had already been three rapes that year. With gritted teeth, Alana
resolved in her mind that she would not be the fourth. She reached behind her to feel the right pocket of
her backpack. Good, she thought; she had remembered to bring her birthstone.
Kiriek Haazim had never been to the Evian Federation before, had never left Centra even.
Gabriel had warned him about the shock of entering a completely foreign, filthy rich society, but
nothing he could have been told would have prepared him for what he now saw behind the glass wall of
the Student Union Building.
There was so much food! At his home in Murad, men fought and died over a tiny loaf of bread.
Yet here in the Federation, here at this small cafeteria, one could create a massive sandwich using his
choice of five different breads. A sign near the sandwich shop advertised that the Bread of the Week
was pumpernickel – he hadn't even heard of pumpernickel.
While the selection of bread held him in awe, it was the target's eating table that angered him.
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They seemed to be playing some sort of game with the food; one boy would steal food from the target,
and then another boy would return it to her. Haazim couldn't fathom how they could treat their
sustenance so lightly; they might as well have been tossing bags of gold through the air!
Regardless, he had a job to do; they had to first dismantle the lesser devil of Davian before they
could touch the Federation. “You're sure this is the target?” he asked the boy next to him.
“No,” came the reply. “I'm only sure that she looks like the target; I was just walking by when I
recognized her.”
Haazim nodded. The boy wasn't overconfident, but rather held a levelheaded assessment of the
situation. He would become a good warrior, Haazim thought, and he made a mental note to commend
him to Nazir. “We'll keep the militia near the target's dormitory,” he decided, “but you will follow the
girl,” he nodded at her through the window. “If she returns to the dormitory, then we can assume that
she and the target are the same. If not, then the real target will show up at her room soon enough.”
Suddenly, the girl looked over at them. “Look away,” he told the boy, who immediately looked
down to the photograph he was holding, a picture of the target.
“She noticed us,” the boy stated obviously. Haazim too glanced at the photograph, then looked
up at the girl. She looked like the target; in some ways, she even looked like Rachelle. His sister's skin
was darker, of course, and she would never think of playing with her food. But Rachelle had the same
quiet depth to her eyes, and the same unspoiled innocence – unspoiled, that is, until Davian attacked his
country with illegal explosives.
The girl stood up to leave. “A life for a life,” he whispered. “Follow her – go now.”
Edward had spent the entire morning working on his dissertation. It was more or less finished,
and had been for weeks, however his advisor suggested several major revisions, not the least of which
was a new premise.
It was too outlandish, Dr. Geralds had told him, insisting that without a major course correction,
his dissertation would be instantly dropped from acceptance into the department. “The suggestion that
'history repeats itself' may be a cute saying for common folk,” he was told, “but if you submit that
proposition as a serious thesis, you'll be laughed right out of tenure!”
Overall, Dr. Geralds had been supportive; he acknowledged that Edward had performed
thorough and scholarly research, and presented it in his paper academically enough. However, the
rather fatalistic implications of repetitive history would likely rub the evaluation committee the wrong
way, and thereby disqualify him from the doctorate he'd worked so hard to obtain.
Edward ultimately decided not to change his premise, however. He did work hard these last few
weeks to make it more palatable, but he wasn't sure that he wanted a doctorate if he'd be restricted to
writing only what the consensus deemed appetizing.
Shifting his eyes from his word processing program to the clock on the lower right hand corner
of his computer monitor, he noted that it was 3:17 in the afternoon, and that he hadn't had lunch yet.
Groaning, he closed his eyes, wiped a sheet of sweat off his forehead, and leaned back in his chair.
When he opened his eyes, he was somewhere else.
The room was bright – far brighter, far whiter than his tiny office in Stenton. Seated on an
annoying, squeaky metal stool, he found his arms resting upon a long, rubber coated table with a sink
set into it. When he saw the rows of smaller tables, each set with a pair of petri dishes, he realized that
he had somehow appeared in one of the science labs of Celadon Hall.
??!! he thought, jumping from the stool. It groaned under the stress, and squealed as its metal
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legs dredged across the tiled floor. Amazingly, the sound seemed to match the wordless angst he felt at
suddenly being transported hundreds of yards away, from one building to another.
Glancing at the classroom's clock, he noted with surprise that it read 4:05, almost a full 40
minutes after his computer clock at Stenton. Words like teleportation and time travel flashed through
his mind before the more rational explanations took hold. The clock in here is fast, that's all, he told
himself. He did, however, allow his mind to daydream briefly about how marvelous it would be to go
back in time, and see for himself the events of old, instead of constantly reading somebody else's
account.
He heard footsteps come to a halt outside the room. He initially looked toward the main
entrance to the lab, but then the faculty door swung open and a pretty, somewhat panicked biology
teacher stepped through.
“Edward?” she jumped when she saw him there.
“Dr. Angetti?” he returned. “What are you doing here?”
“I should ask you the same question,” she countered, walking to the teacher's table and setting
down a massive stack of books and papers. When she looked up, she sighed, and teased, “It's all right;
I think it's sweet that you came to visit me.”
Edward laughed through pursed lips, and let the assumption stick. “Are you teaching a class in
here? I can leave if you want.”
“No, no, you can stay a while. I do have a lab in here, but not for another hour.”
“Wow, do you always show up this early for class?”
“Only on days when I haven't prepared a thing,” she muttered angrily, opening her spiral bound
lab manual and flipping to the midsection. “So I'm at the department meeting today, right? Well guess
what – Higgins tells me that I have to cover Dr. Hollandaise's one thirty class and five o'clock lab until
she gets her memory back, which, by the way, will probably be never,” she ranted, glancing up at him
briefly. “I mean, I'm already teaching four courses; Tuesday/Thursday afternoons are the only time I
have to do my research. And if that isn't bad enough, he didn't give me the memo until two hours
before my 1:30 class – I was totally unprepared!”
“Is there anything I can do to help?” he asked, “Maybe get you some Ritalin from the supply
closet?”
“Very funny,” she said, sticking her tongue out at him. “Actually, if you could go get me sixteen
petri dishes, that'd be great.”
As Edward moved toward the faculty door, she called after him, “Wait a second  that's weird.”
“What?”
“Someone already set out the petri dishes. Was it you?”
“No,” he replied, returning to her side. He saw her glance around the room, until her eyes
settled upon a large plastic jug sitting on the rubber coated counter that circled the room. She rushed
over to it and Edward followed.
“Amniotic Fluid,” she read with surprise.
The label stirred a pool of vomit in his stomach. “Wait, that container has some woman's birth
waters in it?”
“Well, a lab's imitation of it,” she grinned, counting its ingredients on her fingers. “It's got
proteins, carbohydrates, fetal urine...”
“Gross,” he complained at the thought of fetal urine.
“Again, it's a lab's imitation,” she smiled. “But I can't believe this, Ed! Someone already set up
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the lab for me.” she collapsed with relief onto one of the nearby stools. “Maybe it was Karen; she
seemed sympathetic at the meeting today. I'll have to thank her.”
“So, you've got an hour off then?” he asked.
“Not quite,” Angetti replied. “I still need to fill out an answer sheet, but at least all the
important stuff is done.” Returning to the desk, she began to peruse through the papers she'd brought,
but then stopped and stared at another paper sitting off to the side.
“What is it?” Edward asked, moving toward the front of the room again.
“It's...strange; it's the answer sheet.”
“Oh, well that's not that strange,” he suggested. “Whoever set up your lab must have filled out
the answers for you as well.” Dr. Angetti still seemed mystified by something, however. “What is it
Dawn?”
She pointed to the paper. “This is your handwriting,” she asserted.
Edward laughed, and took the answer sheet away from her. When he saw the writing, however,
he shook his head. “No, it can't be mine; that's impossible. It just looks like my handwriting.”
Dr. Angetti also shook her head, but this time with disbelief. “You didn't...set up my lab for me,
did you Edward?”
“Of course not,” he shrugged off the ridiculous question. “I don't know the first thing about
biology, or amniotic fluid.” Then he recalled the little time travel incident from before, and added, “At
least, not that I'm aware of.”
“Not that you're aware of?” Dawn repeated, confused. Then a look of understanding, or even
perhaps guilt crossed her face, and she let the matter drop. With an hour of unforeseen free time at
hand, she was able to sit down with him, and spend some time catching up.
“So how's the doctorate coming?” she asked.
“I'm weeks away from defending my thesis,” he said.
“Oh yeah? Are you nervous?”
“Who wouldn't be,” he grinned, but he knew the smile wouldn't reach his weary eyes.
“What's it about,” she prodded.
“You'll probably laugh,” he smiled. “It's some pretty fringe research.”
She laughed. “I'm the queen of fringe research; try me.”
“Well,” he began, “I propose that all of history – or specifically, all of Jeidite history – has been
designed, somehow.”
Dawn raised her eyebrows. “That is pretty fringe.”
“You're not kidding,” he replied with a hint of his own skepticism. “But I've managed to track a
number of events in Jeidite history which, down through the ages, happen to repeat themselves over and
over again.”
Dawn paused to swallow that. “What do you mean by 'repeat themselves', exactly. Are you
suggesting that the people involved come back from the dead, or get reincarnated, and live out the same
events over and over again?”
Edward shook his head laughing. “Not quite, although that would make for quite a paper.”
“You could call it 'Attack of the HistoryRepeating Zombies',” she chuckled.
“At any rate,” he smiled, “The people involved don't rise from the dead; rather, similar people
act out similar events, over and over. And the details of these linked events are so strikingly similar that
I suggest design; someone somehow overlayed a schematic over all of Jeidite history – a blueprint in
which previous events foreshadow later ones.”
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“History repeats itself,” Dawn muttered. “Brings a whole new meaning to the phrase. Who do
you think the designer would be?” she asked.
Edward held up his hands in protest. “I don't touch that hot topic. It could be the Jeidite deity
Elean, or some time traveler from the future for all I care. I'm just documenting the anomaly.”
“So what's an example of an event that keeps getting repeated?” she asked after a moment.
“Well, it isn't the best example, but Murad keeps attacking Davian on the Feast of Pregam. It
happened twice in ancient times, and once in modern, sixteen years ago.”
“Couldn't that just be Murad's attempt at being symbolic, constantly attacking on the same
day?”
“Oh absolutely,” Edward agreed, “The simplest explanation is usually the best. And like I said,
it's not the best example; in fact, I don't even mention it in my dissertation. Still, it would be nice if one
day I uncover other details that match, like perhaps a woman similar to Cassandra rising up to save the
day, or a damsel in distress named Alana, etc.” The mention of the name Alana reminded him of his
student's request that he see a doctor; finally with this spontaneous teleportation thing, he was
beginning to consider following through.
“I'm sorry,” Dawn replied. “I'm not very familiar with the people involved in Pregam.”
“That's all right,” he waved his hand. “Few nonJeidites are, or need to be.”
“You know, it's interesting,” she started, changing the topic. “My research also sort of revolves
around the Jeidites.”
Edward blinked his surprise. “Really?” he asked. “What possible interest could a biologist have
in the Jeidites? The school's not making you run down genealogies, are they?”
“No,” she smiled, “My fellowship is privately funded.”
“Lucky,” he grumbled, but smiled congenially. “Who's funding you?”
“A Jeidite research group called Diaspora,” she replied. “I don't know a whole lot about them,
but I do know that like me, they're interested in understanding the process of cellular differentiation
during pregnancy, and the exohematic cells that result.
“I'm sorry Dawn, but I have no idea what you just said.”
“I figured as much,” she grinned. “I just said all those big words to sound smart.”
“It worked.”
Dr. Angetti paused to collect her thoughts. “Are you familiar with stem cells Edward?” she
asked.
“Somewhat,” he replied. “They can be used to grow entire organs and such, right?”
“Right,” she confirmed. “When a human embryo begins to develop in the womb, it starts out as
a single cell – a stem cell. Then as the child grows, the one cell multiplies into two, and then four, and
so forth.”
“Well, about four days after conception,” she continued, “The cells in the embryo begin to
specialize in a process known as cellular differentiation. The stem cells give birth to what's called
multipotent progenitor cells, which are sort of an intermediate cell form.”
“Intriguing,” Edward said, his sarcasm dripping with boredom.
Dawn laughed. “Yeah, that's about the same reaction I get from most of my students.”
“Me too, when I lecture on ancient history,” he nodded. It amazed him how different fields
could seem vitally interesting to some people, yet so terribly dull to others. The thought made him
grateful to have Alana, a student with a companionable love for history.
“At any rate, my research centers around a specific cell type called an exohematic cell, which
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descends from the Hematopoietic progenitor. It's in the same family as blood cells and platelets, but it
lives outside of the cardiovascular system – in fact, outside of the body.
That caught Edward's attention. “They live outside of the body?” he repeated. “How do they
survive?”
“Well, that's the interesting thing,” she smiled, probably pleased that she'd grabbed his attention.
“They generally don't survive. While in the womb, they swim around in the amniotic fluid, feeding on
nutrients found therein – essentially, they operate as single celled organisms. But after birth, they
almost always die off within a day, because they aren't adapted to the environment outside the womb.”
“Other single celled organisms attack them?” Edward guessed.
“No,” Dawn shook her head. “They die of starvation. Outside of the nutrientrich amniotic
fluid, they aren't able to absorb enough nutrients at an efficient enough rate to survive. Essentially, they
run out of energy.”
“So what's the point of having them, then?”
“Well, some hypothesize that the exohematic cells somehow aid the embryo as it grows, but are
no longer needed after birth.”
“But you disagree?”
“Well, there's not really any evidence that they serve a helpful role. Mostly they just swim
around and survive.”
“So what's your theory,” he asked.
“Well, I suspect that they do serve a role after birth,” she replied.
“After they die?” Edward raised his eyebrows.
“Well, that's the thing,” she smiled. “They don't always die. Some people's exohematic cells
actually manage to survive.”
“How?” Edward wondered. “They're better at absorbing nutrients?”
“Good guess, but no.” Dawn's voice gained an excited edge. “As it turns out, a certain subset of
the human population has evolved a special form of exohematic cell. And take a wild guess what group
of people that is,” she grinned.
“The Jeidites?” he asked.
“The Jeidites.” she confirmed. “Their exohematic cells have photosynthetic capabilities, thus
they can take their energy from the sun.”
“Wow,” he frowned, impressed. “And you discovered all that?”
“Oh no,” she closed her eyes and shook her head. “I wish. Those findings were published over
ten years ago. My research centers around their method of communication. After they leave the body,
they still apparently communicate with the body, but no one knows how. No one but me, anyway,” she
grinned.
“Does anyone know why?” he asked. “You said that you believe they play a role after birth;
how do they help the body then?”
“Well, this is where it gets weird – paranormal, even. As you obviously know, since the country
of Davian was reconvened in 1948, Jeidites from around the world have been returning there in droves.
As a result, the Jeidite bloodlines in that area have grown purer, and more and more Jeidites with living
exohematic cells have been born. At the same time, there has been a dramatically increased number of
reported cases where Jeidites were born with extra...abilities.”
“Extra abilities?”
“Like I said, this is where it gets paranormal. I have read studies from respected researchers
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who reported testing Jeidites with limited control over magnetism, some weather conditions, plant
growth, and a variety of other aspects of nature. I myself met and tested a telepath, and I have a sample
of his exohematic cells on ice in the back.”
Edward had read of such abilities in a tabloid once, so he wasn't particularly surprised when Dr.
Angetti mentioned them. He was surprised that science was taking them seriously, however. “So if I
understand you correctly, you're saying that these exowhatever cells are responsible for
those...anomalies?”
Dr. Angetti nodded. “It's hard to believe, I know. I wouldn't have given such reports a second
thought if I hadn't examined the telepath myself.”
“It's so out there – so fringe, as it were – that I don't think I'd believe it either unless I could see
those cells in action.”
Dawn frowned, thoughtful. “Well unfortunately, exohematic cells can only be controlled by
their respective human. Otherwise, I'd just show you Abram's telepathic cells,” she mused. “Of course,
if Dr. Higgins ever lets me get back to my research, I might be able to change that fact – I am very close
to a breakthrough.”
Then she snapped her fingers. “Of course! We could use your cells,” she exulted, but then
retracted the suggestion. “Oh wait, that's a terrible idea.”
“Wait – my cells? What makes you think that I have one of these abilities?”
Dawn winced. “Uhh, you remember when you invited me to your office a few weeks ago, and I
picked up the glass case with your birthstone?”
“You didn't!”
She cringed at his outrage, and began making excuses. “I was just curious,” she looked up at
him. “I knew that you were a Jeidite, and I have so few samples to work with, so I took just a sliver off
of it. I guess I should've asked,” she reproved herself.
“Yeah, you should've,” he agreed, but in the end, he didn't feel all that bad about the affair.
Granted, her theft was an abrasion of his privacy, but in some ways, his own research was just as bad.
Digging through people's past often involved violating their privacy; it didn't matter that most of his
research subjects were already dead.
“So did you find anything?” he asked once he calmed enough to realize his curiosity, “Do I have
an ability of some sort?”
“That's hard to answer,” she replied, hesitating. “It's kind of dangerous, and I'm not sure that
you'll want to know.”
“I want to know Angetti,” he replied in spite at her condescension.
She breathed in a supportive breath, and then exhaled slowly. “Okay then, first of all, I'm not
the one who discovered your gift,” she began, deliberating for a moment on the word 'gift'.
“Fortunately for me, it was a colleague of mine, Dr. Simmons, who found it first.”
“The man who has amnesia?”
Dawn nodded, and grew somber. “He was always so kind,” she spoke quietly, “like an elderly
gentleman. The day he lost his memory, he was helping me to grow a culture of your exohematic cells.
He must have touched the sample,” she trailed off, a tear forming in the corner of her eye. She
immediately extinguished it with her sleeve.
“At the time I didn't know what caused it, I swear Edward,” she looked into his eyes, searching
for something, perhaps understanding, forgiveness. Edward wasn't prepared to give either at the
moment. “After he was taken to the hospital, I put the culture back into the incubator, not knowing of
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the danger. Later on, Dr. Hollandaise needed to use the incubator, so she moved my culture to the side.
Some of it must have splashed on her hand, or something; I don't know.”
“You're saying that I caused their amnesia?” he asked sharply. He wasn't sure if he was angry at
her or just plain scared.
“Not you, your exohematic cells,” she clarified.
“But they're a part of me,” he insisted, “You said so yourself. If anyone finds out about this, I'll
be blamed for certain!”
Dawn shook her head no. “They'll probably blame me for incubating them here.”
“Either way, we have to keep this quiet,” Edward determined after a moment. “No one can
know about my ability.”
“No one will hear about it from my lips,” she earnestly agreed. “And I've already destroyed the
sample I had.”
“Then the only cells that pose a threat are in my birthstone itself?” he asked. Dawn nodded.
“Okay then, I'll destroy that too.”
As Katrina walked to class, she heard a faint blip from her backpack. Immediately in panic
mode, she hastily knelt down, and withdrew the small, flat monitor from her backpack. Turning it on,
she waited an eternity while the miniature computer overlayed Alana's position onto a map of the
campus. I knew I should have upgraded the RAM, she mentally kicked herself, until finally, the screen
portrayed her friend's realtime position. She picked up her bag and kept walking.
The earrings had been a lucky present. She'd bought them for Alana almost two weeks ago, in
one of her paranoid spy gear splurges. As it turned out, she now needed the novelty to track Alana's
movements on campus. Kat couldn't very well watch the girl every second of the day; stalking her to all
of her classes would certainly be construed as suspicious behavior. Also, Kat didn't want to fail her
own courses if she didn't have to, and she couldn't afford to miss any more class time.
The soft, repeating blip indicated that Alana was leaving the university campus. After carefully
examining the map, Kat determined that she was making a routine trip down to the dollar store,
probably to buy a heap of cheap chocolate, knowing her. There wasn't any indication that she had been
taken hostage, but if she deviated from her normal route, Kat would have to leave class early to check
on her.
As she was walking, the light around her dimmed, and her skin felt cooler. Looking up from the
device, she realized that she'd stepped into the looming shadow of the massive science building,
Celadon Hall. Her five o'clock lab was on the fifth floor, so she stepped up her pace to avoid any
chance of tardiness.
Once she entered the lab, Kat took her usual seat behind one of the rubber coated tables at the
back of the room. Only after she set down her backpack did she realize who she was sitting next to.
“Hey there sunshine,” Marcus tipped his imaginary hat.
“Oh, you have got to be kidding me,” she groaned. “You're in this class too?!”
“You mean you never noticed me before?” he asked, clutching his chest with his hands. “Ouch,
that hurts!”
“Just...get out of that seat, and let Leroy come back over,” she half demanded, half pleaded.
Leroy was her usual lab partner, a stereotypical nerd who sat with her mostly because nobody else in
the class would. Leroy didn't mind the pairing because Kat was actually nice to him; Kat didn't mind
Leroy because he never tried to hit on her.
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“No can do your highness. I already paid Leroy to move, and his service is nonrefundable,” he
said with a grin. “I'm afraid that you're stuck with me.”
Kat glared at the traitor as he pocketed the twenty dollar bill, and he responded by mouthing the
word “sorry” back at her. In resignation, Kat bowed her head to the table, and cradled it in her hands.
She decided not to kick Marcus's butt off the lab stool; today was actually a good day to have him as a
partner. If she had to leave early, then he'd be stuck with all the work, which she could live with.
She heard the scraping of metal to her left, so she lifted her head to see what it was. When she
saw Marcus climbing up his stool, then stepping onto their lab table, she grew immediately attentive,
and wary.
“Marcus...?” she asked.
“Everybody, everyone, could I please have your attention for one moment?” he asked.
Oh right, Kat thought, like everyone isn't already staring at you standing on the table like an
idiot.
“I have an announcement to make,” he asserted as Dr. Hollandaise's replacement stepped into
the room.
Kat felt a rush of relief; surely the professor would make him step down from the table. As the
woman set down her stack of books, however, her amused expression killed Katrina's hopes. “Go on,”
she told him, “I'm curious.”
“I just want you all to know,” he began, “that last night was one of the best nights of my life.”
Oh no, he isn't  this isn't happening; this isn't happening, Kat tried to convince herself,
massaging her temple.
“Katrina and I went out last night,” he turned toward her and held out his hand. “Hey, come up
here sweetie.”
Sighing, she grabbed his wrist and pulled herself onto the table. The best defense is a good
offense, she figured.
“We went out, and I discovered something amazing that none of you probably know about her. I
discovered that underneath all of her hostility and verbal abuses, she's actually a very sweet, very gentle
girl.”
Kat nodded her agreement, “Right, right. Did you discover all that before or after I covered you
in ketchup and kicked you in the groin?”
Marcus shook his head. “You didn't kick me in the groin,” he recalled.
“Oh, my bad,” she replied, kicking him in the groin. After he stumbled off the table, still
grinning stupidly for some reason, she turned to her audience, and closed the episode. “Ladies, this has
been lesson one on how to deal with an obsessed admirer. Knowing my luck, you'll be receiving lesson
two the next time we meet.” With that, she hopped off the table, landed beside Marcus' writhing form,
and calmly walked to her lab stool to sit.
“Thank you, Katrina is it?” the teacher asked. “I look forward to your next demonstration.
Somebody give that boy a hand, please.”
“I'm fine,” Marcus waved her off, standing and taking his own seat.
The professor nodded, walked around to the front of her table, and seated herself on it. “My
name is Dr. Angetti; I'll be filling in for Dr. Hollandaise while she is out. My office hours, office phone
number and the location of my office are all on the board if you need to reach me.”
“As I understand, you guys are doing the birthstone lab today?” A few members of the class
nodded their confirmation. “Good. Did Dr. Hollandaise ask you to bring in your own birthstones, if
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you have them?”
“Yeah, she mentioned it.” the traitor offered.
“Great, thanks,” Dr. Angetti replied. “What was your name?”
“Leroy,” he told her with a beaming smile. Kat rolled her eyes; he was such a teacher's pet. He
was probably already seething since the professor learned Kat's name before she learned his.
“Okay, did Hollandaise go over what birthstones are, and how they form?”
The class gave a few mixed replies to that question; some thought she had, while others wanted
to avoid doing the lab for as long as possible. The latter segment won, because Dr. Angetti decided to
go over the material again, just in case.
“All right, birthstones,” she began, “are formed out of crystallized amniotic fluids expelled from
most mammals during birth. The exohematic cells swimming throughout the fluid join together,
providing a structure for the crystal to build off of.”
“Once the crystal hardens, the cells enter a state of hibernation in which they cease reproductive
functions, and minimize energy consumption. In spite of their efforts, however, they quickly run out of
energy and generally die within a day or two.”
“There is an exception to that rule, however. A certain subset of the human population has
evolved an exohematic cell that can absorb energy from the sun. These evolved cells only present
themselves in Jeidite populations, so anyone here with a living birthstone is almost certainly a Jeidite,
genetically speaking.”
“Now, I realize that such a conclusion can be emotionally trying for some people, so if you're
reluctant to test your own birthstones, or you didn't bring your birthstone for whatever reason, I have a
selection of crystals grown from active cultures that you can use instead.”
A girl with the look of a freshman raised her hand, and Angetti nodded to her. “I know for a
fact that I'm a Jeidite,” she told her, “I have a genealogy that traces my lineage back to the time of
Metschaq. But when I did this lab before in high school, my birthstone didn't contain living cells.”
Angetti nodded, and answered her unspoken question. “Just because someone is a Jeidite
genetically, it doesn't necessarily mean that they will have a living birthstone. For one, the allele for
photosynthetic capabilities is a recessive trait, so only the purist of Jeidite bloodlines will express it.
Also, your birthstone could have died if it was kept in a closet or a dresser drawer, and away from a
light source for too long. Being a Jeidite doesn't guarantee a living birthstone, but a living birthstone
does guarantee a Jeidite lineage.”
“Any other questions?” she asked. After waiting a beat, she set them loose. “All right, get to it.”

chided.

“How are you doing?” Kat asked Marcus.
“Well, it still hurts a little, but I'll be fine,” he replied with a flashy smile.
She rolled her eyes. “Seriously, that was like, twenty minutes ago; you're such a baby,” she

“Babies don't get kicked in the groin,” he pointed out.
Kat sighed. “I meant 'how are you doing on your sample?'” she elaborated. “Are your cells
coming out of hibernation at all, or are they still just sitting there.”
“They're still just sitting there, Kat,” he replied with an attitude. “They were sitting there when
you asked me that a minute ago, and they're sitting there now. And,” he added, “when you ask me what
they're doing a minute from now, I'll tell you at that point that they're still just sitting there.”
“No need to be testy,” she replied, “I'm just being thorough. If your cells do come out of
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hibernation, we'll need to know how long it took.”
“Well, I'll save you the trouble of pestering me,” he told her. “I'm not a Jeidite; these cells ain't
comin' back to life.”
Something caught her eye. “Then what's that,” she perked up, pointing to one of the cells
displayed on the microscope's monitor. If she were a slightly girlier girl, she might almost think that it
was cute; it wiggled a couple of the threads lining its side, and a small bubble inside of the cell shifted
slightly to the left. Then, with one final wiggle the cell shook out its coat of threads, or cilia if she
recalled, and swam forward through the fluid and off the edge of the screen.
“I stand corrected,” Marcus stood, corrected. “I had no idea that I had Jeidite blood in me.
Looks like we have more in common than you think,” he nudged her.
“Ugh, remind me to change my heritage,” she groaned. As she turned back to her own monitor,
replete with her own active exohematic cells, she noticed another movement on another screen.
“What is she doing?” she muttered. The tiny dot marking Alana's position had sped up; she was
running. Running down an alley that was not on her normal route home.
Katrina began packing her things, all the while watching the monitor for any indication that
Alana was safe, and that her sprint was a false alarm. Alana turned down a street that led back toward
campus, and could've just been an alternate route home. She was still running though, and that's what
bothered Katrina; Alana didn't care much for exercise.
“What – where are you going?” Marcus asked her as she stood to leave.
“I'm ditching class early,” she replied, “and dumping the rest of the lab work on you.”
“That might be the single stupidest thing you've done to date; I can't believe you'd trust me with
something like that.”
“I'm relying on you Marcus,” she pointed her fingers at him like a pair of guns. “Don't let me
down.”
The Centrian? Alana marveled with angst. I thought I lost him hours ago! She'd been returning
from her trip to the dollar store, now laden with minas of cheap chocolate, when she caught a lucky
glimpse of the Centrian in the mirror of a parked car.
Fighting the urge to run, she instead kept walking up the street. As she neared the next
alleyway, she ducked into it, and as quietly as possible began to jog. Her weighted backpack made
complete silence difficult, and painful, since it chomped into her lower back every time it bobbed up
and down. Nevertheless she survived, and exited the alley a full two seconds before she heard the
panicked footfalls of the Centrian.
Her own panic spurring her onward, she broke into a full run westward, back up the hill toward
Campus. Another alleyway appeared on her right, leading back toward her normal route home.
Dodging into it, she quietly crouched behind a grimy garbage can, and waited for the Centrian to pass
her alley by.
Gradually his footsteps came to her ears, and she strained her ears to hear more. The whispered
curse that she heard slip through his lips told her that he was close, and clueless regarding her position.
Then she felt his shadow come over her alley as he stood there, peering into the darkness. I'm not in
here, she silently told him. Go away.
His darkness lingered there a moment longer, but then it heeded her wordless plea, and
continued searching to the west. A breath escaped her lips in a sigh, and she rested her head on the
trash can. She was safe, at least for now.
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Then her cell phone rang. A curse slipped through her lips this time, and she felt the shadow
return again and pursue her as she fled down the alley. “Hello?” she huffed into the phone.
“Alana!” Kat shouted through the receiver. “Alana, are you all right?”
“Uh, no,” was all she could think to say as she turned left out of the alley, and ran up toward
Campus. “Kat,” she huffed, “You gotta help me; some creep is chasing me up Sanders' Street.” She
noticed that the Centrian's footsteps were getting louder, which could only mean that he was gaining on
her. Her backpack continued to chomp into her back.
“Okay, listen to me, 'lana. Head for Campus security.”
“Campus Security?” she confirmed. “Old Maine, right?”
“Right,” Kat said. “Head there; I'll give them a call so that they know you're coming.”
Alana wanted to say thanks before she hung up, but then a hand grabbed her arm from behind
and ripped the phone away from her. “Let...go of me,” she stomped his foot and kicked to no avail. She
did manage to loose her arm from his grip for a brief moment, so she took the opportunity to slip her
backpack off of her back.
When he grabbed her again and spun her around, she used the momentum to swing her
backpack full of text books and chocolate around her body and up to his head. It connected with a
thud, knocking the Centrian down to the ground a few feet away, and Alana took the opportunity to flee
again. She left the backpack full of dead weight after retrieving her birthstone from it, and raced up
Sanders' Street toward south campus. As she ran, she marveled at the deadly weight of chocolate, and
wondered how many minas the chocolate would have added to her stature. As the target fled, the
Centrian picked up her phone, and dialed Haazim.
“Who is this?” he was asked.
“This is Omar,” he replied, standing. “I think we can safely assume that the girl I am following
is the target.”
“Why do you say that?”
“I heard one of her classmates call her 'Alana' before, and when she learned that I was still
following her, she left her possessions, but took her birthstone. Only a Jeidite would do that.”
“Very well; the militia will operate under your assumption,” Haazim decided. “Where is the
target headed?”
As she crested the hill upon which Whiteclover University sat, Alana glanced around to get her
bearings, and headed for Old Maine. The massive brick building served many functions; its upper
floors were relegated to student housing, and the first floor held the only class rooms on the south side
of campus. Alana's goal, however, was to reach the campus security offices located on the ground floor
at the back of the building.
She took one final look down Sanders' Street; her backpack was still there under a street lamp,
but the Centrian was nowhere to be found. Maybe he gave up, she thought optimistically. Tempted to
put this all behind her and return to the dorm, she instead decided to follow Kat's suggestion, and began
to make her way to Old Maine.
The sun had officially set, and the ribbons of color that lingered above the horizon provided the
last of the natural light. In the impending darkness, the shadows of night began to play tricks on her
mind. Now that every student crossing her path was the Centrian, at least in her mind, she found
herself seeking out the pathways that offered the most solitude.
Yet she took comfort in the knowledge that soon she'd be seated in a white room full of light,
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with a security guard or two watching over her safety. Old Maine was shaped like an upsidedown
letter 'U', with the base of the U traveling along Main Street to the north, and the two wings facing
southward. She was now nearing the eastern wing of the building, which had a tunnel leading straight
to the building's heart – straight to Security. Alana now neared that tunnel, and she knew that once she
passed through it, the Centrian couldn't touch her. Taking a breath, she strode forward, and plunged
into the cavernous darkness.
When she stepped through to the other side, she laughed at her overly fearful imagination. The
tunnel had scared her, she admitted; it was dark, and her mind envisioned the Centrian popping out at
her on multiple occasions. Now that she was past her ridiculous trepidations, however, she breathed,
and walked toward Campus Security.
Then she walked back. Did they notice me? she thought, staring from the dark security of the
tunnel to the mob of Centrians gathered outside of Campus Security. Who are these people, she
wondered. Initially she had imagined rape, but with so many people involved – so many Centrians –
she wondered if they might be somehow tied to her history in Davian.
She had once read in a magazine about a boy who was kidnapped and raised by an underground
group of Jeidites with living birthstones. They stole him from his family, tried to brainwash him, and
trained him to wield his birthstone's ability like a weapon. She rubbed her thumb over her own
birthstone, and wondered if these Centrians might be Jeidites sent to claim her ability.
All alone in the dark, she suddenly wished that Jereb were here; he would know just what to do.
She could feel the way he'd comfort her, and embrace her, laying his arm across her stomach and
pulling her close. Then with his other hand he would brush across her neck, and press the cold, metal
blade ever so gently against her throat. Wait, that wasn't Jereb. Wait, that wasn't Jereb!
She opened her mouth to scream. “If even a tiny sound comes out of your mouth, Jeidite, I will
kill you.”
The Centrian!!! she screamed in her head.
“If you in any way try to escape, I will kill you,” he continued. “Nod if you understand.” Alana
nodded.
“All right, don't move.” He released her waist, still holding her neck captive however, and she
heard him dial on a cell phone. “I have her; we're in the tunnel to your left. Yeah, that's right.” Alana
saw a man turn to walk their way, then the entire company of Centrians followed after him. It was too
dark to be certain, but he looked like the man she had seen earlier, talking to her captor at the SUB.
As the mob approached them, Alana took a moment to think. Once she was surrounded by the
Centrians, she would be their captive, no question. If she was going to make a move, she needed to do
so now, while she only had the one to deal with. But what moves did she have left? The blade would
stop any scream she might muster, probably even before anyone noticed it. And the Centrian was
definitely the stronger of the pair; his viselike grip held even her left arm at bay.
Wait – her left arm; that was the one holding her birthstone. No, she told herself, the risk was
too great; even if she used her birthstone, the Centrian could still slit her throat before he died. And
besides, could she really be responsible for someone else's death? Of course, her own death was fast
approaching; she could now see that yes, the man nearing the outside of the tunnel was definitely the
one at the cafeteria that afternoon.
If she was going to do it, she had to do it now. As moments of indecision ticked by, one final
thought made up her mind. What would Katrina do, she asked herself, then closed her eyes, and
pressed her birthstone against the Centrian's arm.
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At first, he didn't seem to notice. Alana had never actually killed a person before, so she didn't
know how long it would take him to realize that he was dying. However, after a second or two, his
hands began to tremble, causing the knife to dig a painful little niche into her neck, and he gargled, “H
hey, wbrut are you dobring to mbre?”
She could feel the man's arms fill with fluid, and she knew that his time was close. However,
before he gave up the ghost, he pulled his right arm back, dragging the knife across and through Alana's
throat. She screamed instinctively, but instead of coming out of her mouth, the breath spit droplets of
silent blood out of the gaping hole in her neck.
The pain was too much to stand, literally, so she fell backwards with the Centrian, who should
have cushioned her fall. Yet she received no such comfort from him, crashing instead onto the hard,
wet pavement as the Centrian finally burst open upon impact. After another second his skin too was
gone, and all that was left of him was some scraps of clothing and a giant puddle on the ground.
“Yech,” Alana complained, entirely grossed out by the fact that she was now covered in the
man's death waters. Wait, she realized, I said that out loud! As she scrambled to run from the mob of
Centrians who were now scrambling to reach her, she felt her neck where the slice should've been.
Interesting, she elated in spite of her circumstance; she might have just uncovered a new facet of her
ability. She ran through the tunnel and darted left.
As Alana circled around the building to the north side of Old Maine, Katrina ran through the
middle of the building to the south side. She navigated her way to Campus Security, to inquire about
the status of Alana.
“Has she shown up yet?” she asked once she reached the receptionist's window.
“I'm sorry young lady,” came the reply, “Has who shown up yet?”
“Alana, the girl I called you about a couple minutes ago.”
“Oh you must be Katrina,” the man shook his head. “No, I'm sorry, she hasn't arrived.”
“Well, what are you doing to find her,” she asked, somewhat aggravated at his idle manner.
The security guard ignored her question for a moment. “Hey, I know you,” he said. You're the
girl who took Dr. Hollandaise's keys yesterday.”
Oh great, she thought, already sensing that she wasn't about to get much help from this renta
cop. After a moment, she contested his assertion. “She gave them to me.”
“Well, I need them back now,” he held out his hand. “It's a security risk.”
“A student's life is at stake!” she shouted, earning her a few glances from nearby bystanders.
The guard chuckled, clearly not taking her seriously, and replied, “Well if you want a hand with
that, then give me the keys.”
“Aaargh!” she roared her frustration, throwing her hands in the air. Kat realized at that moment
that even if she gave up the keys, Third Alayah would capture Alana and be out of the country before
this man ever got off his butt to do something about it. So she kept the keys; they might come in handy
later.
“Fine,” she left the office, “I'll take care of this myself.” She wound her way back through Old
Maine, sat down briefly at the lounge in the main lobby, and opened up her backpack. Pulling out her
Alana tracker, she noted that the girl was now running North across North Campus toward the SUB,
and she could only guess that Third Alayah was hot on her tail.
Katrina's sense of guilt crept up on her unexpectedly. Alana might not be in the cross hairs of
this invasion if Diaspora hadn't been meddling in her life, and peddling her information to those who
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would exploit her. If Kat had done something earlier, opposed Abram's plan to his face perhaps, then
maybe, just maybe, her friend wouldn't have had to experience this harsher side of life.
Eventually Kat's training kicked in, and she focused her mind on her mission. None of her
regrets mattered now; she had but one objective, one purpose in all of this. Protect Alana, she told
herself. Protect her at all costs...almost. She replaced the Alana tracker into the backpack, and from
the pack pulled out a small, disassembled recurve bow with its quiver. Unfolding the bow and affixing
her birthstone to its arrow rest, she walked to the front door, strapped the quiver to her back, and
sprinted out into the night.
Alana was out of shape, and she knew it. She wasn't carrying a tire around her waist, but she
wasn't used to running either, and these Centrians could run a marathon without breaking a sweat. Her
one advantage was that she knew the campus well, and she was able to cut a few corners that put an
added cubit or two between her and her pursuers.
Her goal was to reach the Student Union Building. Unfortunately North Campus was mostly
dead; classes were largely over for the day, and there wasn't any student housing north of Maine Street.
However the SUB would be a haven of activity, as students congregated to eat dinner and plan the
night's amusements. Once she could reach the inevitable crowds of the cafeteria, she would be safe, at
least momentarily.
As she neared the building, however, she noticed a dark streak running about ten cubits to her
right, moving along the outer wall of the SUB toward the entrance. Most of the Centrians were still
behind her a little ways, yet this faster one now cut her off from any chance of entering the building.
Worse yet, Alana's path now shifted to the right, and if she continued on it, she would run right into the
arms of the fast one.
Scrambling over her path's metal railing, an operation which cost her a few precious seconds,
she darted off over the grass and away from the fast one. She let out a scream, hoping that someone in
the SUB might take her cry for help seriously; however, Whiteclover was a college town, and college
kids screamed all the time. Maybe it was the beer. Not expecting help from anyone but herself, she
darted past the college library, and turned down the westward path that ran behind it toward Stenton.
But help did arrive, in the form of an amnesiainducing history professor who was just leaving
Stenton to destroy the one weapon he held in his possession. If the girl hadn't screamed, Edward may
not have noticed her, or the swarm of angry men who were chasing her. If she hadn't screamed, he may
very well have continued on to Celadon Hall unaware, and destroyed his birthstone, destroying with it
his opportunity to truly impact history. Yet history, it seems, had a different design in mind, and
Alana's scream made him stop for a moment, and stare through the darkness to the Centrian struggle
that had spilled onto Federation soil.
“Alana?” he recognized as the girl passed under a nearby path light.
“Edward!” she ran to him, taking his hand. “Edward, help me.”
“Come on,” he told her, pulling Alana back toward Stenton. He was operating purely on instinct
at this point, which was a new experience for the usual think tank. He had no idea who these men were
or why they were after Alana, but one look at the girl's face told him everything he needed to know.
These men were the bad guys, and Alana needed to be protected from them.
As they ran toward the entrance, he couldn't restrain the feeling of hope and forgiveness that
stole from him the weight of his former failure. Even though she wasn't actually his sister, Edward felt
as though his effort to protect Alana now somehow amended his negligence toward her the day their
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parents had died. Even though she wasn't his sister, he would stand tall today and defend her
from...well, whoever it was that was chasing her.
She's a girl worth protecting, he noted as they rushed to the doors. There were few people left
in this world who exhibited the innocence that still somehow took residence in Alana, and Edward
wasn't about to let some angry mob steal that from her, not on his watch. With the manner of a
gentleman he held the door for her, and she graciously hurried through it. Then, with the wrath of a
perturbed tiger he slammed it behind them, and followed Alana upstairs to the first floor. As they
exited the stairwell, he heard below him the metal squeal of an opening door, and the soft patter of
footsteps climbing stairs. “Come on,” he whispered, and they ran down the hall.
“Cover the exits,” Nazir whispered to the rest of the militia as they chased the target into the red
brick building. “Haazim,” he continued, “You and I will go in after her.”
“Good,” He whispered back, opening the main entrance and slipping through. “I want to be the
one who takes her down.” He began to run up the stairs, but then a hand on his shoulder held him back.
“You are not to kill her Haazim,” Nazir commanded, “not yet.”
“You saw what she did to Omar,” He whispered back, shoving off Nazir's grasp. “The boy
cannot even have a proper draining!” Haazim panted for breath, in part because of the run, and in part
because of his anger. He had perhaps pitied the girl before; she would be punished for the crimes of her
people even though she had committed no such atrocities herself. She had been to him a sacrificial
lamb of sorts, led to the slaughter for no fault of her own. However now she carried blame – blame for
Omar's death – and Haazim wanted blood.
“Omar's fate is inexcusable,” Nazir agreed. “The girl will pay for that in full, I assure you. But
she cannot die before her full purpose is served, understood?”
Kiriek sighed. “Are you done lecturing me brother, or shall I wait here longer while the target
slips further into hiding?”
“Go,” Nazir replied. “I will take the ground floor.”
As soon as Haazim exited the stairwell onto the the first floor, he was faced with a choice – left
or right. Without any particular reason, he ran left down the hallway, turned right around four corners,
and ended up back at the original stairwell. He had passed one other stairwell, so the target may have
already taken it down to Nazir's domain. There was no way to know for certain, however, so he began
to check the empty classrooms, one by one.
“I think we're safe,” Edward told her, “for now, anyway.” They had holed up in an empty
classroom on the second floor; Edward said they needed a chance to think things over. But now that
she had that chance, she wasn't sure that she wanted to think; her memories just kept playing the events
of that night over and over again, highlighting every painful detail.
She remembered running from the Centrian, running from the filthy things she thought he
would do to her. As her imagination wandered over the possibilities, she clung to Jereb – to Edward,
rather – and tried to squeeze those memories out of her mind, out of her eyes as tears trickled down her
nose and into Jereb's – Edward's shirt where she was buried. He just patted her head.
“Who are those guys?” he asked after a while.
“I don't know,” she mumbled into his shirt.
“Well, why are they chasing you?”
“I don't know!” she repeated, breaking out into another bout of sobs. She remembered the
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security she felt in the tunnel, being held and comforted by someone she thought was Jereb. She
remembered the sense of betrayal she felt when the Centrian embraced her, then slit her throat. She felt
that same sense of false security here, in Edward's arms, so she shoved him away, then grabbed his shirt
and collapsed into him. “I killed him,” she wept, “I killed the Centrian.”
“What?” Edward released her, but Alana still clutched his shirt.
“It was dark,” she whispered. “He tried to kill me but I did first.” More than anything she
wished that Jereb was here, mourning with her now. But he wasn't; he'd abandoned her. Edward was
all that she had left, so she settled for the subtle reminders of Jereb in his voice.
“Sh, sh,” he told her, patting her head again. Alana dragged him to the ground, then curled up in
his arms, and convulsed as silently and thoroughly as she could. After a few minutes she was done; she
exhaled the remnants of her grief, opened her eyes, and looked to Edward.
“I'm sorry I dragged you into this,” she apologized, “Whatever 'this' is,” she added, standing up.
“Yeah,” Edward laughed. “I definitely didn't expect to be running for my life across campus
today.” Alana laughed too; that felt good. She wiped her eyes, and stood up.
“Where are we?” she asked.
“Stenton,” he replied. “Across from the lecture hall.”
“We need to get out of here,” she focused. “How do we get out of here?”
“Well I've been thinking about that,” he said, dangling his keys to the facultyonly areas of
Stenton. “If we can get across the hallway to the lecture hall, that'll take us to ground floor and these
keys will get us out; I seriously doubt those guys are watching the faculty entrance to the building.”
Alana nodded. “Good, thanks Edward.” Suddenly his eyes grew wide, and he yanked her away
from the door just before it crashed open and the older Centrian clashed with Edward. Alana heard
someone's jaw crunch, and before she knew what was happening, Edward took her hand, led her across
the hall, and into the cavernous lecture hall.
As they started down the stairs that descended through rows of stadium seating, Edward stopped
short, briefly, and Alana bumped into his back. Looking around, she realized why he had halted – they
were not alone. “And so the Laedian Empire dissolved due to internal conflicts,” the teacher droned.
“Had they...yes, professor?”
“Dr. Geralds!” Edward voiced his surprise, starting down the steps again. He let go of Alana's
hand. “I'm really sorry to bother you, we just need to get through here.” They arrived at the “Faculty
Only” door and Edward proceeded to unlock it. As he was working the lock, Alana looked back up to
the top floor entrance to the lecture hall, and observed that elder Centrian stood just inside of the
doorway with a similar look of shock at having disturbed the night class. When he met her gaze,
however, the paralysis melted and he raced down the stairs to pursue them. Edward pulled her through
the doorway.
They almost got the door closed and locked behind them, but the Centrian stuck his foot in at
the last moment. For a moment that extended into seconds, Edward threw all of his weight against the
door, and kept the Centrian out, and his foot in pain. Alana could hear the murmurings of the class on
the other side, and wondered what they might think of the whole episode. “Anyway, as I was saying,”
the professor continued, even while the battle of the door was in full swing, “Had the Laedians focused
more on internal rule than on expansion...”
“Alana, get out of here,” Edward whispered through her musings.
“What? No, I can't just leave you.”
“I'll be fine; I can take care of myself,” he insisted. “Besides, you're the one they want; I'll just
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hold him off until your safe.”
Alana deliberated a moment. The plan was tactically sound, as her father would say, but it left
Edward facing this man alone. “Are you sure you'll be all right?” she whispered back.
“Yes, now go! The exit is that metal door at the end of the hall.” Consenting, she ran to
hallway's end, and exited Stenton Hall. The first thing she noticed when she stepped outside was that
Edward was wrong – the Centrians were definitely guarding the faculty entrance. Darting past the two
surprised guards, she did the only thing she could think to do. She ran.
Edward, on the other hand, had to stand and fight. Slowly but surely, with every shove against
the door, the angry Centrian wedged his foot farther and farther into the doorway. Finally, he put his
arm in the crack, then his shoulder, and soon Edward had no choice but to release the door and prepare
for a fight.
The man sauntered in, looked around, and demanded, “Where is she?” As the door clicked shut,
his switchblade clicked open, and he pointed it at Edward menacingly.
“She's long gone, Mr...?”
“Haazim,” the man replied, taking another step forward. “Let me pass, and I'll let you live.”
Edward didn't fully believe that, and even if he did, he needed to give Alana enough of a head start to
escape. So instead, he reached into his pocket, retrieved his birthstone, and in the back of his mind he
noted with gratitude that touching it didn't erase his own memory. He must be immune to the
birthstone's effects, although he wondered what then was causing his recent memory problems.
Haazim didn't wait long for a response; he jabbed his blade at Edward's stomach in a smooth,
practiced manner. Edward dodged, luckily. These guys are professionals, he realized, and grew all the
more wary. What is Alana into?
As the man retracted his thrust, he spun around and slashed at Edward's face, digging a gash
across his forehead and left cheek. Edward bit back his cry of pain, grabbed Haazim's wrist as it
descended, and pressed his birthstone against the man's skin. His hand went limp and dropped the
knife to the floor, and after a moment he asked, “Wh – where am I? Who are you?”
Edward picked up the knife, wiped the blood out of his eyes, and gave him a friendly smile, “My
name is Edward.” Then, while his congeniality kept the man's guard down, he swung the knife, carved
a gash upward across his right cheek and forehead, and walked toward the door.
So...things haven't really changed much, Alana thought. I'm still running, and this pack of crazy
Centrians is still following me. She looked back to see the formation of followers she still dragged
behind her. They were all of them a bit farther back than they had been before, back when they chased
her northward. Of course, she knew they'd catch up, especially since she didn't have any obstacles to
drag them through.
She was in a field, a very long field that stretched between the Stenton History Building and
Celadon Hall to its south. There wasn't a whole lot to the field, just a lot of empty space to run through
as she made her way toward Celadon. She was grateful, at least, that the Centrians hadn't brought any
archers with them, because her present exposure made her an impossibly easy target.
Of course her gratitude only lasted until streaks of fire began to light the night time sky above.
Someone was shooting arrows – flaming arrows, and Alana mentally chided herself for jinxing the
situation. As another arrow passed high over her head, she thought, Well whoever it is, he's a terrible
shot.
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Then she looked back, and that made her stumble. Whoever it was, he wasn't shooting at Alana;
he was shooting at the Centrians! To her left, the fast one approached her position, and sprang forward
to tackle her. But he was stopped midair by a flaming arrow that pierced his chest and lit his clothing
on fire. “Thanks!” Alana shouted to her veiled assistant.
“No problem!” Kat shouted back, although it didn't look like Alana heard her. She watched as
another Muradian militia member approached Alana from the rear. “My, these guys just don't give up,”
she gritted her teeth in frustration, stringing another arrow. As she released the bowstring, the arrow
shot forward, passing over her birthstone, and piercing the air, and then the man's shoulder. Drat, she
scolded herself; she'd been aiming for the heart.
Releasing another round, she watched with some level of pride as her birthstone lit the length of
the speeding arrow on fire, as she shot it forward into the night. When it landed in the dirt, however,
her pride was shot down, and she reminded herself, Focus, Kat. Just you and the target. The next shot
pierced his heart, and lit his clothing on fire.
Eventually, the militia determined that they'd had enough, and turned back to cower behind the
Stenton History Building. Once Katrina determined she had successfully thwarted Third Alayah's
abduction attempt, she folded her bow, and stowed everything in her backpack. Then, taking out Dr.
Hollandaise's keys, she unlocked the roof hatch, and dropped back down into Celadon Hall.
“Alana!” someone shouted her name. Alana tensed, and stood from her resting place by the wall
of Celadon Hall. A shadowy figure ran up to her from the north, and only after the figure passed under
one of the campus's path lights did she see that it was Katrina.
“Kat,” she breathed, “You scared me.”
“Alana, there you are; I've been looking for you everywhere! Campus Security said you never
stopped by, and when you didn't answer your cell phone, I got worried.”
“The Centrian,” she paused, reminded of his assault and subsequent death. “He took it from
me.”
“He caught up to you?!” Kat asked, surprised. For some reason, her surprise didn't quite seem
genuine, but Alana dismissed the thought.
“Yeah, he caught up to me,” she replied, letting the understatement hang in the air.
“Listen,” Kat sidled up to her, looping her arm under Alana's. “Maybe we should stay
somewhere else tonight, like a motel or something, just until this whole Centrian thing blows over.
Who knows; he might know our dorm room number.”
Alana sighed. She knew she would have to tell Katrina that the Centrian wouldn't be bothering
her anymore – at least not that specific Centrian – but she didn't have the heart to tell her tonight. Right
now she just wanted sleep. “I might know a place,” she said, looking up.
“Oh yeah?” Kat replied.
“Yeah, I met this guy in the cafeteria today. Says he's got a huge apartment.”
“Great, maybe we can crash there,” Kat nodded supportively. Alana leaned her head on Kat's
shoulder; she was really glad to have a friend who would live in exile with her. Still, she wondered if
their friendship would last when Kat found out that she had killed a man. Nothing like this had ever
happened to Katrina; how could she possibly understand what it was like to take another life? Sighing,
Alana pushed her worries to the back of her mind, and led Katrina to the address she'd received at lunch
that day.
When Marcus answered the door, she looked at Kat and somehow found the energy to smile,
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and then even enough to stifle the smile. “No,” Kat told her. “Uhuh. Absolutely not.” She shook her
head with finality. “No.”

Chapter 5 :: Castles and Kings
As she lay in bed fading into consciousness, Callie Altier became certain of one thing – she was
going to have back problems all day.
“aaergn,” she groaned, and rolled to the right, off of the book that was jutting into her spine.
This was the second day in a row that she had woken up with a sore back; she really had to start putting
her journal on the night stand with her birthstone.
Eventually she opened her eyes, and opened the book, and reread that first page that she'd read
every morning for as long as she could remember.
Read Me First!!!
There are three things you need to know
before you start the day:
1. You can't remember the past. Sorry.
2. You can remember the future.
3. Murad plans to invade Davian on
the 14th of Nisanu. You need to
stop that invasion.
“Huh,” Callie muttered; the statements made by her journal sounded absurd. However, she
remembered remembering the future in the past – or rather in the future – so she supposed that the
journal might be credible. Or she might just be crazy.
She decided to put the journal to the test. Yesterday, Cyrus called her at 8:04 in the morning,
and it was now 8:02. She waited on her bed, and a couple seconds after the clock struck 8:04, the
telephone rang.
“Cyrus?” she asked.
“Hey Callandra.”
Something was off in his voice. “What's wrong?” she asked before she remembered what was
wrong.
“Nothing's wrong, I'm just calling to apologize,” he said. “I uh, acted like a jerk the other night,
and I want to say that I'm sorry.
Callie thought back through the last couple nights, but she couldn't remember anything Cyrus
might have said that would've seriously upset her. “I'm sorry Cy, but I don't really know what you're
talking about.”
The line went silent for a moment. “You don't remember the argument we had before I left your
apartment?”
“No, she replied, “No, I'm sorry I don't. Look, I don't know if I've told you this or not, but I
have a condition, of sorts.”
“Yeah, you remember the future.”
“And I forget the past.”
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“So you don't remember anything that happened the other night, like you jumping in front of a
bus to save my life?”
“Okay, now I know you're making that one up,” she chuckled. “I may have amnesia, but I'm not
insane.”
Cyrus laughed. “All right, look. I've decided that I want to help you stop this invasion.”
“You're planning to talk to General Castelmein today,” she stated.
“Wow, that's amazing,” Cyrus replied. “I never even told you that I know Castelmein.”
“Yeah, he's like your dad or something, right?”
“Uh, not exactly,” he replied. “I just lived at his house while I was growing up.”
“Mmm,” Callie replied. “So when did you say we were meeting there, 10:00 was it?”
“Oh, did you want to come too?” he asked, apparently surprised.
“I'm sorry,” she apologized, “I didn't mean to invite myself along. I just remembered being
there yesterday morning, so I figured we were planning to talk to him together.”
“No, don't worry about it,” Cyrus replied lightheartedly. “I was going to ask you, actually; you
just beat me to the punch. We're meeting him at 10:30, though.”
“That's right,” she remembered. “Sorry – bad memory.”
After Cyrus hung up, Callandra returned to her journal. “Huh”, she realized after reading
through the first entry. Apparently I did jump in front of a bus. The next entry – yesterday's – detailed
various funeral arrangements that Fran had helped her make. It was a strange duplicity, how her record
of yesterday's funeral preparations stood juxtaposed against yesterday's memory of the funeral itself.
She reminded herself that the funeral would actually take place that afternoon, and the
realization robbed her of all enthusiasm she had retained while talking to Cyrus. It had been a hectic,
and trying day, and she didn't relish the chance to experience it again. Still, Cyrus had been there to
support her in her time of need, so she decided to put the funeral out of mind for the morning, so she
could be there for him.
Standing from her bed, Callandra thought through the day to consider her wardrobe. That made
her smile, and she glided to the kitchen to ferret out a plastic grocery bag.
So this is where General Castelmein lives, Major Sanya Arayn thought as she meandered up a
stone walkway toward the mansion. The classical Laedian architecture seemed out of place in the
Centrian city; it must have been the only building in town to greet its guests with a looming, four
column portico. The good general's northern roots were showing, and she couldn't help wondering if
he didn't make more enemies because of it. Elean knows he has enough, she noted.
As she neared the house, she caught the scent of the Kalanit blossom, an ominous insignia to
find near the General's abode. While the fragrant flower was one of Davian's most beloved plants, it
usually found its purpose in frequenting funerals. A symbol of death, the Kalanit was a sadly
appropriate perennial to find in the General's garden.
She wondered if that was how he perceived himself – a harbinger of death. Sanya barely knew
the man, but she knew well his reputation. He was a highly decorated, highly effective warrior in his
younger years, who had worked his way up the chain of command not with politics, but with simple,
calculating, deadly prowess.
As she hurried up the steps to his front door, the shadow of the portico's entablature loomed
over her as threateningly as the general's reputation. She had to be efficient, competent, if she hoped to
survive the visit with her career intact. Castelmein wasn't only deadly toward his enemies; working
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with the man could make or break one's career. Determined not to be broken, Sanya stepped up to the
door, and knocked.
“General Castelmein?” the general's secretary, Julie, popped in. “Your ten o'clock has arrived.”
Castelmein looked up from his papercovered desk, and removed his spectacles. “My ten
o'clock?”
“Major Sanya Arayn from the Strategic Intelligence Unit.”
“Oh, right,” he replied. “Send her in.” Utilizing the few seconds he had before she arrived in
the room, he straightened his desk into relatively organized piles of paper. “At ease Major,” he told her,
without so much as a glance to acknowledge her arrival. Standing from his desk, he walked around to
his office's couch, and motioned for her to sit. “What do you have for me?”
“As you may recall,” Arayn began without a moment's hesitation, “there were three major
disturbances in Salamein which occurred the night after Pregam. The first was an arsonist case
reported at 8:35 p.m.; the second looks like a self defense shooting that occurred around 9:17; and the
third involved a stolen horse, which was later found wandering the streets.”
“And you believe that these incidents are significant enough to involve the military?”
Castelmein asked with incredulity.
Arayn nodded, and moved a strand of loose hair behind her ear. “Yes, I do. I have an analyst on
my team who routinely checks police reports for any anomalies that might concern the SIU. The first
case he flagged was the self defense shooting; since a combustionbased weapon was used, that places
the incident in the military's jurisdiction.”
General Castelmein grunted, taking the file that Major Arayn handed him. “This had better be
about more than jurisdiction, Major. The military has far better things to do than waste time tracking
down small arms misdemeanors.” He took a moment to skim through the incident report. Around 9:17
neighbors reported hearing shots fired out of an apartment on Sandstorm Avenue. Police found in the
apartment a white male shot once through the skull, bearing no identification.
“It says here that a hand gun was used? That's hardly a matter of national security, Major; I
think we can let the police handle it.”
“Yes, that was my first inclination as well,” she agreed. “However, it appears that the shooting
might be somehow linked with the arson case.
“Is that so?” he asked, fidgeting with his glasses. He had a tendency to make snap decisions, an
impulse that had both saved his life and almost cost it in battles past. He took a moment to evaluate
what little he knew about this Major Arayn, and made a snap decision not to make any more snap
decisions. She seemed competent enough to know what information was important to divulge, and
what information would only frustrate a general with too much on his plate to begin with. “What about
the arson case concerns us?” he asked. She handed him another file.
“Almost an hour before the shooting, someone tried to set fire to a house on Burnt Palm Way.
What makes this arson case unique, however, is that the perpetrator used a packet of sensitive
intelligence information as incendiary.”
That caught Castelmein's attention. “What sort of intelligence?”
“Well, we're not fully certain,” Arayn admitted. “Much of the packet was destroyed before the
family noticed the fire and extinguished it. We have so far managed to recover a sheet containing the
rotation schedule of the Salamein Wall Guard, as well as a schematic of the barracks in the city.”
Castelmein whistled. The information loss wasn't deadly, but it was still potentially damaging,
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depending on the recipient. “Do we have any idea who the arsonist was?”
“Actually,” the Major visibly perked up, “We got lucky. The packet contained a very
illuminating cover letter which was mostly preserved through the fire. It was addressed to a
correspondent in a Muradian militia known as 'Third Alayah'.”
“Third Alayah,” he repeated. “If I can recall offhand, they're a rather new domestic terrorist
militia?”
“Yes, they are very new, and rather small,” she told him, “According to what little intelligence
we've gathered on them, they have perhaps two or three cells of around seven members each. What
makes them dangerous, however, is that they're based inside of Davian. Since they're already inside our
borders, there's no border guard to catch them.”
Castelmein paused to think a moment. “So what we're looking at,” he summarized, “is a small
terrorist militia with schematics for military installations within the city.” Major Arayn nodded. “We
can probably expect another attempted suicide bombing, at least.”
“At least,” she agreed.
“Do we know anything about the people who gave Third Alayah this information?” he
wondered. “What's their motivation in all this?”
“Probably money,” Arayn concentrated. “In the cover letter, they identify themselves with the
name 'Diaspora', a name which hasn't come up in any of our databases. Given that fact, it might not be
a bona fide organization, but rather an individual or two selling information to Third Alayah under the
pretense of being an organization.”
“Do we have any leads as to who might be behind the leak?”
“Yes, one,” she replied, leaning forward. “The fire left a legible return address on the envelope,
although interestingly there were no stamps. They might have been using a courier service.
“Where did the return address lead?”
“Right back to the scene of the self defense shooting – an apartment registered to a man named
Abram King.”
“Abram King?” Castelmein repeated with a start.
“You recognize the name, sir?”
“Well yes, I knew an Abram King once. He was a friend, and the father of my foster children
before he died in the Eleven Days War.”
“Oh,” Arayn replied with veiled emotion. “Well I guess he didn't do it then.”
“No,” Castelmein laughed, “I suppose not. All right,” he focused, “as far as I can see, we're
facing two threats here. For one, we have the immediate threat posed by Third Alayah. I'll alter the
guard rotation and beef up the security at the barracks, as well as at our other major military
installations. Your team needs to spend some quality time getting to know Third Alayah; try to locate
any bases of operation, capture as many of their militia members as you can, and get them on the run.”
Arayn nodded.
“The second and potentially greater threat comes from this 'Diaspora'; we need to plug the leak,
Major, and we need to plug it fast. I think that our best chance of finding the breach lies with this
Abram King; incidentally, he might also have intel that can help us track down Third Alayah. So find
Abram and break him; he is your top priority.”
“Absolutely sir,” she nodded again.
“Very well, you're dismissed Major.”
“Sir?” she replied.
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“Mm?” he asked.
“There's also the issue of the stolen horse.”
Ah, the horse, Castelmein recalled. “How does that tie in?”
“It doesn't,” Arayn looked to the side. “Permission to speak freely sir?”
“Go ahead,” he frowned, curious.
“I know from your reputation that you don't approve when subordinates try to ingratiate
themselves with you; I want you to know that that isn't my intent.”
“Major, what are you talking about?”
“I'm talking about your foster son, Cyrus,” she replied, handing him a third file. “He was
apparently involved in the incident, and I was wondering if you'd like me to handle things internally.”
Castelmein was impressed, and it was hard to impress him with such an obvious political
maneuver. “Consider yourself ingratiated. Thanks.” With that the major stood, saluted, and upon his
permission left the office.
That smell, Callandra breathed. It reminded her of something, of some distant memory
swimming just beneath the surface of her mind. As she inhaled the aroma of Kalanit, she pleaded with
the memory, imploring uselessly that it would return to the surface, and breathe the fragrant air again.
It only ever swam, however, remaining a mere shadow in the murky water of her mind. Every ambient
bird call and pinch of a mosquito kept the memory down, and away from it's muchneeded air supply.
“Callie!” Cyrus interrupted, thoroughly drowning the memory. She looked up, not at all
angered by his intrusion.
“Cyrus,” she smiled as he strolled up the stone walkway toward the garden – toward her. As he
neared the garden, he turned onto the mulch covered path that ran through the patch of Kalanit and
under Callie's feet. She turned to face him.
“You're early,” he began. “I didn't...” he was interrupted by two arms wrapped around his neck
and two soft lips pressed against his own. He let the kiss go on for a full two seconds before he smelled
the Kalanit, turned his heart back to stone, and gently but firmly pushed Callandra away. Slowly,
enunciating each word, he told her, “Callie, we are not dating.” His little, obsessed stalker pouted.
“What's with you lately?” she asked. “We went on one date more than a week ago, and ever
since then it's like you only want to be friends. Did I do something wrong?”
Cyrus sighed, and shook his head. “Callie, you have to remember that your memories are
backwards. If you remember me asking you out over a week ago, then it simply means that I won't ask
you out until next week. Until then, we really are just friends.”
“Hah!” she jumped, and pointed at him. “So you admit that you will, in fact, ask me out.”
Cyrus winced; he couldn't believe that he'd fallen for her trap, or her charm for that matter. “I
still maintain that your memories can change, Callie; I barely know you.”
“And yet still you're falling for me,” she gloated with a brilliant smile.
“In your dreams,” he laughed.
“In my memories,” she affirmed. “Why don't you just admit it, Cyrus King – you want to hold
me; you want to love me; you want me to be your queen. Queen Callandra,” she grinned, placing her
hand on his chest. “Has a ring to it.”
And then, just as she'd remembered it earlier, she was careening backwards, tripping over a
raised mound of topsoil, and falling straight onto a soft bed of pink and blue Kalanit flowers. As she
landed, her senses exploded with the fragrance, and her elusive memory again shot toward the surface
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of her mind. And it did breach the surface this time, like a dolphin showing off his aquatic acrobatics.
In a burst of recollection, she remembered the whisper of her name, and a foggy mirror that masked the
face of the speaker. “Callandra,” she heard again, “I have a message for you. I have a message for...”
“Callandra!” Cyrus cried out, rushing over to help her out of the flowerbed; the dolphin dove
back into the sea. Taking Cy's hand, she rose from the ground, filthy with fresh topsoil and a broken
Kalanit leaf.
“Sorry,” he apologized, stooping down to fix the garden as best he could. “I didn't mean to
shove you so hard.”
“The man doesn't know his own strength,” she replied, brushing off the dirt. When Cyrus saw
the damage he'd done to Callie's wardrobe, he apologized again, and offered to get her a wet rag from
the mansion. “No need,” she shook her head. “That's why I layered my clothing today.” She removed
her outer blouse and outer skirt, stuffed them in a plastic bag and placed it in her handbag. “What?”
she asked when she saw Cyrus' expression.
“You planned this?” he demanded. Callie shrugged.
“I remembered it,” she qualified.
“Well, couldn't you have, I don't know, changed the conversation a bit so that we could have
avoided the whole scenario entirely?”
“Well yeah,” she said, “Of course I could've. But teasing you seemed so much more rewarding
at the time. And looking back, it was rewarding,” she smiled conspiratorially.
Cyrus snorted, and shoved her back into the garden. He didn't like the idea that he wasn't in
complete control of his own life. “Now what're you gonna do? You got another pair of clothes on
under there?” Callie laughed, returned to her feet, and stripped off yet another layer of clothing. Cyrus
was speechless. He thought about tossing her down one more time, but his sister's garden had suffered
enough broken stems, and he'd have to face her wrath if she was home. He looked around to see if her
car was in the driveway.
“What're you looking for?”
“My sister's car,” he replied.
“Oh, is she home this time?” Callie asked. “I'd love to meet her!”
Cyrus shook his head. “It doesn't look like it,” he answered, secretly grateful that he didn't have
to introduce the two women. It would be far too complex emotionally, at least for him. As much as he
hated himself for his weakness, he still couldn't get over his feelings for his sister, or the way she'd
flippantly rejected his interest, and he wasn't yet ready to bring Callie into the mix.
“She isn't my real sister,” he explained, more to himself than Callandra. “We just call her that.
She's the general's only real child; my brother and I are just foster kids.”
“Is that her?” Callandra asked, her eyes flicking over his shoulder. He turned to see a somewhat
older warrior of the Guard who had a few wisps of gray accenting her otherwise auburn hair, which was
itself pulled back into an efficient knot held in place by pencils. While she couldn't have stood any
higher than three cubits four handbreadths, she strode with an authority – no, with an competency that
made her seem somehow taller.
As she walked past the two of them, she squinted slightly, seeming to automatically evaluate the
threat level that he and Callandra posed. General Castelmein had once warned Cyrus that investing his
life in the Guard would change him, would make him look at the world differently. Already it had made
him colder, and if he was honest with himself, more hopeless. Still, he did hope that a part of him
would yet remain human, not needing to regard every passerby as a potential risk to his well being, or
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that of his countrymen. Seeing this older guard member coolly, calculatingly glance over them
threatened his hopes, confirming his fears that the Guard would rob him of his humanity.
Then she smiled. His fears evaporated, and he returned the smile. Noticing as she drew near
that she was a major, he placed his closed fist over his heart, and she returned the salute. “Never mind,”
Callandra answered herself. “Stupid question.”
“Come on,” Cyrus glanced back at her, beginning to walk toward the stone pathway. “We don't
want to be late for our appointment with the General.”
“Cyrus this is unacceptable,” the general railed into him. “You know that I rarely care enough
to cater to politics, but do you have any idea how damaging it is to have a son involved with criminals?”
“What criminals?!” he shot back exasperated, yet savoring the fact that Castelmein had
inadvertently called him his son.
“Let's start with the one standing next to you,” Castelmein replied, gesturing toward Callandra.
Cyrus laughed and exchanged a glance with the girl.
“Okay well first of all, we're not 'involved',” he corrected.
“Not for at least another week,” she added; Cyrus groaned.
“Secondly, I don't know where you're getting your information these days, but Callie is no
criminal. Trust me; I know the type.”
“It says here that on Pregam she stole a horse,” Castelmein asserted. “Was I misinformed?”
“Absolutely,” Callandra insisted before he could himself respond. “I haven't stolen anything.”
Cyrus put his hand up to quiet her. “She did steal the horse; you're right sir. But she only did so
because I was about to be hit by a bus, and without the horse she wouldn't have reached me in time.”
The general stared at Cyrus with his piercing, spectacled gaze, wrinkled his brow, and then
shifted his eyes to Callandra. “You saved my son's life?”
“I don't know,” she glanced over to Cyrus for guidance. “I guess so. That's what my journal
says, anyway.”
Cyrus watched as his father eyed Callandra suspiciously. “Son,” he asked, still staring at her,
“May I speak with you in private?” Callandra turned to leave, concern tainting her otherwise flawless
features.
“Hold on a second,” Cyrus held up his hand. “Anything you want to say about her you can say
in front of her.” She returned to his side, and gave him a brief smile of thanks as he nudged her. “After
all, it's not like you'll remember it tomorrow anyway.” She laughed.
“Clarify that statement, Lieutenant,” the general requested, seemingly irritable.
“Yes sir,” he assented, standing rigid. The only time the general ever called him by his title was
when he was either joking with Cyrus, or when he was not joking with Cyrus, as was now the case. He
briefly regretted the former display of affection between him and Callie, and as soon as the thought
crossed his mind, he regretted his regret. He shouldn't have to apologize for his affections, least of all
to Castelmein. Right now he was a son speaking with his father, not a lieutenant speaking to his
general, and he refused to slip once more into the cool, detached demeanor that had plagued their
relationship in days passed. In a grand, sweeping gesture of rebellion, he relaxed, and held Callandra's
hand.
And the generals' eye twitched. It was just one small twitch, and he couldn't be sure that he'd
seen it at all. But when the general himself relaxed a margin, Cyrus knew in his surprise that he'd
broken through. He figured that his developing endearment toward Callandra must have triggered
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something in the mind of the general, perhaps a fond memory of his late wife, or of his only daughter,
Cyrus' sister, upon whom the man spent all of his affection. As he prepared to answer the general's
request for clarification, Cyrus stifled a souring resentment toward his sister, and the way she seemed to
consume Castelmein's love, leaving only scraps of it for himself and his brother.
“She has amnesia,” he explained, “or rather, a special form of it that erases her memory every
morning.”
“Really,” his father replied, his dry tone dripping with skepticism. He glanced down at their
hands. “If that's the case, then how are you able to remember my son?”
Callandra laughed her infectious, carefree laugh, and returned, “According to my journal, I
remembered Cyrus long before he ever remembered me.”
“Care to explain that further, Cy? Your friend is speaking in contradictions.”
So he did explain everything – Callandra's gift, as well as her curse of forgetfulness.
Throughout the entire ordeal, his father barely blinked, showing little surprise at Cyrus' ridiculous
assertions, save the part where Callie correctly guessed some of Castelmein's future dialog – that
surprised him.
“So what you're telling me – what you're asking me to believe is that this dollop of a woman
stole a horse to save you from an autobus, which she knew was going to hit you because of her 'future
memories'?”
“That is correct.”
“Oh,” he replied. “Well, I suppose stranger things have happened.”
“Yeah,” Cyrus chuckled, then blinked with surprise when he realized that the general was
serious. “Wait, really? You've seen stranger things than a girl who can remember the future?”
“Sorry Cy,” Castelmein removed and wiped his glasses. “It's classified – you know how it is.”
“Tell him about the invasion,” Callandra pressed as he replaced his spectacles over his eyes, eyes
which betrayed a newly piqued interest.
“What invasion?”
“Well, that's the main reason I brought Callandra with me today. The night that I first met her,
she mentioned that Murad was going to invade Davian on Second Pregam.”
“You're kidding,” Castelmein laughed. “That's the same day we're supposed to be signing a
landmark peace treaty with them.”
“Well, if Callie's memories are correct, then peace is the furthest thing from their minds.”
“That's a big 'if', son. I don't suppose you have any tangible proof?”
Cyrus shook his head. “None that would hold up in an inquest. I did speak to a man in
Douglas' who corroborated the story, but I doubt I'd be able to find him again.”
“And what makes you think this man is credible?” Castelmein asked.
Cyrus paused, not wanting to implicate Abram if he could help it. “He claimed to be a member
of a covert group called Diaspora,” he deliberated, noting his father's momentarily widened eyes. “I've
been meaning to ask you about them; I'd never heard the name before, but I thought you might have.”
“Uh, yes,” Castelmein conceded. “We have had our own runin with Diaspora in recent days,
but so far we know very little about them.”
“That's a pity,” Callandra spoke up. The general glanced at her for a moment, then returned his
eyes to Cyrus, examining him almost as though he himself were suspect.
“What?” he asked when he could no longer bear the scrutiny.
“Cyrus, if you found out that your father was still alive, you would tell me, wouldn't you?”
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The question caught him off guard, and his mind raced to understand what motivations lay
behind the question. Did the general already know about Abram's reappearance in Cy's life? Why ask
now? Did the timing of the question suggest that Castelmein knew of Abrams involvement in Diaspora,
whatever Diaspora was, or was the timing just coincidence?
“Of course,” was all he answered, giving the general a paper thin smile. As the two men stared
each other down, trying to read the other's thoughts through expressions, Cyrus soon realized that the
general knew he was lying. In that moment, he knew that his attempt to protect Abram from
governmental scrutiny had failed; Castelmein wouldn't rest until he found his father and threw him
behind bars. It surprised Cyrus to note how much that disturbed him.
Callie coughed, interrupting their staring contest. Thank Elean for Callandra, Cyrus thought
once his eyes were allowed to leave Castelmein's face.
“So what can you do to help us stop this invasion,” she asked the general; he diverted his own
eyes to Callie as he answered her question.
“Not a whole lot, I'm afraid. Without evidence, my hands are tied.”
“Callandra's memories should be evidence enough,” Cyrus challenged. “After all, you've seen
what she can do.”
“It doesn't matter if I believe you two; I still have to prove it to my superiors.”
Cyrus snorted. “That's a heap. You're general over the entire southern guard – you deploy and
redeploy troops for amusement. Surely the DDF doesn't monitor every move you make.”
“No, but if I botch up the entire peace process by deploying against Murad without due cause,
Defense Forces will have my head!” Cyrus had to concede that point. “Look,” he continued, “what
you're saying makes sense; I never believed for a second that Murad would settle for peace. But I need
proof. Bring me evidence of this invasion, and I will bring their whole charade to the ground.”
Cyrus and his new girlfriend agreed that the request was fair, and left without further complaint.
Castelmein, however, still had his suspicions regarding Cy's father, who had been assumed dead after
the Eleven Days War, but was never actually found.
Given that fact, Castelmein enumerated the coincidences surrounding this man Abram King.
First, a member of Diaspora named Abram King involves himself with a Muradian militia operating in
Davian. Second, Cyrus King pulls the name “Diaspora” out of thin air, and claims that Murad is now
planning to invade Davian. It was too many coincidences in too short a time, and Castelmein no longer
believed in coincidence.
He walked to his desk, fished a number out of a stack of papers, and dialed SIU Salamein.
“Hello, has Major Arayn returned to the office yet? Yes? Great, if you could put me through to her...oh
of course, this is General Castelmein of the Southern Guard...yes, that General Castelmein. Thank
you.”
He waited a moment, then heard what was now becoming a familiar voice. “Hello, General?”
“Hello Major, I may have a lead on finding Abram King.”
“Really, that fast?”
“Yes,” he replied. “I need you to put a tail on my foster son, Cyrus.”
As Cyrus stepped off the bus and walked toward his apartment, he did in fact notice the black
Aswaran that was parked on the opposite side of the street. He noticed it, however, only because he was
imagining what it would be like to own one some day, not because it contained his own personal tail, a
man armed with high powered binoculars, tinted windows, and a parabolic microphone for listening at a
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distance. The man fidgeted nervously as Cyrus glanced his way, grateful once more for the tinted
windows.
Cyrus stepped up to the western wall of Salamein, entered through a stairwell door, and climbed
to the first floor where his apartment lay. Once inside, he made his way to the refrigerator to satisfy his
ever present hunger.
Stacks and stacks of frozen dinners greeted him, and he chose a box advertising gracious
helpings of mashed potatoes and meat loaf. In truth, the helpings were anything but gracious, but at
least the food was easy to prepare. Tossing his meal in the microwave, he leaned against the short
kitchen counter, and waited.
His apartment was small, but that fact was intentional. The size of a residence was directly
proportional to the amount of time it took to clean, and Cyrus didn't like to clean. His place was
efficient, like the major he'd traded glances with earlier, or like Callandra's bedroom as he'd seen it two
days before.
That's two efficient women in two days, he noted, low maintenance. He found himself surprised,
now that he thought about it; he hadn't thought that such a woman could exist. Most of the girls he'd
encountered required a ridiculous amount of upkeep – new clothing, classy dining, lots of shoes. Okay,
bad example on the shoes; I guess everyone has a vice. Still, Callandra didn't seem to demand anything
beyond a relationship, avoiding entirely the unnecessary frills of a fuller life. Cyrus liked that about
her.
Yet he questioned whether that aspect of Callandra attracted him beyond mere appreciation. His
sister, on the other hand, was the exacting opposite. She didn't expect five star treatment, but given the
choice between two brands of chicken meat, she'd choose the higher quality, and therefore the higher
priced alternative.
Whereas Cyrus set his sights on the simplest, most efficient solution to a problem, Kal seemed
to aim for the intricate, time and money consuming solutions. On prom night, for instance, Cyrus spent
twenty minutes showering and dressing for the occasion. Kal on the other hand disposed of three
hours, bathing, fixing her hair and makeup, and doing whatever else girls like her did behind the closed
doors of a bathroom.
Yet the results of her efforts made the time spent seem not only worthwhile, but perhaps even a
bargain. The moment he first laid eyes on her that night, he remembered what it felt like to love.
Waiting for her at the base of the General's Laedianesque staircase, he watched her descend with the
grace of a Midian goddess. Her dark, unnaturally curly hair bounced with every step, but her hand
remained steady as it slid along the banister. He remembered her dress because it was simple, at least at
first glance. It was white, but when you looked closely you could see that it was studded with synthetic
emeralds, which unobtrusively matched the glimmer of the diamond earrings hanging beside her
blushing cheeks. Of course, her three hour beauty treatment hadn't been intended for Cyrus, but he still
enjoyed taking in the results.
Kal was anything but efficient, yet her inefficiencies brought balsamic flavor to an otherwise
tasteless life. And the same was also true of her cooking, he noted as he removed the steaming tv
dinner from the microwave; she would have a heart attack if she caught Cyrus eating such a boring,
store bought dish. What Cyrus would praise for its innovations in efficiency, she would just as soon
toss in the garbage, forcing upon him instead a well prepared meal – not that he would argue.
As he sat there chewing on his rubber slab of meatloaf, he noted that the things he enjoyed most
about his sister were the very things for which he criticized her most. He'd prided himself on his
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economic lifestyle, yet he had to admit that it had a rather lackluster quality to it. He concluded that
beauty, be it found in a person, a plate of food, or an excessively varied shoe collection, might be worth
the extra time it demands, and he made a mental note to apologize to his sister for his occasionally
harsh critique.
When was he going to see her again, anyway? He didn't relish the idea of waiting to randomly
cross paths with her at the General's house; that could take anywhere from a few days to a few weeks,
depending on her work schedule and social tendencies. In fact, she might not even be living at home
right now, he noted wryly. What day is it?
So, instead of waiting for chance to reunite them, Cyrus picked up the telephone and called her
cell. No answer, he grimaced after it rang four times and sent him to voice mail. She always had her
cell phone on her, which could only mean that she was dodging his call. When he'd left for his most
recent tour of duty, they'd parted ways on less than perfect terms; perhaps she was still angry, or was
putting off dealing with the incident altogether.
Sighing, he resigned himself to writing her an email. Before he opened up a web browser to do
so, however, he checked his Cascade Instant Messenger, and was pleasantly surprised to find her online.
He sent her a message.
FighterNotALover: Hey Kal
death_flower_ftw: cyrus? you're the only one who calls me that anymore :-)
FighterNotALover: *laughs* I know, I know - you prefer your full name, right Kalanit?
death_flower_ftw: lol, sure, whatever. you on leave?
FighterNotALover: *nods* I just got back three days ago.
death_flower_ftw: back to salamein?
FighterNotALover: Yeah. You gonna be around at all?
...
...
FighterNotALover: Kal?
death_flower_ftw: yeah, sorry cy. someone else was messaging me. look, can we do this
another time? i don't really feel up to it right now.
FighterNotALover: Up to what, a conversation?
death_flower_ftw: more or less
FighterNotALover: Just tell me when you will be up to it; I need your help with something.
death_flower_ftw: help with what?
FighterNotALover: I need help with a...girl.
death_flower_ftw: ?!
FighterNotALover: Yeah, she's interested in me, and I might be interested in her, but I
wanted to get your opinion of her first.
death_flower_ftw: oh cyrus, this is so EXCITING! have you hit her yet?
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FighterNotALover: *laughs* Funny. You would think that after sixteen years you'd have let
that one go.
death_flower_ftw: well I'm not returning to salamein until probably around new years, so
don't wait on me before you ask her out.
FighterNotALover: Fine, but you're meeting her as soon as you get back.
death_flower_ftw: deal.
With that, Cyrus signed off of Cascade, leaned back in his swivel chair, and struggled to stop
comparing Callie to Kal.
What's he thinking about now? the girl beside Abram wondered. He groaned internally,
complaining to himself about her insatiable need to chatter on a stakeout.
“Mostly Callandra,” he whispered cautiously back.
The precog? she asked, surprised. How does he know her?
“She saved his life,” he susurated, covering his mouth so that his voice wouldn't travel; he
wanted to observe Cyrus a little while longer before making his presence known.
Mmm, Brooke replied. I'm surprised you're not going after her instead. Seems she'd make a
useful little pawn to add to your arsenal.
More like a queen, Abram silently corrected her, although he didn't dare voice the correction out
loud. In his present state of 'fugitive', Abram found Brooke to be a most useful member of Diaspora, a
position which she relished, and would not lightly relinquish to some 'flighty fortune teller' – those were
her words, not his. She seemed jealous of the fortune teller, and Abram didn't dare risk her loyalty by
elevating Callandra in any way.
That wasn't to say that he didn't elevate the girl in his own mind, of course; on the contrary, he
desperately coveted her gift. Knowledge of future events could make a powerful ally or a despotic
enemy, and he had tried for months to win the girl's confidence. While speaking to her grandmother at
the end of those days, he'd learned that Callandra didn't trust him because he reminded her of a man
from her past, a man who had, according to her memory anyway, apparently kidnapped her. Her
grandmother didn't share that distrust, naturally, but she wasn't willing to place Callandra into a
situation that made her uncomfortable, and asked Abram to stop stopping by.
As a result, his inability to woo the girl into Diaspora frustrated him, and it was part of the
reason why he had commissioned Dr. Dawn Angetti. Her research into exohematic cells promised to
pay powerful dividends – dividends that would allow control over another person's birthstone. With
luck, Angetti's research would come to fruition before the invasion, and Abram wouldn't need
Callandra's loyalty to make good use of her power.
Of course, as long as she had her birthstone she would have the ability herself, and if she ever
stood against Abram she would remain a formidable enemy. Initially he wasn't too concerned; after all,
she was just some 'flighty fortune teller'. However now that she was becoming personally involved in
the invasion to come, not to mention his son's life, she was an unpredictable variable that could throw
all of his plans to the wind. She needed to be stopped, or at the very least controlled, and she needed to
be kept out of Cyrus' life.
A stray thought out of Brooke's mind interrupted his musings. Did she actually use the word
'stud'? he wondered. I thought that word went out with my generation. He took a moment to observe
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Brooke's reaction to Cyrus, to see if the brief spindrift of attraction he'd sensed might suggest a deeper
undertow of chemistry, at least on the side of his hormonedriven partner. In the effort to sever the
connection already forging between Callandra and his son, Abram could use another love interest,
especially one he controlled.
She grew careful with her thoughts, diverting them to the furnishings and the mood of the
apartment. Nevertheless, he was practiced enough to detect the flavor of her musings, and what he
tasted was encouraging. There was a dash of jealousy whenever her mind strayed toward Callandra,
betraying a subdued undertone of attraction toward Cyrus. Interestingly, there was also pity as she
sensed his loneliness, and Abram could swear he saw the lights in the apartment grow brighter.
They did grow brighter, Cyrus replied, a mental message which caused Abram a brief swell of
alarm. Was that  had Cyrus heard his thoughts? Or was he simply answering an unspoken observation
of his own that Abram had missed while examining Brooke? Abram looked down at the birthstone he
now held in his hand, and a part of him regretted bringing it; he didn't particularly want to have his son
rummaging through his thoughts, especially not now. It would be harder to recruit him when he had to
tell and think the truth.
As he watched, Cyrus turned, and walked straight for the bedroom doorway where Abram now
stood, invisible. As noiselessly as he could, he grabbed Brooke's arm and they plastered themselves
against the inside wall. “Come on out Abram, I know you're in here,” Cyrus called out to him.
“Just me,” he whispered to Brooke, turning from her to stand in the doorway once more. As he
faded into opacity, he grinned, and replied, “Hey kiddo.”
Hoping that Cyrus was not at the moment glancing out his window, Major Sanya Arayn ducked
out of the alleyway, strode a few cubits down the sidewalk, and entered the black Aswaran parked
outside of his apartment. “You're sure he's in there?” she asked Lieutenant Deggins as soon as she
closed the door.
“Oh, he's in there all right,” he confirmed, tapping his parabolic microphone, “I ran it through a
voice filter. There are two people in that apartment, or at least two that are speaking; one is Cyrus, and
the other is Abram. Where'd you get that voice sample for Abram, anyway?”
Arayn shrugged. “Back in 2005 he spoke at an assembly at his kids' school. Fortunately they
recorded it.”
Deggins grunted. “Well, you can't say the SIU isn't thorough.”
Arayn disregarded the subtle compliment, preoccupied with the conversation she was about to
have over the telephone. “Please hold for the general,” his secretary Julie answered.
“Major Arayn,” he greeted.
“General,” she replied, “We have a location on Abram King.”
“Mm?” came the reply, “That was quick.” Sanya relaxed; he sounded impressed.
“Well, your hunch was correct; he approached Cyrus soon after we began tailing him.”
“Has he been taken into custody yet?”
“No, that's why I'm calling. I wanted to check with you before I did anything.”
“Major,” the general now sounded unimpressed. “You don't need my permission to apprehend a
suspected traitor.”
“Yes, I understand that sir,” she struggled to keep respect in her tone, and panic out of it. “I am
asking you because Cyrus is still in the apartment.”
Castelmein laughed. “He's a warrior in the southern guard, major; I think he can take care of
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himself.”
Sanya let out a sigh. She was really going to have to spell it out for this man, wasn't she? “Sir,
my point is if we acquire Abram now, then Cyrus will be booked as an accessory, and no amount of
paper pushing on my end will help him out of that mess.”
“Aah,” came the reply she was looking for. “And what other options do we have?”
“We can wait until they part ways, and acquire Abram then. The downside of that approach, of
course, is that the longer we wait, the greater the chance that Abram will escape.”
The line grew silent for a while, until Sanya pressed the general for a decision. “It's your call,
sir.”
“He's just a young man looking for a father, Major; we can't punish him for that.”
“On the other hand, we can't punish an entire nation for one kid's bad judgment,” she countered.
“You have a duty to your country, sir.”
“My duty is to my family, major, first and foremost. Wait until Abram is separated from Cyrus,
then take him down.”
“Yes sir,” she replied, and hung up the phone. Settling back in her car seat, she kept a keen eye
on the entrance into the Salamein wall, and waited for a man who would never emerge – visibly,
anyway.
“You came back,” Cyrus observed as his father faded into opacity.
“Of course I did,” the man replied. “I wanted to see you again.”
Cyrus laughed, reading easily through Abram's half truth by examining his thought life. “More
to the point, you want to try to recruit me again.”
Abram shrugged, “that too.” Cyrus took a moment to revel in his newfound ability. Callandra
had been right once again; he was able to hear people's thoughts. And, apparently, so could his father.
Abram nodded toward the fridge, mind if I grab one too?
Be my guest, he replied, gesturing affirmatively with his hand. Taking the rest of his own tv
dinner, he sat down on his sheetcovered couch, and waited for his father to join him. When he did
finally sit down with Cyrus, he took a few minutes to explain what, exactly, Diaspora had been up to
since he helped found it sixteen years before.
“So what you're telling me,” Cyrus summarized as he chewed on the last of his rubber meatloaf,
“is that Diaspora is a group of antigovernment dissidents who have supported or executed a variety of
illegal activities, including theft, extortion, fraud, and money laundering, to name a few.”
“Unequivocally,” his father replied. “Don't talk with your mouth full, Cyrus.”
“So why,” he swallowed, “would you tell me all of that if you're trying to convince me to join?”
“I want you to make an informed decision.”
“Abram, I work for the government  I have spent the last six years fighting to defend our
government!”
“To defend our people, Cyrus; that's a key difference. The government cares more for its own
survival than that of its constituents; Davian needs leadership that will serve sacrificially, and put the
needs of our people above its own.”
“So now you're talking about revolt?” Cyrus raised his eyebrows incredulously.
“Of course not; Diaspora is far too small to lead a coup. I'm talking about taking matters into
our own hands, and defending our people against the threat that is smoldering on our southern borders.”
“Well why are you so adamant about me joining?” he wondered. “You already have the
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telepathic angle covered.”
For the first time since he'd sat down, Abram's thoughts clashed with his response, suggesting
either a lie, or an alternate answer to Cy's question. “We want you because of your military experience.
Diaspora has a few members spread throughout the Defense Forces, but you're the only one who has
actually seen combat.”
“I'm not a member,” he pointed out.
“Yet,” Abram responded with a grin.
What's the real reason you want me to join? he asked, suspecting that his father didn't want to
voice his real reason in front of the invisible girl hanging out in his bedroom.
Abram sighed. Honestly, he began, I'm tired of living like this.
How do you mean?
He shrugged. No family, no personal attachments. I've been living for the job, and it's a worthy
job to live for. But I miss you, Cyrus, and I want you and your brother back in my life.
Cyrus grunted harshly, questioning the genuineness of his father's open, defenseless, pathetic
plea for a son. But then he sighed, reciprocating, Yeah, I miss you too dad.
He coughed. “So why do you need a combat veteran”
Abram laughed. “I'd hardly call you a veteran, son,” he smiled. “But we need someone who has
experience with the sword. Until recently, Diaspora has specialized in intelligence gathering, but now
we're forming a militant branch of the organization, a militia that will defend our people when the
government will not.”
“How large is it?”
“four hundred and forty warriors strong, so far; you would be four hundred and fortyone.”
Cyrus couldn't contain his chuckle. “Sorry dad, but a militia that size couldn't stand up to even
a tenth of Murad's armies.”
“Yeah,” his father grinned, tapping his head, “but we have a few additional abilities that help to
even out the scales.”
“Well dad, I wish you the best of luck,” Cyrus decided. “I, however, am going to stop this
invasion the old fashioned way – legally.”
“Yes, I heard you joined up with Callandra Altier – trying to expose Murad's plan to the world?
I wish you two best of luck as well, although I'd be careful how much you trust the girl.”
Cyrus frowned. “What do you mean,” he asked, probing his father's mind for the meaning
behind his insinuation.
It's nothing, he obscured his mind to a blank slate, then leaned toward his son with a whisper,
“Just know that we're on the same side.” With that, he deposited Cyrus' birthstone into his hand,
adding a hasty Joyful belated Pregam, and motioned for his invisible friend to follow him out of the
apartment.
“Ugh,” Cyrus noted after they left. “I'm late for the funeral.”

Chapter 6 :: Death Waters
Meanwhile, deep inside the southern wall of Salamein, Callandra finished preparing herself for
the long ordeal that lay in front of her. She remembered how trying it had been, not because of the
inherent pain of losing a grandmother – that was fortunately dulled by the fact she couldn't remember
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her. Rather, it had been made difficult because of the expectations of others, and the implication that
she should feel more pain.
All of her thoughts that afternoon were preoccupied with making everyone else happy; she wore
her black jumper over a Byzantium blouse, dark enough that others wouldn't mind, while purple enough
that she still felt like herself. She dipped her feet into tall black heels that crowded her toes awfully, and
she made a mental note to buy some new dress shoes the next time she went shopping. Not that she'd
remember.
As she plodded out to the kitchen to grab the dark shawl she had selected earlier, Callie passed
by a doorway that gave her pause. It stood directly across the hall from her own room, and from the day
she first started living in this apartment, she couldn't recall having ever set foot in there. “Strange,” she
mumbled, grasping the doorknob.
Then a chime interrupted her, and she hurried to the front door instead. “John, Fran!” she
exclaimed, inviting them in. “You look very...festive.” The couple followed her inside the apartment,
bringing with them every color man had ever named, and then some.
“Yeah,” John rubbed his neck as Fran kissed Callandra's cheek, “Your grandmother asked us to
wear 'happy' clothes to her funeral.”
“We can change if you like,” Fran added. “We brought spare clothing in case you didn't
approve.”
Callandra took in the dazzling sight of John's flowerstudded shirt and Fran's tiedyed shawl.
“No,” she replied, “I love it. It's exactly what grandma would've wanted, I think.”
“Great,” Fran smiled, “The kids are waiting in the car.”
“Hold on,” she replied, plodding back into the bedroom. When she returned, she was wearing a
very comfy pair of mauve slippers.
The half hour drive to Lake Allumein was uneventful, but beautiful. It was the only time
Callandra could ever remember stepping outside the four walls of Salamein, and she savored every
moment of it.
Well, every moment except for the quick stop at the gas station. Just outside of the city, John
pulled in to a FillMart to refuel the minivan. The stench didn't seem to bother the Daniels, or anyone
else at the FillMart for that matter, but it overwhelmed Callie. Granted, this was the only time barring
yesterday's trip that she had ever been to a fuel station; she probably just needed to get used to it.
Nevertheless, the smell unpleasantly reminded her of grandmother's death waters, right before
she was drained. She was reminded afresh of the loss she now faced, a world where grandma was
nothing more than a memory in other people's minds. Turning her own mind away from the thought,
Callie chose to instead ponder the relationship between death waters and gas stations.
She remembered reading somewhere that most vehicles ran on gasoline, a liquid refined from
animal death waters that were drilled out of the deep places of the earth. She found it compelling that
the modern world found its energy supply by feeding off the demise of ancient creatures. In one way,
she mused, the world runs on death. She plugged her nose and waited for John to drive them away.
The rest of the trip was quite pleasant, however; the wooded hills to the north of Salamein gave
Callandra and Suzy something to talk about, which was good since Suzy didn't have any video games
like Brendan. Often, her little niece would jump up from her lap, point at some bird or animal she saw,
and ask Callandra what it was called. Often, Callandra would have no idea what it was called, much to
Brendan's amusement.
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Eventually, the hills rolled down to the eastern shores of Lake Allumein, and they drove along
the coastline for five or ten minutes until they reached a turnoff which dove toward the lake. “Look at
da pwetty bird, Aunt Callie!” Suzy insisted as they slowed to turn. Unable to identify the bird as
anything more specific than a hawk, she just kissed her niece on the top of her head, and rode in silence
toward the lakeside kenesa outside of Port Durimein.
Then John parked in a handicapped spot. “Honey, could you hand me that handicapped sign
thing?”
“Oh yeah, sure,” Fran replied, reaching into the glove compartment to pull out a blue and white
placard. Callie was confused, and now worried. She looked at Brendan, who seemed normal enough;
Suzy too seemed physically healthy, and she didn't seem to show any signs of mental disease. Of
course, sometimes those things didn't show.
“Who's the sign for?” she finally asked as everyone unbuckled their seatbelts.
“Oh, the government issued it when we told them you were moving in with us,” Fran looked
back.
Callandra recoiled in surprise, ignoring for a moment Fran's assumption that she'd be moving in
with them. “It's for me? But I'm not handicapped,” she pointed out. Everyone grew silent, except for
Brendan who just whistled innocently. “I'm not handicapped!”
“Brendan,” John cut off his whistling, “take your sister, and wait for us by the front door.”
“No problem,” he replied, opening the van door. “I'll just let you two deal with PsychoAunt.”
He hopped out before John could give a word of reproof, and Suzy followed suit.
As soon as the door was shut, Callandra gave the two arrogant love birds a psychoaunt
treatment of royal proportions. “All right first of all, John, you are going to move this car to a normal
spot, because I am not handicapped, and I don't appreciate your taking advantage of those who are.”
She fumed a moment, giving her initial demands a chance to sink in. “Secondly, Fran, I am not moving
in with you guys; I am perfectly capable of living on my own!”
“How?” John returned in derision. “You can't hold down a job, Callie; you live your life in an
imaginary world – heck, you can't even remember your own grandmother!” Each enumerated
deficiency felt like a sucker punch, but the last blow left Callandra breathless, and gasping for air.
“John, that was uncalled for,” Fran murmured, but Callie didn't have time to wait for an apology.
Suddenly claustrophobic, she wrestled with the minivan's sliding door, barely escaping before the first
signs of injury began to trickle down her face.
“Callie?” John called after her. “Callie wait, please.”
“Let her go, dear,” she heard Fran admonish him. “She needs this.”
At first she meant to enter the kenesa and flee to the bathroom to bawl, but Suzy and Brendan
stood like guards at the front door, so her feet carried her elsewhere. In time they found a path that
wound through a garden to the rear of the building, and which dumped her onto a sand infested
shoreline.
As she was carried toward the sand, toward the hollow log of driftwood being doused by a
foamy surf, her mind discovered that a hidden agenda pushed her legs forward. She found she was no
longer running to flee John's stinging words; harsh though he was, she had deeper issues to be pained
about. Rather, she now strove to reach that log, to be with her grandmother one last time.
It was at that log, in the lake waters that even now tried to overtake it, that she had poured her
grandmother's death waters after the funeral last night. And it was at log that Callandra had wept,
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overcome by the inevitability of her own death in the weeks to come. Renewed in her anguish, Callie
removed her slippers, wiped her eyes, and bounded over the arenaceous ground.
Strangely, the running seemed to help. With every step, her toes grabbed tiny fistfuls of sand,
squeezing all of the anger and angst she retained out of her body and into the ground. At the same
time, one end of her shawl broke free, picked up by the ever present sea breeze, and it flapped behind
her as she too broke free of her distress.
And as she ran into the wind, tuned to the repetitious plodding of her unadorned feet, a
tremendous sense of peace overtook her mind. Neither the death in her hidden past, nor the dread of a
frightful future could tear her from that peace, because she was living in the unadorned present,
breathing in the unadulterated wind of the now.
Then she stopped running. Like a cancerous tumor growing out of her perfect beach, the
hollow, moss covered log lay just cubits in front of her, a lasting tribute to the indomitable reign of
death. Staggering forward, she could feel all of the anxieties she had just begun to ignore crash heavily
upon her shoulders, forcing her to her knees before this shrine of decay.
It struck her as foolish that she should be running out here carefree, when the axe of a Muradian
executioner was being raised over the collective necks of her people in Davian. Though ignorance may
be bliss, she considered, it would be a shortlived bliss if the course of history were not significantly
altered.
No, running from the death lurking in her future was foolish; it needed to be dealt with, not put
out of mind. Similarly, ignoring the passing of her grandmother would be equally foolish; though she
couldn't recall any details of the woman's life, even now there remained a hole in Callandra's affections
in which her grandmother had once taken residence.
John's voice resounded through her mind. You can't hold down a job, Callie; you live your life
in an imaginary world – heck, you can't even remember your own grandmother! She grabbed fistfuls of
sand and squeezed her eyes shut as she processed the accusation. It stung, like the burn of saltwater on
raw flesh that she had scraped on some past, forgotten tussle. Moreover it abraded, like the rubbing of
sand against her skin as a breaker crashed over her knees and forearms. The wave doused even the tip
of her hair which hung down from her face, some of it tangling around her neck and shoulders. She
was aware of what her impulsive act of grieving was doing to her wardrobe, and she knew that she
would feel wet and cold later on, yet the water seemed to her to be a cleansing agent. Like hydrogen
peroxide it burned, but it killed all the pathogens of grief that had infected her wound.
Throughout my struggle against death, you have been as a solid rock to me, grandma prodded, a
shield as strong as the city wall we live in. The words of her grandmother's note flashed through
Callandra's mind, and she recalled them as easily as if her journal was kneeling in the sand with her. I
pray that one day you will find the courage to open yourself up to another, and let someone else be that
rock for you. Because like me, you will one day face death, and will be powerless to save yourself. And
like me, you will need a helping hand, a shield to overcome the challenge of death. And I have
overcome death, Callie; I truly hope that you will too.
What did she mean by that?! Callie wondered. She hadn't overcome death at all – rather, death
had overtaken her. Callandra watched as another breaker crept up the shore and attacked the log she
now knelt before. How many countless millions of people had been poured into this lake after being
overcome by death? And even now, as their remnant death waters joined together to attack this log of
death, they still were completely impotent to remove the thing from its place.
Death was a lone constant in a world of uncertainties; it was the one thing Callandra knew she
could rely on. It was more dependable than anyone she might “open herself up to,” and no one she
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might place her trust in could deliver her from it's mossy, messy, decrepit grasp. Sighing one final
upheaval of grief, she felt her heart begin to accept the departure of her grandmother as her death
waters slipped back down the shore into the giant lake beyond.
The scent of Kalanit greeted her as she entered the kenesa, which was promptly followed by an
apologetic greeting from John. “I am so sorry, Callandra, I...” she interrupted his blathering with a
simple, reconciliatory hug. As she dried her eyes on his sweaty shirt, he whispered a final “I'm sorry,”
and patted the back of her head with his hand.
“t's okay,” she mumbled receding from the embrace. “I should've remembered the handicapped
thing; I guess I wasn't thinking straight.”
“You want to see her?” he asked.
“See who?” Callie wondered.
“Your grandmother,” John replied, turning toward the main hall. Callie's heart began to race;
her grandmother had been drained yesterday; she had seen it herself. Was she still here, somehow?
Had she somehow overcome death?!
She turned her gaze to follow John's outstretched arm, saw the simple pine box, and
immediately her irrational hopes were dashed. Of course her grandmother wasn't alive; her memories
of the draining were from the future, from today, and she was going to have to go through it all over
again. Callie groaned.
“Or not,” John retracted his hand, misinterpreting her complaint. “There's no need to see her
now.”
“No,” she forced her feet forward, “I'll go.” Removing her slippers once more, she stepped
beyond the vestibule and into the main hall, where a simple yet daunting pine box became the
centerpiece. The first hour of the viewing had been reserved for family members, so there weren't
many present at the moment, and she felt naked as those who were present – presumably extended
family that she couldn't remember – watched her walk up to the box.
The face that greeted her was just as she remembered it – very dead, yet having lost none of the
kindness that it must have contained while she was alive. And it glowed, as though irradiated by the
very light of Elean himself. “Wait,” she remembered, then reached into the coffin and gingerly pulled
at the woman's necklace. From beneath the burial shroud, her grandmother's birthstone was unveiled,
and it was literally glowing.
Unclasping the necklace, which was a near replica of her own, she pocketed the contraband and
waited for the kenesa master to object. “Excuse me young lady – Callandra is it?” She turned to face
him, and nodded with a conspiratorial grin. “I'm afraid I'm going to have to ask you to put that back.”
“Why,” she questioned him, shrugging. “I'm her closest of kin; I have every right to the
necklace.”
“Unless her will specifies otherwise,” he pointed out.
“That's a good point,” she conceded. “I'll just hold onto it until that becomes clear.”
The master just shook his head. “Have you ever been to a draining before, dear?” he asked.
“Have you seen what happens to birthstones?”
Callie didn't bother to respond, 'cause she knew that Fran would step up and ask, “Is there a
problem here, Master?”
“Yes, Mrs. Daniels, thank you for coming over. I need you to convince this young lady to
replace that necklace in her grandmother's coffin.”
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Fran turned to face a pouting Callandra, and replied, “Why? She has every right to keep her
grandmother's necklace if she wants to.”
“Dear heavens!” the kenesa master exclaimed, in hushed tones, of course. “This isn't about the
necklace. Have neither of you seen what happens to a birthstone upon draining? Come here,” he
moved to the side of the coffin, motioning for Fran and Callandra to follow.
“When I flip this switch,” he began, pointing to a small power switch on the side of the coffin,
“the magnetic field that is holding her cells together will turn off. Over the course of a few seconds, the
cells in her body will separate, slosh together, and she will return to a fluid.”
“When that occurs, her body will send out one final signal, and all of her cells – including those
in her birthstone – will burst open, and release the fluids inside. If that birthstone isn't in the coffin, or
at least a plastic bag when it melts, I am going to have to explain to my congregation why there is a new
stain on our new carpets.”
Callie exchanged glances with Fran, who replied, “That's all well and good, Master, but it
doesn't apply here.”
He laughed. “Ladies, I have performed over thirty funerals, and at every one of them, the
birthstone drains with the corpse. Now please, return the stone,” he held out his hand.
“Not so fast, sir,” Callie returned the laugh, “clearly you've never done a funeral with an
illuminated birthstone.”
“Callie, be respectful,” Fran chided, “He's a new master; he obviously doesn't know. But she is
right,” she replied to the master, “this birthstone is special.”
“Well I'll admit,” he admitted, “I have witnessed birthstones that can do some remarkable
things. But never,” he insisted, “have I ever encountered one that can elude death.”
“Then this will be your first,” Fran respectfully responded, promising to remunerate any
damages to the carpet. With his own potential losses covered, the kenesa master finally relented, and
left the two women to themselves.
“Thanks,” Callandra whispered once he was gone. “I really wanted to keep...just one part of
her.”
“Of course, dear,” Fran replied, placing her hands around Callandra's shoulders. “How are you
doing? I should probably leave the room since it's family only right now, but if you need me to stay, I'll
stay.”
Callie sniveled. “I'm fine; thanks though.” As Fran turned to leave, everything grew quiet
again, save the soft plodding of her steps on the carpet. That sound, Callandra recalled; it reminded her
of something – of the sound her own footsteps had made on the carpet of her kidnappers' apartment last
month. She remembered walking only a few cubits before the squeal of hinges replaced her footsteps,
and her burlap veil disappeared, blinding her with four glaring, rectilinear lights.
“There, happy?” the man behind her asked, violently shoving her into a bathroom. Then the
door to the bathroom slammed shut, as did the door to her memory, and Callandra found herself staring
at a bouquet of Baby's Breath and Kalanit. Frowning, she grew frustrated at her recent memory blocks.
Somewhere in the recesses of her mind swam a memory that seemed to be connected to the scent of
Kalanit. In the quietest of moments it returned to her, but she was never quite able to take hold of it for
very long.
Maybe it's posttraumatic stress disorder, she mused; after all, being kidnapped could create a
wealth of repressed memories. Of course, that wouldn't explain her inability to recall other, less
traumatic events, such as the fight of the handicapped sign she'd experienced earlier. She should have
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remembered the altercation long before it happened, but for some reason, it caught her completely by
surprise. That worried her, because it proved that her memories weren't a flawless record of the future;
whatever mechanism transformed her future experiences into past memories was imperfect, and she
grew concerned that she might miss something important.
Fidgeting absentmindedly with her birthstone necklace, Callandra resolved to remember this
elusive and potentially crucial memory that had been dodging her conscious mind all day. Pressing her
face as close to the bouquet as she could without looking weird, she closed her eyes, exhaled, and drew
in a single elongated breath that was dripping with the scent of Kalanit.
There were the steps again – her own – as she was led through her kidnappers' apartment.
Blinding light was followed by the resounding slam of an angry door. As soon as her eyes adjusted,
Callie rushed to the shower, turned the water to a scalding temperature, and waited for the mirror to fog
up.
“Callandra,” she heard someone whisper. A long, slender finger traced her name in the misty
mirror, then wiped it away. “Callandra,” she watched her reflection whisper again, “I have a message
for you. I have a message for...”
“Edward!” she exclaimed, twirling around to search the sparse viewing attendants for the
message recipient. Not finding him, she collected her thoughts, ignored the aggravated glares of her
extended family, and flew out of the main hall to find Fran instead.
“Listen Karen,” she heard her admonish a young couple standing in the foyer. “Marriage is far
more than just a word.”
“Absolutely,” John agreed fervently. “It's a sentence. A life sentence.”
Fran playfully punched him in the shoulder, then turned when she noticed Callandra's arrival.
“Callie?” she asked with a concerned look that probably resulted from Callandra's own.
“Hey guys, do you know where Edward is?” she implored. “He was here yesterday, but I haven't
seen him yet.”
“Edward who?” John also turned, casting Fran a wary glance.
“Edward Altier – who else?”
“Wait,” Fran started, “Edward, your long lost brother? I can't believe you remember him.”
“Yeah, well, I do,” she swallowed the unintentional insult. “Do you know where he is? I really
need to tell him something.”
“Oh Callie,” Fran embraced her. “I am so sorry; he isn't here.”
“Your grandmother tried for years to track him down,” John told her. “It seems he's either left
the country, or...”
Callie waited for him to finish the sentence. “Just say it,” she demanded.
“Or he was killed in the Eleven Days War.”
Callie shook her head, “He wasn't killed, John; he was here just yesterday.”
“I'm sure he's fine,” Fran agreed.
“Just...let me think,” she stepped away from them and leaned against the wall. Massaging her
temple, Callie strove to remember the details of her brother's arrival last night. “All right, John?” she
asked.
“Yes?”
“You're the one who found him; he's in the country right now – in Salamein, at Altier Park.”
“What makes you...” he began, but Callie wasn't finished.
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“I believe you said he was at the fifth park bench in from the park's east gate.”
“Callandra,” John shook his head sadly. “I'm sorry your brother's not here, but there's nothing
we can do about that.”
“Yes there is; you can go get him.”
“Callie,” Fran began, “Your memories...”
“Are all true,” she returned, aggravated; she checked her watch. There wasn't nearly enough
time to explain her ability convincingly to two perennial skeptics; John would have barely enough time
for a return trip to Salamein if he left now.
“John,” she began after a moment, “You and Fran have been good to me – really, really good
friends. I can be a handful, I know – often the things I do, and the things I claim can seem so crazy to
you.” John drew in a slight breath.
“Yet through it all you stick by me, and you help me, and humor me. You've been the best
friends,” she curled her fingers into a ball, “the best family a mixed up girl like me could ever hope for.”
“The thing is, Edward doesn't have that; I'm the only family he's got, and this is his one chance
to find me. Please John,” she implored, “Please don't take that chance away.”
Exchanging dubious glances with his wife, John shook his head with a sigh. “You said it's the
fifth park bench in?”
“Ooh, thank you thank you thank you!” she exclaimed, kissing him on the cheek. Then, with a
promise to be back in time for the eulogy, a promise Callie knew he couldn't keep, John entered his
shoes and exited the kenesa.
It happened again, Edward noted with less surprise than he'd expect, given the circumstances.
A moment ago it was dark, and he was admitting himself into Whiteclover Hospital's ER for stitches.
Now in broad daylight, he found himself staring at a metal plaque labeled “Altier Park”.
Altier Park? he repeated. Edward knew of such a place, of course, but it was a memorial in
Davian. Glancing around, he took in the familiar surroundings and groaned; it would be a very long
walk home.
As he meandered into the park, something tugged at the back of his mind. He grew aware of a
memory that was now slipping from his consciousness, much like a dream that escapes you when you
wake. Unable to hold onto it, he let it go, and endeavored instead to determine the cause of his
relocation.
It was the third time now that he had disappeared from one place only to resurface again in
another. Edward suspected that the phenomenon had something to do with his birthstone; after all,
Dawn had insisted that there was some connection between birthstones and the paranormal. However
try as he may, Edward couldn't find a connection between memory erasure and teleportation. Perhaps I
have two abilities? he wondered.
Or perhaps I have blackouts, he replied with a grunt. Edward noted that he didn't
instantaneously appear in new places; rather, a substantial amount of time would pass before he'd gain
consciousness again. His birthstone, he determined, must have been erasing parts of his own mind.
Even so, he couldn't understand what forgotten motivation would compel him to make an
impromptu trip to Salamein, even if to visit his mother's memorial – it just wasn't like him. He rarely
did anything without prior planning, and he certainly wouldn't leave Whiteclover in the middle of a
school week. Moreover, he still had no comprehension of the events surrounding Alana's flight last
night, and the Edward he knew would obsess over any such event until he understood it. Of course,
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perhaps the attack on the girl was what led him back to Davian in the first place; after all, she did tell
him once that she was from Salamein.
Edward sat down at the nearest park bench; the thought of last night's abduction attempt made
him feel angry – at the Centrians, certainly, but also at Alana, for some reason. A part of him felt
compassion for the girl; after all she was being hunted by some of the most committed killers of Murad.
Yet on the other hand she had herself killed Omar, an upstanding young man whose commitment to the
cause was unquestionable. Now, because of Alana, Edward would have to tell the boy's parents not
only that their son had been killed, but that he could not be properly drained. No, he scowled; he had
little compassion for Alana's plight, and he made a mental note to hunt her down when he got back to
Evian.
The expression made his face tug at its stitches, and the pain caused his hand to instinctively
reach for the gash. When he touched it, his mind flashed to the confrontation between Haazim and
himself in the hallways of Stenton. Then it flashed to the dream he'd just forgotten, a dream in which
his name was Kiriek Haazim.
“How are you feeling,” Gabriel prodded when Kiriek's eyes drifted open. “Wait, don't move –
just lie down for a while; you've lost a lot of blood.” His brotherinlaw expelled a grunt, and ran his
fingers over the lacerations on his face.
“Are you a doctor?” he asked, probably noticing the hasty sewing job Gabriel had performed on
the cut.
“No,” he replied, dipping a cotton swab in alcohol. “This will sting a little.”
After wincing through the pain, Kiriek forced his face to relax; Gabriel smiled. Even without
his memories, Kiriek was the same man; he loathed to show any weakness.
“I am a friend,” he finally replied, patting the man's shoulder. “Wait here.” Walking around the
rather large bed, Gabriel navigated his way to the bedroom door, closing it behind him when he exited.
“What do you need,” he asked the militia member who had signaled to him from the doorway.
“There is a man downstairs who wants to speak with you.”
“Very good; tell him I'll be with him shortly.” He turned to reenter Haazim's room.
“He, uh,” the guard stammered. “He passed all of our security protocols.”
The poor boy seemed nervous about that fact. “That's a good thing, James,” Gabriel reminded
him.
“Yeah, he uh,” the guard stammered again, “He says his name is Kiriek Haazim.”
“Are you really Uncle Haazim?” asked the little girl seated across the room. Uncle Haazim
nodded. “Then why don't you look like him?” she asked.
“Honestly?” he whispered back, “I'm not really sure.” Kiriek pondered how he might explain
his predicament in a way she would understand, but soon gave up. “I am sure, however, that I gave you
that pink ribbon last year for your birthday.”
The girl's eyes lit up, and she ran over and jumped in his lap. “You really are Uncle Haazim!”
she exclaimed, burying her face in his chest.
“Oof,” he grunted, “I missed you too Nalia.” Patting her head with great care, he made certain
not to disturb the pink bow holding her hair together.
“Nalia!” a voice cut through the reunion from the top of the stairs. “Go help James in the
kitchen.”
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His niece's shoulders tensed, and she looked up at him with a question in her eyes. “He isn't
yelling at you,” Kiriek explained. “He's yelling at me. Now go on,” he gently patted her back; she
hopped off his lap and ran toward the kitchen.
“You'll have to pardon my surprise, Kiriek, at hearing that you stopped by,” Gabriel began,
descending the staircase, “especially since we already have a Kiriek Haazim resting upstairs. Must be a
popular name.”
“Can he remember anything?” Haazim inquired, sticking out his hand.
“Who are you?” Nazir required, ignoring the attempt at a handshake; Haazim let his hand drop.
He wondered for a moment how he might answer Gabriel's question; there were so many answers he
could give. After some contemplation, he took out his passport.
“The man standing before you is named 'Edward Altier',” he replied, handing the document to
Nazir for inspection. “He is a Jeidite, a professor at Whiteclover University.” Kiriek paused for a
moment, then added, “He knows the target.”
Gabriel looked up from the passport, which he then handed back to Haazim. “So Edward, do
you always talk about yourself in third person?”
“My name is Kiriek,” he replied thinly. “Edward is simply the Jeidite who stole my memories
last night.” He removed Edward's birthstone from his pocket, and displayed it in the palm of his hand.
Gabriel blinked, and a look of realization, then disbelief overcame his countenance. “Your
scar,” he replied, stepping closer. “It is the mirror image of Haazim's”
Kiriek nodded, stepping toward him now. “Edward and I fought last night; he won.”
“For the moment,” Gabriel muttered, averting his eyes with distracted calculation.
“What are you thinking, brother?”
“I am thinking that if you truly are my brother, then you should be able to prove it.”
Kiriek shrugged, “What do you want me to do?”
“Tell me something only Haazim and I would know,” he suggested. “If you cannot, I will
simply slit your throat and have James take your body out the back.”
“By Marduk,” Kiriek grinned. “You become so paranoid sometimes.”
“When striving to tip the balance of power in Centra, one must be paranoid.”
“Well spoken,” he agreed. “Your marriage with Rachelle was arranged.”
“Everyone knows that.”
“Not everyone knows that you were in love with another woman at the time – a certain Leena
Razul, if I am not mistaken.”
“That still isn't something known only by Haazim and myself.”
Kiriek sighed, a strange sound coming from this twig of a body he'd inhabited; usually his
breaths were heavier. “You loved Leena,” he continued, “but honored Rachelle. You could have
divorced my sister, or even married both women, but you made a choice to give your heart entirely to
Rachelle. By doing so, you won her love,” he conveyed with arrested emotion, “as well as my own.”
“By Marduk,” Gabriel replied, taken aback. “You truly are in there, brother.”
“Well,” he appended through the stifling bear hug with which his brotherinlaw attacked him,
“I suppose 'by Elean' might be the more appropriate phrase in this instance. After all, the Jeidite won
this round by stealing my mind and locking it in his decrepit shell.”
“Yes,” Gabriel nodded, beginning to pace. Stopping midstride however, he adjoined, “But
maybe, just maybe Marduk has a greater design in all of this.”
“How do you mean?”
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“You said that this 'Edward' knows the target?”
“Yes,” Kiriek replied. “He defended her against me.”
“Then she trusts him,” Gabriel gazed back at him; Kiriek met his eyes.
“Oh,” he replied. “Oh now this is going to be fun.”
When he finally left his brother's house, Kiriek couldn't help but smile. His encounter with
Edward may have been a curse for himself, but it would bring a blessing to his people when the target
was finally in hand. In a way it was a sort of martyrdom; he had given up the last fortytwo years of his
life so that the cause could be upheld. Perhaps Marduk would remember his sacrifice when doling out
rewards in the next life.
As he hurried back toward the Salamein Train Depot, intent on returning to Evian as
expeditiously as possible, he happened to walk by the east entrance to Altier Park. Though he'd passed
it many times since moving to Davian, Kiriek was surprised to discover that he could remember back to
the day it first opened. Walking up to the metal plaque embedded into the right hand gate post, he
remembered with clarity the two emotions that he felt when it was first unveiled – grief and remorse.
Suddenly, he was somewhere else.
“Edward?” he heard someone ask. For a moment, he tried to ignore the man, and focused on
remembering the dream. Touching his scabbing gash seemed to help; his mind would recall certain
details of his sojourn as Haazim. Even so, the overall narrative of the dream remained largely hidden
from his consciousness, as though swimming just beneath the surface of his mind.
He wondered briefly what the dream might mean, but when it sank farther from his cognizant
mind he returned his focus to simply recalling it. As he brushed over his gash again, the dream broke
through the surface of his mind like a dolphin showing off her aquatic acrobatics. In a burst of
recollection, he remembered the little girl Nalia, and Haazim's surprisingly kind reaction to her.
“Excuse me sir, is your name Edward?” the irritant asked again; the dolphin dove back into the
ocean.
“Yes!” he reacted in frustration. “Yes my name is Edward.” Opening his eyes, then directing
them to his upperright, he was met with a man whose build was probably close to that of Haazim. His
size was immediately intimidating, a fact which prompted Edward to reconsider his next words, but his
eyes were kind, and rather apologetic.
The man stepped closer. “It is?” he gaped. “Edward Altier – is that your full name?”
Edward groaned. “For the love of all that is green in Davian, yes my name is Edward Altier;
now what do you want?!”
“I'm sorry,” he put up his hands, then laughed. “I just can't believe that you're actually here.
Your sister sent me to find you.”
Edward blinked. The dolphin swam away, and he didn't even try to follow it. “I'm...sorry, did
you say my sister sent you?”
“Yes, assuming that Callie Altier is your sister. She's at your grandmother's funeral right now...”
“My grandmother's...I have a grandmother?” Edward exclaimed. His thoughts staggered
between surprise, elation and caution as he struggled to process the outlandish claims being made by
this stranger, who then checked his watch.
“All right, listen,” the man replied. “We obviously have a lot to talk about, but we'll have to do
it on the road. I'm the one giving the eulogy tonight, and if we don't leave now we won't make it back
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in time.”
Edward paused to consider what was being asked of him. Had he any memory of the last
seventeen hours or so, he might have been more willing to take a risk and follow the man to his alleged
sister. However, given his already disoriented condition, he decided a more cautious approach would be
prudent. “I'm sorry...whoever you are, but I am not moving from this park bench until I get some
answers.”
The man's shoulders slumped. “What do you want to know?”
“Well first off, you said my sister sent you,” he began. “How did she know where I'd be?”
“Hmph,” the man grunted. “I wish I knew.”
“Great,” Edward nodded with mock enthusiasm. “That's a reassuring answer. Next question.”
Sitting down next to him on the park bench, the stranger checked his watch again, and groaned.
As he drove toward Port Durimein for the third time, Cyrus vowed that he would never again
take directions from Callandra. “'Turn left at da pwetty bird'?” he reread with incredulity. I should
have just printed directions from Cascade Maps. Eventually he noticed a sign labeled 'Han Duri
Congregation' which pointed toward a turnoff on the left, so he decided to see if perhaps it led to the
kenesa he was after.
After entering the foyer, he encountered a very happy, very pregnant redhead. “Hi,” she greeted.
“Hey,” Cyrus returned. “I'm not sure if I'm in the right place; I'm looking for a funeral?”
“The Altier funeral?” she asked, triggering the relief which overcame him.
“Yes,” he exhaled. “Is Callandra here?”
“Oh, you know Callie!” the woman delighted, turning toward a hallway on the right. “She's just
this way.” Cyrus quickly removed his shoes, then followed the woman past the closed doors of the
main hall, through a side hallway, to a small room with a small desk and two small chairs. Callandra
was seated in one of the two, behind the desk, focused very intently on some handwritten paper in front
of her.
The redhead coughed, drawing Callandra's attention. “Oh, sorry Fr – Cyrus!” she exclaimed,
standing from her writing to give him a hug. “Thank you so much for coming.”
The redhead frowned, seemingly disturbed by something. “Cyrus, huh. That's an uncommon
name.”
“Well Fran,” Callie clutched his arm, “Cyrus is an uncommon man.”
The woman named Fran opened her mouth, then closed it. “You two aren't...”
“No! No, we're not,” he attested.
“Not yet, anyway,” Callie conceded, releasing his arm, and returning to her seat behind the desk.
Fran sat in the other chair, so Cyrus took the wall.
“So how did you guys meet?” she wondered, still frowning as though something were the
matter. He suddenly felt self conscious, as though he was failing to win this woman's approval, and he
sensed that her blessing would be important to Callandra. Striving to parse the woman's mind for more
insight into the matter, Cyrus was surprised to find that he was somehow blocked from hearing her
thoughts. Feeling his pockets, he chided himself for leaving his birthstone at home.
“I don't really remember,” Callie replied. “Cyrus, you said it had something to do with an
autobus?”
“Yeah,” he laughed nervously, feeling naked without his power, left with nothing but his own
lacking instincts. “I was about to be mowed down by a bus when this twig of a woman tackles me into
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the next lane and saves my life.”
The woman's frown was replaced with widened eyes. “When did this happen?” she pressed.
“Uh, a couple nights ago, the night of Pregam,” he replied. The redhead simply stared.
“Fran,” Callie wondered, “why do you look like you've seen a spirit?”
“It's,” the woman shook her head in apparent disbelief. “Callie, you told me that same story the
morning of Pregam, hours before this man claims that it happened.”
Callie glanced over at him, and he returned the look. “Yeah, there's something I've been
meaning to tell you,” she began. “And I don't really know how to put it.” She looked to Cyrus for help.
“Callie can remember the future,” he stated categorically. The redhead's mouth began to form
the word 'what', but was hindered from doing so by a knock on the door.
“Master, please,” Callandra begged when a rather small man in a flowing robe entered the room.
“We need to wait just a little longer; he'll be here any minute now.”
“I'm sorry young lady, but time isn't on our side. We need to complete the draining by sunset,”
he urged them, “we need to start the funeral now.”
Cyrus could almost see the weight that rested itself on Callie's shoulders. “What's wrong,” he
asked, confused.
“John is supposed to give the eulogy,” she conveyed. “I don't have anything prepared, and he
isn't going to make it back in time.”
“Callie, you don't know that,” the redhead reasoned.
“Oh yes she does,” Cyrus contested. “Trust me.”
“Hurry!” the Master urged, dodging out of the room. Callie faltered to her feet, while Fran
struggled to reassure her.
“If it comes to it Callie, I will commend your grandmother. After all, I knew her as well as
John, if not more so.”
“Thanks, Fran” she smiled weakly, “but Suzy needs you. Don't worry about it; I'll be fine.”
Then, mustering her courage, she followed the master out of the room.
As the four of them walked ceremoniously toward the front pew, Callie struggled to remember
something – anything – about her grandmother that she could say to commend the woman. She was so
distracted by her thoughts that when they reached the pew, she almost sat down with Fran and Cyrus.
The kenesa master cleared his throat. “Oh!” Callie exclaimed a little too loudly, catching herself
before she could fully fall onto the seat. Mentally chiding herself for the neardishonoring of her
grandmother, she took the knife from the master, and cut a strip of cloth off of her sleeve. Returning
the knife and the cloth to the master, she turned to see if any other family would rend their clothes for
grandma, knowing full well that only one would.
Of course, so few of the multitude present were actually her family; she recalled the earlier
viewing which was attended by only three other people. There was the older couple, who still sat
bitterly in a pew toward the back, and the girl her own age who now stood, rending her own sleeve. So,
Callandra concluded, either most of the family was dead, or there had been a tear in the family deep
enough to prevent them from tearing their garments for grandma. The girl finished lacerating her
turtleneck.
With painstaking sluggishness, a glance out the window, and then a sprier step, the master made
his way toward the casket, then laid the strips of cloth inside. Turning to face the multitude, he asked
them to stand, and recited a blessing from memory:
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Blessed be Elean, because he has heard the voice of my supplications.
He is my strength and my shield;
My heart trusted in him and I am helped.
Therefore my heart greatly rejoices, and with my song I will praise him.
Elean is the strength of his people, the saving refuge of his anointed.
Save your people, and bless your inheritance.
Shepherd us also, and bear us up forever.
Amen.
He had finished the blessing quickly, clearly spurred on by the setting of the sun. As he glanced
over to Callandra, she knew her time had come, and she felt her skin drench with more sweat than even
John could produce.
“I got it,” Fran stood, leaving a sleepy Suzy without a mother to rest upon. As Fran walked
toward the center of the hall, Callandra let out a sigh, which was promptly followed by a crescendoing
wail. Fran spun back toward them, winced with a probable kick from inside of her, and hobbled back
over to Suzy to try to 'shush' her.
The munchkin wouldn't relent, and Fran looked up in a panic at Callie. Her face registered
alarm, then apology, then amazement. “Suzy needs me,” she recalled, hoisting the girl into her arms
and turning toward the exit. “How did you know?”
Callie just smiled dolefully and stood. “Thanks anyway,” she expressed affectionately, with a
touch to Fran's arm. Then she walked the short yet interminable march toward the casket, and turned to
face a deathly silent audience – well, silent except for Suzy, who was being hastily carried out of the
room.
She was struck anew with the number of glowing birthstones present; so many of the funeral
attendants wore them almost as a badge. Interestingly, the girl who'd joined Callandra in rending her
clothes also wore a glowing birthstone on her wrist, and Callie wondered again where the light came
from. Her own plain birthstone made her feel a little left out, and she made a mental note to ask Fran
about the light later on.
Everyone was staring at her. “Hi,” she stammered out before she could think of anything more
profound to say. She was received with more blank stares, which largely drowned out the occasional
encouraging smile, so she responded consequently with an equally unhelpful followup. “I wasn't
supposed to give the eulogy.” More stares.
“The thing is,” she began to ramble, “I don't really know much about grandma. I mean, I lived
most of my life with her, I think – you see, I have this condition where I forget lots of things, and I
really wish there was someone else who could commend grandma to the grave.” Someone coughed,
interrupting her flow of words; she looked over and found Cyrus to be the source. He just smiled
supportively, and gave her a slight nod. Unexpectedly, she felt a peace; her burden lightened some, and
she envisioned Cyrus standing next to her, helping to bear the load.
“That being said,” she continued, “I don't think I need to remember her to give her a proper
commendation. She...” Callandra cradled her left shoulder with her right hand, feeling the tear in her
sleeve. “I can't remember any facts about her – what her favorite shoes looked like, or whether or not
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she snored. But there is this hole in my life,” she moved her hand to her chest, “this...tear in my heart,
that I can't explain or connect with an individual.”
Callandra closed her eyes, letting the heartache that had been building flow down her face. She
waited a moment, heard a delicate disturbance of air, and then smiled through her tears. He was here.
“But even though we've been torn apart,” she resumed, opening her eyes to Edward's undivided gaze, “I
know that one day we'll be reunited once more, and this ache, this...feeling of incompleteness – it'll go
away,” she paused, welcoming him with a brilliant smile. “We'll be together again forever.”
“It's...not possible,” Edward muttered as she finished, still captivated by the sight of his sister at
the front; the man named John grunted beside him. After all this time, after all his searching and
researching, he could not believe that it was simple, blind fate that now reunited him with Callandra.
Edward noted that he'd been dreaming before when he thought he was Haazim; Maybe I'm still
dreaming, he considered.
Watching her stand silently up there, waiting for him with an almost surreal patience, he found
himself overcome with the need to touch her, to know with a certainty that she was real. His feet
carried him forward long before his will gave the order, and every pew he passed increased the volume
of whispers he carried with him.
Finally nearing her, he slowed his approach, and came to a standstill beside her, leaving but a
cubit between them. Eventually the whispers died down, and the only movement in the room came
from his sister's dancing eyes. She held out her hand, so he felt, then held the underside of her forearm.
“You're really here,” he decided, allowing his awe to project through his voice.
“Mmmhmm,” she agreed. “Glad I found you.”
Edward traced the underside of her arm until he reached his sister's hand, and he enfolded it
with his own. Interestingly, the gesture seemed to upset a man in the front row. Returning his eyes to
his sister's face, he made another observation. “You're all grown up.”
Callie leaned in toward him. “And you look exactly like I remember you,” she whispered with a
teasing smile.
Edward grinned; it wasn't the first time he'd been mocked for his meager stature. “At least I'm
still taller,” he whispered back.
The kenesa master approached them, noting that the sun was nearly set. Callie gave him
permission to dismiss everyone but the few who would stay for the draining. “Do you want to see her?”
she asked as the master voiced his instructions to the masses. Edward nodded, and stepped with her
toward the casket of a woman he could not recognize.
Yet he still felt a slight loss at her departure, even though he had no memories of the woman to
pain him. She had, after all, found Callandra when he had lost her, and cared for her when he could
not. “I wish I could have known her,” he sorrowed, touching the cold, weathered face.
“Me too,” Callandra agreed.
Edward gave her an inquisitive look. That was a weird thing to say.
All but nine people left left the funeral before the draining began. Callie counted six adults and
two children, and then there was the kenesa master whose frequent temper tantrums placed him
somewhere between the two groups. “Are you sure you don't want to just hold your grandmother's
birthstone over the casket, just in case?” he begged, still apparently worried about his new rugs.
Callie finally grew tired of the controversy, and handed the birthstone to Fran deal with it.
Moving to join Edward at the head of the coffin, she turned to face the rest of the group, and waited for
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the master to recite his final blessing.
“From water we come,” he murmured, “and to water we return.” At the cue, Callie placed her
hand over the coffin's power switch, and Edward placed his hand over hers; then together, they flipped
the switch to the 'off' position, and the subtle hum of electricity slowly faded into silence.
At first nothing happened, but soon grandma's skin began to form blotches of purple
discoloration, almost like someone was bruising her. The bruises quickly spread, and they swelled into
giant blisters of blood that soon covered her entire body. Callie turned her head into Edward's shoulder,
but the lack of sight only fueled her imagination when she heard a gurgle, then a sloshing sound, which
was eventually replaced by the flow of water traveling down a drain.
When she returned her sight to the casket, all that was left of grandma was her white linen
shroud and a small pool of crystal clear water that now drained out of the box, into an urn near the
floor. Once the urn was full, the master stopped the flow, covered the vessel, and handed it to
Callandra. What would happen to the rest of grandmother's death waters, she could only guess, but she
took the urn with gratitude, and walked with Edward toward a nearby exit, toward the shore.
“Who is that guy,” Cyrus asked the redhead as soon as Callandra and her new...love interest, or
whatever he was, left. He could watch them through the long, shoreside window of the main hall, and
the amount of affection so blatantly exchanged between them was disturbing. Is she like this with every
guys she meets? he wondered.
“John,” the redhead answered. “Was that him?” Cyrus watched as Callandra knelt beside a
large trunk of driftwood, and poured the contents of the urn into the lake.
“Yeah, that's him. His name is Edward,” the man spoke the second sentence a little louder,
redirecting his answer from Fran to Cyrus. “He's her brother. And you are?”
“Oh, this is Cyrus,” the redhead answered, touching him on his shoulder.
That's strange, he noted, shaking John's hand. Maybe she doesn't hate me.
“Wait, Cyrus the imaginary boyfriend?”
For the first time since meeting Callandra, he didn't argue with the assumption that he was her
boyfriend; perhaps it was the lingering jealousy toward her brother. “Well, I'm not imaginary,” he
pointed out, watching Edward smash the emptied urn on the driftwood.
“Honey,” the redhead returned to John's side. Interesting – they were married. “I'm not so sure
anymore that Callandra's memories really are her imagination.”
John nodded. “Well she was right about Edward,” he conceded.
So what you're telling me,” Edward seated himself to the right of Callandra, “is that you
remember the future, but forget the past. Popcorn?”
“Thanks,” she smiled, taking a handful from his bowl.
“It's how we met,” Cyrus answered for her, allowing her the opportunity to slip a few kernels
into her mouth. “She remembered saving my hide, and then reenacted her memory. Right?” He
slipped into the seat on Callie's left, opposite Edward.
“Callie I must say, I have a whole new respect for you,” Fran added, seating herself across from
Callandra. John soon joined her, bringing with him the box containing the game.
“Thanks guys,” Callie managed to get out, enjoying the attention, yet wanting to be rid of it at
the same time. “Are you sure you don't want to play, John?” she asked.
“Oh, no,” he shook his head, opening the box and sliding its contents on the table. “You need
an even number of players, and Fran is a much better strategist than I am.”
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“Like I said, are you sure you don't want to play?” she grumbled. The game last night was never
actually finished, but Callandra was losing badly when everyone left; she could use every advantage she
could get.
It was interesting that she had performed so poorly. You'd think that in a game of strategy,
knowing the future would give you the edge. Of course, this was a game of both strategy and luck, and
knowledge of the future was useless without the resources to change it.
“Oh, I do remember this game,” Edward decided, interrupting her thoughts. “I remember
reading about it in Modern Archeology – the Laedians invented it, right?”
“Lots?” John replied, laying down four black and white checkered boards in a square. “People
were casting lots long before the Laedians were around – before even Davian was a nation, if I'm not
mistaken.”
“Well sure, people have been throwing dice since the dawn of time – Hedrim did so during
Pregam,” Edward offered. “It was the Laedians, however, who first thought to combine it with chess.”
John looked up from his task and gave Edward a grin that conceded the point.
“You know Callie,” Fran smiled over at her from behind one of John's arms. “This was your
grandmother's favorite game.”
“So I hear,” she replied, briefly returning the smile; at the moment, she was preoccupied with
figuring out how to win the game. This would make a good test, she noted. Her memories presently
told her how not to play the game; they led her down a losing path. If, however, she deviated from her
memories, perhaps she could alter the future, and thereby alter the outcome of the game.
And, if she could find a way to win this game, she might also be able to prevent a dismal future
from coming to pass. She stared at the board.
“Cyrus, have you ever played Lots before?” Fran asked.
“I'm a warrior, not a strategist,” he told her.
“I'll probably need a refresher too,” Edward added.
“Okay,” Fran began, explaining the game while John set up the pieces. “The goal of Lots is to
either kill or capture all of your opponents' pieces. You can kill an opponent's piece by moving one of
your own pieces to the square that it occupies.” She demonstrated a kill using one of Edward's pawns
to kill one of Cy's.
“There are six different kinds of pieces, all of which move in different ways. Each piece is
represented by a number on one of these dice,” she added, holding up a six sided die. “The number one
corresponds with a pawn, two represents a knight, three is a bishop. Four is a rook, or a castle,
depending on your terminology; five represents the queen, and six is the king.”
Fran proceeded to demonstrate for Cyrus and Edward how each of the pieces moved; She should
have become a teacher, Callie smiled, struggling to remember what her first move had been. She grew
distracted again when John came around to her side of the table to set up her pieces.
Eventually he finished, leaving her with her own, personal army, a king and queen flanked by
various combat specialists, and guarded by a frontal defense of eight pawns. It was a pawn, she
decided, now able to recall her first move. The pawn in front of my queen.
“Now, what makes Lots different from chess is that at the beginning of every turn you roll five
dice, which help to determine what moves you can make.” Fran rolled her dice, receiving a one, two
threes, a four and a six. “Now on my score sheet, I record my lot, placing a tally next to each piece that
I rolled. So, since I rolled a one, I add one to the number of moves that I can spend on pawns. Since I
had two threes, I can now spend up to two moves on bishops. Get it?”
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Cyrus looked lost. “It's all right,” Callie told him. “It'll make more sense when we actually play
the game.”
“I'm fine,” he replied tersely. “Let's get started.”
They rolled dice to see who would go first, and just as she remembered, the lot fell to Edward.
He actually rolled three twos, allowing him to move one of his knights out from behind his row of
pawns. His other two dice gave him a point toward his king and a point toward his pawns, which he
saved for later. All in all, it was a great opening roll.
Fran's first move was less dramatic; she was only able to move her rook to the right one space.
Cyrus couldn't do anything, since all the pieces he had rolled points for were trapped behind a row of
pawns.
Callie's opening move, on the other hand, was far less tedious, from her own perspective
anyway. It was true that once she rolled, the dice would only allow her to move one of her pawns
forward a space. However, which pawn she'd move was a topic of great consequence.
She rolled. As expected, she received one one, two twos, a five and a six. Her hand hovered
over her queen's pawn, remembering that last night it had been the pawn of choice. “Well not tonight,”
she muttered, receiving a curious gaze from Edward. She shifted her hand to the right, and moved her
bishop's pawn forward instead.
She didn't know what to expect, exactly; she had defied her memories, and apparently changed a
small part of the future. Yet in her mind, she still remembered arriving at that final confrontation,
being backed into a corner and losing her rook. Were her memories now invalid, rendered fiction since
she'd deviated from their path? Or was her small change in strategy simply too insignificant to avoid
the final conflict?
Edward's turn came next, and he began to move his pawns out. Play went around the table again
with little of import happening, until Callie came upon her second turn. Casting lots, she received three
ones, a four and a five. She reached for a pawn, then blinked.
Three ones? She hesitated. Her second roll yesterday had been...What was it? Definitely not
three ones. A shiver of thrill crept down her spine. She had truly, and thoroughly, changed the future.
Her memories were no longer valid, and that meant that she was no longer bound to some fateful,
fatalistic end. No, the end of the game now depended only on her own savvy, not on some divine
revelation of the future.
Callie moved her queen.
This seems strangely familiar, she griped as she glared at the board; Edward moved his bishop
two spaces toward her turf.
“So Callie,” he began as he finished his turn, “Did you ever think about using your ability to
accomplish something? Bet you'd make a killing in the stock market.”
She looked up, distracted. “Huh?”
“Or,” John suggested from his seat beside Fran, “You could do what you did with Cyrus, and
save people from accidents every day.”
“Honey, she'd have to randomly happen to be at the crash site in order to remember the accident
in the first place,” Fran reminded him, returning her own gaze to the board.
“Well maybe she could just memorize future newspaper headlines,” Edward suggested.
Callie sighed and shook her head; she couldn't bring herself to care about such speculations
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when she had such a glaring, concrete problem in front of her – her rook was being surrounded.
Fran rolled, then moved her knight closer to Callie, just a short distance from her rook. Cyrus
too began to attack, so she wrinkled her nose, and glared at him. He was supposed to be on her side!
Of course, even Edward, her own flesh and blood, seemed to have trouble deciding whose side he was
on these days.
“Actually,” Cyrus laughed when he saw her face, “Callie and I are already working to stop a
future disaster.”
The unexpected statement successfully stole her attention away from the game, and she looked
up. “Uh,” Callie faltered, staring into Fran's expectant eyes. She glanced away, searching her memories
of last night for any hint that Cyrus had told them about the invasion. He hadn't.
The future has changed, she reminded herself. Apparently, because she'd moved that first pawn,
the bleak future of Davian would be divulged to the Daniels and to Edward. Bizarre.
“Yeah Murad invaded Davian a little less than a month ago; we're trying to stop that,” she
replied once she composed herself. Of course, after that statement, it took the others some time to then
compose themselves.
“I'm sorry, what?” was all Edward could say.
Callie repeated herself. “Murad invaded Davian a month ago...”
“On Second Pregam,” she and John finished in unison.
“Oh my...of course!” Fran gaped in wonder, her hand moving to cover her mouth.
“What's with them?” Cyrus asked, jerking his thumb toward the Daniels.
Callie shrugged. “Beats me,” she whispered back.
“Wait,” Edward shook his head, “Just...hold on. Do you guys actually have any proof of this
invasion? Beyond your memories, that is.”
Callie exhaled, and turned to Cyrus. “No,” he conceded. “We're working on that now.”
Edward frowned, and that made Callie remember something. “Wait,” she sat up, glancing over
to Cyrus. “We do have some proof.”
“We do?” he asked.
Callie nodded, and took a moment to organize her thoughts. “Okay, here's what we know.
Murad is planning to invade us on Second Pregam, but they can't do that unless they kidnap a certain
Jeidite first.”
Cyrus raised his eyebrows. “And how do we know that?”
“I'm not sure,” she frowned. “Some guy told you that little tidbit a while ago, but that's not the
point.”
“What is the point?” Edward demanded. It was strange; he was treating her so coldly.
“The point, dear brother, is that you already witnessed their first attempt to abduct her.”
All eyes in the room turned to Edward, and Callie could almost see on his forehead the dots
being connected in his mind. His eyes widened. “Alana?!”
“Exactly,” she grinned triumphantly.
“Wait – Alana who?” Cyrus asked. “There are a lot of Alanas in the world.”
“Her last name is Adjer; she's a student in one of my classes.”
John spoke up. “And you saw Murad attack this...Alana Adjer?”
“Yes,” Edward nodded. “Well, Murad itself didn't attack her; Muradian terrorists were sent
instead. Since they're independent from the government, Murad can send them into other countries
without any political fallout if they get caught.”
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Cyrus looked impressed. “How do you know so much about them?” he wondered.
“Can't remember where I picked up that information, but Callie is right; Murad is definitely up
to something.”
John looked like he was about to say something, but before he could get a word out, Edward
repeated himself in shock. “Murad is up to something!” He started counting on his fingers, “Murad,
Pregam, Alana, Callandra. But who would be the king?”
John closed his mouth as Fran covered her own. “You're not suggesting,” she began.
“I think he is,” John agreed in awe.
Callie grew irritated at being kept out of the loop, and voiced her frustration through Cyrus'
mouth. “What is who suggesting?!” he nearly shouted.
John was the first to reply. “Edward seems to think that the events of Pregam are happening all
over again.”
“I know it seems far fetched,” Edward added right as John finished, “but I have been researching
this very sort of phenomenon for years. Jeidite history is circular, repeating itself over and over again.”
He glanced around the table to gauge everyone's reactions; Cyrus seemed confused, while Callie was
distracted by the game board.
The Daniels however seemed entirely collected, which was an unusual reaction to Edward's
research. “Actually,” John corrected him, “it's more like a spiral than a circle.” Edward himself now
grew confused; not only was John comfortable with his fringe research topic, but it seemed that he'd
already come to similar conclusions.
“What do you mean?” he returned, wary, but curious to discover what this railroad worker
thought he knew about Jeidite history.
“Well, our history isn't just repeating, over and over again. It also points toward something,
spiraling toward one final confrontation at the end of days.”
Edward frowned his amusement. “That's an interesting theory,” he allowed; John laughed.
“What makes you think it will end in a confrontation?”
John hesitated, but then his wife spoke up. “The Jeidite prophets of old predicted it,” she
explained; that explained a lot.
“So far they've maintained a stellar predictive track record,” John added quickly. “I don't see
any reason why their prediction of a final confrontation should be any less accurate.”
Edward exchanged amused glances with Cyrus; he knew that there were Jeidites who still, even
in the modern world, gave credence to their ancient scriptures. However to actually dialogue with one
such simpleton was both frustrating and amusing at the same time.
“You're talking about the Shadow,” Edward guessed, hiding his smile.
John looked him in the eyes, surprised. “You've heard of it?”
“A seven year period of time at the end of days when darkness will consume the world,” he
smiled. “The Shadow.”
“That's one name for it,” John nodded.
“Mr. Daniels, I have personally studied the Terakh; I've read through the writings of all our
ancient prophets, but I find no reason to believe that they've written anything but fiction.”
“Is that so,” John smiled, exchanging a knowing glance with his wife. It bothered Edward that
they would so immediately dismiss his wellstudied opinion, just so that they could retain their own
ignorant beliefs. “Maybe you just didn't study it attentively enough,” the railroad worker prodded;
Edward bristled.
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“Callie,” Fran asked, drawing his sister's attention away from the game board. “Do you know
where your grandmother's copy of the Terakh is?”
“Uh, is that it on the bookshelf?”
“Ah yes, thanks,” Fran smiled, standing from her place at the table. Retrieving the weathered
leather bound book, she looked over to her husband, and asked him where they should turn first.
“Let's take him to Daniel 9,” he decided, and Fran began to flip through the pages. Before
Edward could feel agitated about being treated like an undergrad, however, John took hold of her arm
and whispered, “Wait.” Fran kept turning.
“No wait,” he insisted, “go to Zeki 38 first; I think that passage might be more applicable in this
case.” Fran stared into his eyes for a moment longer, then she too apparently came to whatever
conclusion John had just reached, and she sped furiously through the pages of the Terakh faster than a
math student who just discovered the answers in the back of her text book.
“I don't believe it,” she muttered, covering her mouth. John too shook his head, and laughed.
“Callie, you have to see this,” Fran urged, motioning for Callie to join her on the other side of
the table. “I think the prophets wrote about you in the Terakh!”
“You're kidding,” Edward griped as he stood to join Callandra behind the Daniels. Cyrus just
walked to the refrigerator.
“At that time,” John read, “my servant Cassandra shall return to life, and defend her fleeing
people against the host of Murad.”
Edward breathed a sigh of relief. “That's not talking about Callandra,” he decided, returning to
his seat. “It's clearly a reference to the Midian Queen Cassandra.”
“Mm,” Fran shook her head, passing Edward the Terakh. “Look at the translator's note at the
bottom.”
Edward read the note aloud, then groaned internally. “'* The oldest texts read Callandra.'”
“What does that mean?” Callie asked, looking to Edward.
“It means,” he grimaced, “that the original copy probably referred to someone named
'Callandra', and only the later texts changed the name to Cassandra.”
“Why would they do that?” Cyrus asked as he returned from the kitchenette, still wearing his
patent look of confusion. Callie really needed to find herself a more intelligent boyfriend.
“It's called 'translation bias',” John explained, his knowledge eliciting a measure of surprise
from Edward. “When translating the original writings into the common tongue, the translator assumed
that the prophet Zeki meant to say 'Cassandra' since there is no 'Callandra' written about elsewhere in
scripture.”
“But really he was talking about me?” she asked.
“We don't know that,” Edward cut in. “It could be talking about another Callandra, for all we
know, or it could all just be fiction, the simple ramblings of some ancient prophet.”
John conceded the point. “Yes, that's true.”
Edward took a moment to glance over John Daniels once more. There was something about him
that didn't quite fit into Edward's preconception of the man. He was a common worker at a job that
required no further education than a high school diploma, yet he spoke with the authority and education
of one of Edward's peers. He felt a grudging respect for John growing inside of him, so he decided to
give the man a little latitude.
“Why do you think this passage might refer to my sister?” he asked.
John frowned, perhaps formulating his response, but it was Fran who ended up answering. “The
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other details of the passage just fit too well,” she explained. “Zeki 38 describes an attack on Davian on
Pregam led by Magog and Murad, in which a woman named Callandra holds off the armies of Murad
until her people can flee to safety.”
Edward heard a snort, then a chuckle to his left, and when he turned Callie broke out into a full
bout of laughter. “Well then it's definitely not talking about me,” she grinned. “I don't know the first
thing about fighting!”
“My shoe marks from Pregam morning suggest otherwise,” Fran pointed out with a grin.
“All right,” Cyrus put his hands up, “All right. This has all been very interesting, but as far as I
can tell, we can't really know if the invasion Callie remembers is the same one that the prophets wrote
about in those scriptures.” Edward saw John nod his head in agreement, which surprised him.
“Right,” Fran agreed. “What we need right now is more information. Callie, would it be all
right if I visited you during Shiva, to sift through your memories of the invasion?”
“Ugh, absolutely,” she groaned. “Although I'm not sure how much use I'll be; I can't remember
much past the morning of the invasion.” Cyrus frowned at that, but Callie seemed to ignore him and
turned instead to Edward. “Honestly, I think our best chance of stopping this invasion lies with you.”
“Me?” he raised his eyebrows; everyone stared at him.
“Yeah, you. You're the only one with access to Alana right now. If you can stop her from
returning to Davian in two weeks, then this entire invasion might be averted; Murad plans to kidnap her
on her way home.”
He smiled encouragingly. “I'll do what I can – shouldn't be too hard.”
“Good,” Callie smiled back. “Then there's only one thing left to do.”
“What's that dear,” Fran asked.
Looking around the table, Callie scooped the dice into her hands, and replied, “Find a way to
save my rook.”
Five dice then poured from her hand to determine the fate of a rook, and thereby that of the
game.
As soon as everybody left, Callie closed the front door, and rested her head against it. It's been
a full day, she allowed, exhaling her grief and excitement so that fatigue could take its rightful place.
She felt two hands on her shoulders.
“Ah!” she jumped, spinning around. Cyrus held up his hands in defense, and apologized.
“I thought you just left,” she stated.
“Nope,” he replied. “Still here.”
“Oh,” she puckered her lips. “Well I'm really tired...”
“Clearly.”
“...so I gotta kick you out.”
“Yeah, I'll get outta here in a second, but I wanted to talk to you about something first.”
Callie wrinkled her nose. “Is this a 'stand at the door' or 'sit on the couch' discussion?”
Cyrus considered that for a moment, then decided, “It's probably a 'sit on the couch' discussion,
since you're about to keel over any moment now. Come on,” he told her, and she felt his hand press into
the small of her back. Leaning against him for support, she meandered over to the sofa and
cannonballed into it.
“What is it?”
“Well,” he began, “Something you said tonight really bothered me, and I know I'll be worried
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about it all night if we don't clear things up now.”
“Cy,” she mumbled, resting her head on his shoulder, “I'm sorry. I know I was really distracted
today with the funeral and then Edward and then that game we were all playing.”
“Yeah,” he chuckled, “you were really quite taken with Lots.”
“I'm sorry I didn't pay much attention to you,” she sighed, drifting dangerously close to sleep.
“Oh,” he laughed, “no problem. That's not what I wanted to talk about.”
“It,” she mumbled, “isn't?”
“No,” he shook his head, causing her own head to bounce her eyelids back open. “You said that
you couldn't remember anything after the invasion? – or before it in your case.”
“Mmm,” she squinted her eyes shut, trying to remember. “Nope! Nothing.”
The shoulder suddenly moved away, leaving her head to support itself for a second or two, until
two hands fully embraced her face; she puckered her lips in anticipation of the kiss.
“Callie,” he murmured instead; she barely heard him. “Callie,” he spoke a little louder, although
his voice was so distant that it sounded more like a whisper. “Callie!” came the shout again,
accompanied by a stinging slap on the cheek. “Callie wake up.”
“Augh,” she complained, fully awakened for the time being. “What?!”
“I need you to focus or else you'll forget,” he implored. “Are you absolutely certain that you
can't remember anything before the invasion.”
“Yes, I'm certain,” she growled back. “Why does it matter so badly?”
“Well,” he replied, “for most people, their earliest memories come soon after their birth.” Callie
frowned as her sluggish mind slowly began to understand where his own mind was taking him. “In
your case, however, your earliest memory would be...”
“...right before my death,” she finished, nodding. Looking him in the eyes, she smiled wryly.
“You're worried about me,” she noted. “That's a good sign.”
“Callie, can you think about your earliest memory?” he pressed. “If you can remember who
kills you, maybe we can stop that future too.”
She nodded, sat up, and closed her eyes. “That day was such a blur,” she complained, “not
unlike today.”
“Can you remember anything, any details?”
“Let's see, I was in a room,” she opened her eyes in bewilderment and looked around. “I was in
this room; we were all seated around the table like we were today, but something was different –
someone is missing.”
“Do you know who was missing? Was it John, Edward?”
Callie shook her head. “No, no it was you. You weren't here.”
“Where was I?” he wondered.
“I don't know, but a man walked into the room – a man with a golden revolver.”
“Do you recognize him?” Cyrus asked; she felt him take her hand in his own.
“No,” she decided, “I didn't know who he was at the time. But he pointed the gun at me,
squeezed the trigger, and...well after that I don't remember anything else.”
She opened her eyes again and breathed. For a moment, the only sound she could hear came
from a faint brush of wind outside. She felt a chill, but Cyrus' hand warmed her own, and his eyes gave
strength to her wearied existence. Eventually she found the courage to speak.
“What do we do?” she asked.
“We'll figure something out,” he reassured her. “You said you didn't recognize the man, but
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maybe if you can remember what he looks like, we can id him ahead of time.”
“Oh, my,” Callie shook her head. “At the time I was so focused on the gun.”
“Just try,” Cyrus encouraged; she closed her eyes again.
“Well he was tall, I think, muscular – probably about your build. He had hair that curls like
yours, and his eyebrows...wait a minute.”
Callie opened her eyes. “By Elean,” she stared at Cyrus, stealing her hand back. “It was you.”

Chapter 7 :: Afflictions
“You ready?” Marcus asked from his seat on the couch.
“Yeah,” Katrina replied, replacing the soda bottle into the fridge. Moving into his spacious
lounge, she sat on another couch caddycorner to Marcus. That way, he wouldn't try anything.
“Here,” he offered, sliding a coaster over the coffee table so she could put her drink down.
“Thanks again for helping me study,” she smiled gracefully, vaguely aware that she was
manipulating the poor boy by being nice. She changed her smile to a scowl.
“No problem,” he replied cheerily, either disregarding or oblivious to her change in demeanor.
Kat exhaled, and straightened her shoulders.
The first flash card he lifted read 'fat'; Katrina struggled to remember one of the three sentences
written on the back. “Uh...you're so fat you have the only car in town with stretch marks.”
Marcus shook his head in disgust. “Out of the three insults written on here, you chose that one?
It's terrible!”
Kat snorted. “Just move on,” she mandated, but Marcus stood his ground.
“Not until you give me an insult that will actually turn a fat guy away. Five point three seconds,
remember that,” he advised, restarting his stopwatch.
"I see that you were so impressed with your first chin that you added two more.”
“Good,” he approved, picking up the next card. It read 'skinny'.
“The only thing thinner than your waist is your wit.”
“Great,” he nodded, moving on to 'obsessed'.
“I've only got one nerve left, and you're getting on it.” Katrina paused to take a sip of her drink.
The next card read 'track star'.
“I would insult you, but you're not bright enough to notice.”
“Perfect,” Marcus beamed, “You're reaction time is amazing. I really think you'll beat your
record the next time a guy goes after you.”
At that moment the apartment's outer door flew open, allowing torrents of rain to besiege the
tiled entryway within. Bracing winds blew a few cards off of the stack until a very wet, and rather
laden Alana could wrestle the door shut. Katrina watched with curiosity as Marcus shot out of his seat,
and hurried over to help her.
“Sorry Marc,” she apologized, wiping her muddied feet on the welcome mat. “It's just so...ugh,
I hate winter.”
“Don't worry about it; here, let me help you with that,” he offered, reaching for the drenched
paper bag she'd been shielding. Alana began to hand it to him, but then insisted on carrying it to the
guest room herself. Her embarrassment brought an empathetic smile to Katrina's face; their supply of
tampons were still at the dormitory, and it was about that time of the month.
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“How was your day?” Marcus asked when she returned wearing a rather dark set of dry clothes.
“It was perfect,” Alana smiled, “Just two more days until winter break begins.”
Kat snorted. “You're already on break; you haven't gone to class since...” she trailed,
remembering that Marcus was still in the room. “Anyway, I'm glad that one of us is having a good
day.”
Alana just smiled again, and returned to Marcus' guest room to do...whatever it was she did in
there all day. Katrina, unfortunately, couldn't afford to forgo attending class like Alana; her grades were
suffering already. Well, most of them were; she excelled at her two computer science courses, but that
was to be expected.
Regardless, Katrina was secretly grateful that Alana had kept away from campus. Third Alayah
was still out there, still searching for her, and her remaining predictable in any way could prove deadly.
“Huh?” she asked when Marcus tried a second time to grab her attention.
“I asked you 'what's wrong with Alana?',” he repeated.
Katrina glanced at the remaining stack of flash cards. “Nothing's wrong with her; she said her
day was perfect.”
“There's no such thing as a perfect day,” he asserted. “I'm telling you, something's wrong. And
it isn't just today; Alana's been faking smiles for two weeks – ever since you guys moved in here.”
“We're not moving in,” Katrina corrected him. “We're just crashing. We'll be outta here by
winter break; I promise.”
“Stay as long as you like,” he offered, raising his hands in defense. “All I'm saying is that you
should go talk to your friend. She's going through...something,” he shrugged, “and whatever it is, she
needs you.”
Katrina raised her eyebrows, and glanced at the closed door to their room. “I think you're being
paranoid,” she decided, handing him the next flash card. It read 'depressed'.
“Ugh,” Alana repeated once she was alone in her room. She tried closing the curtains, but that
only served to dampen the interminable patter of winter rain. She had begun to dislike water in general,
a rather unfortunate condition, given the fact that she had to drink it every day. She could suffer
through it, taken in small doses, but all this rain – it had to stop.
She considered petitioning Elean for a change in weather, but that would probably do more harm
than good, since he was likely upset with her already. No, 'upset' isn't the right word, she decided. If
she herself were speaking with a killer, she wouldn't be upset. She'd be enraged.
Alana distracted herself by skimming once more through her Intro to Psychology text book. She
never used to care about the class beyond the interest that an 'A' would require, but now she found the
subject to be at the very least bearable, which was more than she could say about her other classes –
History of Modern Civ. included.
With the help of the text book, she had diagnosed her affliction as 'major depression', showing
signs of 'inappropriate guilt or regret' and 'selfhatred'. Yet even now, as she perused again the chapter
on guilt, Alana 's intellectualization of the problem failed to ever remedy the problem, and she found
herself merely distracted from the flow that was building within her.
“Freaking rain,” she grumbled, closing the text book and turning to lie face up on the bed. The
book was like her curtains, she noted, which only dampened the sound of rainfall outside. No matter
how hard she tried to focus on, well, anything, the persistent splatter of Centrian death waters would
continue to well up inside her like water behind a dam.
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She needed a way to breach the dam; she thought, I have a way to breach the dam, thanks to Dr.
Lyn's lecture on depressive disorders. Now all she needed was the guts to breach the dam. After
considering how a further buildup of emotion would feel her after a few more days, however, she
wrenched herself from the bed, and grabbed the paper bag. Receiving scratches of protest from inside,
Alana ignored her victim, slipping out of the guest room, and into the bathroom.
The first thing she felt after reaching her hand into the bag was the hamster's silken fur. He
didn't deserve his fate, she noted, and she felt a brief remorse for the way she would use him. The
second thing she felt was the blessed jab of hamster teeth into the middle of her forefinger; her remorse
toward the animal was gone, yet she couldn't help but mentally thank him as she felt the well of guilt
begin to finally trickle out of her.
The last thing she felt was the cool touch of a cheap metal box cutter, courtesy of Whiteclover's
tiny hardware store. Withdrawing the instrument, she extended the blade, and dragged it through her
left wrist.
“Agh–” she choked back the cry of shock that threatened to expose her strategy to anyone
outside the bathroom. As the pain numbed, Alana held her hand over the sink, and began to sob silent
tears of release; she had done it. She had breached the dam, and now the fluid flowed out of her wrist,
and out of her mouth and heaving chest.
When she felt emptied enough to survive the next few hours, Alana reached her bloodied hand
into the bag, and closed it around her birthstone. Then with the same hand she clutched the pain
inducing ball of fur, and held him over the sink. Blood still flowed from her breach, dying the dieing
rodent's fur red, until finally he burst into his fluids, which slowly, viscously ran over her hand, and
cleansed her of the blood she'd been immersed in.
The whole process reminded her of the sacrifices of old, when a lamb would be slaughtered to
cover a man's guilt. In this instance, Alana's guilt had been drained and her wrist had been healed
because of the sacrifice made by an innocent creature. She briefly wondered if this sacrifice would
have been enough to appease the ancient wrath of Elean, and she grinned. Maybe now she could ask
him to please stop the rain.
Standing and steadying herself, Alana cleaned up the blood spatters, and removed herself back
to the guest room to crash.
“Do you want mayonnaise or hashahar?” Fran asked, pulling two slices of bread from the bag in
her pantry.
Callie laughed. “Any girl who chooses mayonnaise over chocolate needs to have her head
examined,” she asserted.
“Hashahar it is,” Fran chuckled, lathering the bread slices with a luxurious helping of the
chocolate spread. Adding sweet pickles, cheese and pastrami, she completed the sandwich while Callie
sat idly by, biting at her pinky's nail.
“You're nervous about something,” Fran observed, returning the sandwich supplies to the
refrigerator. Callie looked up.
“I'm not nervous,” she declared with a slight huff. Fran simply waited, busying herself with
Callie's lunch preparations, a tiny smile tugging at her lips.
“It's just,” she started, rolling her eyes when Fran's smile grew longer, “I barely know him. How
do I know we can trust him? Alana returns to Davian in two days; what if he isn't around when we need
him to be?”
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Fran looked up at her in alarm. “Is that a memory?” she asked. “Does Cyrus not show up on
Wednesday?”
Callie's teeth tugged at her nail; she shook her head. “No, no; I'm just thinking out loud.”
Fran sighed, walked around the table to where Callie stood, and placed her hands on her
shoulders. “I think you're over thinking this dear,” she gave her a concerned smile. “Cyrus has been a
good friend to you; he sat with you for hours every day during Shiva.”
“Shiva,” Callie mumbled; she had read about the week in her journal. “Seven days of mourning,
right? What was I mourning again?”
Fran just smiled and shook her head, and returned to the table to collect the lunch into a paper
bag. After a while, Callie began to tap her fingers absentmindedly against the wall. Eventually, she
said it out loud. “He's going to ask me out today.”
Fran paused from her work for a moment, then slipped the final part of the lunch – a small bag
of pretzels – into the paper bag. “Really,” she asked, turning to face Callandra. Callie nodded. “What
are you going to say?”
Callie exhaled, then shrugged. “I said yes,” she admitted, and touched her hand to her forehead
in shame. “Why did I say yes?”
“Why shouldn't you say yes?” Fran countered, moving to lean against the wall beside her. “A
week ago you couldn't stop talking about the guy. Are you having second thoughts?”
“I've barely had time to have first thoughts,” she pointed out. “I mean, my journal says we've
known each other for a couple weeks now, but I only remember spending time with him these last two
days.” She felt Fran place an arm around her in a halfhug.
“Honestly Fran,” she looked her friend in the eyes, “I think the only reason I agreed to the date
was because I'm afraid of being alone for the rest of my life.” However long that may be, she amended
to herself. “I'm not sure it even had anything to do with Cyrus.”
Fran stroked her shoulder. “Then maybe you should say no,” she suggested. “It wouldn't be fair
to him if you went out with him for the wrong reasons.”
Callie launched herself from the wall and began to pace. “Yeah, but I don't know how that
might affect this whole invasion thing. I need Cyrus to at least like me so he won't shoot me later on.”
Seeing Fran's alarm, she quickly adjoined, “metaphorically speaking.” Callie didn't need her worrying
about some distant memory that may or may not even be accurate.
Fran let out a laugh, and reached for Callie's pacing shoulders once more. “Callie, I highly
doubt that the fate of our people will hinge on whether or not you go out with Cyrus.” She gave Fran a
look. “If you want my advice, I think you should go for it. You used to like him before; maybe you'll
find that you still do.”
Callie nodded in concession, and took out her cell phone to check the time. “I should check in
with Edward before Cyrus arrives,” she recalled, navigating her way to the side porch; she nearly
tripped again over the spray of toy blocks Suzy had left strewn about the floor. Callie knew that the
phone call would be fruitless; Edward still hadn't been able to track down Alana. However she still
wanted to hear his voice, to speak with a guy who wasn't, at the very least, gunning for her life.
As he returned from a late lunch at the SUB, Edward's cell phone rang and he smiled. “Hey
sis,” he greeted.
“Hey bro,” Callandra replied. “How's the doctorate coming along?”
“Well, I'm about to find out, actually,” he answered, stepping into the looming shadow of
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Celadon Hall. To the north past the library, he could see Stenton Hall; normally it seemed distant from
the rest of campus, but today he wished it would move even farther away. The walk to Dr. Gerald's
office would be far too short.
“Dr. Geralds – my advisor – will be reviewing my dissertation with me in a couple of minutes,”
he explained. “Then I'll have my oral examination next week.”
“Wow,” his sister's voice grew soft. “I'm so proud of you Ed – so glad you've made something
of yourself.” Callie paused. “I have to say, I'm a little jealous.”
“What are you talking about?” he replied in surprise, stepping around a puddle. “You're
accomplishing something,” he laughed; “You're stopping an entire invasion, for Davian's sake.”
“Yeah, there's that,” her voice breathed out a sigh. “But what happens after all this is over?
What happens when the world becomes sane again? My journal says I can't hold down a job, let alone
an education. I'll just go back to being a dead weight to whoever takes care of me, like I was to
grandma before.”
“You're not a dead weight,” he tried to counter; Callie hesitated.
“I know; that's not what I meant,” she decided. “I just want to be able to live on my own, you
know? I want to be my own woman, able to take care of myself.”
“Callie,” he shook his head, “being on your own isn't all it's cracked up to be, believe me. I've
walked that path for the last sixteen years, and let me tell you, it can get lonely.” He laughed bitterly.
“In the end, all I could think about was finding you.”
“Thanks Edward, that's sweet.”
He shrugged, nearing the somewhat smaller shadow of Stenton. He began to speak, needing to
excuse himself from the phone call, but Callandra interrupted him. “Hold on – Fran, please, I'm on the
phone. He's here? Okay, fine,” Callie muttered distantly. “Hey Edward, I gotta go.”
“Yeah, me too,” he nodded. “Listen, don't worry about the future for now; let's just get through
this invasion.” He opened the door, and put a smile in his voice. “Who knows but that you were born
into Davian for such a time as this.”
Callie laughed. “Nice misquote. Any news on Alana?” she asked before hanging up.
“None,” he replied with a grimace. “She hasn't been to class since Third Alayah attacked, and
she isn't at her dorm room either. I don't know where to look.”
“Well, Cyrus and I are stopping by the station today to study the layout; we should be ready to
help her on this end if you can't warn her on yours.”
“Sounds good sis,” He replied, making his way to Dr. Geralds' closed office door. He hung up
the phone, and hung up his jacket once Dr. Geralds beckoned him into the office.
“Please, sit down,” Geralds motioned from behind his desk. He appeared moderately unhappy.
“You're still displeased with the premise,” Edward guessed, seating himself.
Geralds laughed. “Well, I'm not thrilled with it, no,” he admitted. “I still wish you would've
done something less dramatic. My other advisee wrote her thesis about the effect of the Tubal Corp.
bombings on the local culture of Whiteclover, and the evaluation committee loved it.”
Edward smiled with a twinge of regret. “Well, I didn't write my thesis to please some group of
historians, although I hope that it does. I wrote it because it needed to be written, regardless of the
implications.”
Geralds nodded, and gave him a strange look – it almost seemed like respect. “Well, I truly do
hope you make it past the evaluation, kid. It's guys like you who test the limits of our field, driving our
understanding of history forward, closer and closer to the truth. Of course that's not to say I agree with
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you in this particular matter.”
“Of course not,” he repeated with a slight smile.
“I like you Edward,” Geralds continued, “so I'd like to give you a piece of advice, if that's all
right.”
“Absolutely,” Edward approved, motioning for Dr. Geralds to proceed.
His advisor leaned forward over his desk, and said, “Do yourself and your career a favor, and
stop skipping class.”
The advice and the tone caught Edward off guard, and his stammering was held back only
because he forced his lips shut. “Look,” Geralds leaned back, “I understand missing Modern Civ. the
other week; your grandmother had passed away. You still should have called the university so we could
make alternate arrangements for your class, but you had good enough reason to be irresponsible.”
“Twice since then, however, students have reported showing up for one of your classes and
waiting at length for you to arrive. Now what is going on, Edward?”
“It's...complicated,” he started. “My life has gotten very complicated recently.”
Dr. Geralds furrowed his brow. “Is this about your sister?” he asked; Edward looked up in
surprise. “People talk,” he explained with an offhanded gesture.
“That is none of your business,” Edward glared in shocked contempt.
“You made it my business when you started to rob these students of their education,” Dr.
Geralds shot back. “Listen Edward,” he said, “I'm glad you've found your sister again; I truly am. But
that doesn't mean you can forget about the rest of your life. You have responsibilities here – to the
university, and to your students. Don't let your love for your sister ruin your career; she wouldn't want
that.”
Edward shook his head. “This isn't about Callandra,” he replied, careful to keep his anger in
check. Geralds was scolding him, but only because he was concerned for him; besides, Edward needed
him as an ally, not an enemy, so he worked to temper his temper.
“Then what is it about?” Dr. Geralds required.
He briefly considered lying, but decided that the truth would elicit more sympathy than any lie
he could construct in a matter of seconds. “Honestly,” he said, “I'm having blackouts.”
“Excuse me?”
“You know, blackouts – periods of time when I do something, but later forget about it entirely.”
Geralds blinked. “You're serious,” he realized.
“Yes,” Edward confirmed. “I think it has something to do with the amnesia breakout at
Celadon.” He couldn't be sure, but he thought he saw Dr. Geralds shift away from him in his seat.
Rolling his eyes, he remembered that everyone still thought the amnesia was contagious.
“Edward, you should seek medical help,” Dr. Geralds suggested.
“That's the first thing I did,” he gestured. “They couldn't find anything medically wrong with
me, so they referred me to a psychiatrist. I'm being treated at the psychology department here though,
since they offered to study me for free.”
“Really? Does my wife know about your condition?” Geralds asked.
“Yeah,” he nodded. “Lyn is my primary psychotherapist.”
“Mm,” Geralds grunted. “Well if she catches whatever you have, I am not going to be a happy
man.”
Edward grinned at the subtle warning through pursed lips. “I don't think it's contagious.”
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“Hello, Professor Altier; thanks for coming,” Lyn Geralds offered her hand. The young
professor seated himself and smiled.
“Thank you for seeing me again,” came the reply. “It isn't every day that the offer of free
psychotherapy crosses my path.”
“Well,” she replied, “I'll admit, my offer wasn't entirely altruistic. I was good friends with Dr.
Hollandaise before she, well, you know.” Lyn seated herself behind the metal table, groaning toward
the end because of her arthritis. She leaned back in the chair and relaxed. “I am hoping that if you and
I can find the cause of your amnesia, perhaps we can do something to help the both of you.”
Altier nodded, and his sudden look of consternation caught Lyn's eye. “Is everything all right
Edward?” He looked up.
“Yes, yeah; I guess I'm just worried about my memory, that's all.”
Lyn swallowed. “I have some good news about that, actually; it appears that memory
recollection should be possible in your case. Isn't that grand?” she asked, hoping to assuage his unease.
“What makes you think I can recover?” he asked, still seeming a little preoccupied.
“Well,” she replied, straightening her shoulders, “amnesia actually comes in two forms –
anterograde and retrograde. The first one hinders you from storing long term memories, so recollection
becomes impossible because no memories actually exist. The second one – the one that you seem to
have – simply blocks you from recalling memories that have already been stored. So, if the two of us
can get past your mental block, you may be able to remember what happened during your blackout
periods.”
Altier pursed his lips and nodded. “Great; how do we do that?”
Lyn leaned forward. “There are a number of techniques that can be used to help recover
memories; collectively they're called 'Recovered Memory Therapy'. We could try a new technique each
session until we find one that works,” she suggested.
Professor Altier gave another nod, and sat back in his chair. “I should tell you,” Lyn added.
“There are a few risks associated with Recovered Memory Therapy.”
“Such as?”
“Well the major risk is the generation of false memories,” she said. “In a number of cases using
RMT, memories have been 'recovered' which were later proven to be partially or entirely fabricated.”
“So I wouldn't be able to trust my blackout memories,” he confirmed.
“Exactly.”
“Then what's the point of even trying?” he asked; it was a good question.
Lyn considered it for a moment. “I think our main goal at this point should be to determine the
source of your amnesia.” Professor Altier shifted in his seat. “It's true, RMT only treats the symptoms,
attempting to recover memories after they've been forgotten. Still, it might be able to give us a few
hints regarding the cause, and with luck, we can use those hints to stop your blackouts at the source.”
“Fine,” Altier grimaced. “What do you need me to do?”
Lyn looked down at the file folder she'd brought with her into the room, and opened it to a sheet
labeled 'Form A'. “You recall the exercises we did during our last session?” she asked; Altier nodded.
“That was a hypnotic susceptibility scale, used to determine how responsive you might be to hypnotism.
“Hypnotism,” he repeated, eyebrows raised.
“Yes,” she smiled reassuringly. “You scored remarkably high, which suggests that hypnosis
might be an effective way to access your subconscious, and therefore your blackout memories.”
Edward looked down, exhaled, and then cast her an incredulous glance. “I'm not exactly
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comfortable with getting knocked unconscious while you probe my mind for my deepest, darkest
secrets.”
Lyn smiled, but grew concerned. Hypnosis was only effective when the subject submitted to it
willingly; even if she could convince Edward to go through with it, his own reservations might hinder
the therapy. “I take my doctorpatient confidentiality very seriously,” she said, aware that it would
likely be little consolation.
“That's true,” he nodded, relaxing more than she expected. “You didn't even tell your husband
that you're treating me.” His statement caught her by surprise, and she tensed reflexively; the
unexpected reference to Thomas chafed the wound that had been blistering since he moved out last
month.
Working to keep her anxiety from adding to Edward's, Lyn moved her thoughts concerning
Thomas to the side of her mind, and focused on convincing Edward that hypnosis was a good idea.
Listen,” she said. “You don't need to be worried about revealing any information that you'd rather keep
to yourself. Hypnosis will only extract information that you're willing to give up, and nothing I can do
to you will change that.”
The young professor shook his head and sighed. “All right,” he allowed. “Let's do this.”
“I want you to focus on the pen,” Lyn told him. They were now seated in a more comfortable
alcove of the psychology department's lab, Edward reclining on the auburn chaise lounge and Lyn
seated on a chair beside his chest. With her thumb, fore and middle fingers, she held a gold and
sapphire pen about a handbreadth or two away from his face.
“Think only of the pen,” she added with a soothing tone. “Let your mind be consumed with the
idea of the pen, and the pen alone. Nothing else in this room or in your life matters; just relax, and
focus on the pen.” After some time the patient's eyes began to dilate, then move slightly from side to
side. Lyn suspected he might be ready, but she wanted to test the hypnosis before attempting to delve
into his hidden memories.
Holding the pen with in the crook of her thumb, she separated her fingers and moved them
toward the patient's eyes. His eyelids fluttered, then closed, and Lyn quietly retracted her hand. That
was the easiest induction I've ever done, she noted with the glint of a smile; in time she found herself
relaxing as well.
She opened Altier's file. “Now that you're relaxed, you can open your eyes. Is it all right if I ask
you a few questions?”
Edward pursed his lips drearily. “Sure.”
Glancing at the file, Lyn scanned the account of his first known blackout. “A couple of weeks
ago, you met Alana Adjer and Katrina Bishop inside of Celadon Hall. Do you remember that
experience?”
Edward's eyes fluttered again, and he nodded. “Yes,” he said.
“Do you remember why you were going to the science building?”
“I had a class, and I was running late,” he explained.
“But your class was in Stenton, wasn't it?” she asked.
“Stenton? Of course not,” he answered without hesitation. “All my classes are in Celadon –
Lyn, you know that!”
She grew immediately concerned. Her patient seemed to be experiencing a false memory,
perhaps generated by his subconscious to guard against the truth. She needed to step past the memory
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– to discredit it somehow – but she needed to do so without compromising his relaxation and
willingness to divulge information.
“I'm sorry Edward, my mistake,” she apologized. Edward frowned. “Could you remind me
which classes you're teaching this semester?” With luck, the question would force him to confront his
true roster of courses, casting doubt on his memory of teaching class in Celadon. Of course, if his false
memory managed to include a false course roster, the question would be impotent, but there was little
chance a fabrication would be so detailed.
“Sure,” he agreed to the request. “I have two sections of Molecular Biology, one Genetics class,
and an Intro to Bio Lab.”
Lyn was caught off guard with the presence of the list, but she soon became intrigued by the
quality of the list. Not only was her patient's false memory deep enough to include a false course roster,
but the courses themselves had convincing titles – names which a history professor would not normally
encounter. He must have a fantastic imagination, she mused; his false memory was almost as
convincing as a real one.
She decided to test the breadth of the memory. “Interesting,” she said. “Which is your least
favorite course?”
“Ugh, biology 100 by far,” he replied. “It's a required course for every major in the university,
so most of the students don't really want to be there.”
“I'm sorry to hear that. Can you remember any of the students' names?”
“Sure, there's Leroy,” he smiled. “Leroy Tanner; he's a nice kid. His lab partner is Alana's
friend Katrina, and then there's Jessica Adams. Derek...Hitherton, I think?”
“That's fine,” Lyn stopped him, perhaps a little tersely. She was amazed, but also frustrated by
the extent of his erroneous memory; it was almost as though he had taken someone else's genuine
experiences and made them his own.
“Let's go back to your experience two weeks ago. What were you doing before your class –
before you encountered Alana and Katrina.”
“Mm,” Edward closed his eyes and wrinkled his nose. “I think I was working on our article for
the FPA.”
Lyn froze. “Our article?” she asked.
“You know, the article we were gonna send in to the Federation Psychological Association –
'The Effect of Mirror Neurons on Imitation'?”
“Oh, right,” Lyn replied weakly. “That one.” Her right hand began to shake, so she placed it on
her knee to steady it. “I can't do this right now, I...I'm sorry,” she stuttered; Edward blinked, then
closed his eyes. “Uh, on my count you will wake up feeling refreshed and content. Three, two, one.”
When she finished counting, Lyn watched Edward's face as her old friend Jara Hollandaise slowly
opened her eyes.
As Callandra closed the door of his Argbadh, Cyrus winced. “Uh, try not to slam that,” he
suggested as kindly as possible. It wasn't a very highend car, but it still needed to be treated with some
compassion.
“Oh, sorry,” Callie quickly apologized. She stepped toward the front of the car, as though to
join him on the driver's side, but then stopped herself. Looking around, she stood awkwardly on the
other side of the car, perhaps waiting for an invitation?
“Let's go,” Cyrus forced a smile, and stepped toward the station's entrance. Callandra had been
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weird the entire ride over; she barely spoke a word, tensed every time he'd glanced at her. Then, when
she did actually speak, her words seemed anxious or even angry at times. He'd been planning to ask her
today, but now he reconsidered. Maybe waiting for a calmer Callandra would be wiser, he thought.
As they neared the entrance, he grunted his appreciation. “So this is where it all goes down,” he
commented.
“The Salamein Train Depot,” Callie added, stopping with him to take in the view. Because of
zoning laws, most buildings near the city wall had to stand something like twenty cubits away from the
wall. The train depot however was actually set into it, since the entire ground floor of the western wall
housed the railroad tracks.
They approached a spread of doors, which busily closed and opened in a sporadic fashion.
Glancing at the sky, Cyrus noted that the day was coming to a close, and that the station would be thus
swamped with commuters from the country. “John certainly picked a busy time to meet,” he declared,
trying to make conversation. “It's a wonder he'll be able to make time for us.” Callie remained silent.
When they arrived inside, Cyrus realized that he had never actually been in here before, to his
knowledge, at least; the general had generally traveled by car, and by association so did he. Now that he
had seen the interior, Cyrus understood why Castelmein might avoid this place; It has a terrible tactical
layout.
Besides the mass of civilian bystanders waiting to be killed, Cyrus' primary quarrel with the
location was the the lack of cover provided by the spacious expanse. The ticket office in the center of
the room offered some, but beyond that there was only the occasional pillars scattered about, and
perhaps the escalators if you were desperate.
Moreover, the northbound platform running along the far western wall separated itself from the
rest of the station by two railroad tracks, making it the perfect place for an enemy to entrench himself.
The platform was small enough to make it defensible, had only two points of entry to guard – which
were escalators at that – and was difficult to reach on foot, due to the gorge containing the railroad
tracks.
No, the station certainly wasn't designed with military tactics in mind, that much he knew. The
conclusion only increased his chagrin, given that two of the five holes in the walls of Salamein led to
this very station. Somebody somewhere screwed up, he decided.
Callandra started forward toward the ticket office in the center of the room, and Cyrus hurried
after her. When they reached a side door labeled 'Authorized Employees Only', Callie looked at him.
He raised his fist, and gave the metal door a few hard knocks.
“Ayam sorry sir,” came the reply when a darkskinned woman answered the door. “The ticket
booth sar right around that corner.”
Cyrus grabbed the door before she could finish closing it, then Callandra explained, “We don't
need a ticket; we're here for John Daniels. He knows we're coming.”
“Oh!” she replied. “You must bae Callandra.” Cyrus enjoyed the way Callie's name rolled over
the woman's rather rhythmic tongue, and strangely, it reminded him of one reason he had devoted his
life to this people's defense. One of his favorite facets of Davian was the breadth of culture represented
here. For thousands of years, the Jeidites had lived scattered among the nations of the world, adopting
many of their cultural nuances, their accents, and even their skin tones. Now that they had a land of
their own again, however, that breadth of culture condensed itself into one small country at the center of
Centra. One needed only to walk out his door to find someone from the continent of Evian, or Laedia,
or in this case, Salan.
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“Please, comin side,” the woman requested, glancing at Cyrus, but keeping her warm eyes fixed
on Callandra. “Ayam so glad to finally meetyu; John speaks of you so often.”
They were ushered down a thin internal corridor with ticket booths branching off to either side.
As they neared the spiral staircase at the far end of the hall, the woman knocked inside of the doorway,
and called, “John, your guests avarrived.”
“Oh, thanks boss; tell them I'll be right there,” came the reply. After a minute John emerged
from his booth; the Salanian woman walked back down the corridor, and John motioned to have them
follow him up the staircase.
“I'm sorry guys,” he spoke softly, once they were upstairs and away from the bustle of the ticket
booths. “I know I was supposed to show you around the station, but Odelia needs me to take my lunch
break after the crowds die down. Any chance you could go without me?”
Callie nodded. “Yeah, that's all right. We only really need you to show Cyrus the gate control
system, since that's offlimits to nonemployees.”
“It's just this way,” he said, striding southward down the hallway. The right hand side of the
hallway was lined with doors, all of which were open save the one labeled 'Military Personnel Only'.
The left hand side of the hall was lined with windows facing the interior of the city. Stopping to glance
outside for a moment, Cyrus realized that they had left the main part of the train depot, and were in fact
traveling along inside the western wall.
“Ah, here we are,” John stopped, knocking on the inside of the open doorway. One of the two
camouflageattired men turned his head while the other continued to stare at his monitor.
“Oh great,” he grumbled, turning back to his own monitor. “It's your boyfriend again.”
The other man whirled in his seat, smiled a toothy grin, and jumped up to receive John's bear
hug. It was only after the man released John that he noticed Cyrus' expression of disbelief.
“Cyrus?” the man replied, his own disbelief registering on his unmistakable face.
“Andre Nite,” he grinned back. “When did you get back to Davian?”
“Wait,” John interjected, “you two know each other?”
“Yeah,” Callandra confirmed. “They grew up together.”
Andre flashed her a quizzical glance, replying, “I came back a couple months after I turned
eighteen.”
Cyrus nodded, immediately understanding the significance of the age. The last time he had
physically seen Andre was at their elementary school, the day he'd been flown out of Salamein with
General Castelmein. It was the last day I saw a lot of people, he noted bitterly. As Cyrus later found
out, Andre and his parents had escaped Murad's assault on the city, but then decided to resettle in
Laedia where war didn't break out every decade or so. Now that he was old enough to live on his own,
however, he'd apparently decided to return to Davian, and enter the madness once more. That confused
Cyrus.
“Why did you come back?” he wondered.
Andre shrugged. “I wanted to join the Davian Guard,” he explained. “It's hard to do that when
you're living abroad.”
Cyrus laughed. “You wanted to join our military?” he asked, incredulous. “You're not even a
Jeidite; why would you care what happens to Davian?”
Andre looked down, traded glances with John, then gave Cyrus a sheepish smile. “I just...really
love your people.”
Strange answer, Cyrus noted, eying his old friend suspiciously. He heard a cough to his left,
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turned his head, and noticed Callie's impatient expression. John must've seen it too, because he
redirected their conversation to the task at hand.
“Andre, could you walk us through the gate control system? I really should get back,” he
interrupted with an apologetic smile. Andre nodded, and rolled his seat over to an unoccupied control
board.
“You two must be really big on authenticity,” the other warrior meanwhile muttered, turning his
cautious gaze from his monitor to Cyrus, then to Callandra; John's face registered panic.
“Yeah,” Callie smiled, not missing a beat. “We like to keep our fiction as grounded in reality as
possible.” John's shoulders seemed to relax.
Huh? Cyrus baffled. What on the world are they talking about?
The warrior must have noticed his confused expression, because he directed the next question to
Cyrus. “So what's your book about?” he asked, right as Cyrus understood what was happening. This is
a restricted area, he noted. We need a plausible reason to be here. Apparently, they were authors
performing research for a book. Would've been nice to know.
“It's about an invasion of Davian,” he explained, hiding his grin. “Murad tries to attack Davian,
and it's up to a small group of idiots to stop them.”
The joke elicited a laugh from Callandra, who seemed to immediately regret the involuntary
reaction; she turned her face away from him. Why is she acting so distant today, he wondered, annoyed
at the fact that he still couldn't get a read on her thoughts, even though he'd brought his birthstone along
with him today. He glanced at her again, and she released a few ribbons of hair from behind her ear,
presumably to cover her face from his now overt scrutiny.
Suddenly, he understood. She knows, he realized. She knows that I'm planning to ask her today.
Before he could think through the repercussions of his discovery, however, Andre began to give his
lecture on gate closure.
“Okay, as you can see, the controls for closing the gates are incredibly complex,” he stated with
a grin. “The button on the left closes the south gate, and the one on the right closes the north.”
“That's it?” Cyrus asked, surprised. Andre nodded.
“What if there's a train running through one of the gates?” John pointed out.
“Then the button for that gate won't work,” Callandra replied, beating Andre to the answer.
“That's right,” he added with another quizzical look. “If a train is either passing through the
gate, or is too close to be redirected, then the light inside of the toggle will go out, and the gate will be
temporarily disabled.”
Cyrus watched while Callandra jotted down a few notes for their 'book', then said, “All right; I
think we have everything we need.” Then, after Cy swapped contact information with Andre, John
escorted him and Callandra back to the ground floor to trace Alana's future route through the station.
“Lyn, what am I doing here?” Edward asked, still lying on the chaise lounge; Lyn worked to
steady her hand.
“I uh,” she glanced around the room. “I'm not sure. Listen, can you tell me your full name?”
she whispered, irrationally afraid that someone outside might be listening in on their session. She felt
as though she was beginning to understand Edward's condition; the only problem was that her theory
was ridiculous.
“Lyn, it's me,” he replied, rolling his eyes, “Jara Hollandaise.”
“A couple months ago you told me something; you said that when you were little, kids used to
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tease you. What did they say?” Lyn wanted to be absolutely certain that Edward was actually
experiencing Jara's memories before she voiced her laughable hypothesis.
“They called me 'Jar of Hollandaise' – leave it to my sadist parents to name me after a food
product. Lyn, what is this all about?”
“I,” she began, wondering how to tell her friend that she was actually inhabiting a man's body.
“Well Jara, have you been feeling like yourself lately?” she asked.
Edward frowned. “Actually no,” he replied. “I've been blacking out a lot lately, and I think I
might've missed my last class because of it. What day is it?”
Lyn exhaled, and shook her head. “Listen, there's something you need to see. Come with me,”
she stood, offering her hand to her friend in spite of the arthritis. Jara took it, and followed her to the
small, adjacent bathroom.
As soon as Jara saw her face in the bathroom's mirror, she touched her hand to her forehead and
groaned. “Ugh,” she muttered. “Not again.”
It was a strange response, Lyn noted – no shock or surprise, but rather annoyance. Seated back
inside the treatment lounge, she observed, “You've seen that face before.”
Jara nodded rapidly. “Yes, I've been having this dream for a while now.”
Aah, Lyn understood. “What if I was to tell you that this isn't a dream?”
Jara laughed. “Then what? I just switched bodies with some guy?”
Lyn shook her head. “No, not switched. I think you're both inhabiting the same body, or at
least, your memories are. Jara, your real body was found outside of Celadon, conscious, but with no
memory of your past whatsoever.”
Her friend took a moment to process that. “You're being serious,” she realized.
“Quite,” Lyn replied. “The man whose body you're inhabiting now is one of my patients,
Edward Altier. He came to me because he too was experiencing blackouts, and wanted to know why.”
Jara bit her lower lip in an attempt to stifle a smile. “Multiple Personality Disorder?” she
guessed. “You think I'm inhabiting the body of one of your psycho patients? Now I know I'm
dreaming.”
Lyn bristled. “Okay first, it's called Dissociative Identity Disorder, and second,” she worked to
stifle her agitation, “I don't appreciate you making fun of him; DID is a terrible affliction.”
“I'm just laughing because the great skeptic Lyn Geralds is now a believer,” she returned. “You
didn't used to think the disorder even existed!”
Lyn wrinkled her brow; it was strange, trying to convince one of Edward's personalities not to
ridicule Edward himself. “Let's just say I've seen some pretty convincing evidence,” she replied in
aggravation.
“Lyn, you are so funny when you get mad,” Jara beamed broadly; Lyn found the smile
irresistibly disarming, even on Edward's face.
Dismissing her anger, she laughed, and shook her head. “Jara, it has been so good to see you
again,” she said, placing her hand on Edward's knee. “But I need to speak with Edward now. Can you
let me speak with him?”
“Strangest dream ever.”
“Fine,” she chuckled. “Do you mind if I place you under hypnosis for a while?”
“Knock yourself out,” Jara allowed. “Or, knock me out, as it were.” Lyn grinned; a couple
minutes later, she reexplained the diagnosis to Edward.
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“Wait a minute,” Edward shook his head in disbelief. “You're telling me that everyone whose
memory I erased is now living inside of my head?”
Lyn frowned; he sounded like he already understood his role in erasing the others' minds.
“More or less,” she clarified; “You probably only absorbed their memories though, not the entire
person. However, since each set of memories forms a completely separate sense of self, I imagine that
your mind simply generated a personality to match each one. Your blackouts then occur whenever one
of your other personalities takes control.”
Edward's face betrayed anguish, or was it guilt? She couldn't help feeling that he somehow
knew about all this, or at least some of it.
“You already knew, didn't you?” Dr. Geralds said softly after a moment or two. Edward looked
up. “You knew that you were the one responsible for the amnesia on campus.” He creased his brow in
concern; she didn't sound uncertain about her conclusion.
“Yes, I knew,” he admitted. “I was helping Dr. Angetti with an experiment; she said that Dr.
Simmons and Hollandaise came in contact with a culture of my cells.”
“And that caused their amnesia?” she asked, clearly surprised; Edward nodded. After a
moment, anger spread across her face. “Why didn't you say something sooner?” she demanded,
sounded almost accusatory.
“There's nothing we could think of that would reverse the condition,” he replied in defense.
“Given that, we didn't particularly want to get ourselves in trouble with the university.”
Dr. Geralds let out a huff. “Keeping it a secret was a mistake, professor; the longer this goes on,
the less chance we have of restoring their memories.” She groaned as she stood from her seat beside
the chaise lounge. “I will not stand idly by while you keep my friend trapped in your head.”
Edward narrowed his eyes. “What, are you an expert now in mystical memory transfers? If I
could get her out I would,” he replied with raised voice. “What do you expect me to do?”
“Cooperate fully with the investigation,” she replied, turning to leave the room. “Maybe you'll
get lucky and they'll let you keep your professorship.”
Edward slouched in his seat and gripped his head in his hands. So much for doctorpatient
confidentiality, he griped. Why does this have to happen now? I have my hands full trying to stop an
invasion!
He felt the area of his forehead where his stitches had been, and was thrust immediately into a
panic. “Dr. Geralds!” he called out to a form diminishing down the hallway. “Dr. Geralds,” he called
again, receiving her attention. “Please Lyn, wait up a moment.”
“My mind is made up, professor; I won't keep your secret for you, no matter what you say or
offer.”
“No, it's not about that,” he replied, catching up with her. “I need you to hypnotize me again.”
That caught her attention. “Why?” she asked.
“I need to know if I have another personality, a man named Kiriek Haazim.”
“That's an interesting name,” she frowned. “Who is he?”
“Please, just tell me,” he begged, his concern only mounting when she assented.
“All right, so when I first noticed Alana, she was running down the escalator over there,”
Callandra motioned across the tracks to the thin northbound platform.
“Of course she was,” Cyrus grumbled; for some reason, he didn't seem to like that fact.
“Is that bad?” she asked, risking eye contact.
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“The western platform is a tactical nightmare,” Cyrus replied, continuing the thought with a
stream of problems caused by the northbound platform. Callie vaguely recalled his objection from
yesterday, but his boring military gibberish made it hard to pay attention. “The only way to improve the
situation would be to place one of our people at the base of the escalator to meet her.”
“Mm, bad idea,” Callie replied. “Alana was being chased by a huge group of men, at least seven
or eight. We have, what? You, me, maybe John? And he has to man the gate switch.”
“Why do we need the gates again?”
“It's part of the plan you and I eventually come up with.”
Cyrus raised his eyebrows. “You already know the plan,” he realized. “Why are we even here,
then? Couldn't you have just told it to me over the phone, or something?”
Callie frowned; a passage from yesterday's journal entry came to mind, a warning about the
great potential of her gift, as well as its limits. It seems that my memories can change; my experiment
with Lots has proven that much. It's almost as though the smallest change will set in motion a history
that diverges entirely from the path prophesied by my memories. Thus any deviation from my
memories, be it great or small, may well be enough to invalidate my gift for the rest of the day (not the
rest of my life, fortunately; it appears that my future memories 'reset' themselves every morning,
probably at the point that my past memories are erased).
“We're here because we need to be,” Callie responded curtly, just as she had yesterday. Now
that she understood her gift a bit better, she understood that she had but one opportunity a day to change
the course of history; after that, her memories became a useless guide. She wasn't going to waste
today's opportunity on an inconvenienced admirer.
At the same time, the passage continued, There appear to be themes within my memories which
fulfill themselves no matter how hard I try to change them. My record of Lots the other week is one
example; no matter how hard I tried to protect my rook, she still found herself surrounded by enemies.
Then there's Cyrus. No matter what I do he still ends up killing me; no matter what I do he still seems
to care about me. As her eyes welled up with unshed tears, she finished the quote, And no matter what
I do, I can't stop falling for him.
Instinctively, she clutched a handful of fabric from his shoulder, then let go. “Is everything all
right?” he asked; his concerned and sturdy voice stood strong against the din of chatter surrounding
them. She looked up into his eyes.
I pray that you will one day find courage enough to open yourself to another, her journal
pressed, to let someone else be that rock for you. Because you too will one day face death, and will be
powerless to save yourself. And you too will need a helping hand, a shield to overcome the challenge of
death. And I have overcome death, Callie; I fervently hope that you will too.
He didn't understand what was going through her mind; how could he? Nevertheless, he still
seemed to understand enough to lightly touch her shoulders, and draw her into his embrace. Cyrus is
my rock, she decided, clinging to his shoulder fabric once more. She understood the irony – that the
rock she now leaned upon was the very man who would deliver her unto death.
But she didn't care. Cyrus made her feel complete, and though she barely knew him, the bond
she felt with him seemed almost tangible. “I'm sorry,” she whispered into his shoulder; Cyrus simply
stroked her head. “I am so, so sorry,” she repeated, removing herself from the embrace.
“What for?” he asked; it was a good question.
“I've been just awful to you today,” she dolefully replied.
“Yeah,” he agreed, quicker than she would've liked. “I don't know what exactly just happened
between us, but I definitely like this new Callie better than the other one.”
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“So about Alana,” she coughed, changing the subject; Cyrus glanced back across the tracks.
“Right, so stationing someone on the northbound platform is out,” he returned to the task at
hand. “What happens after she runs down the escalator?”
“She jumps onto the tracks, and runs in there,” she replied, pointing toward the gaping tunnel
beginning at the southern wall of the station. Cyrus looked surprised, and impressed.
“I'm surprised she didn't just run up the other escalator; jumping onto the tracks is a gutsy
move.”
“Mm,” she shook her head. “A couple men came down that escalator too, probably trying to
trap her. That's why her only choice was the tracks.”
“What happens after that?” Cy asked.
“A whole buncha people started jumping onto the tracks,” she replied, trying to remember the
details. “First, there was another girl from the northbound platform, then there were all those men who
were chasing Alana. Lastly, there was a man from this platform, and a woman from the other.”
“Nobody was killed by a train, I hope,” he asked grimly.
Callie shook her head. “Not that I can remember,” she replied. “I don't recall reading about
anything like that in the papers, either.”
“So we have our target running ahead of her pursuers; maybe we can use that,” Cyrus mused.
“Perhaps we could grab her in the tunnel, or maybe extract her once she exits the city wall.”
“Or,” Callie suggested, “We could close a gate behind her, and separate her from her captors.”
Cyrus grinned. “That's why I needed to see the gate controls?”
“Either you or John,” she replied. “One of you needs to man the gates, and one of you has to
wait outside of Salamein to signal when Alana emerges.”
“And what exactly are you doing while this is all going down?” he asked.
“Well obviously I'm standing somewhere on this platform,” she replied. “Otherwise I wouldn't
have remembered it from this perspective. I'll signal when Alana goes into the tunnel; you'll signal
when she comes out.”
“And John will push the gate button?”
“Sounds like a plan,” she agreed.
“Good,” Cyrus grinned, “because I'm starving. Want to grab a bite to eat? I'm buying.”
Callie removed her paper lunch bag from her rather large handbag, and smiled conspiratorially.
“Are you ever caught by surprise?” he complained.
“Come on,” Callie took his hand and guided him toward the 'up' escalator. “You can buy
something at the food court upstairs.”
“Aren't you ever caught by surprise?” he complained again, a few minutes later. They were
seated at a table in the second floor food court which straddled the tracks, connecting the western,
northbound platform with the eastern, westbound platform. From this vantage point, he could see the
top of the escalator that Alana would run down; strangely, it was an 'up' escalator.
“Not as often as people would like,” she conceded. Cyrus had bought her a dish of death by
chocolate ice cream to complement her hashahar, but before he could even show it to her she thanked
him for it. Grunting at his predicament, he grew concerned once more that she had foreknowledge
about his big question.
“But it's the thought that counts,” she finished, patting the seat next to her in invitation. Cyrus
set down his food, handed her the death by chocolate, and seated himself beside her. He wouldn't be
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able to see her face from this vantage point, but he could feel her shoulder – would know if she tensed
at his request.
“I want to ask you out,” he said plainly, taking a bite of his chicken sandwich.
Her shoulder tensed. “I know,” she responded after a moment. Then she relaxed, somewhat,
and he heard her slowly exhale.
With a muted grimace, he nudged her shoulder, and replied, “I know that you know.” She
turned to look him in the eyes.
Her lip twitched, and her eyes glanced away, to the side. She's hiding something, he realized,
intrigued; Cyrus wished once more that his birthstone wasn't broken.
Then she bit her lower lip and he understood; it was something she did whenever she tried to
hide a smile. He rolled his eyes, and said, “Just say it.”
Her lips broke into a brilliant smile, after which she replied, “I know that you know that I
know.”
“So what do you think,” he asked, anxious to know her true feelings on the matter.
Callie took a spoonful of her chocolate ice cream, and moaned. “Ohh, I think you found my
weakness.”
“Yeah,” he chuckled nervously; the fact that she'd dodged his question wasn't a good sign. “I
used to think that shoes were your only vice.”
She forced a smile, then looked down and away, almost despairingly. “Cyrus, I,” she paused, “I
really don't know what to say.” He braced himself as she forced her eyes to meet his.
They shifted from side to side, as though reading his every expression, until finally she let them
drop again; this time, however, she wasn't looking aimlessly at the ground like before, no. She was
looking...at his shoulder? Before he could understand the emotions flashing across her face, he felt two
arms slip around his own right arm as she cleaved to his shoulder with unbridled urgency.
And they sat like that, with her head on his shoulder, and his head covering her own, long
enough for half of the death by chocolate to melt. As they sat together, his mind mulled over the night
they first met, and the gunshot that had tied them together. Then it turned to prom night, when he
watched her descend the general's staircase, surrounded by a brilliant white and emerald dress. In the
end, however, it was a thought about the present which broke the spell, a single cogitation which
pleased, and yet pained him for some reason. She said yes, he realized, lifting his head. His sister
actually said yes.
She too lifted her head, and released his arm. Cyrus noted the darkness of a nearby window,
and remembered the late hour. “We should go Kal,” he said; it wasn't until he faced Callandra that he
recognized his blunder. Strangely, Callie didn't seem to mind being called by by his sister's shortened
name; then he realized, thank Elean, that their shortened names were interchangeable enough that she
hadn't noticed.
But he had noticed, and he concluded with suppressed agitation that Callandra might simply be
a standin, a willing substitute for his unwilling sister. He questioned now whether any of his affections
belonged to Callie, or if they were still, after all these years, directed at Kalanit.
No, he stated, refusing to believe that this beautiful, infectiously delightful woman beside him
could exist in his life without attracting him. Some part of his heart had to belong to Callie; otherwise
he wouldn't be feeling these sensations – this connection – which had been building over the last few
weeks. Whatever, he grunted, mentally kicking himself for his verbal slip, and for using the words
'heart', 'feeling', and 'sensations' all in the same thought.
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He sighed. I miss my sword.
The next morning brought Cyrus to the Guard barracks in northeast Salamein. Sadly, he still
wasn't holding his sword; the uncomfortably lighter feel of his present weapon served as a perpetual
testament to that fact. Nevertheless he was grateful to be back in this place, working with something he
was good at instead of mucking around in all that relationship nonsense.
The arrow barely hit his target.
“Nice one,” Castelmein teased, landing his next shot just outside of his own target's bullseye.
“Quiet old man,” Cyrus returned. “You've just had a few more centuries to practice.” The
general chuckled as he strung his next round.
Cyrus had never been in here before sunrise, and the lack of human contact was almost chilling.
They had come to the range early, hoping to avoid the din of the crowd, but the echoing silence was
almost louder than any commotion a bustling civilian or two might create. He could actually make out
not only the click, but also the echo of the click that resulted from loading, or “nocking” his next arrow.
As he raised the compound bow to peer through its sight, Cyrus noted that he didn't really mind
being a worse shot than the general. After all, Castelmein had spent his fighting days in the 53rd
Regiment, a group of men and women specifically trained in the use of ranged weaponry. Cyrus on the
other hand preferred close combat with his Spatha blade, and could probably trade blades with the
general quite effectively.
Clipping his trigger release to the bowstring, Cyrus drew back the string, aimed, and pulled the
trigger. His aim hadn't improved much.
“Wow,” the general held back a smile. “It's a good thing Katrina isn't here; you'd never live this
down.” Cyrus snorted, and set down his bow for a moment. Katrina Bishop was a solid friend, but
even so, she never missed an opportunity to show him what an amazing shot she was and then rub it in
his face. He had never seen her score lower than eight points on any given shot, and as a rule she
scored a perfect ten.
To make matters worse she used a recurve bow, a bow type which required far more skill and
intuition than his highly engineered compound bow. Ironic, since she has no actual intuition to speak
of. The girl was almost as clueless as he was when it came to interpersonal relationships.
Speaking of which, he winced, picking up his bow again and nocking another arrow. “Callandra
and I have a date tonight,” he stated, taking the shot.
Castelmein took a little longer than usual to fire his next shot. “That's a big step forward,” he
finally replied, “for you, anyway.” Cyrus snorted; apparently his meager dating habits hadn't been lost
on the general. “Where will you take her?”
“Haven't decided yet,” he replied, taking aim. Surprisingly, he hit the target right in the nine
point ring this time. “Any ideas?”
“Nice one,” Castelmein replied, taking his own shot. “Ever been to the Moor?”
“That restaurant on Maer Street? No, never been there.”
“You should check it out,” Castelmein suggested. “It's dark, very private – a great romantic
setting.”
“Thanks for the tip,” Cyrus replied noncommittally. It felt strange, conversing with the general
about romance, yet in another sense it was a relief to know that he could. They had never really talked
about the deeper things of life while he was being raised by the man, so it was good to know that
Castelmein cared enough about him to speak with him now. “I just hope everything goes well,” he
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conveyed, taking his next shot.
“Well Cy, you seem to genuinely care about her; I'm sure she'll pick up on that.”
The statement was curious; it contradicted Cyrus' own suspicions that he was simply using
Callandra as a placebo for Kal. “You really think I care that much about her?” he challenged.
The general gave him a look which seemed to say that it was a foregone conclusion. “Cyrus, I'd
say you're afflicted with her. I saw the bond between you two that time you brought her to the house.
Trust me; she's got you wrapped around her finger.”
He snorted; in any other situation he'd take offense to that. “So,” Castelmein changed the
subject, “find any evidence for this invasion of yours?”
He shook his head. “Nothing concrete, unfortunately. For the moment, Callie and I are working
to stop it without involving the military.”
He caught Castelmein hiding a frown by nocking his last arrow and taking his final shot. “Are
you involving Abram,” he asked, clearly scrutinizing Cyrus' reaction to the question.
After the surprise passed, he coldly replied, “My father is dead.”
“You and I both know that isn't true,” Castelmein returned.
The veiled accusation robbed Cyrus of the warmth he'd previously felt toward the man, and he
felt chilled by the echoing stillness of the enormous room. As they stood there motionless, both waiting
for the other to make a move, he thought he heard a slight scuff of feet behind him. Glancing over his
shoulder, however, Cyrus determined that the room was still empty.
“Fine,” he finally replied, “he contacted me.”
“I know,” the general replied, still as still as a parent who'd caught his child sneaking out of the
house for a party.
“How?” Cyrus demanded. “Were you spying on me?”
“Yes,” the general simply replied. What was he looking for, an apology?
“Dad, that is my business; it has nothing to do with you!”
“When it concerns national security it does!” Castelmein cholerically returned. “Cyrus, you are
aiding and abetting a fugitive who is in league with Muradian terrorists!”
“Terrorists?!” he scoffed. “Abram has been fighting against Murad, trying to stop their
invasion. He wouldn't have anything to do with Muradian terrorists!”
“The evidence I have against him would suggest otherwise.”
The accusation caught him by surprise. “What evidence?” he asked, now wary. Had he been
wrong about his father?
Castelmein shook his head. “It's classified Cy, you know how it is.” Cyrus snorted. “Just do
me a favor, and stay away from him.”
He set down his bow, and began to walk away. “Cyrus, please,” the general called out from
behind him. “Abram isn't the man he used to be; promise me you'll stay away.”
“Fine,” he griped back, then exited the shooting range. After a moment, Castelmein picked up
the bows, and he too left the building. Once they were gone, two remaining figures faded into opacity.
We have a problem, don't we, Brooke muttered, looking up at Abram.
“Yes,” he grimaced. “Yes we do.”
It was a risky career move, asking such a personal question, but she decided to try it anyway.
“How was your outing with Cyrus?” she asked, standing at ease before the general's desk.
“My outing with Cyrus was,” he frowned, “none of your business, Major.” Sanya worked to
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keep the mental wince from registering on her face. “Give me your report.”
“We've made some progress with respect to Third Alayah. We've altogether eliminated one of
their three cells operating in the region.”
“Eliminated?”
“Taken into custody, rather. All except for one militia member who bit into a cyanide pill before
we could detain him.”
“Have we made any progress with the other two cells?” Castelmein asked.
“Some,” Sanya nodded, drawing a loose strand of hair behind her ear. “One of the captured
militia members traded information for a reduced sentence. Although he never had any contact with
the other cells, he did provide us with the name of a man who did – a certain Kiriek Haazim. He
allegedly served as a liaison between the three cells and the leader of Third Alayah.”
“So if we find him, we could uproot the entire militia,” Castelmein observed.
“Actually, we've already detained him,” she smiled, burning the impressed look on her general's
face into memory.
“But he hasn't broken yet,” Castelmein surmised; Sanya shook her head.
“He's been tough,” she said. “We've thrown just about every legal interrogation technique we
have at him, but he keeps claiming ignorance.” She let out a laugh. “Says he doesn't remember ever
being part of a terrorist organization.”
“Well keep working on him; he's a good lead,” the general mandated, as if she didn't already
know that. “What progress have you made with Abram?”
The question unsettled her; Castelmein wouldn't be as impressed with her movement on that
front. “Abram's also tough,” she began. “The man's been in hiding for years; he really knows how to
disappear.” Literally.
“That's it?” the general asked.
Her head dipped a half a handbreadth lower. “I'm sorry. After he evaded capture at your foster
son's apartment, the trail went cold.” She resisted the urge to remind the good general that it had been
his decision to delay Abram's capture until after he left Cyrus. “He could be in another country by now,
for all we know.”
Castelmein sighed and rubbed his temple. “Good work, major,” he replied; was that sarcasm?
“Overall, anyway. You've done far better than most SIU directors I've worked with in the past.”
The compliment was unexpected, and reassuring. Maybe the general did have a heart, contrary
to the reports she'd heard. “Thank you,” she replied, placing her fist over her own heart in salute.
“You're not dismissed just yet,” he corrected her. “Back when Cyrus met with Abram, you told
me you had a parabolic microphone trained on his apartment?” Sanya nodded. “I'd like a copy of that
recording, if you would.”
“Absolutely,” she replied, taking out her work phone.
“I thought I might just listen through it,” he offered, “see if I spot any leads your team might've
missed.” Sanya smiled; he probably just wanted to know if Abram posed a threat to his surrogate
relationship with Cyrus. She made the call.
“What?” she demanded when her request was denied. “Why?!”
“I don't know,” came the reply. “All I can say is it's gone.”
“Well keep looking for it,” she muttered back,” closing the phone.
“What is it,” the general asked.
“The recording,” she replied, wrinkling her brow. “It's been removed from our system.”
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“Removed?” the general repeated. “Why...” he narrowed his eyes, coming to the same obvious
conclusion that Sanya had. “Someone with access to the SIU mainframe is helping to keep Abram
King on the streets.”
“Our systems are on a closed circuit,” she added. “They can't be hacked from the outside.”
“Which can only mean one thing,” he stared her straight in the eyes; she shook her head.
“Someone in the SIU is working for Diaspora.”
As he lay in bed fading into consciousness, Edward became certain that something had changed.
There was sunlight coming through his window; it was morning now, and the rain had stopped. As he
mulled over the events of last night, he groaned; he couldn't remember anything after Dr. Geralds had
hypnotized him one last time, presumably drawing Haazim's consciousness to the surface.
He had me for an entire night, Edward realized, concern and anger flavoring the thought. He'd
been so stupid, using his birthstone before he fully understood the ability. Now, while he searched for
Alana to warn her of the rising danger, that very danger stalked his every step. He couldn't go near the
girl without risking a blackout, and thereby risking her life.
Edward sat up and rubbed his eyes. He'd have to be especially careful now – contact her
indirectly, and hide any traces of communication with the girl. Of course, that all hinged on his having
a way to reach her, which he presently did not. Maybe she got my email.
The computer was already on – had been left on all night, apparently. I swear, it's like living
with a bad roommate, he complained; Haazim wasn't the one who had to pay the electric bill.
Edward moved the mouse and the screen jumped to life, revealing a single open web page. He
began to type in the web address for his own email when he stopped, and stared at the page in front of
him. Haazim's email, he noted with surprise. Edward grinned. “Oh now this is going to be fun.”
The man's inbox was immaculate; it had only one message inside, from a man named Gabriel.
The message was unopened, which made sense; either his email address was very new, or he deleted all
of his messages after reading them.
He opened the message.
Brother:
I have some bad news. The Jeidites have arrested your other self. He wandered out
of my home, and into their grasp, I'm afraid. Fortunately he does not remember anything
that will help them identify me, or our one remaining cell. With one cell in prison, and one
destroyed by that Diasporan archer, I fear we have just one final opportunity to acquire the
target. Please tell me that you have located her; I could use some good news.
Illuminating, he grinned with smug contentment. Perhaps having a terrorist in his head could
work to their advantage. He forwarded the email to his own email address, then clicked on Haazim's
“sent mail” folder to cover his tracks. After deleting all records of the forwarding email, he almost
clicked back on the inbox, but then something caught his eye. The subject line of Haazim's latest
message to Gabriel read, “Have you seen this? Magog and Murad estab...”
Curious, Edward clicked on the email. The message contained a link to a news article dated
Adaru 27, 2023. Two days ago.
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Summit Strengthens Ties Between Magog and Murad
By Jayden Tether

In a dramatic conclusion to the Mago-Centrian Summit, leaders of Magog and Murad
announced that the previous non-aggression pact between the two nations has been strengthened
to a full military alliance. “Our nations have much in common culturally, and politically,”
concluded Muradian president Adinejad. “We have some of the same friends, and many of the
same enemies. Now that the military strength of Magog is combined with the strategic positioning
of Murad, we are finally prepared to restore peace to the land of Centra.”
Speculations abound concerning the meaning of Adinejad's statement. Federation
intelligence sources claim that he is likely rallying support for the Davini-Muradian Peace Initiative
that will commence at the end of this week. Other sources, such as Intelligence analyst Terrence
Jether, believe that he is making a veiled declaration of war. He states, “The next few weeks will
be critical as we learn the true meaning of this alliance.” Click here to read more >>>

“I don't believe it,” Edward muttered in shock, and perhaps with a dash of contempt. It's
happening, just as John's prophecy said that it would. He returned to the email message, to read
Haazim's reaction to the article.
Have you seen this? Now that Magog is in the fold, only one thing can stand in our
way. I really must find this Alana Adjer.
A chill swept down his spine. For the first time since hearing about the invasion, it felt real. He
had no idea why Alana was so important to these terrorists, why she was so central to their plan, but
now more than ever he understood that the lives of his people rested heavily in his hands. He had to
find Alana, and he had to do so before she left for Davian tomorrow.
Most importantly, he had to do so without the knowledge of Haazim. As he fired off yet another
email to Alana, and then one to Katrina, he resolved to find a way to get this terrorist out of his head.
Slipping into some winter clothing, he stepped out of his apartment, and decided, I really need to see
Dawn.
“Okay now,” Dawn Angetti continued, “place your birthstone into this leadlined box; it will
keep you from being able to access your ability.” Abram King, who was not only her liaison to
Diaspora but also her primary test subject, looked nervous. She could tell he didn't like the idea of
being parted from his telepathy.
“It's just been a part of my life for so long,” he replied. “Hard to go without it.” Nevertheless,
he placed his birthstone into the container, and Dawn sealed it.
I'll share a secret with you, she told him. You are overpaying me by more than a thousand
dollars a month. Abram didn't react; it seemed he was completely cut off from his ability. Strangely,
however, the electromagnetic field meter sitting on the lab table beside her seemed to disagree.
“Are you carrying another copy of your birthstone?” she asked; he looked startled.
“No I am not,” he replied, glancing to his right. “Why do you ask?”
“This meter measures nearby electromagnetic activity on the frequency that birthstones use. It's
still way above the normal level of activity, so either there's another birthstone being used nearby, or
else a machine that acts a lot like one.”
Abram sighed. “Go ahead, Brooke.”
What Dawn saw next both amazed, and surprised her. Over the course of a few seconds, the air
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beside Abram shimmered, seemed to bend inward, then rebounded outward as a ruddy woman in her
early twenties gradually materialized.
“Is that an illusion?” she asked quickly. “I would love to test her!”
“Another time,” Abram replied with a hint of aggravation. “Brooke, go ahead and place your
birthstone in the container with mine.”
After the box was resealed and the EMF meter was satisfied, she withdrew two small, identical
contraptions from a drawer in the lab table. Handing one of them to Abram, she noted the look of
surprise on his face.
“I know, they look strange.”
“I just expected you'd be handing me a modified birthstone, not this...thing.”
Dawn swallowed. It's never a good thing when your benefactor looks disappointed, she sighed.
At least he couldn't hear her concern now. “That thing,” she replied, glancing at the small black
hemisphere he now held in his palm, “is an overthecounter paternity test developed by Terrence and
Pawn Genetics. At least it was, until I modified it for our own purposes. The dome contains a culture
of your exohematic cells, and can be used to help someone else control them.”
Abram's expression changed from disappointment to intrigue. “How does it work?” he asked;
the Jeidite he called Brooke jumped up on a nearby counter top, and assumed a look of boredom.
Dawn rolled her eyes at the girl. “Well, you press the base of the hemisphere against your
finger,” she replied, demonstrating with her own device and finger. Before she could stop him, Abram
did the same.
“Ow!” he staggered back defensively.
“Sorry about that,” she chuckled when he glared at her. “I was about to warn you. The device
needs a blood sample from the person trying to control the ability, so it briefly injects a small needle
into your finger.”
Abram grunted, then asked, “What happens then?”
Dawn paused to collect her thoughts. “Before I can answer that effectively, you'll need to
understand my research on how birthstones communicate with the rest of the body.” Abram motioned
for her to proceed.
“I haven't published this yet, but if my hypothesis is correct,” she grinned, “which it is, then
birthstones communicate with the body's somatic nervous system using a simple, electromagnetic
signal.”
“They communicate using radio waves?” he asked, incredulous.
“Essentially, although they technically emit microwaves; it's a different part of the spectrum.”
“Wow,” Abram grinned. “And here I thought radio communication was a modern invention.”
Dawn laughed. “Want to know something stranger?” she asked. “The transmission is digital,
like a computer accessing the internet with a wireless connection.”
Abram frowned. “I know a young computer science major; she once steered me away from
using a wireless connection because it's especially easy to hack.”
Dawn nodded. “I approached a CS grad student on that very topic a couple months back. He
told me that the connection to a birthstone should also be easy to hack, if we can design machines that
understand the digital language being transmitted. Unfortunately, that'll take at least a few years of
research in a field that I know nothing about.” Abram made a mental note to look into hiring a CS
researcher to help, or even replace Angetti. The thought made Dawn understandably anxious.
“I did, however, discover another, more direct way to 'hack' into a birthstone,” she added. “We
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don't need machines to understand the transmission language because our bodies already do. All I had
to do was find a way to trick your birthstone into responding to signals from my body, and now I can
hear your thoughts.”
Really, he voiced his skepticism.
“Really,” she replied. And pretty soon you should be able to hear my thoughts too.
Abram blinked, then looked down at the black device still resting in his hands. “You've done it,”
he whispered, his thoughts colored by surprise, and for some reason relief. Then his face grew
suspicious. “What aren't you telling me?” he asked; she could feel his mind scrutinizing her own.
“I haven't quite done it,” she winced. “There's a slight caveat.”
“You call that slight?” he demanded. “Why can't I hear Brooke's thoughts?”
“The short answer?” she replied. “You're using a genetically altered version of your birthstone;
the ability has been...modified, so that you can only hear the thoughts of someone with a matching
birthstone.”
“What use is that?” he complained. We hired her to help us control another's birthstone, not to
genetically engineer a broken one.
“And this is a step in the right direction,” she returned, trying hard not to let her fear of lost
funding escape into her conscious thoughts. “You have to admit, the results are impressive, especially
after only a year of research. Give me another year,” she began.
I don't have another year, he interrupted her, recalling a rather graphic memory of a friend
being impaled by a Muradian sword.
The image caught her by surprise. Who is this guy, she wondered, questioning for the first time
whether or not he was who he claimed to be. He didn't seem like the sort of man that a research group
would work through; otherwise he'd have a little more patience for the scientific process. Dawn had
made amazing leaps and bounds in a short amount of time, and yet he hardly seemed to care. She
began to resent his frustration with her.
“Just...tell me how it works,” he replied, consciously clearing his mind.
Dawn cleared her own. “Well as I said earlier, the signal is used to transmit commands from the
body to the birthstone, almost as an extension of the nervous system.” She paused. “What I found
when comparing transmissions, however, was that each command, regardless of its purpose, is prefixed
by the same sequence of energy bursts. I hypothesized that this sequence was actually a code used to
validate the transmission.”
“In other words, the birthstone won't obey a command unless it starts with the correct
sequence,” Abram guessed.
Dawn nodded. “Similarly, the body won't accept any birthstone feedback unless it contains the
same sequence,” she added.
“So, this special sequence is what keeps others from using your birthstone,” he surmised. “This
code is our enemy.”
Dawn grinned. “I think of it more as a friend who occasionally needs to be pushed around.
Without the validation sequence, a birthstone would respond to any electromagnetic disturbance, and
chaos would inevitably result.”
“So how do we go about shoving this friend around?” he asked.
“Well as it turns out,” she answered, “the sequence is actually an electromagnetic rendering of a
segment of our DNA.”
“DNA code translated into radio waves,” he nodded.
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“Microwaves,” she corrected him.
Whatever.
“So anyway, if you change that segment of DNA in an exohematic cell, it will eventually start
responding to a new sequence.” Make sense? she asked.
Abram nodded, noting, “That's what the blood sample was for.”
“Exactly. This device,” she held up her own birthstone creator, “is an amazing little contraption.
A paternity test that used to take lab technicians an hour to complete can now be done in a matter of
minutes, and it's automated!” Dawn began counting on her fingers the steps of paternity testing. “It
extracts DNA from the blood cells, fragments it with a restriction enzyme, performs its own polymerase
chain reaction, and then compares the DNA with another sample using electrophoresis.”
Abram raised his eyebrows in sarcasm. Amazing.
“Sorry,” she laughed nervously. “I spend so much time around other biologists that I sometimes
forget that 'electrophoresis' isn't a household word. In short, I modified the paternity test so that it cuts
the proper segment of DNA out of the blood cells, and switches it with the segment in the exohematic
cells. So, given a couple of minutes, the exohematic cells begin to respond to the new controller's
signal.”
Abram frowned. “I still don't understand why the ability doesn't work properly.”
“It's pretty much a stroke of bad genetic luck,” she replied. “Most genes, or segments of DNA,
code for a single trait or part of a trait. In this case however, the same set of genes are used to code for
two traits.”
“What do you mean,” he asked.
“Well,” Dawn began, “there are thirtyfour genes used to define the electromagnetic validation
sequence needed for birthstone communication. Then, there are twentytwo genes used to define what
a person's ability will be like.” She glanced at Abram's face to make sure he was following. “The
problem is, seven of those twentytwo ability genes are shared with the thirtyfour validation genes.”
“The same seven genes are used to help define two different traits?” he asked.
“Exactly,” she replied. “So if we try to genetically change the validation sequence of a
birthstone, there is a good chance that we'll have to change those seven shared genes, thereby altering
that birthstone's ability somehow.”
Abram took a moment to let that sink in. “So what you're telling me,” he concluded, “is that it's
impossible to gain control over another person's birthstone without changing the birthstone's ability.”
“From a genetic standpoint, yes, that is true.”
“Still, my ability didn't completely change,” he pointed out, now pacing. “Both versions still
involve telepathy.”
“At least fifteen of the twentytwo genes remained the same,” she nodded. Suddenly, an idea
flashed across Abram's mind, but he stifled it before Dawn could quite get a hold of it. Conscious of
his mental audience, he paced on over to the leadlined box, withdrew the two birthstones sitting inside,
and replaced them with the small black dome he'd been holding.
“Smart,” she grinned after he'd sealed the box; his mind became obscured to her once more,
“Sorry,” he apologized. “The idea concerns another birthstone, the details of which I am not at
liberty to share with you.”
“I understand,” she replied.
“I would, however, appreciate it if you could do for this other birthstone what you did for mine,”
he added.
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“Of course,” she replied; Dawn wished she could still hear his thoughts so that she'd know why
this new birthstone seemed so important to him. Her conjectures were interrupted, however, by a knock
on the door.
“I think that's our cue to leave, dear,” Abram said to his companion, who stood from her seat on
the counter. Dawn meanwhile answered the door, finding a rather distraught professor Altier standing
outside. “We need to talk,” he conveyed, glancing into the lab at her employer.
“I know we do,” she replied with compassion; Lyn had already spoken with her about his
condition – blamed her, really. “Come on in.”
“I hope I'm not interrupting anything,” he added, stepping cautiously into the room.
“No, no,” she shook her head. “Mr. King was just leaving.” Edward exhaled, stepped over to a
lab table, and placed his birthstone on top of it; Dawn instinctively stepped away. The tiny, transparent
rock reminded her of just how dangerous working with birthstones could be, and she shuddered.
“Mr. King, wait,” she shouted after the form fleeing out the lab's main door. He stuck his head
back in.
“Yes, Dr. Angetti?”
“This other birthstone,” she said. “If I'm going to work with it safely, I'll need to know what it
does.”
Abram grunted. “It predicts the future,” he replied; she couldn't tell whether he was joking, or
simply telling her to mind her own business. Edward's expression was even more indecipherable. “I'll
send it to you tonight,” Abram promised before ducking back out of the room.

Chapter 8 :: Affections
Fran's hands felt cool as they brushed across Callie's throat, and she let the chill travel down her
spine. “Sorry,” Fran apologized. “Bad circulation.”
She heard a gentle click as Fran fastened the silver chain at the back of her neck. The slight
pressure of her fingers dispersed when she was done, leaving Callie feeling suddenly exposed. Soon,
however, she was enveloped by the gentle weight of Fran's two hands upon her shoulders.
Callie could feel her friend's gaze in the vanity's mirror, examining her, taking in the effect of
the necklace on her appearance. “It's perfect,” she decided. Callie wasn't quite as certain.
“I don't know,” she replied, eying the birthstone pendant that hung from its silver chain. “It's
kinda plain.”
“I think that it's elegant in its simplicity,” Fran countered. “It makes you look classy, or
dignified – like a queen.”
“But you said I wear it every day!” she complained. “I want tonight to be special, different.”
Different from how it ended last night, anyway. “Do you have anything shinier?” Fran dug around the
jewelry box on her vanity, and pulled out a...what was it again? A bead somethingorother necklace.
“This is a bead crochet necklace,” Fran declared with obvious pride. “And these,” she added,
lifting up a number of small spheres dangling from the beads, “are freshwater pearls.”
“Ooh, I wanna try that,” Callie swooned when she saw it. Of course she remembered how it had
looked when she tried it on yesterday afternoon, but she found that memories were always less vivid
than present experiences. She wanted to relive the memory again.
Fran draped the extravagant collar around her neck, and over the considerably smaller birthstone
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necklace. Fran's reflection shook her head. “It's too much,” she protested, removing the pearls once
more. Callie agreed, more or less, but she needed to draw and hold Sirrus' attention tonight, and her
own necklace wasn't up to the task. Sirris? she wondered. Or is it Cyris? Callie didn't really know
how the guy spelled his name.
“You don't need more adornment,” Fran murmured after a moment. “You're a captivating girl
just as you are.” It was funny how Fran knew her so well – knew what she was thinking sometimes.
“Then maybe I shouldn't wear a necklace at all.”
Fran shrugged. “It's your choice,” she replied, “but I think you should. Your birthstone
necklace – it's a part of you Callie, the last link you have to your parents. It's a part of who you are as a
person, and it's that person that Cyris wants to go out with.”
Callie wasn't so sure about that. There were times last night when it felt like she was just a filler
for that other woman – what was her name? Kanalit?
At any rate, Callie needed to win him over, to attract him more than that other woman, and her
memories of last night weren't encouraging. At the end of the night he just drove off without her,
without provocation. To make matters worse, she couldn't recall ever meeting him before last night,
which could only mean one thing – tonight was the last night she would see him before he shot her on
Pregam.
Something in their relationship had changed yesterday, and Callie desperately desired to
understand the shift. She thought she'd been charming, but apparently some part of her had driven him
away. One thing was certain – she hadn't been attractive enough to make him stay.
Callie stroked the birthstone with her thumb. It's almost as though the smallest deviation from
my memories will set in motion a history that is completely different, her journal told her. She pouted
with the thought of her dilemma. The trick is to make the right change. Would changing her necklace,
or even not wearing one at all change the course of the evening? Probably. Would it be enough to
make him stay? She had no way of knowing.
“I just want everything to be perfect,” she finally said.
“Cyris will take care of that dear, trust me,” Fran chuckled. “All you have to do is flirt,” she
winked. “Flirt like your life depends on it.”
It very well may, she noted grimly. As Fran began to work on her hair, Callie came to a decision
about the necklace.
As she waited for the florist to return, Alana's gaze meandered past the flower arrangement in
the shop window, to the murky world outside. At least the rain was still mercifully absent today.
“Here you are,” sang a painfully cheery voice from the back of the store.
“Thanks Annabell,” Alana replied, exchanging money for the bouquet that the woman had
brought with her from the back.
“They for someone special?” Annabell guessed.
Alana shook her head. “A friend,” she replied. “A friend who put himself in danger to save my
life.”
She left the store, clutching the bouquet in her right hand and his email in her left. Edward's
apartment sat just off campus on Normal Avenue. She always found the name 'normal' to be weird in
this context, especially since it was the only major road in Whiteclover that didn't run parallel or
perpendicular to Maine Street.
As she pondered Edward's urgent attempt to summon her, Alana took the shortcut across WU's
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track field, a mistake, given that the plateau was less like a field now, and more like a swamp. Ugh,
these are the only shoes I have, she realized; her other pair was still back at the dormitory, which was
clearly offlimits to her for the time being. She chided herself for mucking up even the basest part of
her wardrobe; she wanted to look her best today, since it would be the first time Edward would see her
since he'd saved her life two weeks before.
Of course it was only after she'd trudged her way to Edward's apartment that Alana realized he
wouldn't be home at this hour. It was only midafternoon after all; he was probably still on campus. A
few unanswered raps on the door confirmed her suspicions, and she dejectedly faced the decision of
whether to leave the flowers with a note, or come back at another time.
Sitting herself down on his porch, she let the bleakness of the weather color her mood once
more. She couldn't stand feeling like this all the time; the cost of hamsters was beginning to add up.
Maybe that was why she'd decided to see Edward today; simply thinking about him brought a pleasant
light into her dismal existence.
She let her mind wander back to that night he had rescued her. He didn't ask questions or
demand an explanation. His first and only instinct was simply to take her by the hand and guide her to
safety. And she felt that safety again, now, as she mused over the experience for the umpteenth time.
“Oh no,” she realized, looking down at the bouquet of flowers; the pounding in her chest
confirmed it. Katrina was right! She did have feelings for Edward.
“Alana?” she heard as the door behind her opened; she looked up in surprise and twirled around
in shock. “Jereb!” she exclaimed; somehow she had let her feelings for her boyfriend wane, leaving
room for a guy she had no chance with. He was her teacher for Misaach's sake!
“Edward, actually,” came his reply, her mind hearing it, and snapping back to the present. She
looked up into Edward's face, noting that something about him had changed since they were last
together. His face had gained a scar. “Come on in, Alana,” he said with relief. “I'm so glad to see
you.”
Really? she asked, surprised. Alana's heart fluttered against her will at the warmth with which
he'd greeted her. She stepped into his apartment.
“What's with the flowers?” Edward asked, guiding her to a nearby recliner; he took the couch.
“I, uh,” she began, tucking a loose strand of hair over her left ear. Alana looked up into his eyes,
and explained, “I wanted to thank you for what you did for me the other week.” Withdrawing one
flower from the spray, she broke off the stem, and tucked the blossom into her hair, over her left ear.
“These flowers are for you.”
As Edward took the bouquet, he couldn't shake the suspicion that Alana, his student, had
somehow developed feelings for him. The very thought of it exhausted him; his relationship with the
target was complex enough without having to worry about defusing any romantic inclinations.
Rubbing his temple and forehead, Edward did his best to ignore Alana's apparent interest. He
instead focused his attention more wholly on squelching the tugging and clawing that was occurring in
the furthest reaches of his own mind. Haazim knew that the target was here, and would do anything he
could to regain control; Edward knew he couldn't let her tarry long.
“Your scar,” she began, standing from her seat and joining him on the couch. “Did you get that
while defending me?”
Edward felt her gentle touch brush over his forehead. “Yeah, there was...” he began, wincing as
Haazim mounted another assault on his consciousness; Alana misinterpreted the expression.
“Oh, I'm sorry,” she apologized. “I guess it still hurts.”
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“Listen,” he said, shifting away from her on the couch. “I need to talk to you about what
happened that night.” His tone had grown serious, so Alana also shifted away, and she straightened her
shoulders a bit.
“Do you know why those men were after you?” he asked.
Even as she shook her head no, she could hear the splatter of Centrian death waters, and feel
him soaking into her clothing. That night, the Centrians had seen a personal demonstration of her
ability, and she couldn't imagine what they hoped to accomplish with it.
“No,” she replied. “Do you?”
“Um, no. Not really, no.”
Something about Edward's body language contradicted his assertion, and that made Alana
curious. “You sure?” she asked.
“I'm sure,” he categorically replied. “Look, I know you're planning to go back to Salamein
tomorrow,” he stated; Alana's face registered surprise. “I...”
“No,” she denied, “We're returning on Thursday, actually.”
“Oh,” Edward replied, pleasantly surprised that she was returning a day later than Callie had
predicted. Maybe Callie was wrong. He checked his mental calendar; tomorrow was the last day of
Adaru, New Years Eve, and Thursday was the first of Nisanu, New Years Day. “Never mind then.
That's good thinking; you'll avoid all the drunk drivers that way.”
Alana smiled. “Well, you should probably get going,” he decided, urged on by another mental
tug. “I'll see you when you get back from winter break.” Edward stood, and started toward the door.
“Wait, Edward,” she touched his arm; it reminded him of the way his sister Rachelle used to
gently elicit his attention. “Do you know something you're not telling me – something about the men
who attacked me?”
“I can't,” he winced as Haazim struggled to take over. “I shouldn't be talking to you right now.
Go, get out of here.” Alana looked unsure, and Haazim took her pause as another opportunity to seize
consciousness. The surge left Edward with only a few remaining tendrils of control, so he urged her out
the door. “Lana, go.”
“Edward, please, you can tell me anything,” she expressed, lingering inside the doorway.
“Anything.” Edward couldn't bear the struggle anymore.
“Leave!” he shouted, dropping the bouquet of flowers onto the floor. Alana glanced at the
discarded bouquet, and the hurt which then covered her face distracted Edward for a moment, a moment
which gave Haazim yet another foothold.
Before he could say anything, however, the girl blushed and rushed out the door, and Edward
dropped to the floor in exhaustion. He had to retain control, at least...long enough for the target to get
away. She couldn't be allowed...Haazim couldn't be allowed to follow her. Eventually he grew still,
slowly regaining control, and when he finally opened his eyes, Haazim found himself in the professor's
apartment.
She was here, he remembered. The target was just here.
His panic over a missed opportunity took hold of Haazim long before his training kicked in.
With a fleeting glance around the apartment, he bolted for the now closed door. Flinging it open, he
dashed outside, looked wildly around, and noted in his fury that the target was nowhere in sight.
“Aarough!” he roared, slamming his fist against the apartment building's outer brick wall.
Again! his mind shouted. He had failed his sister again!
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How many times had the target slipped through his grasp? Once today, twice the day they'd first
found her – in reality, every day that Alana remained free was another failure on his part. With his fist
still pressed hard against the wall, he dropped his head in shame. “Wait a minute,” he muttered,
squatting down to take a closer look.
The footprint on the doorstep was fresh, and with a brief examination of his own shoe, he
determined that it wasn't from Edward. So, unless the professor had had another caller recently, which
given his antisocial habits was unlikely, the footprint belonged to the target.
Following the target's mud trail to the field across the street, Haazim was able to determine the
general direction from which the target had come. Of course there weren't any outgoing footprints
leaving Edward's apartment, so Haazim couldn't use them to track the target's present position. But
there was a chance, however slim, that she had departed across the same field from which she had
come.
He searched the field. It was a good five minutes of mounting disappointment before Haazim
finally found a footprint that matched the target's. Then, it was a good five minutes of mounting
excitement as he tracked her movements across the murky field. Not daring to hope, he breathed a
prayer to Marduk and continued the pursuit.
// when you fix this section, have Cyrus forward the email to General Castelmein.
As he prepared to leave his apartment, Cyrus' computer dinged; apparently, he had a new email.
It wouldn't be Callie, he decided; she usually contacted him by phone. Given that, and the fact that he
was already late for their date, Cyrus decided to put off reading it.
As he stepped out the door however, he sighed, glanced back at his computer, then reluctantly
returned to it. If the email was from his sister, he'd want to see it sooner than later.
As it turned out, the email came from Callandra's brother Edward.
Hey Cyrus.
Don't ask me how I got this, but I attached a zip file of a bunch of emails between
two members of Third Alayah. I would've sent them to Callie, but you know how forgetful
she can be. Hope you guys can put 'em to good use,
-- Edward
Cyrus blinked in surprise, and reread the email. He didn't know whether or not to take the email
seriously; after all, Edward was a history professor, not a computer hacker. He decided to simply
forward the email to General Castelmein, and let him sort everything out.
Just as he was about to hit the 'forward' button, however, Cyrus thought twice about the act. If
the attached files were indeed from Third Alayah, and if Castelmein was right about Abram's allegiance
with them, then these files could further incriminate his father. Of course if that were the case, then it
would mean that Abram had been lying to him about his involvement with Murad. He didn't have time
to peruse the files now, unfortunately, but then again there couldn't be much harm in keeping them to
himself for the time being. After his date tonight, he would examine the files himself, then make a
decision about sending them to Castelmein.
As he departed from the apartment, Cyrus grew concerned that he'd have to make another,
harder decision in the days to come. He felt a kinship both with Abram and Castelmein; both men had
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welcomed him as a son, and in his own respective way, each man was to him a father.
Yet because of their diverging loyalties, Cyrus was now forced to choose between the two
fathers. He couldn't keep meeting with Abram, and expect General Castelmein to look the other way;
likewise, he couldn't keep siding with Castelmein and expect Abram to confide in him. One day soon,
he would need to make a choice between following the general, and following Abram. One day soon,
he'd have to decide what kind of a man he wanted to be. Would he be a Castelmein, or would he be a
King? Cyrus wasn't really sure.
When he reached the Daniels' home, John was the one who answered his knock. “Cyrus, huh?”
he asked, blocking his entrance into the house. “Don't you try anything funny on your date tonight.
And I want her home by twelve, no later.”
Before Cyrus could respond, Fran pushed her husband out of the way. “Sorry about that,” she
apologized with a smile. “He's practicing for when Suzy starts dating. Come on in.”
He smiled his thanks to Fran, gave a congenial shove to John, and entered the Daniels' home.
Their front room was small, when compared to the mansion he'd grown up in. Still, it had a rather
homely, or welcoming feel, which was something the general's mansion largely lacked. Yet the one
feature which stood out from among the rest was the girl staring back at him from atop the Daniels'
staircase.
He barely recognized the girl, such was the extent of the beauty treatment she had clearly
undergone, and it seemed as though she could barely recognize him. But still she smiled, and Callandra
descended the staircase with poise.
Cyrus couldn't help but compare the scene to the night of prom, with his sister descending in
Callandra's stead. The image of her white, flowing dress clouded his attention, and he grew concerned
that once again, his feelings for Kal would overshadow his care for Callie tonight. It was hard not to
think of her; after all, they had a childhood of history together. But now he and Callie were building a
history of their own; he just hoped they'd have enough to talk about during dinner.
Good, he thought after checking the left pocket of his jeans. He had remembered to bring his
cheat sheet of conversation topics.
As Callie descended toward Cyris, she couldn't seem to hold his gaze. Briefly checking her
purse, she found her cheat sheet of conversation savers, and sighed in relief. During the last half hour,
she had thought through last night, striving to recall any moments during their date when Cyris seemed
annoyed, unhappy, or in any state other than perfect bliss. Every moment she could think of was now
written on that sheet, so hopefully she could use the sheet to avoid his discomfort, and thereby avoid his
abandonment at the end of the night.
Callie looked back in his eyes, and descended another step. She didn't understand this guy, how
he could just abandon his date, even if he was having a terrible time; it just wasn't polite. She felt a
subtle resentment toward him, that she had to...what was that phrase again? Walk on egg shells? She
didn't like that she had to be so careful around him, and dance around his every displeasure.
Nevertheless she had to dance, to descend that next step with utmost poise. Because if she
didn't, she would lose far more than a second date – she would lose his help with Alana tomorrow,
which would deal a fatal blow against her people, and she would moreover lose her own life on Second
Pregam. Feigning excitement at the prospect of a long night out with this man, Callie kissed John and
hugged Fran, and took Cyris' hand as he guided her out to his car.
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“Expensive clothes,” read Marcus as he flipped to a new flash card.
Katrina thought for a moment. “Nice jacket,” she replied. “It's a shame it's on your body.”
“Good, but your reaction time is slowing,” he noted. “Pick up the pace.”
As he flipped to a new card, the apartment's outer door flew open. Alana trudged inside, wiped
her feet, and offered a grudging “Hey guys.” Before either of them could reply, she hurried to the guest
room and slammed shut the door.
“Still think Alana's all right?” Marcus asked her. About five seconds later, Katrina heard the
guest room door open and close again, followed soon after by the bathroom door.
“Seems all right to me,” she replied.
“Okay, well granted,” Marcus allowed, “compared to you she's euphoric.”
After a couple seconds of shared silence, a muffled shriek of agony erupted out of the
bathroom. Katrina and Marcus looked at eachother, and then at the hallway leading to the bathroom.
“Yeah...” Kat decided, “She's probably just constipated.”
“Alana?” Katrina called tentatively as she stood outside of the bathroom door. “Are you all
right?”

“I'm fine,” came the grumbled response.
“She says she's fine,” Kat whispered back to Marcus, who was standing at the end of the hall.
He gave her a look.
Katrina turned back to the door. “Well you don't sound fine,” she pointed out. Silence ensued.
“Alana?”
“Go away,” the girl replied; Katrina wasn't sure if it was a command or a plea.
“Fine,” she acceded, “but when you get out of there, we need to talk.”
“Then there's not much motivation to leave the bathroom, is there?” Alana returned. Two hours
later, Katrina found herself in a predicament.
“I really need the bathroom,” she said.
Marcus suggested, “Why don't you just use the main bathroom?”
“Isn't that the one that you use?”
“Yeah.”
“I don't have to go that bad.” Katrina walked across the lounge to the short hallway leading to
the guest room and guest bathroom. She smiled in spite of herself; Marcus and Gary were probably the
only two Whiteclover students with parents rich enough to land them a suite with a guest room.
“Alana, I need the bathroom,” she complained to the door.
“Nice try,” the door replied. “I'm not coming out.”
“Fine,” she replied, “then I'm coming in.”
“No, wait! Don't...” Alana protested, but it was too late. Katrina opened the door, and found her
fumbling for something sitting on the sink's counter top, but she overcompensated, and the object slid
off the counter.
Of more immediate concern to Katrina, however, was the blotches of red hair dye now staining
Marcus' sink. She turned to Alana to scold her for being so inconsiderate, not that consideration was
Katrina's forte either, but she then noticed that Alana's hair was still as jet black as it had been two
hours before. If not her hair, then what had Alana been dying?
She then heard a clatter at her feet as the object 'lana had been reaching for landed on the floor.
A box cutter? Why would Alana need a blade in a bathroom?
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She looked down once more at her friend's disassociated form, seated upon the toilet cover and
staring away at the wall, clutching her left wrist.
“Oh no, 'lana,” was all she said before she dropped to her knees beside the toilet and closed the
bathroom door. Feeling a brief resentment toward both Alana and herself, Katrina asked, “Can I see?”
Alana exhaled, and released her wrist. Expecting blood, all Katrina found was a number of
scars that appeared to be already months old. She ran her fingers over the scars.
“Why aren't you bleeding?” she asked, looking up into Alana's bloodshot eyes. Her cheeks
betrayed the filmy remains of tears long spent, and her slightly erratic breathing seemed to keep her
from answering. But she did respond, perhaps involuntarily, as Katrina caressed her wrist; her hand
blossomed open, revealing her birthstone, and immediately everything made sense.
“By Elean,” Kat whispered. “You're a healer!”
Alertness returned to Alana's demeanor immediately. “What did you call me?”
Katrina looked from her startled eyes, down to the gob of raw power resting in her hand, and
laughed out her incredulity. From the research Abram had both collected and fostered, she knew that
healers were, after precogs and grifters, one of the rarest breeds of birthstone wielders ever
documented. Perhaps, she noted, if Abram knew what a great asset to Diaspora Alana might make, he
wouldn't be so willing to throw her life in the hands of Third Alayah.
Taking out her own birthstone, Katrina reached past Alana's leg, bravely dipped her hand into
the wastebasket beside the toilet, and pulled out a crumpled brown paper bag. Pressing her birthstone
into the tinder, she lit it, and tossed it into the sink. Alana's eyes went wide.
“I called you a healer,” she replied.
A question appeared in Alana's eyes, which was quickly replaced by derision. “I'm not a
healer,” she denied. “I'm a killer. I don't give life; I take it.”
When Kat pressed her for details, Alana explained her need to reduce something to its death
waters before she could heal herself. “It works on anything living?” Kat asked.
Alana shrugged. “Plants don't seem to work. Other than that, I've only tried hamsters and
humans. And a rabbit, by accident once.” Katrina nodded; 'lana's failure with plants made sense. She
recalled from one of Dr. Hollandaise's lectures that plants were unique; they decayed into dust, not
water.
“Well that's really...wait,” she creased her brow, processing for the first time what Alana just
said. “You killed a human?!”
“Oh no,” Alana groaned.
“Who?!”
Alana looked to the ground, gave a weak grimace, then looked away at the bathroom wall again.
“The Centrian.”
“That guy who was stalking you?” she asked after a moment. Alana nodded. “Oh.” she simply
replied. “I guess...that's why you've been so messed up lately.” Katrina glanced up at the sink which,
even from this angle of kneeling on the floor, betrayed smudges of crusted blood. Alana's blood.
In a way she could identify with Alana's impulse to injure herself. She had never intentionally
lacerated her skin before, but she understood the need to release an inner pain. Katrina had done it by
purging her stomach contents, whereas Alana released her cardiovascular contents.
“You know it's okay, right?” she asked. “The guy attacked you, 'Lana. You were simply
defending yourself.”
Alana nodded, slipped off the toilet cover, and joined Kat on the floor, leaning against her
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kneeling form. “It almost feels like a dream, that night. I almost wish the cops would come looking for
me, or at least that something would show up in the papers.”
Great, Kat muttered to herself; Alana had noticed the coverup. “Maybe the Centrians cleaned
things up.”
“That's a lot to clean up. With all the flames, I'm surprised no one saw it.”
Katrina nodded, and opened her mouth to reply. “Wait,” Alana interrupted her. “You said
Centrians – Centrians plural.”
Katrina's heart raced; she set her jaw and clenched her fists. “I only ever told you about the
one,” Alana asserted. “Kat, how did you know about the other Centrians?”
Katrina stood, and grasped the metal doorknob. Alana too stood, and shoved her foot against
the door. “Katrina,” she repeated, “how do you know about the Centrians?!”
“How do you know about this place?” Callandra asked as they walked from their parking place
to a board walk at the right of the main restaurant. They passed a 'Go Right' sign which seemed to
direct them onto the gangway of old, yet apparently sturdy planks, so they followed it toward the rear of
the restaurant. “Do you bring all your dates here?”
She had posed the question quite intentionally, not wanting to leave anything to chance. She
needed to sound jealous, to have Cyris assure her of his unswerving fondness for her.
“No,” he replied, “I generally stay out of relationships – you know, focusing on my military
career. You're the first girl I've gone out with in years.”
Good, Callandra thought. Now that he was slightly less comfortable around her, he would
hopefully avoid bringing up his former love interest, a conversation topic that had made them both
markedly uncomfortable last time around. Callie mentally crossed 'Kanalit' off of her list of
conversation savers.
As they neared the back of the building, Callie took in the view of what she had previously
described to Fran as a 'lovely little maze over water'. The entire establishment was on stilts, being built
over a characteristically wet marshland, and tiny yet navigable pathways of planks connected each part
of the restaurant with the others.
The main building, which they just passed, took up most of the front of the marsh. The food
seemed to be mostly prepared in there, although Callie recalled seeing Benjamin fetch their drinks from
a small stall toward the back. There was also a small gazebo on stilts, used for dancing it seemed; they
hadn't really gone back there last night, so Callie had to rely on the assumption that the older couple in
the gazebo last night were swaying to the music, and not due to the wine.
Most of the marshland was allocated to seating, however; there were various platforms of
varying size, and as they arrived at the back of the main building, they were promptly directed to theirs.
“Hello, my name is Benjamin,” said the host, “and welcome to the Moor.”
As soon as they were seated, Ben took their drink orders. “What kind of locally grown reds do
you have?” Cyris asked.
“We have a Saladun Jarlot, and Saladun Panoir,” Ben listed.
“I'll take the Jarlot. Callie?”
“Do you have any Alanitian wines?”
“Yes, one,” he nodded. “It is also grown locally, in Saladun Pass.”
“I'll have that, thank you.”
After he left, Callie leaned back in her chair, and took in the view of the stars. Many of them
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were still clustered in the west, near where the sun had set and dispersed into the stars which now swam
across the sky. Callie let out a laugh; one of the stars above her seemed confused; it was traveling
westward toward sunset when it should've been traveling eastward toward sunrise.
Of course, she couldn't fault the star for striving against the flow; she herself often swam against
the rest of the world, appearing confused to everyone around her. Confused, however, she was not; she
simply knew what tomorrow held. Perhaps the star had a reason to swim against the flow; maybe she
knew of a secret danger lurking at sunrise, and was swimming away, while warning others to do the
same.
But what could one tiny light do, in the end? With so many stars swimming to their doom, how
could she convince them all of the danger tomorrow would bring No, warning them was a useless
strategy; she needed to cut out the danger at its source, and that was exactly what Callie would do
tomorrow when Alana arrived. She would rescue the girl to prevent the invasion, rescue Alana to save
her people. But to do that, she needed Cyris.
“They're beautiful, aren't they?” he asked; Callie tensed when he touched her hand.
“Um, yes,” she agreed, glancing down at her hand. “Yes they are.” She looked across the moor,
and back up at the sky for a moment. She liked this place; it was calm, and quiet, like Fran's house.
Well, come to think of it her house wasn't really quiet, but it did feel peaceful, somehow. Serene, like
this place. If she had come with someone else, a different guy, a better guy, she might have actually
enjoyed herself.
“You're not very good at this, you know,” Cyris interjected. Callandra looked back down from
the sky.
“Good at what?” she asked.
“Making me think you want to be here.”
Callie averted her eyes. It was an awkward statement, one which she should've remembered
from last night and written down. Checking her list, and then her memory, Callie could find no
recollection of the comment. History had changed, apparently, and now all her memories and
conversation savers were useless. Great.
“Of course I want to be here,” she rebutted, tucking a loose strand of hair over her ear.
“Callie, I know you well enough to know when you're lying,” Cyris countered. She sighed,
grateful that Benjamin had chosen that moment to bring them their drinks. Nevertheless, once he left,
Cyris pressed the point.
“Look, I get it,” he spoke in hushed tones. “You can't remember me? That's fine; every
relationship has its problems.”
“And what if I don't want a relationship with you?” she returned, regretting the question as soon
as she felt it slip out of her mouth. Strangely, Cyris didn't seem to take offense to it.
“Honestly, I might know how you feel,” he returned. “Don't get me wrong; I do want this
relationship to work. But there's another girl in my life...”
Oh no, Callie moaned. Please not the Kanalit discussion again.
“Another girl?” she asked. “What's her name?”
Cyris shrugged. “I call her Kal; it's short for Kalanit.”
Callie took a sip of her wine. She reflexively prayed for an end to the conversation, but then
took it back; she didn't need the help of a higher power simply to wade through an awkward
conversation.
“You like Kal?” she asked.
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“Very much.”
“So why don't you go out with her instead?”
Cyris made a gesture. “I tried; she doesn't want me.”
“So I'm just your second choice?”
“That's a good way of putting it, yes.”
Callie laughed. “Wow, Cyris. You're a real charmer, you know that?”
“Would you have preferred dishonesty?”
“In this instance, yes, I probably would've.”
“Well I'm not a fan of duplicity.”
“Or tact, apparently.”
“My brother got all the discretion in the family; you want tact, you should date him.”
“Can I have his number?”
“Sorry Cal; he's taken – by a girl named Kalanit, incidentally.”
His voice turned to a whisper as their waiter walked over to take their order, “So I'm sorry if I'm
your second choice.”
After their meal selections were selected, Callie found herself gazing across the moor, thinking
of every place she'd rather be than here. Delia's Shoe Delicatessen came to mind more than once. At
one point in her mental musings, she almost stood up to leave; thoughts of leaving Cyris with nothing
but the bill tempted her almost as badly as a shopping spree at the delicatessen.
In the end, it was only the faint northern breeze that kept her there, chilling her anger, and
reminding her of her people and her mission here tonight. Well, that and the chocolate fondue pot that
the waiter had brought out. As she finished downing a chocolatedrenched banana, Cyris touched her
frozen hand.
“I'm sorry, Callie; it was supposed to be a warm night. Warm for winter, anyway.”
“I'm all right, thanks.”
“Would you like to dance?”
“All right.”
Cyris handed her the cardigan she was using as a jacket, and guided her along the gangway to
the small gazebo at the back of the Moor. There they joined an older couple who smiled at them, all
bundled against the cold. Cyris took her hand and her waist, and she rested her free hand on his
shoulder.
“The last time we danced like this,” he mentioned quietly, “you actually wanted to be with me.”
Callie felt the subtle music begin to move them. “What is it about Kalanit that attracts you?”
She could feel Cyris' shoulder rise as he offered a shrug. “We grew up together; we share a lot
of history, have a lot in common.
“And you and I have nothing in common,” she admitted, finishing the thought.
“I wouldn't say that,” Cyris countered. “You don't want to be with me, and I'd rather be with
someone else. Neither of us wants to be here; that's something.”
Callie laughed, then moved closer to him. “Then why are we even here?” she asked. “Why
don't we just quit while we're behind.”
“Because I don't like quitting, and judging by the way you're fighting this invasion, neither do
you.” He made a thoughtful face, and then grinned. “There,” he said. “That's something else we have
in common.”
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“But there's one thing we don't have in common, and it's the one thing a relationship needs,”
Callie insisted.
“And what's that?”
“Feelings, Cyris. Care for one another.”
“If there's one thing I've learned from my foster father, it's that a relationship is based on far
more than emotion. Feelings wax and wane, but love, commitment – they serve as anchors when
everything else goes awry.”
“What are you saying?” she asked, confused. Does he want to be with me or not? Her
bewilderment only grew when Cyris released her hand to place his arm around her waist.
Reciprocating instinctively, she wrapped her arms around his neck, and he pulled her close.
“I'm saying that I think we should be together,” he finally stated. “If we make a choice, Callie,
to love one another in spite of our feelings, then our feelings will follow, guaranteed. If we choose to be
together,” he nearly whispered, “then even Elean himself couldn't keep us apart.”
Callandra blinked. In one way, what Cyris was proposing, or well, not proposing, but
suggesting – it was insane, was completely ridiculous, and yet at the same time it made perfect sense.
Already she felt her heart warming to Cyris, both figuratively and literally, and the fact that she was
now kissing him, a man she barely knew, was entirely acceptable and sensible. After all, she was
choosing now to love him, and her feelings were following closely behind.
It was the first kiss she had ever given, or received; she couldn't really be sure whose head
moved first, so mutual was this expression of endearment. But it was good, and warm, and truer than
anything she had ever known before. And as she released his lips, breathing for the first time in what
must have been a decade, she opened her eyes to see that same warmth emanating from his eyes. The
wintry northern wind whipped around them, but it couldn't touch her; Cyris was her windbreaker, her
hearth, her shield and her rock.
Speaking of rocks, Cyris then complimented her own. “I like your necklace,” he commented on
their way back to the table.
“Thank you,” she meekly replied. “I was thinking about wearing a different one; this one's
kinda plain.”
Cyris took her her by the shoulder, and turned her to face him. “Nothing about you is plain,
Callie,” he conveyed, pausing a moment to punctuate the thought. Then, as they turned once more to
walk the planks toward their table, she couldn't help letting out a restrained, but brilliant smile; she had
won. After what they had gone through tonight, Cyris would never think of leaving her – he loved her,
had chosen to love her. He would be there tomorrow to rescue Alana, and he certainly wouldn't be
there to kill her on Second Pregam. She had won, she sighed; not even Elean could turn Cyris against
her now.
As the train departed northward out of the Salamein Train Depot, it left two travelwearied
Jeidites deposited on its western platform. “I'm tired,” one complained. “Can I sleep yet?”
“Almost,” replied the other. “There's one more thing we need to do.”
“We gotta grab the rock?” Brooke asked; Abram nodded.
“I believe we have a date at the Moor.”
The rest of dinner went by far too quickly, and Callandra found herself wishing that time would
slow down, and afford her more time to chat and flirt with Cyris. It was strange, this turn of events.
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She felt closer with this near stranger than she had with anyone she'd known before, not that she really
knew many people.
“You want to rent a movie?” he asked as the meal came to a close; Callie immediately warmed
to the idea. After Cyrus paid the check, and futilely fought with Callie over her desire to cover the tip,
they began to leave the Moor.
“Hey, I need to use the restroom before we leave,” Callie noticed, touching his arm.
“Good, so do I,” he smiled, and they redirected themselves to a gangway that led to the main
building.
When Cyrus exited the men's room, Callie was nowhere in sight, so he assumed that she was
still in the other restroom. After a moment, however, he caught a glimpse of her through one of the
restaurant's windows, walking alongside the building back toward the front. Must've thought I was
waiting outside, he decided, so he exited the building and followed her to the front.
When he neared the parking lot however, Cyrus paused. General Castelmein?
“What are you doing here?!” he heard Callie demand with a hiss. “You could ruin everything!”
“Calm down,” the voice of the general replied. “I just came to check on your progress.”
“Well we're doing just fine,” Callie bitterly bit back. “He still likes me, if that's what you're
worried about.” Cyrus inched his way to the corner of the building and peered past it. About ten cubits
away, to his total shock and disbelief, he found his new girlfriend and old foster dad chatting,
and...conspiring?
“Good,” Castelmein nodded curtly. “Just keep Cyrus busy with your flirting and this whole
Alana diversion, and he won't have time to think about Abram's offer.”
What on the world...?
Meanwhile the real Callandra was still back in the restroom, washing her hands and smiling to
herself about the woman standing next to her.
“Absolutely not!” the woman shouted into her cell phone. “So what if Jarod got promoted?
That doesn't mean I'm going to walk on egg shells around him; I did enough of that when we were
married.”
As the woman hung up the phone, Callie grabbed a few towels and dried her hands. She noticed
that the environmentalist pamphlet on the ecological evils of oil drilling was still sitting on the sink top.
Apparently they don't clean the bathrooms every day, she noted, rather grossed out by the thought.
She flipped through the pamphlet, rereading a few of the paragraphs on the process of oil
drilling. But then, just as the other woman was walking out the door, she remembered.
“No,” she whispered, staring at the pamphlet, and then at the door that was now swinging shut.
“No!” she shouted, rushing to the door, but she arrived there just after the door slammed shut.
Grabbing the handle and tugging at it helplessly, she struggled to wrench the door open. “No no
no no no, this isn't happening, this isn't happening!” she cried, but the door wouldn't budge. Just like
last night, she was somehow stuck in here. And just like last night, Cyris was outside somewhere,
being somehow inexplicably severed from her life.
“What does Abram want with Cyrus, anyway?” he heard Callie ask the general.
“He wants him to join a paramilitary group called 'Diaspora',” Castelmein replied.
“And that's bad?” Callie wondered.
“It's terrible!” the general nearly shouted. “They're a dangerous group, physically, but also
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ideologically. I can't afford to have someone this close to me involved with them.”
“By Elean,” Cyrus whispered; he was such an idiot. Callie was spying on him for the general?
But that didn't make any sense! The night they'd just had – the kiss. It was real, not a hint of pretense
or duplicity at all.
“The kiss,” Callie interrupted his thoughts. “We kissed tonight, general. I think I'm actually
beginning to develop feelings for him.”
“That's fine,” Castelmein assured her, touching her chin with endearment. “Cyrus could use
some happiness in his life. Just help me keep him away from Abram, and everything will be fine.”
“Well, you fed him that line about Abram being involved with terrorists, right? That should be
enough to keep him away.”
Castelmein smirked. “Perhaps. But a woman's touch is so much more effective. Now get back
in there; he's probably waiting.” Cyrus saw Callie nod, then ducked his head back around the corner as
she turned to walk toward the place he was hiding. He paused for a moment to decide his plan of action
and, as he so often did, deduced that a direct attack would be best. He walked out into the parking lot.
“Cyrus!” Callie jumped; she was no more than a cubit or two away.
“Hey son,” the general nervously added; he was further away, and would likely prove more of a
challenge. Clenching and unclenching his right fist, Cyrus fought the urgeto reach out and grab Callie's
neck. He instead just walked to his car.
“Oh no,” Callie cried behind him. No no no no no, Cyrus, this isn't happening, this isn't what it
looks like!”
He turned back to her. “You two,” he said, pointing at her and the general in succession. “I
don't ever want to see either of you again.” With that, he drove off.
As Callie was still tugging on the door, another door, or rather, a hole in the wall to her right
opened up. “Miss, are you all right?” the waitress in the hole in the wall asked. Callie looked at the
woman, then followed her gaze back to her own hands, only to find them tugging at a soap dispenser.
“Oh,” she replied, releasing the dispenser. She walked over to the hole in the wall which was no
longer a hole in the wall, but in fact the doorway she thought she was tugging at, and touched her
forehead in confusion. Disregarding the entire bizarre experience, she brushed past the woman, and
raced outside just in time to see Cyris speeding off, just as he had last night.
As he rounded a bend, and disappeared from her life, Callie dropped to her knees, and breathed,
“No.”
It hurt Abram to send his son away like that, brokenhearted, but he knew it had to be done.
Cyrus deserved to be a part of the future, a part of Diaspora, but he had ties that were holding him back.
Now that Callandra and Castelmein were no longer a part of his life, he would come running to the one
man who could give him acceptance and hope.
“Good work,” he told Brooke. “Your ability to alter reality really came in handy this time.”
“I don't alter reality,” she demurred. “I alter perceptions. If Cyrus returns to check the
restaurant's security feeds, he'll see you and me, not the precog and the general.”
“Cyrus, isn't an idiot,” Abram replied, “but he isn't smart enough to think of that, trust me. Now
come on,” he urged. “We still have to fetch Callandra's birthstone.” When he looked to where she'd
been kneeling before, however, he realized that the precog had slipped away. “Plan B,” he whispered as
they too slipped away.
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“Breaking and entering,” Brooke commented as they entered Callie's apartment. “Haven't done
this in at least a couple days. Oh, and theft. That one's been at least a week.”
“The ends justify the means, darling; you know that.” Brooke mentally rolled her eyes at him;
that was a new one. “We have to protect our people,” he added. “At all costs.”
“Hey, I got no problem with that,” she put up her hands. I just don't think that stealing this
girl's birthstone is all that necessary. “We could just take a small sample,” she suggested, “and your
scientist could grow another birthstone from that. Like we did with yours.”
Abram frowned, and examined the flavor of her thoughts. It seemed that she felt some level of
empathy for Callandra, that she was considering what life would be like if someone stole her own
birthstone.
“I wouldn't normally take someone's entire birthstone,” he conceded, “but Callandra's ability is
dangerous. If she successfully changes history in just the right way, then this entire invasion could be
stopped in its tracks before Diaspora can make its move.”
Brooke sighed. “I guess. But...”
A creak in the floor, then the rattling of the doorknob ended the argument. “Invisible, now.”
Abram whispered. The door opened, and the girl rushed in, heaving, and trying to hold back her tears.
Once she closed the door, however, she felt isolated enough to let her tears flow. For a moment she just
stood in the living room, gripping the back of the recliner, but then she rushed to the apartment's small
bathroom and summoned enough strength to glare at her reflection in the mirror.
“Why?!” she demanded. “Why did he leave?!” Curious, Brooke inched her way toward the
short hallway which ended at the ajar bathroom door; Abram followed suit.
“Was it the shoes?” she implored, kicking off her heels and tossing them out the door. Brooke
dodged one; the other hit Abram in the gut.
“Or was it the freaking necklace!” she shouted, ripping the birthstone choker off her neck, and
tossing it out into Abram's hands.
That was easy, Brooke noted as they turned to leave the apartment. As he closed the door
behind them, he heard one final cry from the girl, “I just wish I understood.” Why...
He and Brooke ascended the apartment building's stairway, and they were soon out of earshot,
but it was a long while before he was out of mindshot. He couldn't block out her agony, and only now
realized the depth of the bond he had broken tonight. How had this damaged his son?
“The end justifies the means,” he whispered to himself. He had to believe that this was all for
the best. Pushing Callandra out of his mind, he took out his cell phone, and dialed Katrina.
“You said Centrians,” Alana asserted. “Centrians plural.” Katrina's heart raced as she realized
her blunder; she clenched her jaw and fists. “I only ever told you about the one. Kat, how did you
know about the other Centrians?”
Katrina stood, and grasped the metal doorknob to the bathroom. Alana too stood, and shoved
her foot against the door. “Katrina,” she repeated, “how do you know about the Centrians?!”
Fortunately, Kat's phone then rang. “Hello?” she asked.
“Katrina,” the caller replied. “This is Abram King. Are you in a secure location?”
She looked at Alana's foot on the door, then up at her perturbed face. “Not exactly.”
“Well can you get to one?” he requested
“I'm kind of in the middle of something. What do you need?”
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Abram's sigh made it through the telephone. “Just tell me if we're still a go for the operation
tomorrow.”
“Yes,” Kat replied. “We'll be there.”
Once Katrina hung up the phone, Alana demanded her answer once more. “Now it's time to
answer my question.”
“Fine,” Kat replied, “but not in here. First we'll clean this mess up, and then we'll talk in the
guest room.” Hopefully I can come up with a good lie before then, she grimaced.
“Whatever,” Alana agreed, moving to wipe down the bloodencrusted sink.
Once they had retreated to the guest room, Alana sat crosslegged on the bed. “So what's the
deal?” she asked.
Kat began her lie with caution. “Okay, so you know how my birthstone lights stuff on fire?”
“Yeah.”
“Well that night, when the Centrians attacked you; well, there was a lot of fire.” Alana's eyes
went wide as she made the connection. “You're welcome,” Kat replied.
After a moment, Alana nodded. “All right, so you were the archer; that makes sense. How did
you know where I'd be?”
Katrina thought for a moment, trying to weigh how much she should tell her. “I bought some
cheap surveillance equipment,” she finally explained. “Those earrings I gave you are tracking devices.”
Alana gave her a strange look. “Okay, I'm not gonna lie, Kat. That's kinda creepy.”
Kat scoffed. “I'm not stalking you 'lana; I was...” she trailed, hesitating for effect.
“You were what?” Alana pressed; Katrina sighed.
“I was paid to look after you, okay? That's it; that's the big secret.”
“Paid? By wh...Oh, you have got to be kidding me. My dad?!”
Good, Katrina nearly smiled in relief. She bought the explanation. “Look, I'm sorry, 'lana, but
you know how it is at college, with no job. And I don't have a rich father like you.”
“Kat, I am going to strangle you! You're only feeding his paranoia!”
“You think he's being paranoid?” she countered. “Tell that to the eight militia members who
tried to capture you.”
Alana sighed, conceding the point. “You think they tried to kidnap me because of my dad?”
“Maybe,” Kat allowed. “Could be some blackmail thing. But I wouldn't worry about it; I have a
plan to get us back into Davian undetected.”
“How?” she asked.
“I've been telling everyone, yourself and your father included, that we'll be going home on
Thursday. But really, we'll head home tomorrow morning.”
“Gee, thanks for the advanced notice.” Alana grumbled. She stood from the bed to start packing
a few clothes, but then noticed that the window above her dresser was cracked open a bit. Explains the
draft, she concluded, pushing down on the pane to shut it.
Outside, Kiriek Haazim let a curse slip through his mind; he could no longer hear the girls'
conversation. “No matter,” he decided. I already have what I need.
He took out Edward's telephone, and dialed again his brotherinlaw's phone number. “Nazir,”
he heard.
“Gabriel, it's me.”
“New news on the target?”
“Yes. She is not departing on Thursday as Edward thought, but will rather leave tomorrow.”
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“You are certain this time?” he asked.
“Absolutely,” Kiriek nodded. “They will be there. I will call you if anything changes,” he
promised, scanning the yard for a good place to stake out the house for the night. He eventually chose a
bush near the front door.
“So are we cool?” Katrina asked inside. Alana gave her a grudging smile.
“I guess,” she conceded. “I know dad was just being his overprotective self; I suppose I should
be grateful he didn't make me travel with a full detachment of bodyguards.”
“Well knock on wood, because after this Centrian incident, he just might.” Alana groaned.
“Hey,” Kat continued, “could you do me a favor, and not tell your dad that you know about me? He
wanted me to keep it a secret.”
“Sure, whatever,” she agreed, taking out another dark blouse from her drawer. Laying it on the
bed next to her other clothing, she became aware of how dark her preferred wardrobe had become over
these last few weeks. She used to love wearing that sky blue cardigan, as well as her other clothes of a
similarly light demeanor, but now she just shoved it aside, to reach to the darker depths of her dresser
drawer.
“Alana,” Katrina interrupted her musings. She sat on the bed next to her pile of travel clothes.
“Is everything all right?” Alana turned to face her, and Katrina took her damaged wrist into her hands
again. “Are you all right?”
“It's fine; I'm fine; it's just this whole Centrian thing,” she turned away, taking her wrist back
into her own hand. She could feel the scarred remains of her lacerations, and wondered if they would
ever fully heal.
Sighing, she sat down on the edge of the bed, next to Katrina, perhaps wrinkling some of the
clothes she had just lain there. “I've been thinking a lot about my name,” she admitted. Kat just sat
there and said nothing. “I mean, it's kind of ironic that I was named 'Alana', right? When all I ever do
is bring about death?” Katrina smiled, probably trying to look sympathetic, or maybe reassuring. She
was failing miserably, which made Alana laugh.
“Hey, you remember last summer, when we went backpacking across Laedia with Jereb and
Cyrus?” she asked.
Katrina nodded, “Yeah, that was fun.”
“Yeah,” she sighed, looking away. “I kinda miss my old alias from back then; it seems like a
much more fitting title.”
Katrina placed her hand on Alana's shoulder. “I just think you need to get some rest,” she
suggested, standing up to leave the room. “But call your father first; let him know you're coming home
a day early, so he can meet us at the station.”
“Ugh,” Alana groaned. “Can't you do it, since you two are so tight now?” When Katrina
snorted her declension, Alana rolled over the bed, grabbed her phone off of the bedstand, and scrolled
to her father's number in the address book.
As the phone rang, Katrina backed out of the room, pulling the door closed as she went. “Sleep
well,” she whispered, “Kalanit.”
The allusion to her alias made her smile, but before she could respond, her father answered the
telephone. “Castelmein,” came his voice over the line.
“Hey daddy,” she replied. “It's me.”

Chapter 9 :: Alana
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The next day was New Years Day, and as such the weather in Salamein was cool, or even
moderately cold when the lake breeze from the north would blow. Nevertheless that morning, General
Castelmein found himself sitting outside, on a small bench in his daughter's Kalanit garden, watching
the sun rise.
Today was going to be a good day, he knew; Alana was coming home. He hadn't seen his
daughter in over four months, and since she never called him from school, these photographs were the
only connection he had to her throughout that time.
Flipping through a couple pages in the photo album, he arrived at a rather fun picture. It was a
few years old, from back when the kids were all in high school. He was seated on the steps of the
mansion's portico, flanked by Jereb and Cyrus, with Alana lying across their laps.
The next picture was from prom night, featuring the three couples who had congregated at the
mansion to commandeer his limo for the night. Cyrus and his date were on the left, and Katrina was on
the right with a boy named Troy, if he remembered correctly. And of course, Alana was at the center
with Jereb.
She was always at the center, it seemed – at the center of photographs, of the general's
affections, and at the center of life in general. Whether by conscious effort or not, Alana was the kind
of girl who received the attention of everyone around her. She was so very much like her mother in that
regard, he noted, and before he could think twice about the action, Castelmein flipped to the final
photograph in the album.
Seeing his wife at once pained and consoled him. She had been a belligerent thorn in his side
throughout most of their short marriage; yet in those last few months before Alana's birth, she'd brought
him joy that endured far longer in memory than the vexation she had wrought before. And even now he
found himself missing her, and missing Alana, that last little glimmer of his wife still shining in his life.
He would be glad when she arrived home safely tonight.
Gabriel Nazir took one last look at the target before pocketing her picture once again. He would
be glad when she was safely back in hand tonight; he hoped he wouldn't lose any more men to what
seemed to be a strange birthstone ability. Instantaneous death – a powerful ability. Shame it is wasted
on a Jeidite, he mused.
“Alana Castelmein,” he muttered, standing from his bench in Altier Park. You are a hard young
woman to track down. He mourned once more the losses inflicted by this target; Omar had been lost to
her directly, and almost an entire cell to her friend Katrina. And he had lost Haazim, dear Haazim. To
be trapped inside of a Jeidite's body was a fate far worse than death.
His thoughts turned to Rachelle. Haazim's sacrifice had not been in vain; because of him the
target would be captured, and the pathway into Davian would be cleared by her father. Because of
Haazim, Murad could invade, and Rachelle would be honored in death. Vengeance would fall; the
Jeidites would fall. Nazir had but one final task, to collect this Alana Castelmein.
Alana slammed the trunk on their rental car, and hesitated before stepping into the passenger
seat of the Visionair.
“You think you'll miss it?” Katrina asked; Alana rolled down her window, and stared out across
the Whiteclover campus.
“Miss it?” she asked. “We're only leaving Whiteclover for a couple weeks.” Katrina smirked.
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“Still, you're right; it does feel kind of permanent. I mean, I know I'll be back,” she expressed. “I just
don't know if I'll be the same person when I get back.”
Alana was aware that she was changing; she could feel it in her bones, in her thoughts. There
was a darker side of the world which she had never experienced before, but now, for better or for worse,
she was beginning to see just how dark it could be. “I think I'm starting to see the world from your
perspective,” she added.
To that, Katrina replied, “I'm sorry to hear that,” drawing a smile from Alana. To her surprise,
Katrina's face was then graced with her rare 'thoughtful' look. “I think I'm going to miss Marcus,
believe it or not.”
“Oh, I believe it,” Alana replied with a groan; Katrina looked up.
“What in gehenna is that supposed to mean?”
“Oh, don't even try to deny it,” she replied, grinning and rolling her eyes. “You like him.”
Kat snorted. “I just enjoy that the guy goes through ridiculous amounts of pain and
embarrassment just to grab my attention. It'd be cute if it wasn't so pathetic.”
“See what I mean?” she concluded. “You two are perfect for eachother. You love inflicting
pain, and he loves receiving it – A sadist and a masochist, a match made in heaven.”
“All right, I am officially ending this conversation,” she declared with a stifled laugh, turning
the key in the ignition. “And I am not a sadist.”
Alana put up her hands in surrender, and shifted her attention to the music. She switched on
Katrina's iPown media player, which was already plugged into the car, but before she could select a
track, it started blaring the song that Katrina had apparently been listening to before.
“I am well aware of my reputation...” the car stereos sang, “Makin' people cry is my soul's
elevation...”
Alana looked over at Katrina, and Katrina glanced back. “Shut up,” she said, as she gunned the
engine forward.
“Wait a minute,” John put up his hands. Just...hold on a second. You're telling me that not only
have you lost your ability, but Cyrus is gone too?”
“Last night we had a fight,” Callie grimaced, “but then later everything was great, and I don't
know why he...left.”
“You remember last night?” John asked; there was hope in his voice. “Do you remember the
day before that, uh Monday? That was the day that you and Cyrus came up with a plan to rescue
Alana.”
She shook her head apologetically. “Sorry. Aside from yesterday, I can't remember much of
anything at all.”
“Great,” John backed a step away. “So no Cyrus, no powers, and no plan. I guess it's just you,
me and Elean.”
“Who's Elean?” she wondered. Cyrus had mentioned his name last night, and last night she had
understood who he was referring to, but now – now her memory was a blur.
“He's probably the only one who could help us out of this mess,” John asserted. He must've
seen Callie's confusion on her face, because he then further expounded, “He's our god, the god of the
Jeidites.”
“Oh, well I hope this Elean does something soon,” she expressed, “'cause we don't really know
anything that will help us save this Alana girl.”
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John grunted his agreement, but then turned thoughtful. “I'm starting to wonder if Elean even
wants us to stop this invasion.”
“Why wouldn't he?”
“Well, if this invasion is in fact the one prophesied about in the Terakh, then it's going to
happen, one way or another,” John alleged. “When Elean says something will happen, it happens, for
better or for worse.”
“Even if his people will suffer?” Callie disputed; John nodded. “Well I'm not giving up. Elean
or no Elean, I am going to stop this invasion, and you, John, are going to help me. What about Fran?”
“What about Fran?”
“Why don't we call her? The more bodies we have here, the better.”
John shook his head in refusal. “I sent her and the kids to Port Durimein this morning to stay
with my cousin for the next couple of weeks. I don't want her involved in this any more than she needs
to be, not with the baby on its way.”
“So it really is just the two of us?”
“Looks that way.”
“Then I guess we should come up with a plan,” she decided grimly. In spite of herself, Callie
suddenly missed Cyrus. He'd know what to do, if only he were here.
Cyrus, she wondered, where are you?
Cyrus was at Douglas' Bar and Grill, waiting for Abram, but thinking about Callie. He'd been a
fool to fall for her, a fool to fall for love. Women only ever caused him grief, and he considered
returning to his policy of uncompromising restraint.
He couldn't believe he'd wasted two weeks of his monthlong military leave on Callie. Of
course, it wasn't truly a waste; because of her infatuation with him, he now knew about the invasion.
Because of her, he could now do something to stop it.
“That's the spirit,” a familiar voice called from behind him. Cyrus turned in his booth to see the
man. “Come here,” he said, and Cyrus stood to embrace his father.
“You seem surprised to see me,” Abram inferred.
“Only because you're early,” he replied, but Abram pressed the point.
“Yes,” he insisted, “but with your birthstone's ability, you should've heard me coming before I
even entered the restaurant.”
“Mm,” Cyrus replied, taking a sip of his spiced rum. “I didn't bring it.”
“Really? I thought you enjoyed sifting through my half truths.”
“Hmgh,” Cyrus grunted. “I do. My birthstone's been acting up, so I didn't bother to bring it.”
“What's wrong with it?” Abram inquired.
“It's just not working. I try to hear someone's thoughts, and I can't.”
“Well that's just unfortunate,” Abram commiserated, clearly trying to hide his smirk.
“Oh, I don't need telepathy to know that you're happy I lost my power.”
“Only because I know a place that can help you to restore it.”
“Diaspora?” Cyrus guessed.
“One of our warehouses, yes,” Abram nodded. “We've converted it into a training facility for
our new militia.”
“You still haven't told me what Diaspora's stake is in all of this,” he complained.
“Of course I did,” Abram contested. “I told you that we're working to stop this invasion, like
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you.”
“Okay,” Cyrus allowed, “but the last time we met, when I told you about this Alana Adjer girl
Callie remembers, you told me that Murad wouldn't attack us if she was protected.” He took another
sip. “If you were truly trying to save our people, then you'd help us save Alana.”
“Yes, that is true. But we need Murad to attack us.”
Cyrus raised his eyebrows. That doesn't make any sense, he claimed.
“Look, I can't give you all of the details, but think of saving Alana as the short term solution.
Diaspora, on the other hand, is aiming for a long term solution.”
“So our people suffer a little now, to keep us from suffering a lot in the future?” Abram nodded;
Cyrus gave his own now. “That sounds reasonable; what do you need me to do?”
“Well, our militia has been well trained in the use of our birthstones, but we have only a
primitive understanding of the sword. I was hoping you could give us a few pointers.”
“Absolutely,” he agreed. “Just tell me when you want me to start.”
“How about now?” Abram asked. “Brooke here can escort you to our training facility.”
“Brooke?” he asked, looking around. “Who's Brooke?”
Suddenly, music started blaring from somewhere behind him. As he turned to determine its
source, the doors to the bar flew open, and a rather provocative, or blatantly...hot redhead walked
through them.
“What is that?!” Cyrus asked; the girl winked at him, and strutted toward their table. As she
approached, stepping in perfect time to the brassy music which flared around her, heads turned
throughout the bar. Her hair flowed back in an inexplicable breeze, and she seemed, to Cyrus, almost
like a runway model.
“Cyrus,” Abram said once she arrived at their table. “This is Brooke.”
“Hey cutie,” she leaned against his booth.
“She can show you around the warehouse,” Abram continued with a grin. “I would myself, but
I have a train to catch. Have fun, you two,” he ordered as he left.
“Oh,” Brook susurrated to Cyrus, “I'm sure we will.”
Stepping out of the Visionair, Alana walked over to the popped trunk, and collected her five
bags; Katrina grabbed her one. “Need a hand?” Kat asked with a smile.
“Nope!” Alana grinned. “No, I got it.” Gripping her final bag with her pinky, Alana tugged it
out, and slammed the trunk with her chin. Katrina meanwhile paced over to a nearby building to return
the rental's keys.
When she returned, the girls moved toward the train station under what felt like the shadow of
the Sunderian Water Barrier, but was probably something closer to a bioluminescence; Alana craned
her neck to see just how far up the hydrospheric wall she could see. It was hard to discern where the
wall ended and the sky began, but she knew that somewhere up there, it curved overhead, providing
shelter from the intense pressure above it.
As they neared the station, Alana looked down from the sky to the dreaded, gaping hole in the
water barrier. It had the diameter of a small skyscraper, but even so Alana felt claustrophobic every
time she rode through it. Something about traveling down a pipe made of transparent slime didn't
appeal to her, especially since there were 33,000 minas per cubic handbreadth of pressure pressing in
around the pipe from all directions.
She was grateful when they arrived at the station, because the enclosed building hid the tunnel
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from view; that being said, she knew that a couple minutes of ignorance wouldn't nearly atone for the
near hour she would spend inside of the tunnel.
“I'll get the tickets,” Katrina offered; Alana handed her the fare, and moved over to one of the
station's waiting areas. While she waited, she mindlessly examined one the station's novelties, a small
replica of the Sunderian Barrier and the TransSunderian Tunnel.
The diorama was interesting, she had to admit. It was constructed using a rectangular aquarium
from which the two longest sides were removed, and replaced with a spongy, slimy, yet surprisingly
firm material taken from the barrier itself. The aquarium was then filled to the brim with water, and
none of it ever leaked out, no matter how many kids would hit or punch or scrape at it. She
remembered reading last time that kids were actually encouraged to touch the minibarrier, since a
Federation environmentalist group had passed laws prohibiting general contact with the actual barrier.
A child hopping nearby the diorama looked at Alana, then pressed a big red button as if to show
her how cool it was. With a woody whistle, the diorama's train started moving toward the wall, toward
the tunnel that had been cultivated out of the wall's slime. It rolled over the ground labeled 'Evian
Federation', through the tunnel, arriving finally at a stretch of ground labeled 'Shinar'; then it looped
back around the tank to its starting position.
“That's very nice,” she smiled to the child, taking her seat. Soon Katrina joined her, and they
waited for the next train.
As the train started moving, Alana attempted to reread her library book on Pregam. Soon,
however, the dim lighting of the stupid tunnel made the task rather difficult.
“Wow,” Katrina muttered, gazing out the window. Alana glanced up up at her, her eyes
thanking her for the break.
“33,000 minas,” Kat continued with a grin. “It's staggering how much pressure is closing in
against those tunnel walls.”
Alana felt suddenly nauseous, and stood to escape to the bathroom. “I hate you,” she called
back, drawing a laugh from Katrina's chest.
Adorable, she smiled, taking out her phone once Alana disappeared from sight. Before she
dialed, however, Katrina hesitated. The laugh, and its lingering feeling of endearment toward Alana
made her interactions with Abram feel like a betrayal of trust.
“The train just left,” she told him.
He replied, “Very good. When you arrive, there will be an operative at the station to retrieve the
target.”
“To retrieve Alana, you mean.”
“Excuse me?”
“Her name is Alana.”
“Yes, she is the only 'target' that you and I have discussed.”
“She's a sweet girl, Abram; don't screw up her life.”
“Don't screw up this mission, and she'll be fine.” Katrina heard a click come over the line, and
mentally chided herself for letting him get the last word.
A couple minutes after the train exited the tunnel, Alana returned from the bathroom. “I don't
get it,” Katrina pointed out. “You feel claustrophobic inside of a massive tunnel, so you shut yourself
into a tiny bathroom to get away from it?”
“Makes sense to me,” Alana shrugged, picking up her book again. As the girl sank deeper into
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her reading, Katrina was forced to amuse herself. At first she tried to daydream about the DDF's
subnet, and how she might hack into it if the need arose. Of course her imaginings couldn't get very far
without actual details, such as the operating system used by Defense Forces, or the open ports allowed
by their firewall. So, when that exercise became a bore, she instead began to mindlessly examine a map
of the TransCentrian Railroad.
She noted that the name was something of a misnomer, really. In its present form, the railroad
only passed through two of the five countries of Centra – Shinar and Davian. When it was first
commissioned, however, it was intended to have branches in all five countries. Many had hoped that
the project would help tie Centra together, instead of tearing it apart as it had.
The problem was Davian, according to Abram, and to a lesser degree Shinar. No one in Centra
wanted to join themselves with Davian, Shinar included. Yet because of their mutual alliance with the
Federation, Davian and Shinar managed to 'play nice' long enough to construct their share of the Trans
Centrian Railroad.
In response, the other three nations of Centra refused to allow construction of the railroad within
their borders, and in some ways began to view Shinar as a traitor. Katrina well remembered the day
that Adinejad denounced Shinar's cooperation with Davian, largely because it was the day that she had
decided to join Diaspora.
She'd been meeting with Abram in a coffee shop, learning from him about modern politics, and
even more rivetingly, about the invasion that had killed her parents. She had learned a lot, and certainly
agreed that something in Davian needed to change. However it wasn't until she began to see Abram's
predictions about region politics coming true that she decided to bind herself to this man, and to his
way of thinking. He had predicted that Centra would scorn Shinar, and like clockwork Adinejad had
done just that.
Abram was a man who understood the days in which he lived, and for that Katrina greatly
respected him. She didn't always approve of his methods – how he chose to handle the days in which
they lived; it wouldn't hurt him to treat Alana as more than a name on a passport. Still, she was grateful
to know him, to have been chosen by him as one of his founding members of Diaspora.
An electronic chime dinged in the background as a circle on the TransCentrian Railroad map lit
up. “Sheshach City, Garden Street Station,” the PA system called out. “Five minutes to arrival.” The
light grew dim again as they dipped into a tunnel underneath of Sheshach, Shinar's capitol. Alana made
another impromptu trip to the bathroom, emerging only after they emerged from under the city.
“That's the last tunnel, right?” she begged.
“Not counting the wall of Salamein?” Kat replied. “Yeah, that's the last one.”
Fifty minutes later, they stopped at the border to register their passports, and crossed back into
Davian. Fifteen minutes later, they passed over a familiar railroad bridge, with men as tiny as gnats
working at the bottom. Five minutes later, they received a familiar ding, accompanied by those blessed,
and dreadful words, “Salamein Train Depot, five minutes to arrival.”
“We're home,” Alana whispered in relief.
“Yeah,” Katrina breathed, her heart breaking for her friend. “We're home.” She gave Alana an
encouraging smile, perhaps with the hope that she herself would be encouraged; there would be no
turning back from this moment. The future of Davian, not to mention that of her friend, would be
determined by what happened next in the walls of Salamein.
She held her breath as they ducked into those walls, and as she closed her eyes in the darkness,
she thought, Show time.
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As Castelmein sat in the train depot's seating area, he worked to stifle the agitation he regularly
felt whenever he would come here. Terrible tactical layout, he complained, glancing once more at the
arrival board; Alana's train would be pulling in any minute now.
As he looked away from the timetable, his eyes happened to rest on a young woman who was
crossing in front of his view. “Callandra?” he shouted over the din, and the girl turned to face him. As
she studied his face, her eyes betrayed confusion, not the recognition he had expected.
“It's me, General Castelmein,” he offered. “You came by my house the other week?”
“Oh, of course,” she smiled, walking over; she clearly had no idea who he was.
Castelmein shook her hand. “You really can't remember your past, can you?”
“Uhheh,” she faltered a laugh. “You seem to know about my condition.”
He grinned and shook his head. “My name is Castelmein,” he disclosed. “General Castelmein.
How is the invasion coming?” The girl gave him a quizzical look. “Or did you forget about that too?”
“No,” she shook her head. “I'm just surprised that you know about it. I'm so sorry I can't
remember you; were you helping us to stop it?”
“I am certainly open to helping,” he offered. The recent activity of Third Alayah and this newly
uncovered Diaspora group were beginning to lend credibility to her claims of an invasion, and he was
curious to know if she had unearthed any new intelligence regarding it. “Is there anything I can do?”
“Actually, yes,” she breathed in relief. “We desperately need another body to help search the
crowds. There's a train coming in some time today, and one of the passengers is key to Murad's war
efforts; John and I are here to rescue her.”
“All right,” he nodded. “Which train is she arriving on?”
“We...don't really know,” she admitted. “Cyrus knows; he's a friend of mine who was supposed
to be here, but I don't think he's coming.”
“He isn't?” he asked in surprise. “What happened?” The general was reminded of his meeting
with Cyrus yesterday, how he'd claimed he was going to stop the invasion without involving the
military. This must be what he was talking about, Castelmein realized, mentally scolding himself for
assuming that Cy had been referring to Abram.
Callandra began to respond to his question, but her voice was swallowed by the bellowing hiss
of air brakes as a train rolled into the station; Castelmein glanced at the arrival board, and with a touch
to her arm, he told her, “Hold on; this is my daughter's train.”
The train soon pulled away, revealing the passengers it had dumped on the northbound platform
across the tracks. He quickly ascertained Alana's location, and they traded waves before she turned to
the escalator that would take her to the overpass upstairs. “Do you see your target,” he asked.
“No, I only have a name to go on.”
“A name?” he replied in incredulity. “How do you expect to id her with only a name?”
“John's doing something upstairs with a computer,” she explained. “I'm more or less just sitting
here, hoping to remember something that might help.”
“Sounds like a well thought out strategy,” Castelmein shook his head; the girl just rolled her
eyes.
“Our plan kinda hinged on my friend Cyrus showing up.”
“Well what's the target's name,” he asked; perhaps Major Arayn could run a background check
on the target – rustle up a picture or something.
“Her name, let's see, what was it?” Callandra muttered to herself. She took a slip of paper out
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of her purse, and read it back to him.
It almost didn't register when she recited the alias; after all, his daughter couldn't have anything
to do with a Muradian invasion. Yet even so, as Callandra repeated the name at his request, he knew.
He was the one man who controlled Davian's southern border, and when it came down to it, his love for
Alana was the one force that controlled him.
She was almost up the escalator. “Alana!” he shouted through the commotion, but it was too
late; she had already disappeared from view.
As their train pulled into the station, Katrina grabbed her one bag of luggage from the overhead
compartment, and Alana grabbed her five. After dismounting from the passenger car, they stood on the
platform for a while, Alana stretching, and Katrina watching her stretch.
It was always a strange sensation, Katrina thought, how the station would feel so minuscule
when the northbound platform was all they could see. Yet, as the train pulled itself away to the north,
the expanse of the bustling depot was unveiled to them, causing the room to feel instantaneously ten
times bigger.
Out of the corner of her eye, Katrina could see Alana waving; she must've found her father.
“You know,” she pointed out, “for someone who complains so much about her dad, you sure seem
happy to see him.”
“Come on,” Alana urged, tugging her toward the 'up' escalator at the north end of the platform.
A figure in the shadow of a pillar caught her eye, however, and when he shook his head, Katrina had to
decline.
“Go on ahead; I'll catch up,” she replied, nodding toward the escalator when Alana's expression
turned to perplexity. She shrugged, “Okay,” then turned to lug her luggage toward the escalator.
Katrina in turn turned south, and strode toward Abram's asylum in the shadow.
“Our operative is waiting at the top of the escalators,” he told her. “Alana will be drugged, and
taken to our warehouse, no harm done.”
“I hope we're doing the right thing,” Katrina murmured; Abram gave her a hard look.
“Don't tell me you're going soft, Bishop. Remember, you were ordered to befriend her for this
very purpose – for this very day.”
“Yeah,” Katrina breathed. “I just wish she hadn't become such a good friend in return.”
A couple seconds later, a cry reached their ears from across the tracks. “Alana!” someone
shouted; Abram glanced from behind the pillar to see who had called. Before either he or Katrina
could determine the source, however, a commotion on the northern escalator stole their attention.
“Fantastic,” Katrina complained. “She's running.”
She glanced at Abram, who was himself focused on Alana as the girl struggled to rush down the
'up' escalator. “She is running,” he agreed, “but not from our asset.” Abram paused, and closed his
eyes. “From the Centrians!”
Great, Katrina muttered, stooping to unzip her luggage. Third Alayah's here. Withdrawing her
recurve bow, she began to assemble it.
“No, Kat,” Abram prohibited, placing his hand on her shoulder, “there are too many. We have to
let them take her.”
“That is not an option,” she replied, bracing the string between both ends of the bow.
“Yes it is,” he insisted; “it always has been. As I've told you, the entirety of Diaspora could be
compromised if even one of our operatives falls into enemy hands – you do not have permission to
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compromise yourself Katrina, not even if it might save her.”
A train rushed in from the north; Katrina glanced at the train, then at Alana as she reached the
bottom of the escalator. Then she glanced back to Abram.
“You do not have permission,” he repeated; with a sigh she stood and nodded, leaving her quiver
and bow on the ground.
“I understand,” she grimaced, perceiving the patter of Alana's approaching footsteps.
“Fortunately, Abram, I also don't care.”
As Alana rushed past, Katrina ducked Abram's attempt to restrain her, picked up her quiver and
bow, and lunged forward to run with her friend. When she caught up with her, Alana smiled her
gratitude, and they dashed toward the other escalator. As they neared it, however, Katrina noticed with
dismay another mass of Muradians piling down the steps.
Corralled from behind, and attacked from the front, Katrina observed. “We have one choice,”
she huffed; Alana nodded.
“The tracks.”
As his daughter disappeared up the northern escalator, Castelmein noticed a familiar face
peeking out from behind a pillar – a pillar that Katrina was talking to. Is that...how does Abram know
Katrina? he wondered briefly, before returning his attention and apprehension to his daughter. He ran
toward the nearest stairwell, but then caught a glimpse of Alana running back down the escalator she
had previously ascended.
The unusual action made him pause, and assess the situation. Abram, behind the pillar. Alana
running toward him – no, toward Katrina. What was her connection with Abram? What is Alana
running from?
Then he saw them, a group of men chasing her down the escalators. Muradians, he decided,
given their distinctive gait and the color of their skin. With that knowledge he moved, away from the
stairs, and back toward the tracks.
He prepared himself to leap across the ravine, a feat which, if he was twenty years younger,
might have been conceivably possible. Just in time though he steered himself away, as a train from the
north then swept into the station and cut him off from his daughter.
“Argh!” he grunted, pounding on the side of the nowhalted train; passengers began to
disembark. Other options, he told himself, steering his mind from frustration, from emotion. He could
head upstairs and across the overpass – a good option if the Muradians planned to take her out the front
door; he would simply cut them off upstairs.
Not likely, he decided, glancing at the guards posted at the doors. He decided that they would
probably extract her through either the northern or southern tunnel, which would dump them outside
the city, away from any crowds and law enforcement. He would have to wait here for the train to move.
Taking out his cell phone, he forced his mind to turn from worrying about Alana to determining
any resources he might be able to summon. His mind drew a blank; no one he would have in his
programmed list of contacts would be able to muster a force outside of Salamein in only a matter of
minutes. “Give me your number,” a voice demanded from behind. He turned; it was Callandra. “Give
me your number!” she repeated as the train began to move; he nodded, then recited his ten digits,
mentally urging the train to move faster.
As the train disappeared into the southern tunnel, he caught a glimpse of the Muradians
disappearing with it. He jumped onto the tracks, and powered after them. As he too disappeared into
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the darkness, a brilliant light shone in the palm of his hand. Then it rang, and he answered it. “Hello?”
he asked, pushing himself forward.
“General,” Callandra replied, “do exactly as I say, and we might be able to save your daughter.”
“I have a plan,” Callandra told him as she pounded on the employee entrance to the ticket booth.
“My friend friend John is stationed at the gate controls; if you can tell me precisely when Alana passes
under the gate, he can close it and trap those men inside of Salamein.”
“That could work,” the general replied; he then demanded, “What are you doing here?”
The question caught Callandra offguard. “I'm...helping you save Alana,” she conveyed as a
Salanian woman opened the door.
The general replied, “Not you, Callandra; I'm talking someone else.”
“Oh,” she said, then pressed the phone against her chest. “Ayam sorry Callandra,” the woman
told her, “John issn tworking todae.
“I know, but he's here, upstairs,” she replied. “I really need to see him.”
“Okae,” the woman nodded. Algo find'im.”
“No, um,” she faltered. “Can I just come in?”
“Dis isemployees only,” she pointed to the sign on the door. “Lot sovwarriors alaround; I can't
lechyu in unescorted.”
Callandra grew frustrated, and apprehensive; she put the phone back to her ear, urgently hoping
that Alana was nowhere near the gate. The general's rhythmic breathing came in over the line; he was
still running, a good sign. Even so, she wished she had another cell phone on hand, so she could simply
call John when the general gave the word.
She looked back into the woman's eyes. Callandra's despondency must have translated to her
face, because the woman's countenance now registered curiosity, and...compassion. “Please,” Callandra
entreated; the woman nodded.
“Okay. Just stayau toftrouble.”
“Thank you!” she hugged her and rushed past. “General, you still there?” she asked, arriving at
and then mounting the steep spiral staircase at the end of the hall.
“Yeah, we're...aerrgh!” he shouted, and then huffed; it sounded like he'd hit a wall. “What was
that?!”
“Everything all right” Callie asked, concerned.
“Yeah, someone's shooting at us. Listen,” he panted, “the tunnel's getting lighter, and I think I
see the bend up ahead. Are you in position?”
“Almost,” she replied, staring down the corridor at the two warriors who were now staring back
at her. Now all I have to do is get past them.
As he rushed into the darkness of the southern tunnel, Castelmein heard the soft thump of
rubber on wood; someone had landed on the tracks behind him. The faint padding of feet that followed
suggested either a lightfooted man or perhaps a woman. As the footsteps neared his own, he dodged
left, to the ground between the two railroad tracks, and glanced back.
“What are you doing here?” he demanded in surprise.
“I'm...helping you save Alana,” Callandra replied over the phone; he forgot he'd been speaking
into it.
“Not you, Callandra,” he corrected, “someone else.”
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He glanced once more at Sanya Arayn, who breathed, “Talk about it later; save your daughter
first.”

Castelmein nodded. They pressed forward together, gaining some ground on the Muradians,
who were themselves apparently gaining ground on Alana.
“Thank you!” Callie shouted. “General, you still there?”
“Yeah, we're...aerrgh! What was that?” he bellowed as a flaming mass before them flew
backward and dropped to the ground; it was one of the Muradians. Arayn dodged to the right of the
man's writhing form, and Castelmein dodged left. As he returned to the even ground between the
tracks, he felt the searing heat of another arrow fly past his neck.
“Everything all right?” Callandra asked.
“Yeah,” he returned. “someone's shooting at us.” He peered ahead, trying to perceive any more
flaming arrows, and noticed that the shadows of the Muradians were becoming easier to distinguish.
“Listen,” he conveyed, “the tunnel is getting lighter, and I think I see the bend up ahead. Are you in
position?”
“Almost,” she told him.
At the center of the tunnel, Castelmein found it difficult to see past the Muradian shadows.
Thus he veered to join Arayn at the right of the tunnel, so he could tell when his daughter would round
the bend that would take her outside of the wall.
“Orders?” Arayn asked.
“Yes,” he decided. “Peer ahead, tell me the second my daughter rounds the bend.”
The major nodded. “What will you be doing?”
Castelmein nodded to the Muradian horde. “Pick off the stragglers,” he huffed; another figure
near the tunnel's center turned to flame.
“Be careful,” she said; he pushed away from the wall, and approached one of the men running in
between the two tracks.
The man's right leg pushed against the ground, propelling him forward until he shifted to his left
leg, and drew his right to the front. Then his left pushed back, until he shifted to his right again, which
now pushed against the ground but a cubit in front of Castelmein.
He kicked in the knee. The man went sprawling onto the righthand tracks; Castelmein pressed
on to the man in front of him. That man fell to the left, just as Castelmein heard the whistle of an
approaching train. Great, he thought, praying that Alana would have sense enough to stay off the
tracks. As he pursued a third member of what he knew must be Third Alayah, Major Arayn shouted,
“She's through!”
“She's through!” he relayed.
“She's through!” he heard Callandra shout. “John drop the gate!”
“Are you in position?” Callandra heard General Castelmein ask her over the phone.
“Almost,” she replied, distracted by the two warriors standing just ten cubits down the hall.
Now all I have to do is get past them.
She tried at first walking past them, but as she neared their station, one of them asked, “Excuse
me, I haven't seen you before; do you have clearance to be up here?”
Callie considered the question. “I don't think so,” she admitted, trying the honesty approach. “I
need to speak with a man in the gate control room. Actually, could you tell me where that is? John said
it was down this hallway, I think.
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“Sure,” one guard smiled; Callie tucked a stray ribbon of hair behind her ear. “It's three doors
down on the right.” The other guard gave him a look.
“Miss,” he added, “Greg here would love to deliver any message you might have to the men in
that room, but we can't allow you to go there yourself. The room, as well as this hallway, are offlimits
to unauthorized civilians.
She shook her head. “No, I have to be there myself,” she asked. “Please.”
“Orders are orders; I'm sorry.”
Callie's heart raced as she pondered her dilemma. She couldn't afford to ponder her dilemma;
she needed to be in that room, and she needed to be there now.
“Peer ahead,” Castelmein ordered. “Tell me the second that my daughter rounds the bend.”
Callie bit the inside of her lip; the time to close the gate was fast approaching, and she needed to be in
that room when Castelmein gave the signal.
“Castelmein,” she looked up. “Listen guys, the general's daughter is in trouble. He's the one
who sent me here; he's on the phone with me now.” The more cautious guard betrayed curiosity, and
skepticism. “If something happens to his daughter,” she added, “and you two stopped me from helping
her, then you can be certain he'll hold you responsible.”
The guards glanced at eachother, and the cautious one replied, “He's on the phone now?”
Callie nodded. “Let me speak with him then.”
Callie began to hand him the phone, but then heard from it the last words she wanted to hear
right now, “She's through!”
“She's through!” she shouted down the hall reflexively, knowing well that the odds were slight
that John would hear her. Shoving the phone at the guards, she brushed past them and called, “John,
drop the gate!”
As she passed through the outer wall of Salamein, Alana gasped for breath, bent over in
exhaustion, and allowed her eyes to adjust to the evening sunlight. Glancing around, she realized with
dismay that there was nothing nearby but grass and the occasional tree.
Another train whistle dre her attention to the west; she could make out the mass of an
approaching train, but it was still a couple minutes away. Glancing back toward the tunnel, she watched
Katrina emerge, launching another flaming arrow into the darkness.
Alana's breath remained staggered and insufficient, so she strove to calm her racing heart, which
largely ignored her due to the shadows now stirring inside the tunnel. Katrina urged her to continue the
flight, while Alana mentally urged the railroad gate to close. I can't run anymore, she moaned; she
wished that somehow, someone would know to close the gate before the Centrians could pass through.
A foot stepped into the light; then the shadows receded from his leg. As the face of the foremost
Centrian broke into the light, Alana realized that she recognized him; he was the leader from the attack
at Whiteclover.
A cubit beyond his foot lay the depression into which the gate would close – should close. She
knew it was foolishness to hope for such a miracle, but hope nonetheless haunted her musings. His left
foot pulled forward, stepping into the crevice, while another Centrian's face breached the light. Then,
as the leader drew his other foot forward, he stepped across the groove – across the expanse where the
gate should've been. Squaring her shoulders, Alana pulled out her birthstone, and glanced at Katrina.
Katrina fired, and missed. “That's enough of that,” the leader shouted, motioning to one of his
fellow Centrians. The man leapt forward, knocked the bow from Katrina's hand, and tackled her to the
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ground.
Alana returned her sight back to the leader, and he met her gaze. He too leapt into the air, this
time, right toward her. “Get...off of me!” she heard Katrina shout. She worried briefly for her friend,
and then more immediately for herself, as she braced herself for impact with the Centrian leader.
He grabbed her wrist, and they started to fall. Interestingly, he cradled her head as she hit the
ground, absorbing the impact that might've her a concussion. Even so, she still wanted to kill him, to
return him to his fluids, and that impulse bothered her.
“Korin!” he turned his head to shout. Alana noted with frustration that he was holding the wrist
with her birthstone in it. Still, if I can just get the stone to touch his skin, she pressed herself. She
opened her hand, and used her ring finger to move the birthstone toward his grip.
Then she felt the soft friction of a cloth against her skin, and before she could reclaim the
birthstone into her hand, one of the other Centrians stole it away from her.
The leader launched himself from on top of her, and yanked Alana to her feet. She glanced
around to see what had become of Katrina, but a motion in the tunnel stole her attention. “Dad!” she
shouted as his face pierced the light. With a display of strength that surprised even herself, she broke
from the Centrian's grasp, dodged past another, and bounded toward her father.
As she neared him, and he neared her, a metallic click rang through the air, followed by the
sound of rusted nails accelerating over steel. Her father's eyes averted upward, widened, then returned
to her face in panic.
“Callandra!” he shouted.
It's me Dad, Alana.
“Raise the gate!”
It was only a measure of three or four handbreadths that separated her from her father, but in a
matter of milliseconds those three or four handbreadths became an impassable wall of solid metal bars.
“No!” she cried, her hands grasping the bars like a convict in prison. A train whistle sounded in the
west.
“Alana,” Dad whispered, placing his hands over her own. She at once felt security, and panic, as
she felt two unwelcome arms wrapping themselves around her waist.
“Dad,” she struggled against the arms. “Dad, I'm sorry.”
“I know, sweetheart, I'm,” he paused, and her grip on the bars broke. “Callandra, come on,” he
pleaded, “raise the gate. Don't tell me you don't know how; just get it done!”
“Alana!” he returned to his daughter; she was now over ten cubits away, and still struggling. He
searched his mind for something – anything that might help to save her, even now.
He looked up. “Your birthmark!” he shouted; Alana met his gaze. “Your birthmark is your
birthstone,” he conveyed; her face registered confusion, then understanding, then twisted into disgust.
“What?!”
“Come back to me,” he pleaded, “whatever it takes.”
As he stood there helpless, the Muradian leader diverted two of his four remaining militia
members to hijack the slowing train. Then, as they departed with his daughter, the general sank to his
knees, although his heart sank much, much lower. He heard behind him the soft thud of another's knees
now hitting the dirt, and felt her hand upon his shoulder.
The touch undid him, although he fought hard the release with a hardened expression. As Sanya
placed her other hand upon his back, however, he grasped the bars before him, and wept.
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Chapter 10 :: Battle Ready
// unaware of what transpired outside the western wall of Salamein, Cyrus finishes a tour of a
warehouse in the industrial district outside of the eastern wall of Salamein.
// complains at the late hour, how dark the warehouse is. In reality, he just wants to get away
from this girl who won't stop hitting on him.
// Brooke replies that the tour would've been over by now if he hadn't insisted on stopping at his
apartment to grab his birthstone. “There, that better?” she asks, brightening the room.
// “How do you do that?”
// explains that her birthstone ability allows her to alter perceptions
// “so earlier today, when I first met you, that little runway model performance was just a farce?”
// “maybe an embellishment”
// Cyrus considers the frequent duplicity of the women in his life, and how he's better off
without Callandra. Still, he misses her, and wishes briefly that he could be with her now.
// “What is she doing here?” Brooke asks; Cyrus follows her gaze to Callandra, who is still
wearing her gown from last night
// “Callie?” he asks, but she disappears into thin air.
// “That's bizarre,” Brooke murmers.
// “How do you know Callandra?” Cyrus accuses. “What's your game?”
// “Hey, that wasn't me,” Brooke retorts. “I don't know how she appeared there.”
// Right, he snorts. He notes, interestingly, that the image of Callandra had been wearing the
same gown Callie had worn last night. “Have you ever been to the Moor?” he asks.
// Something strange crossed Brooke's mind, but before he had a chance to consider it, Cyrus felt
the presence of another mind.
// “So, you two kids have a good time?” his father asks as he walks up.
// “Hey Dad,” he replies. “Brooke and I were just finishing up the tour.”
// “So what do you think?” Abram asks.
// “Well, your equipment is good – standard issue DDF armor and weaponry. Of course, I'll
have to see your men in action, to gauge how much training they've had with a blade.
// “Very well; stop by tomorrow morning. Danny Durin will be here,”
// “He's our current blademaster,” Brooke adds.
// If you already have a blademaster, why do you need me?
// Durin has devoted the last sixteen years of his life to the sword, and he is very good. For all
his skill, however, he has never seen combat; he has never fought a Muradian. “You have.”
// Just before daylight the next day, Sanya Arayn reports to General Castelmein's home office.
He clearly hasn't slept at all.
// “Report,” he wearily commands; she straightens her shoulders and speaks.
// “I couldn't find her,” she replies softly. Castelmein's shoulders slump. “The train Third
Alayah escaped on passed into Shinar before the border guard could be alerted.”
// “You're saying she's in Shinar?” he asks.
// “It seems that way,” Arayn nods. “We do have some diplomatic relations with Shinar; perhaps
we should contact the ambassador, and ask him to begin a search.”
// Castelmein considers that for a moment “No, we need to keep the number of people who
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know about Alana's capture manageable, contained.”
// “You're afraid Defense Forces will relieve you of command?” she guesses
// “It's what I'd do, if I were them.”
// “Well you have to admit,” Arayn nods, “there is a conflict of interest here. We can assume
that Third Alayah plans to use you to somehow undermine the southern defense; if it came down to it,
would you sacrifice your daughter to save the nation?”
// “I'm not sure.”
// “Well, then maybe it would be best for you to relinquish your command, take the decision out
of your hands.”
// Castelmein shakes his head, “No. The moment the decision is out of my hands is the moment
that Alana dies. If I am no longer of any use to them, then neither is my daughter.
// “So we keep this quiet, and hope to somehow find your daughter before the invasion? How
are we supposed to do that without outside help? Do we even have any leads?”
// Castelmein frowns, and stands from behind his desk. He walks to the window, then paces
back. Then a look of realization crosses his face. “I don't think she's left the country!” he nearly
shouts.
// “What?”
// “Think about it. Third Alayah is a small terrorist group; they don't have a great many
resources at their disposal. Gabriel Nazir will want to stay close to his operation – close to me, to make
sure I am behaving. Plus, he's already set up his base of operations here,” he rifles through some
papers on his desk, “somewhere in the industrial district.”
// “Hold on, you know where Third Alayah's training camp is?” He hands her a paper, and she
scans over the message.
// “I don't know if it's a training camp, or a more minor facility, but according to that email they
have a facility of some sort in the Terrence Terrace Industrial Park.”
// “Where did you get this?”
// “Cyrus sent it to me.”
// “And you're sure it's reliable?”
// “I trust his judgment. I haven't been able to reach him though.”
//:: [1 page] Next day Castelmein meets with Sanya. She tells him about her lack of success in
tracking Third Alayah; perhaps they left the country – went to Shinar on that train. Castelmein asserts
that they're still inside the country, in the industrial district of Salamein. Shows her the emails sent
from Cyrus. “Is the source on this good?” “Can't tell; I haven't been able to contact Cyrus at all; he
doesn't even know his sister's been taken.” Arayn agrees to do a sweep of the industrial district, but
Castelmein orders her to do so herself, without involving the SIU; they still have a Diasporan mole, and
who knows what they have in other agencies. “We need to find my daughter.”
//:: [2 pages] Nazir standing outside of the girls' cell, looking in through a plexiglas portal.
Considers her birthstone ability, and how under the proper tutelage, it could be a deadly weapon.
Militia member walks in, and hands him a wireless phone. “Mr. Nazir? This is Abram King.” “I
thought we agreed not to speak directly.” “Well, I figured that such rules of decorum became irrelevant
after you tried to kill me a couple weeks back.” “It's nothing personal, you understand. I couldn't leave
any loose ends lying around.” “Of course.”
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Abram proceeds to inform Nazir that he isn't watching the general as closely as he ought. “I
have a man watching his mansion, ready to tail him. If he makes a move I don't like, one threat to his
daughter should squelch it well enough.” “If you don't know his moves, however, then you won't know
to threaten him. For instance, did you know that he received intelligence suggesting that you have an
operational center in Terrence Terrace Industrial Park.” “You're lying.” “How else do you think I found
you? One of our operatives intercepted the information.”
“What do you want?” “The same thing we wanted before. When you invade, install Diaspora
as a provisional government over Davian, and under the rule of Murad. In return, we'll provide
surveillance on General Castelmein, along with any other intelligence we think your invasion might
need.” “Agreed. IYO, should we move the target to a new location?” “No need; I'll make sure the
general doesn't come near you.”
“One more thing: as a sign of good faith, we would like you to release your other prisoner –
Katrina Bishop. She is a low level operative of ours; we were using her to track the target's
movements.” “She is responsible for the deaths of many of my men.” “And you will be responsible for
the deaths of many of my countrymen. Like I said, consider it a show of good faith that you are an
honorable man to work with.” “Very well; I will release her after the invasion.” “No dice; I want her
now.” “Mr. King, I don't trust you, or her. She will not be released until the invasion.” “How 'bout the
night before the invasion? By then it will be too late to stop the invasion force.” “Agreed.”
“What did he want?” “He still wants us to instate his government when we invade.” “He
doesn't still believe that we'll do that, does he?” “I can't imagine how. But no matter. We still have his
archer as leverage to keep him in line.” Nazir opens The girls' cell. “You, come with me,” he points to
Alana.
// 1) Cyrus examines the weapons and armor
// 2) Force Field Boy challenges him to a duel :: doesn't like newcomer taking the lead.
// 3)
//:: [1 page] Demonstrate Cyrus sparring with a Diasporan militia member, who uses his ability
to generate small force fields to win. Brooke chastises him, stating that the point is to learn
swordsmanship apart from the use of abilities.
//:: [1.5 pages] Alana begins to learn how to fight, hand to hand. “You want to teach me how to
fight?” “Well, fighting isn't usually a woman's place, but you have an unusual gift, Kalanit, and you
should learn how to wield it. Scene changes to Nazir's perspective as he leaves the room; another
militia member asks him why he is training the enemy. “Most likely we'll have to kill her, it is true,
especially if she clings to her present loyalties. But we hold her mind in our hands; perhaps, with some
persuasion, she might not be our enemy for long.
//:: [1 pages] Day in and day out, Cyrus continues to train the Diasporan militia, and is seeing
marked improvement. You make a good leader, Abram notes. Perhaps, but I prefer to take orders
rather than give them. As Cyrus thinks about revenge on Callandra, Abram gives Cyrus the golden
revolver.
//:: [1.5 pages] Alana's training too improves, but Nazir fears something is holding her back.
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“You don't hate me, do you?” he asks. He slaps her around a bit, then asks her something akin to,
“how 'bout now?” Alana fears him, but she doesn't hate him. He then tenderly helps her up.
//:: [.5 pages] Nisanu 13, Afternoon: reporter Jayden Tether prepares to see an informant
regarding the incident in the Salamein Train Depot.
//:: [2 pages] John and Callandra are ushered in to speak with Tether. They are able to disclose
some information, specifically that the depot incident is tied to a planned invasion by Murad. Tether
refers to his article about Adinejad. Before they can get too far, however, John receives a call from
Abram King, telling him to halt the interview and return to Callandra's apartment if he hopes to see
Fran again. (Write this from Callie's perspective, so we only hear John's side of the conv.)
//:: [3 pages] Katrina is set free while Alana is raped, to alleviate her lack of hatred. He does a
little monologue on Hedrim and Alana.

Chapter 11 :: Kidnapped Again
Chapter 12 :: Second Pregam
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